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Abstract
This thesis argues that pluralism and diversity pose a more fundamental challenge to
liberal constitutionalism than is sometimes recognised by liberal political theorists. While the
challenges presented by moral pluralism at the philosophical level, and by cultural diversity at
the socio-cultural level, have received a great deal of attention in recent political thought, the
background within which these themes become salient has not always been fully
acknowledged. What is new in the modern world is not so much diversity of lifestyles, but the
disintegration of frameworks that traditionally provided an unproblematic basis for political
authority. What this modern challenge forces us to confront then, is the idea that ‘the people’
who are subject to law, are also, as citizens, the ultimate source of political authority.
I consider in detail the work of two contemporary political theorists who have
provided among the most sustained and far-reaching attempts to respond to this challenge,
Charles Taylor and Jürgen Habermas. Both make a significant contribution to responding to the
contemporary situation of pluralism by taking on board the ‘dialogical’ nature of identity, and
the role of the ‘people’ as the ultimate source of political power. However each places a heavy
reliance on a privileged standpoint that may shield political judgement from the full implications
of modern pluralism: Habermas, by appealing to ‘post-conventional morality’ and Taylor, by
appealing to an incipient teleology.
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Introduction
All viable relationships depend upon the existence of boundaries. One of the notable
features of contemporary Western culture is the extent to which we have become explicit and
defensive about such boundaries in the sphere of personal and intimate relationships. We
admonish those who fail to respect our ‘personal space’ and we describe relationships in which
we feel thwarted in our deep-rooted need for individual self-expression, as claustrophobic or
suffocating. Where confidence in those bonds that we usually regard as being constitutive of
personal relationships such as love, affection, care, loyalty and mutual respect is so fragile that
there is a permanent longing to submerge boundaries entirely and subsume or possess the
other, we would no doubt identify some form of pathology at work.1
Equally unsatisfactory, though in a different way, would be a situation in which
boundaries are non-existent or are so porous as to make nebulous the relationship they are
supposed to describe. Should my significant other fail to identify me likewise, i.e. as a
privileged focus for his love, care and loyalty, and in those respects at least, significant vis-à-vis
other members of the human race, the charge levelled would be not one of trespassing
personal space or submerging boundaries, but of failing to acknowledge the boundaries needed
to construct intimate space. A person unable to detach himself from this state of egocentric
independence sufficiently to establish any personal relationships on the basis of such bonds
would also appear to us as pathological.2 Relationships would be possible at all for such a
person only where they served some sort of independent interest, but in this case they would
be wholly dependent on extrinsic considerations and utility calculations. To this extent they
would almost certainly be judged shallow and trivial by the standards that we have come to
understand as definitive of personal relationships, since they would fail to instantiate the bonds
deemed to be constitutive of them.
Like personal relationships, viable political relationships are similarly dependent upon
the existence and maintenance of boundaries. And, as in personal relationships, these
boundaries should be such that they respect (even promote) individuality and isolate those
united by such bonds as privileged in some sense vis-à-vis others (to whom they nevertheless
may have moral obligations in virtue of sharing in a common humanity). Though there may be

functional similarities between personal and political relationships, the boundaries appropriate
for politics and the forms of relationship that these make possible differ significantly from those
in the personal sphere.
Democratic constitutional politics depends upon the establishment of boundaries of two
kinds. Firstly, a boundary must be drawn between public and private by circumscribing the
range of operative public authority so as to guarantee individual rights from contingent
exercises of political power. Secondly, a boundary must be drawn around the specific ‘people’
who, as a public, are the ultimate source of political power. The form of relationship that these
boundaries make possible is impersonal. Political relationships encompass large groups,
specifically a bounded legal community within a given territory, and so cannot be based upon
strong emotional ties between individuals who are known to one another. While personal
relationships must have a shared dimension if they are to be meaningful as opposed to merely
functional or superficial3, political relationships have, in addition, a public dimension. That is,
the bonds by which diverse individuals are linked in circumstances of social diversity necessarily
take on an impersonal form4. The political sphere cannot be an arena for highly personalised
forms of self-realisation or deep affective ties. Political action must be depersonalized to the
extent that it cannot be held hostage by the inner determination of the assertive will or the
impassioned heart if it is to offer genuine possibilities for peaceful co-existence. Conceptualising
this public dimension of politics will be crucial if political power is to derive not from a mere
aggregation of individual wills, but from the sharing of reasons.
Despite widespread agreement that political boundaries should be constructed so as to
respect and promote individuality and isolate those united by such bonds as privileged in some
sense vis-à-vis others outside the boundaries of the state, dissonance creeps in once we
unpack what this means in both theoretical and practical terms. For example, does the
requirement of respecting individuality entail simply allowing individuals to pursue their own
conceptions of the good unimpeded by external interference, or does it entail the more positive
sense of enabling individuals to realise their most significant goods and purposes?
How we respond to this dilemma will determine whether we conceive of the state as
having a more or less interventionist role. The state, meanwhile, being the site of “a specific
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monopolisation and unification of powers”5, must somehow identify ‘the people’ within its
territory as subjects and as citizens. In the former guise they are bound by law and subject to
the coercive power of the state, but this is deemed legitimate, and law is understood to be
morally binding because ‘the people’ are also, in their role as citizens, the originators of political
power. In this latter role ‘the people’ must be united by some shared understanding of what the
polity is all about. Those who do not share these common understandings lack an important
reason to feel bound by its decisions.6 This raises questions about the conditions that must
prevail in order for a meaningful sense of political membership to develop. On this issue, the
most enduring and pronounced schism has been that dividing the liberal and republican views
of political membership.

Between status and identity: liberal and republican conceptions of political membership.
Liberals have tended to view citizenship as a status, focusing on legally binding rights
and obligations, while republicans have conceived of citizenship as an identity, emphasising
affective ties and a shared orientation to values. Liberalism and republicanism have proved to
be useful interlocutors precisely because they have offered divergent responses to important
questions about the role of the state in respecting individuality and defining the terms of
political membership. At the extreme limit, republican inspired understandings of political
relationships are sometimes charged with encountering the political relationship in somewhat
similar terms to the possessive lover considered above, that is, with subsuming those
boundaries needed to preserve individuality. Not confident that the relevant formal bonds of a
political union such as the rule of law, representative government and political rights can
provide for the kind of solidarity required to hold the political community together as a unit,
republican accounts submerge the constitutional boundaries that separate public from private
by conceiving the polity as a perfectly unified and totalising political identity. This kind of allembracing political identity is likely to compromise the freedom of those individuals it aims to
more perfectly unite. This kind of criticism seems to be apposite of Rousseau’s political thought.
Consider his description of an ideal republican festival, which appears in his Letter to M.

d’Alembert.
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“Plant a stake crowned with flowers in the middle of a square; gather the people together
there, and you will have a festival. Do better yet; let the people become an entertainment
themselves; make them actors themselves; do so that each sees and loves himself in the
others so that all will be better united.”7

As Rousseau describes it, not only are the boundaries between participants and
spectators removed, but the boundaries between individual participants are also, seemingly,
dissolved. The political implications of this view become most clear in Rousseau’s theory of the
‘general will’ in which political unanimity is made possible by each individual putting “his goods,
his person and all his power in common” under its supreme direction.8 This idea that the people
as a whole can be transformed into a collective personality with a single will is, in Canovan’s
words, Rousseau’s “most celebrated device for turning a multitude into one”.9 This conception
of ‘the people’ as a unified macrosubject in which individuality is submerged and human
plurality entirely subsumed is not only a fictive ideal, according to Arendt, but also leads
inexorably to perverted forms of politics when pursued as a political goal.10 This becomes
evident, she thinks, not only in the excesses of the French Revolution, but also in the
totalitarian movements that threw Europe into chaos at the beginning of the Twentieth
Century.11 These events, though separated historically, have a single feature in common,
namely, the emergence of national statesmen who in claiming to best represent the aspirations
of the whole people, looked to a source of legitimacy over and above the law.12 The obliteration
of boundaries is key to the proper functioning of totalitarian government. Totalitarian
government “substitutes for the boundaries and channels of communication between individual
men a band of iron which holds them so tightly together that it is as though their plurality had
dispersed into One Man of gigantic dimensions.”13 Arendt argues that constitutionalism is
necessary to preserve laws, which function “as “fences” establishing boundaries between men
and protecting “essential freedoms”.14
In contrast with republican accounts, which at the extreme limit appear to gesture in
the direction of submerging boundaries by appealing to a collective personality, liberal models
of political relationships are sometimes charged with providing too shallow a view of political
membership by interpreting boundaries in exclusively legal terms. Private rights are privileged
over public goods and little importance is attached to the development of affective ties with
4

compatriots. Instead, juridical strategies for limiting state power are understood as being
central to the preservation of freedom. On the classical liberal view, negative rights afford
individuals protection from government provided they pursue their private interests within the
boundaries drawn by legal statutes.15 In comparison with republicanism, liberalism is thus
prone to the other relationship pathology identified in the opening section, that of raising
egocentric independence to the height of a lofty ideal that cannot be compromised. Political
relationships must therefore be justified in instrumental terms as serving individual interests.
This highly generalized account cannot comprehensively characterise a tradition as
internally diverse as liberalism. Nevertheless, the spirit of that tradition bears out the manner of
its inception in early social contract models. Social contract theory construes the foundation of
political society in terms of individuals joining together to establish the rules of their mutual
cooperation in a way that guarantees for each individual as wide a scope as possible for
personal liberty and independent action. On this approach egocentric independence is
presented not as a barrier to establishing relationships, but as a methodological starting point
for explaining political obligations. From the point of view of this rather partial and austere
conception of human motivation, political society is comprehensible as the product of
communal utility or collective rationality, and political obligation becomes an act of rational selfbinding.16 Persons unite to form political society not for the purpose of pursuing common
goods, but in order to avoid the inconveniences of a society without government in which there
is no security, and no common umpire to adjudicate conflicts.17 Duties to others within the
political community do not arise from affective bonds or shared understandings, but from
reciprocal agreements based on principles of mutual forbearance.
The difficulties engendered by this approach do not arise from total government, but
from the absence of the common understandings and civic virtue required for conceiving of
shared projects and carrying them out. It is from this perspective that the liberal emphasis on
negative freedom and rights is criticised by theorists in the radical tradition such as Rousseau,
Hegel and Marx for valorising competing private interests over the promotion of a public or
common good.18 What these classical radical theorists fear, is that the politics of individual
interest may be inherently unstable and divisive, leading to strife among particular interests and
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political fragmentation, or the domination of some interests over others.
As this brief and somewhat stylised discussion indicates, attempts to give a plausible
account of boundaries, and the political relationships that they sustain, have been as
controversial as these dilemmas have been longstanding. Individuals must be able to identify
themselves as members of a shared political community where this membership is compatible
with, and privileged in relation to, their membership of other partial associations and groups in
which they develop their distinct identities. Individuals within a political state must be able to
identify themselves as citizens where citizenship, according to Wolin, provides “an integrative
experience which brings together the multiple role-activities of the contemporary person and
demands that the separate roles be surveyed from the more general point of view.”19
However, the universal aspirations of citizenship, expressed in this idea of the ‘general
point of view’ will sometimes be in tension with the particularistic claims of identity. These
tensions become particularly acute in contemporary circumstances of pluralism in which
individuals and groups seek public recognition for their unique and distinctive identities. Where
normative significance is attached to identities shared with others beyond the boundaries of the
state, such as ethnic, cultural and linguistic identities, questions arise as to how the state can
promote attachment and allegiance to a common citizen identity. In attempting to redefine the
terms of political membership in modern diverse societies contemporary theorists often become
mired in the same longstanding disputes between liberalism and republicanism. These disputes
are centrally concerned with the issue of whether citizenship should be understood minimally as
a status with associated legally enforceable rights and responsibilities or more substantively as
an identity that exacts allegiance.

New debates about citizenship: legitimacy and social integration
It is against this background that there has come to be a renewed focus on the theme
of citizenship as an area for academic study and as a tangible political aim.20 In recent times
‘citizenship’ has come to be held up as something of a political goal, and in the British case it
appears ostensibly at least, to be the identity model that is gaining ground over the status
approach. In December 2004 the British Home Office published a handbook on citizenship as a
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precursor to the “citizenship test” introduced the following November as a condition of being
granted a British passport.21 This followed the introduction of citizenship ceremonies early in
2004. As well as having a practical role in ensuring that naturalised citizens have sufficient
insight and information about British society to enable them to participate effectively within it,
these ceremonies are clearly intended to construct a meaningful shared identity, one that can
provide a basis for political allegiance.22 The impression conveyed by this and other initiatives
recently enacted by the incumbent British government, such as the ‘respect’ agenda aimed at
combating low level anti-social behaviour, is that citizenship is an identity that must, not only
be consciously appropriated and actively embraced, but also vigilantly safeguarded against
disintegration and fragmentation. Certainly, the supposition is that citizenship amounts to
something more than the conferral of a formal legal status. The implicit claim is that citizenship
should not be wholly expressed in the juridical and legal norms that define the rights and
obligations of the members of a polity, but must also be understood as an identity with which
individuals can feel allegiance. This duality is the focus for what Habermas has termed the
‘double coding of citizenship’.23 This double coding, he thinks, was first provided within the
modern nation state by the integrative force of nationalism, which provided a cultural basis for
the constitutional state. This cultural interpretation of political membership provided the
abstract form of social integration needed to enact and sustain the legal basis of democratic
citizenship in equal civil and political rights.24 This double-coding of citizenship identified by
Habermas is an attempt to provide for the two distinctive demands of social integration and
legitimation that must be met within constitutional states.
The legitimacy of a regime is a function of its ability to provide plausible public
justifications of coercively imposed political and social institutions to the people who have to
live under them.25 Liberal conceptions of legitimacy are linked to the development of
“normative arguments” that defend “the justice and fairness of a particular set of institutions,
relations and arrangements.”

26

Legitimacy has been a central theme within liberal political

thought precisely because we wish to live, to the extent possible in any socially diverse and
complex society, as free agents in a political order that deserves our allegiance.27 However,
while we can raise and respond to questions about whether or not allegiance is deserved, the
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allegiance itself is an important element of citizenship in its own right. The bonds that link
citizens with their compatriots within a particular political community must be sufficiently strong
and durable that those who strongly disagree with specific outputs of democratic decisionmaking processes, perhaps on issues that are dear to them, nevertheless remain committed to
the basic constitutional form and to resolving disputes through political deliberation and
negotiation rather than resorting to violence and intimidation to secure their ends and
purposes.
However problematic constructing these bonds may be in modern circumstances of
pluralism, it is clear that the enterprise cannot be displaced or reconfigured as an entirely legal
or juridical project. We can conceive of decisions reached on behalf of the public by the major
institutions of society as worthy of being obeyed only insofar as these are responsive to our
deepest grievances and criticisms. Where there is deep disagreement about values, the idea
that all voices must gain a fair hearing in order for democratic processes to be considered
legitimate takes on an even greater importance. As Simone Chambers notes, it is crucial to the
fairness and legitimacy of the process of constitutional deliberation that “citizens feel that they
were heard, that they were part of the process, and that their opinions, interests, concerns,
and claims counted for something.”28 In diverse societies democratic processes are even more
heavily reliant upon high levels of trust than is the case in culturally homogenous societies. As
Chambers notes, the inclusiveness of democratic decision procedures may be more important
than their outcome in fostering social cohesion and trust.
Inevitably though, the decisions that result from democratic deliberations will not
always distribute the burdens of compliance equally. The polity must have an official language
through which institutional proceedings are conducted, it is likely to have official public
holidays, norms of marriage and an agreed educational curriculum, all of which are likely to be
culturally inscribed and may seem to put at some form of disadvantage those with divergent
cultural identities and commitments. Also, political decisions must be made on ethically divisive
issues such as on abortion and euthanasia and capital punishment. In liberal states committed
to securing peaceful co-existence between those with diverse interests and views, the tendency
has been towards more “liberal” regulation in these areas so that they become matters of
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personal choice. However, while liberalisation may provide the best means of securing peaceful
co-existence and protecting the equal interests of all, there is no doubt that it “entails an
unequal distribution of “hardships” for the ethical self-understanding of one or another
group.”29 A person for whom practices sanctioned by the constitutional state seem to be
abhorrent may find it harder to identify herself as a member than someone for whom the goals
and commitments pursued by the state have a deep personal resonance. Trust is thus required
as the ‘social cement’, which makes abstract political relationships embodying criteria of justice
workable.30
The main challenge that a viable model of constitutionalism must meet in
contemporary circumstances of pluralism is to offer a convincing account of the relationship
between political legitimacy, which forms that rationale for liberalism’s commitment to justice
and fairness, and social integration, which prompts the republican emphasis upon the
conditions needed to sustain allegiance to these commitments. In my estimation, Charles
Taylor and Jürgen Habermas have offered two of the most sustained and far-reaching attempts
to respond to this challenge. Hence the ontological liberalism of Charles Taylor, and Jürgen
Habermas’s model of discursive democracy provide the main focus of the thesis. Both have
made considerable advances in developing a coherent account of citizenship that marks both a
departure from, and a genuine alternative to, on the one hand, liberal juridical approaches and
on the other, republican accounts that appeal to the idea of a unified political community and
an already integrated citizenry.

New discourses on citizenship and identity: Charles Taylor and Jürgen Habermas.
Both Taylor and Habermas are aware that issues about cultural accommodation often
discussed within political theory under the rubric of ‘multiculturalism’ have not become pressing
only in consequence of the demographical and sociological shifts that have made Western
societies increasingly heterogeneous in terms of lifestyle and culture, but also because of the
more wholesale crisis of values ushered in by modernity. Hence for each, their proposals on
cultural accommodation take shape within a comprehensive philosophical system. Both
recognise that discourses of legitimation and modes of social integration have become deeply
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problematic in circumstances of modernity wherein traditional bases of authority such as
tradition, custom and hierarchy can no longer stabilize identities and horizons of value. Each, I
think, would basically concur with John Gray’s assessment that “what is new in the modern
world is not acceptance of diversity in styles of life. It is hostility to hierarchies.”31 For both,
modernity entails radical questioning of those metaphysical and moral frameworks that have
traditionally offered meaning and purpose for individuals, and order and unity for social and
political life. This leads them to develop distinctive account of citizenship and rights from within
the context of a much broader theory of modernity. This is one of the key features of each of
their approaches that set them apart from contemporaneous liberal responses to questions of
pluralism and diversity. While both Taylor and Habermas have given extensive treatment to
questions of cultural diversity and the role of the state in protecting minority identities, they
each regard the salience of identity politics in the contemporary world as being closely related
to more fundamental currents of modernity. Before going on to consider their work in detail, I
will consider the relative inattention of liberal accounts of citizenship to those themes that I
suggest must be central for any attempt to reconceptualise constitutionalism and citizenship in
the context of modern pluralistic societies.
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Introduction
On September 21st 2004 the National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI) opened
in Washington DC. Despite its situation alongside the other bright white marble museums in the
National Mall, it is ‘no ordinary museum’.1 The museum supports the idea that Native
Americans should be allowed to tell their own story, which in effect allows them complete
authority about what is displayed, and with what interpretation.2 Some areas of the museum
are set apart for tribal use, and access is restricted to artefacts deemed to have ‘ceremonial
status’. The aims and practices of the museum have attracted scrutiny and critical comment
from both the British and the American Press.3 Tiffany Jenkins, writing in the British
broadsheet, The Independent has suggested that, ‘the museum sets a worrying precedent’. By
restricting access and research opportunities on the grounds of birth and background, the
museum promotes “dubious ideas” about “the relationship between identity and knowledge.”4
Jenkins argues that, in not being equally accessible to everyone, the museum openly
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contravenes the leading principle that ought to inspire publicly funded institutions to acquire
and hold collections in trust for everyone.
Included in the mission statement of the NMAI is a “special responsibility” to protect
and enhance the development, maintenance and perpetuation of native culture and
community.”5 The opening of the NMAI in Washington provides just one indication of the
extent to which discussions about the role and responsibilities of the state in the protection and
promotion of distinctive cultural identities is a response to developments already underway.
These developments are not unique to those countries struggling to integrate indigenous
populations after a long history of oppression and neglect. Most Western European states now
face similar multicultural dilemmas in providing fair terms of accommodation for national, ethnic
and religious groups.6
Measures aimed at securing political accommodation for cultural groups range from farreaching legal and institutional protections to more diffuse forms of cultural support, such as
affirming the presence of previously marginalised voices through public funding initiatives or
changes to educational curricula. Many countries have for some time accepted various forms of
group-differentiated treatment on the basis of culture, nationality or language, and in many
cases this differential treatment has been embodied in legal codes and statutes or constitutional
law.7 Equally, international society and its political institutions, as well as individual states, have
begun to take seriously demands for cultural recognition and protection.8 One example of this
is the inclusion of far-reaching measures for cultural protection included in the UN Draft

Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples.9
Questions about how far these various measures can be justified, has become a major
focus for contemporary political thought. These developments have provoked a robust defence
of the liberal egalitarian model of citizenship, most comprehensively developed in recent times
by John Rawls, by liberals suspicious of new demands for cultural protections and recognition
of difference.10 Others, perhaps most notably Will Kymlicka, have been more sympathetic to the
changes already underway, and have sought to confer upon them a normative status on the
basis that states have a duty to protect the cultural attachments of their citizens as a matter of
justice.11 On this view, cultural rights may come to be regarded as the logical extension of
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citizenship rights, that is, as the most recent set of rights that enable citizens to become fully
participating members of the political community.12 I examine the theories of citizenship
advanced by Rawls and Kymlicka in the final section of this chapter. These accounts are clearly
not exhaustive of the various contemporary responses to questions of citizenship and cultural
rights.13 However, they are indicative of a tendency within recent political thought to
understand citizenship in juridical terms. To illustrate what I mean by this, we must first get
clearer about what citizenship means within the context of modern constitutional democracies.
Citizenship is not an open-ended identity. It must also be conceptualised as a status inscribed
within a specific set of political, legal and cultural relationships.
Like most ideas in political theory the meaning of citizenship is contested, yet it
appears incontrovertible that it describes the relations of individuals to the state and to each
other within a territorially bounded political community.14 Citizenship thereby implicates us in
the public political culture of a particular political community.15

The cultural dimension of

citizenship is not independent of the status of citizenship, which exists as set of juridical and
legal norms that define the rights and obligations of the members of the polity.16 Citizenship is
a relationship that is defined within the boundaries constructed by the democratic constitutional
state.
In section one, I suggest these boundaries are of two kinds. Firstly, a boundary must
be drawn between private and public. This boundary will circumscribe the legitimate range of
operative public authority so as to guarantee individual rights from contingent exercises of
political power. Secondly, boundaries must be drawn around the people of a specific legal
jurisdiction. I will argue that the connections between these two kinds of boundary have been
obscured partly as a consequence of the one-sided emphasis of liberal political thought. Modern
liberal thought, having focused almost exclusively on the boundary between private and public
has tended to construe political relationships in instrumental terms, being concerned primarily
with the protection of private rights from the contingent exercises of political power. This
obscures the crucial relationship between these two distinct types of boundary-drawing, since it
provides only a partial conceptualisation of ‘the people’ as private individuals and as subjects of
law. I suggest that we need to reinstate an alternative mode of thinking about ‘the people’ as
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‘the constitutive power’, that is, as the originators and founders of political authority in order to
develop a more adequate account of citizenship.
In section two, I consider two distinct understandings of the idea of the ‘constituent
power’, one the broadly liberal account offered by John Locke, the other, the republican
approach of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. It is the centrality accorded to the idea of the ‘constitutive
power’ that makes these accounts interesting for present purposes, though neither provides a
conception of this idea that is suitable for modern pluralistic societies. Locke assumes that the
authorising source of the ‘body politic’ will be already integrated through its rational
apprehension of divine law. Rousseau appreciates the secularisation of the political more fully,
recognising that higher law does not have its roots in divine law, but in ‘the people’. Still,
Rousseau’s model cannot be the starting point for a viable interpretation of the ‘constitutive
power’ in modern pluralistic societies, since ‘the people’ are understood as having a unified
political will. Finding both of these approaches problematic, I consider Arendt’s conception of
the ‘constitutive power’ as being instructive for informing a model of constitutionalism and
citizenship in modern diverse societies.
In section three, I consider John Rawls’ and Will Kymlicka’s approaches to citizenship
and identity from the perspective of the foregoing discussions about boundaries. Rawls
interprets pluralism as moral, religious and philosophical diversity and from this perspective,
develops a framework for rights by appealing to the principle of difference blindness. I suggest
that while this may be a feasible model for dealing with religious or moral pluralism, it is less
effective for addressing the problem of impaired inclusion, which often fuels cultural claims.
Recently, Will Kymlicka has made admirable attempts to address this problem of impaired
inclusion, but his theory meets difficulties in its attempt to marry a liberal concern with
autonomy with a commitment to cultural integrity. Ultimately, though Rawls and Kymlicka
advance very different models of citizenship, both place too heavy an emphasis on protecting
individual rights against political power. That is to say, both have been preoccupied with the
first form of boundary-drawing, that between private and public and have therefore been
forced to look for a privileged standpoint beyond politics as the ultimate basis from which to
authorise their respective models of constitutionalism.
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1.

CONSTITUTIONALISM AND BOUNDARIES
In large, plural, complex societies, democratic politics can only be realised within a

framework of constitutionally guaranteed rights and procedures that define the terms of
political engagement and the limits of political power. The constitution therefore acts as a
device for simultaneously enabling the exercise of political power and limiting its scope. It
enables the ‘people’, understood as the whole body of a territory’s legal inhabitants17, to realise
the political good of ‘self-determination’ through an established framework of rules and
procedures. This function depends upon the establishment of a state whose borders are
recognised internationally and whose sovereign political authority has priority over any
autonomous social or political organisations within these borders. Hence we think of political
sovereignty and the practices of citizenship as being confined within the boundaries of national
political communities.18 At the same time, popular sovereignty, or the entitlement of ‘the
people’ to self-determination, must be limited for the sake of individual autonomy. Hence
constitutions also guarantee individual rights and liberties by drawing a “clear line of
demarcation… …between what can be contingent upon the outcome of the political process and
the conflicts of interest entering into it, and what cannot be the object of such conflict because
it is constitutionally entrenched.”19
We might say then, that democratic constitutional politics depends upon the
establishment of boundaries of two kinds. Firstly, a boundary must be drawn between public
and private by circumscribing the range of operative public authority so as to guarantee
individual rights from contingent exercises of political power. Secondly, a boundary must be
drawn around the specific ‘people’ of a territorial unit. The ‘people’ so identified must have
some common understandings and links, since they are also, ultimately, the source of political
power. Though the latter type of boundary is in an obvious sense the more fundamental one,
since it determines the source of that political power which the private/public distinction aims to
regulate, it has received less explicit attention in liberal political thought. In section three, I
consider the implications of this for liberal theories of citizenship and cultural rights.
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1.1

Boundaries between private and public: three contested axes.
Rights are intended to secure a private space for individual liberty. Individuals are free

in this space insofar as they are unconstrained in their actions, at least within a certain
significant range of activity. Liberal political thinkers have sought to circumscribe the range of
public authority so as to protect the “private sphere” or “private rights” primarily along three
main axes.20 The first is in the realm of personal meaning most powerfully exemplified by
religious belief. The principle of toleration, which has been of fundamental importance within
the liberal tradition, seeks to remove those issues deemed to be matters of private conscience
or opinion from the sphere of state control. Toleration was first advanced as a principled
response to religious disagreement in the context of the Reformation and ensuing wars of
religion in Europe. Locke’s account of toleration is, in part, a pragmatic one about the
irrationality of attempting to coerce religious belief.21 It also incorporates significant
qualifications. Since the premises of Locke’s argument are drawn from an account of society
governed and regulated by a divinely sanctioned natural law, the principle of toleration does
not extend to atheists who, he thinks, will have no commitments to the bonds of the society,
which grants toleration as a privilege22.
Locke does however, in important ways, prefigure modern doctrines of toleration,
which typically link the principle of toleration with the idea of respect for individual autonomy.23
He maintains, for example, that insofar as no one suffers any prejudice as a result of the
conduct associated with religious belief “every man has the supreme authority of judging for
himself.”24 For autonomy valuing liberals, toleration is sometimes regarded as the only coherent
and humane response to the situation of pluralism in which there is disagreement about
ultimate values. In any event, the idea that the state can protect the moral integrity and
freedom of each person equally by remaining neutral in relation to those spheres within which
individuals pursue ‘higher goods’ or seek personal meaning, has become extremely powerful in
contemporary culture.
The second axis of human and social life that some liberals have sought to remove
from state control is that of the economy. Liberals have offered different justifications as to why
economic freedoms should be secured from state interference. In the eighteenth century Adam
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Smith suggested that economic society was effectively self-regulating. The argument here is
that individual commodity owners, by pursuing their own interests, will necessarily though
unintentionally promote the wider public good.25 More recently, libertarian thinkers such as F. A
Hayek, have similarly imagined political society as parasitic upon a spontaneous order emerging
from the practices of private individuals constructed through their spontaneous exchanges. For
Hayek, the economic market is exemplary of this spontaneous order.26 The role of the
constitution is therefore to limit government interference in the private sphere of market
relations so as to secure greater personal liberties.27
The third axis privileged by liberals as a sphere for non-interference, is the domestic or
intimate sphere. Unlike the market economy, which is distinct from the state in abiding by
independent regulative principles, the domestic sphere is understood as a sphere of purely
human relationships.28 It is “the domain of the household, of meeting the daily needs of life, of
sexuality and reproduction, of care for the young, the sick and the elderly.”29 So while liberals
have sought to protect the sphere of the market from state regulation in virtue of its being
cherished as a liberty-enhancing sphere of autonomous action, they have sought to segregate
the intimate sphere from public life in virtue of its representing the realm of necessity and thus
the antithesis of liberty and autonomy.30
Democratic politics depends upon the maintenance of some boundaries between
private and public in order that the particular associations within which individuals develop their
distinctive identities can operate free from excessive political interference. However, along each
of the three axes outlined above, there appears to be little consensus about where boundaries
between public and private should lie, and how public power should be circumscribed. The
long-standing liberal commitment to religious toleration, which aims to protect the religious
freedoms of the state’s constituent groups while not positively affirming the beliefs of any
particular group, may seem a useful tool for securing peaceful co-existence within multi-faith
societies, yet it does not, of itself, provide any substantive answers about the precise role and
limits of the state in protecting religious freedoms.31 Recent debacles over whether religious
symbols should be permitted in schools have served to underline the fact that the principle of
toleration may just as readily by violated by over-zealous secularists as by religious fanatics.
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Similarly while both libertarians and egalitarian liberals regard freedom as an axiomatic value,
they are sharply divided over whether the public institutions of the state or the autonomous
actions of private individuals can best secure this core value. Finally, the contemporary
women’s movement has focused attention on the boundaries between private and public in
highlighting the asymmetrical power relations associated with the sexual division of labour and
re-interpreting aspects of domestic life as public issues of justice.32

1.2

Defining ‘the people’ as the ultimate source of political authorisation
The second issue, of how to define ‘the people’ as the ultimate source of political

power, becomes pressing in light of the crucial legitimating role that the ideal of popular
sovereignty occupies within modern liberal democracies. This ideal of popular sovereignty,
which is central to the liberal democratic tradition, is tied to modernity’s express renunciation of
traditional forms of authority based upon status and hierarchy.33 Recent liberal thought has
sometimes exhibited mistrust of the idea of popular sovereignty perhaps as a consequence of
some of the unfortunate conceptual associations that have become linked with the idea. In Carl
Schmitt’s hands, the idea of political sovereignty is transformed into an extra-legal and extramoral assertion of political will. He argues that only “an absolute decision created out of
nothingness” can underpin the legal and constitutional structures that are crucial for the
legitimate exercise of political power.34 From another angle, popular sovereignty may
sometimes serve as a pretext for a doctrine of nationalist self-assertion.35 The nationalist
appropriation of the idea carries with it the danger that citizenship becomes linked with a
narrow ascriptive kind of identity so that membership of the political community, or citizenship,
is wholly proximate with some mythic chain of racial or ethnic descent. In either ‘decisionistic’
or ‘ethnic-nationalist’ guise, sovereignty appears antithetical to liberalism’s emphasis on the rule
of law and human rights.
Neither ‘decisionist’ nor ‘ethnic-nationalist’ ideas represent authentic interpretations of
popular sovereignty since in each case some non-democratic principle comes to occupy the
throne of sovereignty, which rightfully belongs to the people. However the idea of popular
sovereignty may appear to be hopelessly vulnerable to this kind of misrepresentation since it
links extensive powers to confer legitimacy on boundaries, regimes and policies, with a vague
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and amorphous conception of the people. This being the case it might easily allow for political
power to be usurped by all manner of groups and interests who claim that they are, or speak
for, the people.36 This, on Hannah Arendt’s view, is precisely the mechanism that makes
possible dictatorial and totalitarian forms of political rule.
For these reasons, liberalism, which has traditionally been interested in limiting political
power and protecting the autonomy of the private sphere, has sought to make popular
sovereignty seem more hospitable to principles of liberal constitutionalism. When liberals talk
about self-rule, often they are talking about a partial and attenuated conception of it, in which
popular control is understood not as some extra-legal force, but as a power made available by
those norms and procedures established for the exercise of democratic rule. The idea of the
people collectively engendering political power, which the idea of popular sovereignty
embodies, is thereby reduced to the idea of an already integrated citizen body utilising existing
institutional structures, such as representative democracy and majority voting, to express
political preferences, or to reach agreement on matters of common concern.
The main difficulty with this approach is that it obscures the fact that the framework for
the exercise of political authority may itself be controversial. Constitutional forms of
representative democracy and democratic decision procedures such as majority voting, must
themselves be legitimated. Hence popular sovereignty can be erroneously equated with this
partial conception of democratic self-rule only if two conditions prevail. Firstly, the boundaries
of the political community must already be clearly established. Secondly, the terms of political
relationships between citizens themselves, and between citizens and the state, must be the
object of some consensus. That is to say, there must be sufficient agreement on values and
norms within this bounded political community such that the legitimacy of existing institutions
and procedures can be assured.
The nation has often served as the assumed basis for this broad agreement within
modern political thought. The idea that a homogenous nation state can be assumed as a fixed
and relatively unproblematic context within which the meaning of shared political ideals such as
justice and democracy can be determined, has been prominent within modern political thought.
As will become evident in section three of this chapter, contemporary liberalism has frequently
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used the category of the nation-state as a shortcut to the task of defining ‘the people’ as a
cultural unit and as ready-made solution to the problem of boundaries.
In contemporary circumstances the idea of a culturally homogenous nation-state can
no longer serve as a background assumption for political thought. Consequently the idea of
popular sovereignty, which it provisionally usurped, has once again become a focus of
interest.37 Modern society is unavoidably caught in the torsion created between competing
supra-state processes such as globalisation, and sub-state dis-aggregation represented by
nationalist movements and identity politics. Processes of globalisation have clearly altered the
context in which modern states govern such that the ‘political myth’ of an “absolute, unitary
and indivisible state sovereignty” operating within a given territory is no longer sustainable.38
The nation-state, once seen as an unproblematic background for the construction of an
integrative political identity has been decentred as a unified locus of control over political and
economic issues. Rather there is a widespread acceptance that the constraints of geography on
social and political arrangements are receding.39 In addition, the fragmentation of previously
united multinational political communities such as Yugoslavia, the Soviet Union and
Czechoslovakia, has prompted reflection on the question of “what draws a body of citizens
together into a coherent and stably organised political community, and keeps that allegiance
durable.”40 The persistence of various forms of sub-state nationalism which challenge the ideal
of an overarching national or cosmopolitan identity also encourage reflection on this
fundamental question.
In circumstances in which it is no longer credible simply to assume the existence of a
culturally integrated nation state as an arena for justice and democracy, the main problem
facing modern political thought is to explore potential alternative sources of social integration.
These must be compatible with the principle of equal dignity, which is central for the legitimacy
of constitutional states, and they must uphold the idea, also important for liberals, that political
power must be amenable to public justification. The problem is one of reconciling the
sometimes competing demands of legitimation and social integration.

1.3

‘Normal’ and ‘Constitutional’ politics
In order to support the basic claim that liberalism has had a narrow focus on only one
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set of boundary concerns, that is, that it has concentrated on limiting political power, by
defining the boundaries between private and public, rather than on engendering it, it will be
useful to consider the distinction between normal and constitutional politics. It is on the basis of
this distinction that, in the previous section, I charged liberalism with appealing to only a partial
or attenuated conception of self-rule. In one sense, there appears to be something erroneous
about the claim that modern liberalism has not been sufficiently attentive to the role of ‘the
people’ in engendering political power. Their fears about the potential for ‘the tyranny of the
majority’ notwithstanding, liberal thinkers such as J. S. Mill and Alexis de Tocqueville embraced
democratic self-rule as being not only consistent with freedom, but required by it. Both
expanded upon the negative conception of freedom, which posits that individuals are free to
the extent that their actions are unimpeded by government interference.41 They ventured that
citizens’ control over their own collective affairs was essential for the cultivation of individuality,
civic virtue and genuine autonomy. Each accepts that good government must take the form of
popularly elected government, allowing citizens collective control over their own destiny.42 In
present circumstances, it seems, the idea that an unyielding commitment to democratic selfrule is an essential correlate of individual liberty is so firmly established that President Bush
frequently hails liberty as one of the U.S.A’s supreme values, and democracy as one of its most
precious exports.
However the ideas of popular sovereignty and self-rule thought to be required by liberty is
one disciplined so as to be hospitable to rights based constitutionalism. That is, it understands
self-rule as participation within pre-defined structures of representative government, most
commonly through electoral processes. In understanding self-rule in these terms, a more
fundamental ideal of self-rule or popular-sovereignty as the ‘constituent power’, that is, the
power to ‘constitute’ political authority is eclipsed. This idea will be considered in more detail in
section two of this chapter. For now, it is sufficient to note that the idea of self-rule or popular
sovereignty as the ‘constituent power’ applies to ‘constitutional politics’, where this is distinct
from ‘normal politics’ in being concerned with the formulation of ‘higher law’. ‘Higher law’
frames the process of ‘normal politics’ within which governments conduct their everyday
practical deliberations43. The institution of higher law is the business of constitutional politics,
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which “represents a more democratic, if extra-ordinary, option next to normal interest group
pluralist politics.”44 However, the provisions of higher law are not impervious to alteration being
always open to changing interpretations.
Constitutional politics connected with the power to found and to posit is pushed to the
margins as an understanding of self-rule as a feature of democratic representative government
takes centre-stage. That the meaning of self-rule as constitution-making has been marginalised
within the current vocabulary of politics becomes clear when we consider what the American
goal of exporting democracy is normally taken to mean. Typically it is understood as the
attempt to replace tyrannical regimes with some standardised form of Western liberal
democracy. In the case of Iraq this has raised urgent and difficult questions about how a
democratic government may be created and installed for its recipients. However, missing from
the start is the founding of a new government by the action of peers.45 The omission points to
the fact that what we might understand as ‘constitutional politics’, that is the power to posit
and found a constitutional regime, does not feature prominently in contemporary
understandings of constitutionalism and democracy. Instead, the constitution is conceived of as
a system of fundamental rights and procedures placed beyond the scope of arbitrary political
power or indeed, the contingent power of democratic majorities. The fundamental idea is that
of limiting public power through the institution of private rights, with citizens as the recipients
of these rights. On this juridical conception of politics the main focus of attention becomes
where the boundary between private and public should be drawn.

2.

THE ‘CONSTITUENT POWER’ IN LIBERAL AND REPUBLICAN POLITICAL

THOUGHT
Within recent political thought questions about the boundaries between private and
public have been accorded high priority while the issue of how to understand ‘the people’ as
the ultimate source of political power has been more marginal. This has served to obscure the
connections linking these two distinct sets of boundary issues. These linkages can be more fully
appreciated by tracing both sets of problems to their common source in the idea of
constitutional government.
Fundamental to modern ideas of constitutional government is the distinction between
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‘constituent’ and ‘constituted’ popular power. The former applies to the act of constituting the
operative public authority as opposed to the detailed institutional arrangements that are
codified and binding for the legitimate exercise of power. The doctrine of the ‘constituent
power’, which attributes permanent and overriding power for the establishment and
disestablishment of governments to the people, casts the people in the role as the ultimate
holders of power. This establishes the principle, now accepted in all constitutionalist systems,
that a clear distinction may be made between ‘constituent’ and ‘ordinary’ power so that
alterations to fundamental constitutional procedures cannot be enacted through the procedures
of normal politics, but require the consent of the general community.
This distinction between the constituent and constituted power has continuing
relevance for modern understandings of constitutionalism. As Murray Forsyth has noted:
“Both in the wording of modern constitutions, and in the modes in which they are drafted
and ratified, as well as in the provisions for their amendment, it is almost inevitably
acknowledged that the people as a collectivity of individuals is the ‘subject’ of the
constitution, that all political powers emanate from them, and that there is a distinction to
be drawn between the people acting in their constituent capacity and the people acting in
and through the constituted structure of government.”46

The question then inevitably arises as to how the ‘people’ are to be understood in their
constituent capacity and how they can be said to ‘act’ as originators of political authority.
The idea of the ‘constituent power’ as the legitimating force of constitutionalism is
sometimes associated with the idea of a ‘founding act’ and in particular with the American and
French Revolutions.47 In fact, it has earlier origins in the radical critique of the divine right of
kings at the beginning of the seventeenth century. From this time, the idea of popular
sovereignty replaced the widely held assumption that men were created unequal and owed
allegiance to the government because the head of the government, the king, was invested with
a sacred authority.48 The idea that men are by nature free and equal leads to the replacement
of the ‘vertical’ view of power based upon the idea of rule, with the ‘horizontal’ or ‘reciprocal’
view of political power.49 Political authority is no longer associated with hierarchies and roles
firmly rooted in the natural order. Rather, government comes to be seen as an artificial
contrivance which must be justified to individuals on the basis of their moral claims.50 These
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new understandings of the individual, and his place in the natural order, raise far-reaching
questions about the legitimacy of the institutions of centralised government, political authority
and positive law. The natural condition of freedom and equality of individuals appears to be
deeply at odds with the existence of political authority, wherein some rule and others are
ruled.51 Since the political state is now understood as an artificial contrivance, rather than
being rooted in the natural order, a chasm emerges between law and morality so that the
question arises as to whether individuals can have a moral obligation to perform a legal
obligation.52
One particular response to this dilemma, which became popular in the seventeenth
century, was that government was founded on a contract between rulers and ruled.53 The
novelty of this approach was in its insistence that political authority is created by agreement
among the contracting parties.54 On this account, citizens do not simply acquiesce in existing
forms of political rule; instead ‘the people’ are assigned the role of originating political power.
In line with this interpretation, scholars have traced the emergence of the theoretical idea of
the ‘constituent power’, or ‘constitutive power’ and its foundational source in ‘the people’ to the
political writings of Thomas Hobbes55 and John Locke56. I will focus in this section on Locke’s
liberal interpretation of the ‘constituent power’ and Rousseau’s republican one. Both use the
idea of a ‘social contract’ to explain the ‘founding’ of political society. Locke provides an early
example of the understanding of popular sovereignty as the power to found, to posit and to
constitute, which may helpfully be recovered in modern circumstances of pluralism. Equally
fundamental is his emphasis on trust. For Locke trust is an important element of the
relationship between rulers and ruled. This idea of trust underwrites Locke’s emphasis on the
idea of citizenship as a status defined in terms of legal rights and obligations. However this
trust is guaranteed through the idea of the universe as a providential order rooted in divine
law. Rousseau’s view of political association is less reliant upon the metaphysical assumptions
that underlie Locke’s account, however this leads him to search for unity in a totalising political
identity in which particularity is subsumed. Both Locke and Rousseau rely on some form of
social consensus as a basis for their respective accounts of the contract. Each seeks to stabilize
the ‘constitutive moment’ of politics by appealing to some form of pre-political unity.
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2.1

John Locke: constitutionalism and trust
On Locke’s account, the political community is created by a contract of society, and this

is a prerequisite for the delegation of the collective power of the political community to
government created by majority decision.57 It is the contract between citizens based on consent
that establishes political authority, and so individuals owe obedience to their fellow citizens on
the basis of this mutual contract. This includes the “consent to be concluded by the majority”
since it is necessary, if society is not to immanently dissolve when disputes arise, that the
majority have a right to conclude the rest so that they can act as one body, as ‘a people’.58
Consent moralises the act of obedience to law by making it “an act which the individual ought
voluntarily to perform if he is to act morally.”59 Crucially, promises made under compulsion hold
no obligation, so that societies founded by means of conquest or usurpation can make moral
claims on individuals, only by securing the consent of the people. Since consent can incur moral
obligations, individuals must understand themselves as bound by law. However, the obedience
owed to government is conditional upon its not trespassing the bounds established by the
original contract that brought the political community into being.60 Ultimately then, the
constitutive power rests permanently and exclusively with the people and devolves back to
them if the constituted political power violates the terms of the contract.
On Locke’s account the range of legitimate action of the constituted power is
circumscribed within definite boundaries since “the authority of rulers derives wholly from rights
voluntarily alienated by individuals, and also from the obligatory force of the law of nature,
which for Locke is independent of any contract.”61 The state is assigned the role of enforcing
the law of nature and protecting the rights of individuals. If individuals lose confidence in
government’s capacity to secure their rights they are freed from its subjection. The political
power delegated by a political community to the representative assembly is thus understood as
a fiduciary, or trustee power.62 It is a conditional authorisation which places government in the
same legal position as in any trust. That is, “the trustees have authority to act only within the
bounds specified by the trust.”63 Government is understood as a trustee of the interests of
society and loses its legitimacy if it violates this trust.
A notable feature of Locke’s theory is that in circumstances in which a government
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trespasses these bounds and breaches trust, he confidently expects that the people will act
unanimously in dissolving it. He assumes, that is, “the individuals concerned will be able to act

as a body in circumstances where formal ties between them no longer exist.”64 This is
evidenced by the fact that he sees political power reverting to the political community. On
Locke’s account ‘the people’ act only at exceptional moments: in founding when they create
political society, or in revolution when they step into the breach of trust between the governing
power and individual citizens. Though rare, these moments are a permanent possibility so long
as the people are understood as being in enduring possession of the constituent power. Hence
a stable moral consensus must be assumed as the ultimate grounds for political authority even
if it galvanises the people to act collectively only rarely.
Locke is able to assume that the people in their role as the ‘constituent power’ will act
unanimously only on the basis that they remain at all times, in full possession of their natural
rights. The idea of natural rights rests upon a supposed opposition between nature and
culture.65 This allows that individuals have certain basic rights irrespective of the particular
customs, mores or cultural arrangements that might prevail, since fundamental rights are
anchored in nature. 66 These rights are anterior to the establishment of government and exist
independently of it. Ultimately they are rooted in a broader ontological and metaphysical
framework.67 Lawrence Cahoone describes these rights as “normatively pre-civil”, by which he
means, “morally binding independent of and logically prior to social convention.”68 This pre-civil
understanding of rights allows for the assumption that ‘the people’ will act as a unified political
community, both in establishing a political community for the purpose of securely protecting
these rights, and in removing a government that trespasses against them. Hence as Melissa
Williams notes, “a moral relationship of trust between people and government must be
undergirded by a trust among the people themselves.”69
Trust, then, has two bases in liberal constitutional societies.70 In one aspect it is
grounded in our confidence that the ‘constituted power’ (the relatively permanent structure of
authority embodied in the form of a written constitution or a codified body of positive law)
institutionalises procedures that ensure political responsibility and imposes effective restraints
upon the use of political power through sanctions and incentives that make governments
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accountable, and punishes breaches of trust. In another guise, it figures as a ‘pervasive trust in
society’71 at large or, as a kind of ‘social cement.’72 Hence, any theory of constitutionalism that
focuses solely on questions of legitimacy, that is on normative arguments about the justice and
fairness of a particular set of constitutional mechanisms will be partial, since some sort of
underlying consensus is needed to make these political relationships workable.
“There must at least be some agreement amongst a significantly large or weighty part of
the population upon the value of constitutional procedures. In turn this consensus itself
requires certain preconditions. A situation of severe hostility between a permanent minority
is not conducive even to such consensus on procedures.”73

Though Locke sought to offer some response to the problem of legitimacy he was able to
assume a broad social consensus as the basis of this trust. This in turn provides a pre-political
basis for social integration.

2.2

Jean- Jacques Rousseau: constitutionalism and identification
Rousseau recognises that the broad consensus or deep social trust needed for political

integration can no longer be unproblematically located in ‘the nature of things’ independent of
human will and convention. This makes the problem of social integration more pressing.
Though Rousseau never explicitly questioned the received understanding of natural law as
having a divine source, he considered this too abstract a basis for positive law and political
rights.74 William Connolly interprets his oft quoted aphorism ‘Man is born free; and everywhere
is in chains’, as an indication of Rousseau’s clarity about the bankruptcy of traditional
discourses of justification in which God is appealed to as the transcendent authority for law,
and an expression of the intensity with which the institutions and procedures of political society
were now understood as conventional.75 Though his theory follows the form of social contract
theories in appointing ‘the social order as a sacred right which is the basis of all other rights’ he
holds that “this right does not come from nature, and must therefore be founded on
conventions.”76 This has some important implications.
Firstly, since for Rousseau divine ordinance does not translate into human guidance at
the level of social relations, these are understood as being tinged with conventionality. They
are thought of as having a plasticity that would have been incomprehensible from the
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standpoint of the natural law accounts of Hobbes and Locke. This allows Rousseau to combine
an analysis of political authority with a critique of the broader social relations in which it is
situated. This insight becomes an extremely important driving force behind the emancipatory
tendency in Enlightenment social theory, which “fostered a recurrent reflection on the validity
of social arrangements.”77 Kant’s defines Enlightenment as “the freedom to make public use of
one’s reason in all matters”, and to “lay publicly before the world their thoughts about a better
formulation of legislation as well as a candid criticism of laws already given.”78 This loosens up
the boundaries between private and public by interpreting these as being conventional and so
answerable to critical rationality. Rousseau himself offers a critique of property rights supposed
by Locke to be inviolable, on the grounds that there can be no convincing public justifications
for rights that uphold such major disparities of wealth .79 However, with the presumption of a
unified rationality, the assumption persists that a correct and universally valid demarcation
between private and public can be found.
Secondly, though Rousseau, like Locke, draws upon the idea of contract, he focuses his
analysis specifically on what Locke understands as the ‘original compact’ on the basis of which
the ‘body politic’ is founded. As we have seen, this is the basis for the ‘constitutive power’ of
government to which Locke attaches a “normatively pre-civil” unity through the theory of
natural rights. In the opening pages of the ‘Social Contract’ Rousseau writes,
“It would be better, before examining the act by which a people chooses a king, to examine
that by which it has become a people; for this act, being necessarily prior to the other, is
the true foundation of society.”80

Rousseau thinks that human governments will not be stable unless they are founded on a
“more solid basis than mere reasons.”81 Some motivational thickening agent is required to
transform a collection of individuals into a citizen body governed by law. He thinks that law,
having lost its sacred inviolable character, will be impotent unless it engages the hearts and
minds of citizens. Law must embody the autonomous will of each individual citizen if it is to be
compatible with freedom and a source of internal obligation rather than simply a condition for
external compliance. Ultimately, Rousseau supposes that a harmonious social order can be the
well-spring of virtuous motivations predisposing citizens to agreement on the general will. This
view has been justifiably criticised on the grounds that it is predicated upon a sustained
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commitment to an illusory common good, and corresponding renunciation of private interest.82
Rousseau’s account of the ‘constitutive power’ is highly problematic for several reasons.
Most damagingly, Rousseau appears to frame ‘the people’ as a corporate body, integrated as a
cohesive moral community, with a unanimous will. In modern diverse societies, this ideal of
unanimity is rightly viewed with suspicion. At best, it appears hopelessly misconceived: at
worst, potentially authoritarian. His romantic vision of a complete identity between rulers and
ruled lead him to disavow liberal models of representative government, but modern
constitutional government is necessarily representative government. Though I am suggesting
that a principle of popular sovereignty must be central for an adequate understanding of
modern constitutionalism, and that this entails conceptualising ‘the people’ as something more
than an aggregation of individuals, it cannot entail imposing a homogenous identity on the
people or doing away with structures of representative government. If the common political
identity were so homogenous as to lack differences susceptible to becoming implicated in
political conflicts, there would be no need to impose the kind of constraints usually associated
with constitutionalism, such as limited government, the rule of law and schedules of basic
rights.83 In incorporating these elements, and understanding the political relationship in terms
of ‘trust’ rather than ‘identity’, Locke’s account of limited constitutional government seems more
apposite than is Rousseau’s radical conception of popular self-government as a model of
political authority.
Rousseau’s importance was in comprehending, more fully than did Locke, the
magnitude of the problem of authorisation for a secularised political realm. Modern
constitutional states require a relatively high level of commitment from citizens in order to
enjoin their obedience to democratically enacted laws with which they personally may disagree.
Trust is needed also to sustain welfare commitments and to uphold principles of tolerance and
mutual respect in conditions of deep diversity. Hence, the diversity and complexity of modern
society notwithstanding, the problem identified by Rousseau of conceptualising ‘the people’ as
an identifiable collective body cannot easily be sidelined, not only because they are the ultimate
source of political power, but also because the legitimate exercise of this political power
presupposes a background of social trust.
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2.3

Hannah Arendt: political action and constitutionalism
As Andreas Kalyvas has recently noted, the idea of the constitutive power as the

sovereign political power barely appears in contemporary constitutional theory, and when it is
mentioned it is quickly denounced and rejected.84 The idea of constitutionalism that has
become dominant since the nineteenth century is a narrow juridical one. On this view legally
entrenched rights must always be given priority over collective political goals. The constitution
is understood as a guaranteed framework of rights and, as an essential constraint upon political
power.85 However, this interpretation downplays two important features of constitutionalism,
which it is helpful to recover if we are to offer a more comprehensive treatment of the idea of
citizenship in modern conditions of pluralism. The first of these themes is the idea of the
constituent power as the positing or founding power, which survives the dissolution of
governments. The second is the tense and ambivalent relation that this constituent power
bears to the order that it authorises.86 The political thought of Hannah Arendt is suggestive for
purposes of elaborating each of these themes, which I consider in turn.
Firstly, Arendt interprets constitutionalism as a means of engendering, and making
effective, positive political power. This leads her to view political action as constitutive of the
political as such. Positive political power is an ‘end in itself’, and as such can be distinguished
from strength, force and violence, all of which utilise an instrumental conception of action.87
Power, on Arendt’s view “corresponds to the human ability not just to act but to act in
concert.”88 She maintains that, “All political institutions are materialisations of power; they
petrify and decay as soon as the living power of the people ceases to uphold them.”89 Nothing
can serve as a stand-in for the power engendered by acting in concert, as the legitimating
source of institutions and practices within a state.
It is helpful to recover the idea of political action as being constitutive of membership
of a political community in circumstances in which the dominant trends within political thought
have fallen within a broad terrain mapped out by liberal and republican approaches. These
approaches have emphasised either legal integration through rights, or they have focused on
affective ties or a shared orientation to values as being constitutive of the bonds that hold the
political community together. Of course there is no route back to the ideal of political action
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associated with the direct democracy of Ancient Greece, which Arendt sometimes appears to
hold up as exemplary.90 Whereas in a direct democracy ‘the people’ and ‘the government’ are
one and the same, some form of representative government is inevitable in modern complex
societies. Arendt recognises this, but maintains that genuinely democratic representation is
possible only where the centralized, large scale, and necessarily abstract representative system
of the constitutional state is supported by a lively, participatory, direct democracy at the local
level.91 Contrary to the thinking of many of her contemporaries, who concluded that elite forms
of rule were necessary to guard against the potential for majority tyranny ever-present in mass
democracies, Arendt held that political participation is essential for building up the
intersubjective understandings that are an essential basis for citizenship.92
Action has a close connection with the human condition of natality because it always
involves beginning something new.93 Action is defined by its initiatory and unpredictable
character. In the political sphere action always involves our appearing before peers and
revealing our distinct identities. Arendt therefore, characterises the public realm as a ‘space of
appearance’. Because individual acts of self-disclosure take place and initiate new beginnings,
not in a vacuum, but within an already existing web of relationships, action has an
unpredictable and contingent character. This is what Arendt designates as the ‘boundlessness’
of action.94 Her contention is that “action cuts across boundaries because it occurs in the
presence of fellow men equally capable of acting on their own.”95 In Arendt’s view the
boundlessness and individuating quality of political action is however, only the reverse side of
its capacity for establishing relationships. Individuals value change, novelty and new
beginnings, only against a background of relative stability. She suggests that the ‘uniquely
human way of ordering the future’ and providing for stability and solidarity is through the
making and keeping of promises.96 Promises form the basis of reciprocal trust among free and
equal individuals for Arendt. She recognises too that action must have a constitutional referent
for it to qualify as political.97 The importance attached to possibilities for participatory
democracy and political action as alternative sources of social integration cannot be allowed to
usurp the crucial role of constitutional structures, such as representative government and the
rule of law, in guaranteeing citizenship as a status.
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This brings us to the second feature of constitutional government that we need to
reclaim in order to develop a more satisfactory account of citizenship, that is, the tense and
ambivalent relationship between the constituent power and the constitutional order that it
authorises. While recognising the importance of citizenship as a status inscribed in law, Arendt
avoids the problem of a total juridification of politics in two ways. Firstly, she appreciates that
the instituted reality, or ‘constituted authority’, does not exhaust the whole range of legitimate
forms of political action. Action cannot be subsumed by institutionalised politics. All legal orders
have a constitutive outside. In acknowledging the role of the ‘constituent power’ in establishing,
yet remaining on the margins of established legal rules, the boundaries of politics are expanded
to include more direct and effective forms of political action. “From the point of view of the
constituent power, phenomena such as civil disobedience, irregular and informal movements,
insurgencies and revolutionary upheavals retain all their dignity and significance even if they
directly challenge the existing constitutional structure of power.”98
In addition, since it is through action that we reveal our distinct and unique identities,
these identities can never be fully known either to us or to our contemporaries. On Arendt’s
account, identity is co-extensive with, not prior to action in the political sphere. Hence we
cannot take a unified coherent identity as a prepolitical given, “rather, it is an achievement, the
product of action.”99 This erases the possibility of establishing boundaries between private and
public on the basis of any pre-political conception of identity. It leads us inexorably to a
conception of citizens as active agents who constantly renegotiate these boundaries, rather
than as political subjects who, in virtue of their status as bearers of rights, have their private
interests protected from the contingencies of political power. Boundaries between public and
private will still be important on this account, political action being defined precisely by its being
action in public, or in the ‘space of appearances’, but no consensus about where these
boundaries should be drawn will be available to participants in advance of the democratic
process.
Liberals have looked to rights as a tool for protecting the freedom of individuals.
Although the concrete content of these rights is continually being redefined in the struggles of
successive social groups, for example, the working class, women, or more recently gays,
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lesbians, the physically disabled, and minority cultural ethnic and linguistic groups, liberals have
tended to ascribe a “foundational character” to rights as such.100 On this view, the intrinsic
value of democracy is obscured. Its role becomes that of protecting or realizing the interests
that belong to individuals or groups independently of political life. Where identity is understood
as being intersubjectively constituted through action in public, democracy can instead be
interpreted as having intrinsic value. Deliberation among plural political actors comes to be
seen as a necessary precondition for identifying and distinguishing plural, common and
emergent interests.101 It places greater emphasis upon participation in democratic processes
and raises the possibility that individual interests might be reconstituted and transformed
through deliberative processes that develop the capacities and virtues associated with
citizenship.102

3.

LIBERALISM AND DIVERSITY
It is not uncommon to preface contemporary discussions on the nature of the political,

with an acknowledgement of diversity and pluralism as important and inescapable features of
contemporary political life.103

Undoubtedly, pluralism is a pervasive feature of the modern

social world and the concept of difference is a salient theme within contemporary
conceptualisations of the political. However, the novelty and specific character of the challenge
that contemporary forms of diversity pose for democratic constitutionalism becomes clear only
once we approach more specific questions about which forms of difference embody normative
claims and ought to be treated as politically negotiable. Here there is far less consensus.
Though it is readily accepted that pluralism is a ubiquitous feature of modern social and political
life, the problem of determining which forms of diversity are politically relevant is itself the
subject of profound disagreement and contestation. Liberal theorists have usually focused on
diversity of opinion and belief as being the main challenge that belies the establishment of a
stable and just constitutional order. More recently though it has been suggested that the
existence of diverse cultural identities within a political state, whose self-definitions are couched
in terms of an appeal to a shared nationality, language, culture and ethnicity, represent an
equally profound challenge for liberal constitutionalism, which cannot be adequately addressed
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through a liberal framework designed to manage religious and moral diversity within relatively
homogenous nation states.
The liberal principle of toleration was first developed as a response to the wars of
religion in Europe, but later came to cover other issues of moral disagreement, which could
feasibly be understood as issues of conscience. As well as leaving a wide scope for personal
choice on these matters, it was thought that the state should be committed to the principle of
neutrality through difference-blindness on matters of policy formulation. The fundamental
premise behind these ideas is that if the state were to promote certain religious or moral ends,
it would not meet the demands of public justification, since it would necessarily privilege some
ways of life over others. For J.S Mill the issue is one of preserving individuality and choice, and
making possible a variety of ‘experiments of living’ through fundamental rights to freedom of
speech, religion, and association. For Mill, the scope of private rights, and of public power is
decided in advance of the democratic process by ‘one very simple principle’, whereby an
individual may be legitimately coerced only to prevent harm to others.104 This principle is
intended to preserve the rationality of government within the sphere of public decision-making,
newly expanded with the extension of the franchise. Ultimately, Mill conceives the function of
government as providing for individual freedom and moral progress. He thinks that the contest
of competing ways of life can lead to truth.105
Contemporary liberals such as John Rawls, Stephen Macedo and Stephen Holmes are
also concerned to preserve the rationality and universality that they find implicit in the liberal
model of citizenship, but recognising the deep nature of moral conflict, take a different
approach to its defence.106 These theorists break significantly from their nineteenth century
liberal forbearers, such as J.S Mill in suggesting that principles of toleration and public reason
should not only guide decisions on public policy, but must also be applicable to constitutional
essentials themselves. They nevertheless remain committed to the basic idea that toleration
entails difference-blindness. They argue that cultural claims should be removed from the public
agenda since, for the state to become embroiled in these kinds of conflict would entail its
having to surrender its commitment to remain neutral between different ways of life. In this
section, I will focus on Rawls’ defence of liberal neutralism and Kymlicka’s critique of it.
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Kymlicka claims that cultural pluralism is of a fundamentally different nature than moral or
religious pluralism. In common with other theorists sympathetic to cultural claims, Kymlicka
claims that the homogenising and assimilationist thrust of the wider society, which places unfair
pressures on minority groups, will only be reinforced by the principle of difference-blindness.107
What I aim to draw attention to in this section is the ‘juridical’ bent of both Rawls and
Kymlicka’s approach. Kymlicka, while renouncing Rawls’ commitment to difference-blindness,
remains tied by the categories installed by nineteenth century liberalism, in particular its
emphasis on rights. He claims that cultural identities should be constitutionally protected from
the assimilationist thrust of majoritarian politics, which threatens to compromise the cultural
integrity of minority constituencies.108 Each side in the debate attempts to fix the boundaries of
private and public. They fail to acknowledge the contestability of interpretations of culture and
identity and the need to continuously renegotiate these. This is a consequence of the fact that
both attempt to stabilize the constitutive moment of constitutionalism by appealing to a
privileged extra-political standpoint.

3.1

Rawls: liberal citizenship and public reason.
Liberalism has, at the most fundamental level, a deep concern with providing public

justifications for the exercise of political power. On the liberal view, political legitimacy is
strongly related to the idea of public justification, where this requires that “the application of
power should be accompanied with reasons that all reasonable people should be able to
accept.”109 (Emphasis added). The idea of ‘the people’ engendering political power has been
less central to the liberal tradition, at least at the level of higher law and constitutional
essentials, than has the quest to find a consensus about the norms and procedures for
exercising that political power. However finding some basis for a consensus which can define
the moral core of liberal constitutional government appears difficult in circumstances in which
there is deep disagreement about ultimate values.
In recent times, liberal neutralism has attempted to define the moral core of liberalism
in a way that is compatible with pluralism and takes on board “the absolute depth of
irreconcilable latent conflict.”110 For Rawls, this pluralism is neither a disaster nor a means to
progress and truth, but is rather the “the natural outcome of the activities of human reason
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under enduring free institutions”.111 Consequently, pluralism is understood as a permanent
feature of contemporary democratic society and “not a mere historical condition soon to pass
away.”112 It is a normatively significant feature since it is related to the intellectual and moral
powers shared by all human beings to form, revise and rationally pursue a conception of the
good.113 For these reasons, a serious acknowledgement of the ‘fact of pluralism’ must provide
the starting point for developing a conception of a ‘well ordered constitutional democratic
society’.114 The problems engendered by moral, religious and philosophical pluralism, must be
treated as problems of political justice not problems of the highest good.115 The aim is to
develop a purely political liberalism, one that makes no substantive claims about the truth or
falsity of different comprehensive doctrines.
Rawls contends that since no one comprehensive doctrine will be shared by all of the
citizens in a society, a political liberalism cannot appeal to any one of these comprehensive
world-views if it is to arrive at principles of justice that all can agree to. Rawls describes a
comprehensive doctrine as being one that takes an evaluative stance on questions relating to
what is of value in human life, ideals of personal character, as well as ideals of friendship and
familial relationship. A comprehensive doctrine will incorporate these evaluative positions into a
rather precisely articulated system.116 In a democratic society, the free exercise of human
reason will lead people to affirm different comprehensive doctrines. Its political culture then,
will be “marked by a diversity of opposing and irreconcilable religious, philosophical, and moral
doctrines”.117
In these circumstances, it is not legitimate to use the power of the state to promote
any particular comprehensive doctrine.118 Rather, political liberalism can fulfil the requirement
of equal citizenship only through arriving at constitutional arrangements that can define the
government’s relation to its citizens, and their relationship to one another, in terms which all
can accept while disagreeing about our ultimate convictions.119 It must specify the nature and
limits of these relationships at the level of constitutional essentials and matters of basic
justice.120
“Constitutional essentials concern questions about what political rights and liberties, say,
may reasonably be included in a written constitution, when assuming the constitution may
be interpreted by a supreme court, or some similar body. Matters of basic justice relate to
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the basic structure of society and so would concern questions of basic economic and social
121

justice and other things not covered by the constitution.”

This limited range of issues must be decided, Rawls thinks, on the basis of a form of public
reason which can address questions of justice, without appealing to ideas about truth and the
good. To this end, controversial beliefs must be ‘bracketed’ when it comes to deciding about
constitutional essentials and laying down the groundwork for common political institutions. This
does not entail that citizens must deny those comprehensive doctrines that are the ultimate
ground for their political convictions, only that their truth may not be invoked as compelling
reasons for deciding matters of basic justice.122 Rawls assumes that reasonable people, subject
to what he calls the ‘burdens of judgement’ will recognise the difficulty of reaching substantive
agreement on questions of rights and basic justice, and will not seek to impose their
comprehensive doctrines upon others. Recognising that the reasons which one takes to be true
and compelling may be rejected by others who are themselves reasonable, citizens will submit
to the requirements of public reason. I now want to turn specifically to the issue of the way in
which neutralist liberalism treats the two boundary-drawing questions alluded to at the
beginning of the chapter in order to highlight the main difficulties that I think attach to this
perspective.

3.11 Boundaries between private and public: moral pluralism and social difference
The main emphasis of the neutralist approach is on boundaries between private and
public. Specifically, it aims to achieve consensus by appealing to criteria that limit the impact of
private disagreement on defining the terms of a well-ordered society. These criteria are
supposed to mark out a privileged standpoint above the fray of disagreement, which can be
appealed to in order to arrive at agreement on basic rights and principles of justice. Since this
agreement is the object of an ‘overlapping consensus’ between ‘comprehensive doctrines’ a
status for citizenship based upon these principles will meet with the consent of all reasonable
people and so may be secured in higher law. The status of citizenship thereby not only meets
the requirement of public justification, but is also protected from the arbitrary exercises of
political power, political bargaining or to the calculus of social interests. The aim is to place the
constitution beyond disputes arising from the fact of pluralism.
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However, this aim of placing the basic terms of the constitution beyond disagreement
starts to look problematic once the appropriateness of political liberalism’s criteria for drawing
boundaries between private and public is placed under scrutiny. On this approach, the public
tends to be distinguished from the private by its supposed adherence to principles of neutrality,
interpreted as difference-blindness. In the sphere of moral and philosophical disagreement
between competing world-views, this is achieved by means of ‘bracketing’ controversial
comprehensive doctrines. In the sphere of social difference, it is achieved by arriving at
principles of justice that treat ascriptive characteristics as “arbitrary from the moral point of
view.” On this view, social difference is seen as irrelevant for the determination of citizenship
status. Rights are assigned to individual citizens irrespective of their differences. In both moral
and social arenas then, the public is isolated as an arena in which equality between diverse
individuals is realised through principles of difference-blindness.
These principles of difference-blindness are unequal to the challenges of both moral
and social pluralism that characterise modern diverse societies. In the case of moral pluralism,
it is not clear that insulating the public from moral disagreement, based on the reasonable
pluralism of competing comprehensive doctrines, is as viable or as desirable as Rawls seems to
think it is. It places high demands upon those engaged in public deliberations in asking them to
appeal to non-controversial reasons for their proposals.123 Furthermore, if it were consistently
adhered to, it would be likely to have an agenda-setting impact and to place the boundaries
between private and public beyond political contest. Constitutional essentials and matters of
basic justice are matters on which people can and do reasonably disagree. As Bellamy points
out, “far from holding the ring for political debate, the basic liberties are themselves matters of
deep disagreement.”124 The interpretation of constitutional essentials is always disputed and
cannot be entirely immunized from political contestation. In fact, it is often over the most
fundamental value questions that there is deep and persistent disagreement within
constitutional states.
Rawls regards the Supreme Court as being the key arbiter in these disputes within the
context of the United States. He suggests that it is the constitutional mechanism that best
instantiates a commitment to the ideal of public reason in its deliberations.125 However, this is
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far from being a democratic institution, which devolves to ‘the people’ the power of
interpretation of basic rights and liberties. Rather it assumes that there must be a privileged
standpoint above the fray of competing world-views to which professional experts, such as
judges, may appeal to determine where the line between public and private should be drawn.
The assumption is that justice can be defined in the abstract and also “interpreted and enforced
by judges and other agents of a neutral and impartial state.”126
This privileged standpoint is also incorporated into a conception of public reason that
decides the acceptable range of comprehensive conceptions of the good.127 The theory seeks to
establish a priori which reasons count as public reasons and could be consistently endorsed by
citizens with differing comprehensive doctrines. It is suggested that those reasons which are
reasons for each, in virtue of their being reasons for all, will always take precedence over
reasons rooted in comprehensive doctrines in deciding on constitutional essentials. If this
position is consistently pursued, it will almost undoubtedly have an agenda-shaping impact,
possibly removing important issues such as slavery, abortion and demands for self-governing
powers from the political agenda. Each of these issues is tied up with constitutional
fundamentals, but deliberations about each of them are almost unthinkable without appeals to
comprehensive doctrines being admissible. Rawls contends that an ‘overlapping consensus’ can
be arrived at, which is endorsed by those ‘reasonable’ comprehensive views that take on board
the ‘burdens of judgement’. The ‘reasonable’ in Rawls’ theory does much of the work that the
‘rational’ did in earlier liberal thought. That is, it provides a point of convergence among diverse
agents around which universal political principles can be ascertained, and a unitary system of
law developed. Political disagreement is thus limited, as it was for Locke, to the issue of
whether government is fulfilling its pre-politically defined role. However Rawls places the
Supreme Court ahead of the people in this supervisory role.
The implication of the Rawlsian approach for issues of social difference appears equally
problematic. The idea that ascriptive group differences should play no role in defining the
status of citizenship seems inadequate for dealing with modern forms of pluralism. The idea of
equality as difference-blindness was a powerful ideal in the context of the civil rights
movements of the 1960s. During this time, liberal theories that emphasised ideas of difference-
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blindness and principles of non-discrimination in the provision of rights were understandably
ascendant since they had the capacity to reconfigure unequal and unjust power relationships
between blacks and whites, men and women, gays and straights.128 In contemporary
circumstances though, this difference-blindness, which appeared to have strong emancipatory
potential as an expression of the ideal of universality implicit in this liberal conception of
citizenship, has come to be recast as a powerful exclusionary discourse. One of the striking
features of contemporary forms of diversity is that many groups seek differential treatment on
the basis of their particular concrete identities. This emphasis on particularity may have
particular resonance in circumstances where groups and identities have suffered a long history
of neglect, or where groups are struggling to integrate into a society that accords a high
priority to values or ways of life that they have not traditionally shared.129 In these cases it
seems unlikely that principles of difference-blindness will be “sufficient effectively to attack
actual forms of discrimination that are linked to the different social weight and standing
attached to the various conceptions of the good in real societies”.130 The principle of differenceblindness may then be found wanting as far as dealing with issues of social difference, which
are frequently rooted in the unequal power relationships that hold between different social
groups, integrated by different conceptions of the good.
Nancy Fraser, Anna Elisabetta Galeotti and Anne Philips, have each argued that identity
is a politically salient form of difference because of conflicts engendered by the impaired
inclusion of new and traditional minorities into democratic society.131 They suggest that
inclusion cannot be understood simply in terms of the equal enjoyment of legal rights, but must
also be understood as the ability to have equal opportunities to secure the benefits of political
citizenship, and be extended equal consideration as members of the political community.132
Inclusion may be impaired due to the economic, social, cultural or institutional formations that
prevail in a given society. On this approach, identity related differences come to have political
significance in view of their relationship with existing political and institutional complexes that
they occupy, they do not in themselves have an independent normative and political status.
The main claim is that a failure to consider the real existing circumstances in the determination
of principles of justice is likely to entrench existing forms of marginalisation and oppression
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rather than providing fair terms for equal citizenship.

3.12 Conceptualising ‘the people’
In order to explain why liberal neutralism has provided such an unsatisfactory response
to questions of social difference, it is useful to consider the way in which it has treated, or more
accurately, neglected, the second form of boundary drawing. The Rawlsian model of equal
citizenship takes for granted the idea that the people upon whom rights devolve, and to whom
principles of justice apply, are already defined by the boundaries of the nation state. David
Archard notes that though Rawls intends his theory of justice as fairness to apply specifically to
a ‘‘self sufficient’, bounded society ‘possessing a more or less complete culture’,133 he has little
to say about nationality, nor about the significance of the nation state as an arena for justice
and democracy.134 This raises particular difficulties for a theory which purports to be neutral
between competing comprehensive doctrines since the importance attached to a given
territorial identity within modern political thought has tended to assume a link between territory
and a common political culture defined by shared values. In culturally plural societies then,
appeals to a common national identity has the potential to ostracize those groups who have
historically been excluded from the definition of that identity or have been maligned in the very
definition of that identity.135 Rawls’ assumption that some national society must be the basis of
membership of the political community is, according to David Miller “kept well hidden in the
background… … for fear that if it were brought out into the open, it might cause trouble for the
distinction between justice and conceptions of the good.”136 It is worth considering then,
another model of liberal citizenship that makes the concept of the nation explicit, but wishes to
retain the distinction between the right and the good.

3.2

Kymlicka: liberal multicultural citizenship
Kymlicka advances a model of liberalism that allows considerable latitude for

introducing rights and policies aimed at preserving the cultural integrity of minority groups. This
requires a qualified departure from the principle of difference-blindness that underpins the
liberal response to social difference. He maintains however, that supporting the aims of
different cultures within the constitutional state to uphold their distinct cultural identity does
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not necessitate surrendering what he takes to be the moral core of liberalism, which consists in
spelling out the meaning of justice rather than affirming a particular conception of the good
that embodies the highest form of life for human beings. He asserts powerfully, “I don’t believe
there is a real issue about the right and the good and which is prior. Critics and defenders of
liberalism share the view that principles of right are a spelling-out of the requirement that we
give equal consideration to each person’s good.”137
Kymlicka argues that a wide range of minority rights and immunities and infrastructural
benefits are acceptable in circumstances where they mitigate the effects of those morally
arbitrary differences which deprive individuals of equal access to the cultural structures within
which they make sense of their lives. He maintains “liberals should be concerned with the fate
of cultural structures, not because they have moral status of their own but because it’s only
through having a rich and secure cultural structure that people can become aware, in a vivid
way, of the options available to them, and intelligently examine their value.”138 Secure cultural
structures, Kymlicka suggests, are needed for the pursuit of self-chosen ends. This means that
the fate of cultural structures cannot be a matter of indifference for liberals for whom justice
requires that individuals should be free to pursue their own conceptions of the good provided
this is compatible with the like liberty of all.
While continuing to affirm the priority of the right over the good, Kymlicka’s theory of
multicultural citizenship connects up the two kinds of boundary-drawing alluded to previously
more explicitly than does Rawls’ liberal neutralism, and this allows him to redraw the boundaries
between private and public proposed by difference-blind liberals. On Kymlicka’s view, the state
defines itself not only as an impartial framework of rules, but also as a national community
embodying certain cultural norms. Any given state will inevitably support a particular curriculum
for public education, institutionalise an official language, declare public holidays, and legally
recognise certain types of partnership through the institution of marriage. This means that ‘the
people’ are defined, not simply by virtue of their occupancy of a given territory, but also by their
sharing in a national culture. He develops a comprehensive theory of cultural rights as a means
of protecting minorities from the assimilationist pressures that this places them under.
To understand the significance of cultural nationalism for Kymlicka’s overall view, it will
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be necessary to consider his idea of a ‘societal culture’. A ‘societal culture’, Kymlicka tells us, is
“a culture which provides its members with meaningful ways of life across a full range of
human activities, including social, educational, religious, recreational, and economic life,
encompassing both public and private spheres. These cultures tend to be territorially
concentrated and based on a shared language.”139 He defines societal cultures in respect of
their having a structural framework, provided for by common institutions and practices. It
appears to be this structural element of culture, as opposed to the more affective dimensions of
shared memories and values which make them important as contexts of choice.140
Since societal cultures are ‘encompassing cultures’ they provide, not only a range of
options for individuals to choose from, but also a context which makes these choices
meaningful. Access to a societal culture is necessary if individuals are to make autonomous
choices.141 On Kymlicka’s account, “societal cultures are almost invariably national cultures”,
just as “nations are almost invariably societal cultures.”142
The theory of multicultural citizenship advanced by Kymlicka proposes a range of
options for cultural protections. He draws a sharp distinction between societal or national
cultures on the one hand, and immigrant and ethnic cultures on the other hand, in assigning
those cultural protections. Immigrants may coalesce into loose associations or ‘ethnic groups’,
Kymlicka argues, but they do not usually represent distinct societal cultures since they lack the
institutional structures which usually arise from the historical occupancy of a given territory.
Immigrants have typically chosen to leave their national culture to enter a new societal culture.
Furthermore, the fact that their emigration is in most cases voluntary, affects the legitimacy of
their claims. Hence, “while voluntary immigrants can legitimately assert certain polyethnic
rights they have no claim of justice to national self-government”.143
Polyethnic rights are those which grant public funding, legal exemptions and other
forms of state-protection to cultural, ethnic and religious groups. They aim to “help ethnic
groups and religious minorities express their cultural particularity and pride without it
hampering their success in the economic and political institutions of the dominant society.”144
Although self-government rights are reserved for national groups, both national groups and
immigrants may be eligible for special representation rights, which guarantee places for
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minority representatives in state institutions, including legislatures.
In the case of national minorities, special representation may be linked to measures of
self-government, but where this is the case, little can be settled in an abstract discussion of
principles.145 Special representation rights though, are not necessarily linked with provisions
that enable self-government and so can be appropriate for non-national groups also. In these
cases it is to be regarded as a temporary measure to overcome the historical prejudices that
have marginalised groups from the political process. Kymlicka therefore rules out the idea of
mirror representation, the idea that the legislature should ‘mirror’ the constitution of the people
in respect of gender, class, ethnicity, language etc, as a general principle of representation.
Group specific representation is not predicated on the idea that only members of that group
can accurately represent the interests and values of its members.
A further consideration applies to the full range of these self-government, special
representation and polyethnic rights. Kymlicka proposes a distinction between “internal
restrictions” and “external protections” in order to prevent a cultural group’s practices from
compromising the right of individuals to pursue their own conceptions of the good. As we have
seen, the idea that the state must remain neutral between comprehensive doctrines as opposed
to supporting any one of them continues to define the moral core of liberalism for Kymlicka.
The idea that each individual should be free to live a self-chosen life is basic to a liberal
conception of citizenship that takes this as its starting point. He therefore supports “external
protections” which protect groups from the homogenising thrust of the majority culture while
opposing “internal restrictions” through which cultural groups may attempt to impose a
homogenous identity upon its own members.
Kymlicka argues that assimilationist pressures are an inevitable part of a state’s nationbuilding. This nation-building should not on this account be understood as essentially
imperialistic or oppressive, he insists, since it serves a number of important goals and is
essential for promoting the sort of solidarity which is required by pluralistic welfare
democracies.146 Kymlicka agrees with Yael Tamir that most liberals are in fact liberal
nationalists in that they implicitly accept the nation as the basic unit of analysis.147 Once the
implications of this assumption are made explicit, he thinks, it is difficult to support the ends of
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a ‘societal culture’ which has the coercive power of the state at its disposal, if these ends entail
the destruction of other ‘societal cultures’ within its jurisdiction. Rather, the responsibility of the
liberal state is to mitigate the minority nation-destroying tendencies that may follow as an
unintended consequence of the legitimate enterprise of state nation-building.148
Kymlicka is undoubtedly drawing upon the ‘Northern American experience’, wherein
indigenous people such as American and Canadian Indians, and other groups such as the
French Canadian Quebecois might make reasonable claims for the protection of their ‘more or
less complete societal cultures.’149 From the point of view of ethnic groups, the state has a
responsibility to ensure that the societal culture into which they integrate provides nonprejudicial terms of association, in the form of laws and exemptions which respect their distinct
practices, and encourages integration through other forms of public support, such as
supporting more positive images of ethnic groups through the education curriculum,
government documents and the media.150 While these ‘external protections’ are not only
legitimate but required within liberal societies, ‘internal restriction’ which involve the claims of
groups against their own members, ‘designed to protect the group from the destabilizing
impact of internal dissent’, cannot be allowed on a liberal account of minority rights.151
Even with this important qualification in place, Kymlicka is confronted with the
challenge that some of the groups supported by external protections might be illiberal. Given
the deep ties which Kymlicka argues exist between individual identity and cultural structures,
and the sense of anomie and powerlessness which he thinks can arise from the breakdown of
culture, this is a real dilemma for a liberal theory of minority rights. Although the bar on
‘internal restrictions’ means that groups cannot prevent an individual from expressing dissent,
rejecting cultural norms, or breaking with her cultural heritage, it must be assumed on the
terms of Kymlicka’s own theory, that none of these strategies would be without cost for the
individual concerned.
Kymlicka acknowledges the dilemma here and proposes that the appropriate response
on the part of liberals to non-liberal cultures should be to ‘liberalize’ them.152 He assumes that
this is ultimately less costly for individual members than the ultimate dissolution of their culture
would be, since it is more gradual and will preserve the elements of the culture that are not
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illiberal and enhance individual well-being. He asserts that, “all cultures have illiberal strands,
just as few cultures are entirely repressive of individual liberty.”153 He thereby tacitly endorses
the view that all cultures have some worth in contributing to the wellbeing of their members.
Kymlicka offers one of the most systematic attempts to deal with some of the difficult
challenges facing multicultural liberal democratic states. Inevitably his schematic approach
leaves several groups in grey areas since they do not easily fit the categories of voluntary
immigrants or societal cultures, for example asylum seekers and gypsies. It also leaves several
issues unresolved. That a normative theory cannot provide definitive guidance on a range of
practical dilemmas need not undermine it of course, but some of the problems that Kymlicka’s
theory raises have deeper roots.
Firstly, it is not clear that the distinction between internal restrictions and external
protections can provide a means of distinguishing those measures that are legitimate from a
liberal perspective and those which are not. Recent proposals for legislation designed to protect
religious groups from denigration in public life, provide a useful example how ‘external
protections’, which Kymlicka regards as being legitimate, might be appropriated by groups in
order to restrict dissent among members.154 In order, that is, to impose internal restrictions.155
The stated aim of British legislation in this area is to close a loophole in existing provisions
against prejudice and discrimination whereby ‘mono-ethnic religious groups (such as Jews and
Sikhs) are covered by existing laws but multiethnic religious groups (such as Muslims and
Hindus) are not.156 It seems to accord precisely with the aim of providing fair and equal terms
for political integration which “external protections” are supposed to provide. However,
concerns have been raised among liberals that laws against religious hatred might be utilised
by religious leaders to control apostasy within the community and restrict freedom of
expression.157 This is a real concern for liberals such as Kymlicka who think that the liberal state
must also support the liberal ideal of personal autonomy and support freedom of conscience,
whereby individuals are free to rationally revise their beliefs and commitments.158
Secondly, questions might be raised about whether a comprehensive view of culture,
and of the value of cultural membership, can coherently be combined with a strong
commitment to enabling individuals to live self-chosen lives. The latter idea seems to require
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that individuals have a choice between a range of available cultural options. We need look no
further than the example of the National Museum of American Indians highlighted in the
introduction to this chapter, to provide an example of how these competing commitments to
cultural protection and personal autonomy may conflict. Kymlicka points out “many liberals
defend state funding of the arts or museums on the ground that the state has a responsibility
to ensure an adequate range of options for future generations, which the cultural market place
may fail to protect.”159 However, the principle that cultures should be protected as an option for
future generations is both too exhaustive to be reserved for cultural and ethnic groups, and too
narrow to legitimate the particular aims and practices of, for example, the NMAI.
Christine Sypnowich helpfully points out that “There are many ways of life, not
necessarily connected to nationality or ethnicity, that are important to individuals and that
could count as quasi-cultural forms of deserving of protection.”160 She offers mining
communities, fishing villages and cottage industries as examples of ways of life that give
meaning and value to people’s lives, but which might require costly subsidies to perpetuate. As
we have seen though, Kymlicka’s emphasis is on particular kinds of culture. He thinks that
‘societal cultures’ in particular are worthy of protection. This is because liberalism’s implicit
commitment to cultural nationalism is prejudicial to certain types of group in particular.
Kymlicka’s rejection of the option of assimilation into an overarching national culture is
supported by the further proposition that ‘societal cultures’ are uniquely important for individual
freedom and well-being. As we have seen, he attributes this to the idea that cultural structures
give meaning and value to individual choices. He describes ‘societal cultures’ as ‘encompassing’.
The problem is that this brings Kymlicka close to endorsing a form of cultural essentialism. As
Kymlicka’s represents it, societal cultures are so comprehensive that they are almost the sole
determinant of individual choice. Carens notes that “instead of claiming (as is plausible) that
the language and national culture of the place where one lives will normally play an important
role in shaping the sorts of choices one faces, Kymlicka presents societal culture as if it were
the sole and comprehensive determinant of one’s context of choice.”161 This leads Paul Gilbert
to suspect that there is a covert functionalism at work in Kymlicka’s thinking. “It is the
assumption of functional wholes that enables cultural groups- which… … Kymlicka identifies
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with nations- to be identified as what provides [contexts of choice], rather than more local or
more wide-ranging cultures.”162 Once we come to think about cultures as functional wholes in
this way, the goal embodied in the idea of the NMAI, to make each culture the guardian and
interpreter of their own heritage, appears reasonable, yet it raises legitimate concerns among
liberals.
The idea that cultural histories and identities have a determinate content that can only
be interpreted from those on ‘the inside’ seems to foreclose possibilities for a critical
interrogation of cultural interpretations and historical orthodoxies. This raises concerns about
the potential simplification of cultural histories, and by extension of cultural identities.163 These
concerns are exacerbated if powerful members of the group are able to usurp a monopoly on
the interpretation of cultural history.
Writing in the New York Times Rothstein suggests that given its stated aim to maintain
and perpetuate native American culture, the museum sets itself up as an “advocate not just for
artefacts but also for the living creatures that once created them. Most museums invoke the
past to give shape to the present, here the interests of the present will be used to shape the
past.”

164

This goal, argues Rothstein leads to a homogenisation of the differences between the

diverse tribes represented there, and filters out the nuances and complexities of their traditions
and cultural history, so that “the museum often ends up filtering away detail rather than
displaying it, and minimising difference even while it claims to be exhibiting it.”165 This
highlights the extent to which the sharp division between “external protections” and “internal
restrictions” can become muddied in practice. The act of state protection is likely to impact
upon the ‘protected’ in ways which might be highly problematic for liberals.
Protecting cultures as ‘contexts of choice’ furnishes the state with a dual responsibility
which it may prove difficult to meet in practice. Firstly, it must empower cultural groups by
providing measures to preserve a meaningful cultural heritage against the assimilationist
pressure from wider society. Secondly it must empower individuals within these groups to
exercise their capacity for autonomous agency, which may sometimes lead them to dispute
elements of the dominant cultural interpretation. Kymlicka writes that a liberal society must
work on the assumption that “revising one’s ends is possible, and sometimes desirable, because
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one’s current ends are not always worthy of allegiance. A liberal society does not compel such
questioning, but it does make it a genuine possibility.”166 But if societal cultures are the sole
contexts within which the operation of individual autonomy is made meaningful, how can the
autonomous individual come to regard this context as one option among others? A real
dilemma emerges because, the same features which Kymlicka thinks make cultures worthy of
protection, are those which make it resistant to being cast as optional.167
The two difficulties considered in detail above emerge as a consequence of the fact
that analytic distinctions between ‘external protections’ and ‘internal restrictions’, ‘structure’ and
‘content’, or ‘contexts of choice’ and ‘authentic heritages’, do not translate well into the real-life
contexts in which judgements are made. However, to attempt to make these judgements at all
from the standpoint of context-transcendent standards of justice is still more problematic and
illustrates the relatively small distance that Kymlicka has moved from Rawls. Though Kymlicka
conceptualises ‘the people’ in a more substantive way than does Rawls, their role as the
‘constituent power’ is immediately eclipsed by their absorption into an ideal of the cultural
nation. Little acknowledgement is given to the tense and ambivalent relationship between the
constituent power and the constituted order that it founds. Instead the content of rights and
the boundaries between private and public are fixed by an appeal to a context-transcendent
ideal of justice.
Kymlicka’s conception of multicultural citizenship attempts to exclude identity claims
from the public sphere, by endorsing a theory of minority rights, which grants exceptional
status to cultural groups in the form of constitutional protections.168 Kymlicka continues to view
the state as Rawls does, that is, as a framework for protecting individual rights against the
potential injustices of majoritarian politics. In addition, as Rawls does, Kymlicka assumes that
there is some privileged vantage point from which the basic principles that define this
framework may be discerned. These norms are supposed to be neutral between competing
world-views. However, Kymlicka’s contention that individuals relate to their culture primarily as
a ‘context of choice’ is as controversial as the alternative difference-blind approach, which in
understanding culture and ethnicity as ascriptive identities, assumes that they are arbitrary
from the point of view of justice. Not only does it exclude the manifold other ways in which
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individuals might relate to their cultural heritage, it also must define the ‘context’ in which
choice is made. In defining the kind of context that he thinks is most essential for the
development and exercise of individual autonomy, Kymlicka makes a fairly explicit appeal to
national cultures as having an overarching importance for the socialization of individuals. In a
different way than does Rawls’ principle of difference-blindness, Kymlicka places issues of
culture and identity beyond democratic contestation.

Conclusion
In this chapter I have suggested that a prominent feature of the dominant approaches
to constitutionalism has been their attempt to stabilize the constitutive moment of
constitutional politics. In early models of constitutionalism this is evident in the appeal to a prepolitical unity. For later approaches, the appeal is to some privileged standpoint beyond politics,
which can ground consensus on legal norms and procedures. The persistence of these trends
has led to sterile approaches to identity politics and multiculturalism within contemporary
political thought. The challenges presented by identity related pluralism, should not be
understood as arising from a contingent process by which the constitutional state was
somehow hijacked by a homogenising and thereby exclusionary understanding of belonging.
The new challenge of pluralism that contemporary societies face cannot readily be mapped
onto a liberal schema, which has attempted to accommodate moral and religious pluralism, and
various forms of social difference, within the context of relatively homogenous nation states,
which could take for granted fixed value horizons and a broad social consensus.
It is not uncommon within the vast literature on multiculturalism to present the politics
of difference purely as a problem for ‘normal politics’, or at least, to fail to acknowledge the
extent to which the problem of difference is essentially constative for democratic politics. The
tactic of construing difference politics as just another, albeit unfamiliar form of pluralism
effectively domesticates the problem of difference, to a mode that can be accommodated
within familiar models of constitutionalism, already equipped for dealing with moral and
religious diversity. Recent versions of pluralism, which concentrate on identity related forms of
difference, frequently present the challenge posed by different ways of life in analogous terms
to moral pluralism and forms of structural disadvantage which are already familiar through class
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politics.169
The politics of difference is also in a more fundamental sense, a problem for
constitutional politics. Relatively few thinkers in modern times have wrestled seriously with the
potential conflicts between popular sovereignty as a legitimating principle of democratic
constitutionalism and the phenomenon of pluralism. This omission is to the detriment of
debates about the politics of identity and culture which are too frequently focused primarily on
rights and public policy. I want to suggest that instead, discussions about the politics of
difference and cultural rights should be situated within broader debates about democratic
legitimacy and the constitutional state. If popular sovereignty is to be understood as one of
these legitimating ideals, it will be necessary to get a clearer sense of who ‘we’ are as a
‘people’, and as the inheritors of Western modernity within which modern constitutional
traditions developed and became embedded. This is the ambitious task undertaken by Taylor,
particularly in his Sources of the Self.

.
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Introduction
One of the abiding concerns of Taylor’s work has been to comprehend the
consequences of the great transformations in social and political life, and for the selfunderstanding of agents, ushered in by ‘modernity’. Modernity, as Taylor defines it is,
That historically unprecedented amalgam of new practices and institutional forms (science,
technology, industrial production, urbanization), of new ways of living (individualism,
secularisation, instrumental rationality); and new forms of malaise (alienation, meaninglessness,
and a sense of impending social dissolution). 1

He seeks to interrogate the rise of that historically novel and culturally specific formation which
defines the modern West and informs our self-understanding, partly, with the intention of
“mapping connections between senses of the self and moral visions.”2 Taylor contends that
human beings live their lives in a reflective manner and evaluate their actions according to
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moral standards. The self has an inescapably moral dimension in the broad sense of having an
orientation to the good. This is precisely the dimension of modernity that contemporary moral
philosophies have most trouble admitting, he thinks.3
Taylor attributes the distinctiveness of his own analysis of modernity to the fact that it
develops a “cultural” approach in contrast to the more predominant

“acultural” kinds of

accounts.4 Acultural theories describe the transition to modernity as a set of culture-neutral
operations for which any particular culture might serve as ‘input’.5 The cultural approach, on
the other hand, explains modernity not as the unfolding of some culture-neutral capacity, but
as the rise of a new culture. It maintains that the transition to modernity can only be explained
from an internalist perspective, that is, from a perspective that understands modernity as a
distinctive culture with its own characteristic conceptions of the person, nature and the good.6
Taylor’s cultural approach to modernity takes the form of a retrieval of those features of it that
have been most central for the development of modern self-understandings. This is the task
undertaken most comprehensively in Sources of the Self, in which he attempts to give a clearer
picture of the contours of modernity by offering an interpretative history of the modern self and
its connectedness to ‘moral sources’.
Taylor thinks that within the cultural horizon of modernity there is a great deal of
consensus on moral imperatives such that we feel with particular force the demands of
universal justice and claims for equality, as well as placing a high priority on the avoidance of
death and suffering (SS 495). He acknowledges also that we take as axiomatic the basic good
of self-rule as an irreducible component of political society, so much so, that “no other
aspiration ultimately incompatible with it is avowable” (SS 396). Rifts begin to appear however,
when we start to articulate the sources of these moral values, where “sources” are whatever
inspires unwavering commitment to these values (SS 495). At this level, Taylor thinks, the
battle-lines are bewildering, and one of the main aims of Sources of the Self is to throw these
into sharper relief.
Some commentators have suggested that however sophisticated Taylor’s cultural
reconstructions may be; the political implications of the enterprise remain ambiguous.7 My aim
here then, is to explore those dimensions of Taylor’s related conceptions of modernity and
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morality that I consider as having an important bearing upon his more overtly political
conception. I will structure this analysis around three of the main advantages that Taylor
himself claims his cultural approach has over those acultural approaches that underwrite rights
based liberalism. Focusing on these three purported advantages allows us to appreciate more
fully what is unique about his political vision and the ways in which it is distinct from dominant
procedural models of liberalism.
The first is to provide a finer grained analysis of modernity. Taylor’s approach does not
succumb to a pessimistic vision that equates modernity with decline, nor is it seduced by the
sanguinity of optimists who regard modernity as a one-way route to progress, whether defined
in terms of a growth in reason, technological capability, the transition to a secular outlook, or
by some other criteria. In offering a more comprehensive portrait of the ethical horizons of
modernity, Taylor thinks that his vision is better able to comprehend and affirm the plurality of
goods that define modernity but are suppressed by the predominance of an ontologically
disinterested liberalism. In Taylor’s view, liberal approaches such as those of Rawls and
Habermas, only really pay lip service to the idea of plural goods, failing to recognise the
magnitude of the challenge that value pluralism presents to their accounts of procedural
rationality.
Secondly, Taylor seeks to repudiate the ‘naturalist temper’, which he finds pervasive in
modern culture. By naturalism, Taylor means “not just the view that man can be seen as part
of nature – in one sense or another this would surely be accepted by everyone – but that the
nature of which he is part is to be understood according to the canons which emerged in the
seventeenth-century revolution in natural science.”8 While this view may no longer command
explicit support it continues to sustain the widespread ‘naturalist temper’ that gives credence to
the ‘disengaged’ conception of personhood, and to the pre-eminence of procedural models of
reason within contemporary liberalism. Taylor develops an alternative conception of the self as
embedded and engaged. He suggests that just as we describe a person’s physical location by
her position in the natural world, we cannot but appeal to moral horizons in order to describe a
person’s spiritual situation and moral motivations. He stipulates as a condition of undamaged
personhood that the self is able to orient herself within a framework which defines this moral
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topography. Since this is constitutive of human agency as such, it is not possible, on Taylor’s
view, to abstract from the ontological background defined by a framework in order to develop
an apodictic morality that makes no substantive claims about the nature of the self or the good.
In place of proceduralism, he affirms a substantive model of practical reason which involves
comparing interpretations rather than appealing to criteria.
Thirdly, and finally, Taylor thinks that his alternative ‘cultural’ approach to modernity is
better placed for making sense of ‘alternative modernities’ and for providing a satisfactory
response to issues surrounding cultural diversity. Taylor makes room for a plurality of goods
within modernity by recasting seemingly comprehensive and mutually exclusive theories of
selfhood as disclosing different aspects of our historical-cultural development in the West. He
also highlights the fact that moderns have come to acquire this complex multi-stranded identity
through participation in different practices of government.9 This enables the important
acknowledgement that modernity will not be a uniform phenomenon, but will be shaped by
cultural traditions and local practices. He seeks therefore to apply his model of practical reason
not only to disputes within cultures between competing goods, but also to questions that
involve cross-cultural evaluations. In the concluding section I consider briefly how far Taylor’s
attempt to return ontological considerations to the heart of a theory of selfhood and the good
affords the advantages he claims for it, before highlighting some of the tensions that emerge
from this account, and which carry over to his more specifically political approach.

1.

A FINER GRAINED ANALYSIS OF MODERNITY

1. 1

Beyond optimist and pessimist approaches to modernity
Taylor regards modernity as a source of both greatness and danger. As compared to

acultural approaches that comprehend modernity either in optimistic terms as ‘the unfolding of
capacities’ or in pessimistic terms as ‘falling prey to dangers’, his approach to modernity is
much more ambivalent. Neither the ‘optimist’ nor the ‘pessimist’ camp can comprehend the full
range of moral experience that Taylor sets out to retrieve. He argues that though we are all
deeply embedded in the cultural horizons of modernity, we consistently fail to capture its great
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complexity in our attempts to articulate its meaning. This is in no small measure due to the
predominance and influence of acultural approaches to modernity.
The paradigm case of an acultural theory of modernity would be one that understands
it in terms of the growth of reason defined in various ways: for example “as the growth of
scientific consciousness or the development of the secular outlook or the rise of instrumental
rationality or an even clearer distinction between fact-finding and evaluation.”10 The assumption
is that any and every culture can, and probably will, come to see that scientific thinking is valid,
accept that religious faith involves unwarranted leaps, come to privilege instrumental rationality
over deliberation about ultimate ends, or come to regard facts as separable from value.11 No
attention is paid to cultural and historical understandings of selfhood or the good, since
modernization is understood as a series of culturally neutral operations, which will ultimately
deliver every modernised culture to the same destination. These theories exclude the possibility
that “Western modernity might be powered by its own positive vision of the good… … … rather
than by the only viable set left after the old myths and legends have been exploded.”12
Acultural accounts may offer a positive assessment of modernity by understanding
these transitions as unqualified gains: a source of progress providing reasons for optimism.
However, what acultural accounts, both optimistic and pessimistic, have in common is their
emphasis on processes of modernization as the source of gain or loss.

Both are equally

insensitive to the role of culturally significant goods and values in making possible the transition
to modernity, however defined. On negative accounts, cultural malaise is attributed to the loss
of traditional forms of social integration in the wake of purportedly non-culturally specific
processes and transformations, such as technological progress, industrialisation and
secularisation. Attention centres on the idea of impending social breakdown brought about by,
a loss of roots, a hubris about the boundaries of human advancement, a shallow culture geared
towards trivial self-satisfactions, a decline in civic engagement and so on.
As we shall see in the following chapter, Taylor himself regards modernity as a source
of various forms of malaise, such as alienation, misrecognition and fragmentation, but his
treatment of modernity in Sources of the Self and The Ethics of Authenticity make clear that he
is no pessimist13. In order to appreciate Taylor’s own positive political approach, we must first
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consider why he objects strongly to the way in which acultural theories typically define and
respond to these malaises, and how he goes about clearing the way for an alternative
approach. Firstly, he has some sympathy with the ‘hypertrophy’ thesis appealed to by
pessimistic acultural accounts, according to which, the chief source of political breakdown is
“our becoming too much of what we have been.”14 Specifically the fear is that “the very things
which define our break with earlier “traditional” societies –our affirmation of freedom, equality,
radical new beginnings, control over nature, democratic self-rule –will somehow be carried
beyond feasible limits and will undo us.”15 On this view, it is precisely those qualities that define
the break with earlier ‘traditional societies’, the affirmation of freedom, independence, equality
and technological control over nature, that are typically regarded as the chief contributors to
the sense of malaise. But he rejects acultural responses to the ‘hypertrophy’ phenomenon as
overly simplistic. They rely on an externalist account of goods and values for their claims that
we have gained ‘too much’ or ‘too fast’. They tend to assume that societal breakdown is a crisis
that might be averted through the recovery of tradition, or a slow-down in the pace of
development.
In contrast, Taylor proposes to analyse the phenomenon of cultural malaise in rather
different terms, drawing on an internalist approach to goods, one that takes into consideration
what these goods mean for us. He proposes a ‘finer-grained’ analysis of modernity focusing not
on the question of whether certain goods have outgrown their limits, but on whether these
goods have been realised in an authentic form. Taylor’s approach to modernity is therefore
distinct from the approaches of both ‘optimists’ and ‘pessimists’ insofar as it aims to retrieve
goods and values “in their integrity, as against the distortions and perversions that have
developed in modern history.”16 An exercise in retrieval of this kind, which remains faithful to
an internalist account of goods, clearly requires an historical treatment of the self and the good
that can comprehend more fully the meaning that goods have for us in virtue of our distinctive
self-definitions.
Taylor is interested, in particular, in the modern trend towards secularisation and the
process by which this became a cultural option. He thinks it too simplistic to regard
secularisation either as an inevitable consequence of features of the modern world, such as
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industrialisation and the undermining of traditional forms of allegiance, or as an essential
corollary of the spread of science and education (SS 310). Whereas an acultural approach
would regard the distinctively modern phenomena of secularisation in terms of large-scale
institutional changes in the modern world, or, the removal of blinkers, Taylor understands it in
terms of the growing appeal of new moral sources that don’t necessarily suppose a God (SS
313). The distinctive feature of modernity is then, on this view, the possibility of a plurality of
moral sources. These moral sources emerge as fully distinct frontiers of exploration in the
nineteenth century.

1.2

The modern self
A crucial first step in offering an articulation of the plural goods that define modernity is

to provide an account of what distinguishes modern selves from premodern selves, for whom
an entirely different range of goods and values had resonance. Taylor notices that one of the
notable features of Western modernity is the unparalleled importance placed upon the
individual. He suggests that this would be unthinkable without the progress to disenchantment
wherein the world of magical forces and spirits is eclipsed, and the cosmos is no longer seen as
the embodiment of a meaningful order, which can provide a possible object of attunement for
us.17 Taylor describes this progress towards disenchantment using the terms ‘neutralising the
cosmos’ and ‘the great disembedding’.18 He suggests that a profound shift in consciousness
accompanied this transition from a view that understands the cosmos as a providential order of
Ideas, to a conception of the world as mechanism. 19 This shift in consciousness defines the
modern identity in making available to individuals new forms of understanding and awareness.
The defining feature of this modern consciousness is, for Taylor, radical reflexivity.
Taylor thinks that we can be confident that, on one level, human beings have always
been able to take up a reflexive standpoint, though not a radically reflexive one. He thinks that
even cultures remote in time are likely to have had some sense of self, a sense of ‘me’ and
‘mine’. He offers the wry example of a Palaeolithic hunting group in circumstances in which a
hunting expedition goes awry, and hunter A experiences a sense of relief as well as anguish
when the mammoth attacks hunter B instead of him. Taylor’s point is that there is a continuity
between premodern and modern understandings of the self, a continuity that can be
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expressed, in this particular instance, in the idea “here is one person, and there is another, and
which one survives/flourishes depends on which person/ body is run over by that mammoth”
(SS 113). However this continuity is limited to a basic capacity for reflexivity, which allows an
individual to focus on himself as a being distinct from other selves. At this basic level it is tied
to a conception of bodily integrity and cannot yet be interpreted as ‘radical’. To be radically
reflexive is, Taylor suggests, a uniquely modern phenomenon.20 It means that I am able to
understand my own subjective experiences as being ‘mine’, but requires additionally that I am
able to examine that experience and scrutinise my own thinking.21
In Sources of the Self, Taylor argues that St. Augustine is the Western progenitor of
this tradition of radical reflexivity, which has lead us to make a “big thing of the first-person
stand-point” (SS 131). Augustine argued that the turn inward was our principal route to God
(SS 129, 134). This marks the beginning of the influential epistemological tradition of modern
thought, in which Descartes plays a key role by shifting the centre of gravity from God to the
human capacity for self-sufficient reason (SS 157). While the idea of radical reflexivity
undergoes many subsequent revisions and re-articulations, at its root is the idea that the
external world is not simply ‘out there’ to be discovered, but is there, essentially, ‘for us’. That
is, our mode of access to external reality is as beings that experience and understand it from
the first person standpoint. This tendency to “think of our thoughts, ideas or feelings as being
“within” us, while the objects in the world which these mental states bear are “without” (SS
111), is strange and without precedent in other cultures and times (SS 114). Taylor is
suggesting that although we tend to understand this interiority as a ubiquitous feature of the
human condition, this ‘inward turn’ is in fact a specifically modern mode of self-understanding.

1.3

Romantic expressivism and disengaged reason
The modern turn ‘inward’ which makes radical reflexivity possible also inaugurates two

distinctive cultural horizons, those of ‘disengaged reason’ and ‘Romantic expressivism’. These
develop alongside, but do not entirely displace theism as the ultimate grounding for the moral
and political commitments of contemporaries (SS 319). All three constellations, the original
theistic one and the two secular alternatives, define the tripartite map of moral sources that
ground agreed upon moral standards (SS 410, 495). However, Taylor also suggests that the
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tentative and exploratory nature of the two secular outlooks make it more appropriate to think
of them in terms of ‘frontiers’ than fully adequate moral sources capable of firmly fastening the
ideals that we erect upon them. (SS 317). These frontiers are not only inherently contestable
and open to continual scrutiny, they are also often in conflict with one another, and it is to
understanding the roots of this conflict, and its implications for the modern identity, that Taylor
has devoted considerable attention ever since his early analysis of Hegel. 22
Descartes and Locke lay the foundation stones for the first frontier of ‘disengaged
reason’. Though these thinkers retain an affinity with the original theistic moral source, they
make possible the growth of a non-theistic morality based upon the idea of an essentially
human dignity rooted in the distinctively human power of a self-sufficient rationality. This view
achieves definitive expression in what Taylor describes as Locke’s conception of the ‘punctual
self’ (SS 171). Gary Gutting usefully clarifies what Taylor has in mind here. The ‘punctual self’
is “the self withdrawn from every substantive assumption, the purely formal locus of inquiry
that rigorously excludes any unexamined cognitive content, the intellectual equivalent of a
point. The point consists simply of a consciousness scrutinising its experience.”23 This idea
serves to effectively sever the individual from his material embeddedness and makes plausible
a conception of human agency that emphasises the idea of rational mastery and control over
the external environment.
The triumph of disengaged reason is though, only one side of the early history of
modernity, which has had an enduring impact upon modern self-understandings, but is in
tension with an alternative conception of individuality. Montaigne is the progenitor of the
second frontier of Romantic expressivism, since he begins to elaborate an ideal of selfexploration. On this view, we become aware of the significance of the providential order, not
through disengaging from our material embodiment, but precisely through attunement to our
own inner nature. Taylor argues that these ideas offer radically different stances towards the
self in modern times. “The post-Cartesian ideal of clear, self-responsible thinking is the source
of one set of disciplines of reflexivity, one in which the subject disengages himself or herself
from embodied social thinking, from prejudices and authority, and is able to think for himself or
herself in a disengaged fashion. At the same time the post- Romantic ideal of self-sounding and
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self-expression has launched us in another whole range of practices of reflexivity, which bring
into play the creative imagination.”24 He suggests that “These two facets of modern
individuality have been at odds up to this day” (SS 182).
These two moral frontiers, made possible by the inward turn, are deepened by a
second historical development which Taylor refers to as the ‘affirmation of ordinary life’ (SS
211). This idea has Judeo-Christian roots in its wholehearted affirmation of personal
commitment as the only route to salvation. Furthermore the worth of this personal commitment
“turns on the spirit in which one lives whatever one lives, even the most mundane existence”
(SS 224). Its worth is not dependent upon the commitment being to a life marked out as higher
or worthy in virtue of the kind of activity it realises, such as contemplation, monastic vocation
or virtuous citizenship.
The affirmation of ordinary life transforms the significance of the ‘inward turn’ since it
sunders individuals from a world of ontic logic even more completely, so that “the nature of the
thing… … is now seen as within it in a new sense” (SS 287). The emphasis placed on
benevolent sentiments as a touchstone of the morally good is one example of the extent to
which the centre of gravity of modern thought moves from a cosmic order of divine providence
to the domain of individual consciousness. The roots of the affirmation of ordinary life in a
theistic ethic can be discovered by turning to the thought of Deists, such as Hutcheson and
Shaftesbury. For these thinkers the good can be discovered by turning within, in particular by
being cognizant of our sentiments and inclinations since these are attuned to the cosmological
correspondences inscribed within a providential order. However, despite its roots in the original
theistic ethic, these ideas open up the possibility of “another independent ethic, in which nature
will become the prime moral source without its author” (SS 315). This is the ethic circumscribed
by the frontier of Romantic expressivism. Taylor considers Rousseau to be an important figure
in the transition which allows the severance of this ethic from its original theistic grounding
through declaring full moral competence for this inner voice. However Taylor also thinks that to
cut completely loose from this theistic yoke would require the advancement of a much more
subjectivist position than Rousseau was prepared to endorse, one that allowed the inner voice
and sentiments to define, rather than discover, the good.
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In one sense, Taylor finds the frontiers of disengaged reason and Romantic
expressivism to be complementary since they each push in the same direction in the sense of
intensifying the sense of inwardness and the internalisation of modern sources (SS 390). In this
sense, both may edge toward the kind of subjectivism that defines moral values by focusing
exclusively on the basis of the powers and feelings of individuals.25 This subjectivism is only
reinforced by the experience of moral diversity, which makes agreement on moral issues ever
more difficult. In another way however, the very existence of powers of disengaged reason and
Romantic expressivism are, as has been said, in deep tension, and this has been one of the
defining features of modern culture for Taylor (SS 319). The tension is experienced as such by
the individual who positively affirms both of these sources (SS 390). The ideal of disengaged
reason requires that individuals disengage from their own nature and feelings, whereas the
power of creative imagination emphasised by romantic expressivism renders this stance
impossible. According to Taylor then, the plurality of moral sources “both greatly complicates
and enriches the modern predicament” (SS 390).

This has consequences at both the

experiential and at the public levels.
At the experiential level the tensions emerge between the view pre-eminent not only
within modern philosophy, but also, within the broader range Western civilisation that leads us
to understand ourselves as disengaged thinkers, and the Romantic protest which maintains that
to understand ourselves expressively requires that we see ourselves as part of a larger order.26
Taylor thinks that something like the premodern view of the self as a constituent of an all
embracing cosmological unity, which finds expression within Romantic expressivism, continues
to inform our self-understanding in important ways. That is, a meaningful identity, one that is
not trivial or shallow, is generated by our attributing significance to an encompassing order
outside of the self and its solitary existence.
At the public level, the Romantic protest against disengaged reason and the
instrumental mode of life has continued salience in its central claim that modern society is
alienating for individuals since it is expressively dead. He suggests that agents ‘liberated’ from
an order of cosmic significance face emptiness as a consequence of being unable to find any
significant purposes outside of themselves. This encourages a kind of shallowness and also
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engenders division and fragmentation since “the atomistic focus of our individual goals
dissolves community and divides us from each other” (SS 500-501). The idea of society as a
community united by shared understandings is replaced by an idea of society as “a common
enterprise of production, exchange and, ideally, mutual help, designed to fulfil their respective
desires; so that the important virtues of society are rational organisation, distributive justice
and the safeguarding of individual independence.”27 As we shall see in section two of this
chapter, this model of society is dependent upon a certain conception of the disengaged self.
From this ‘atomist’ perspective, the self comes to be seen as capable of adopting an
instrumental attitude to the world.
Taylor argues that expressivist protests against this atomist political outlook have been
an important motor for various political movements historically. He states, for example that,
“Deep expressivist dissatisfaction contributed to the success of Fascism, and underlies the
revolt of many young people against the ‘system’ in contemporary Western countries.”28 It has
also inspired, he thinks, the modern ecological movement with its vision of the human
environment as a repository of meaning and value, which holds a deep resonance for the
human spirit and can inspire affiliations that have depth in time and commitment. On this view,
ecological problems are not viewed primarily as technical questions that require solutions, but
as a call to rethink our relationship to the world around us.
Other political visions inspired by romantic expressivism include, Taylor thinks,
Marxism, civic republicanism and modern nationalism. Each of these standpoints questions the
resources available to instrumentalist approaches to political life to make good the modern
commitment to self-rule. As we shall see in the following chapter, Taylor’s own specifically
political writings have centred largely upon how the good of citizen self-rule can be made
meaningful within liberal democratic states. On his own testimony, this is the central political
good that he has written most about, and would most like to have furthered in political action.29
Marxism focuses its critique on the capitalist economic system and the inequalities of
wealth and power that have their roots in this system and make a mockery of political equality
and democratic self-rule. Liberals with civic republican sympathies, such as Mill and Tocqueville
advance the idea that instrumentalism in political life undermines convergence on common
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purposes, so eroding important values such as civic engagement and public freedom which
make the good of self-rule meaningful (SS 414, 502, 505). Taylor suggests that civic
republicanism draws upon romantic expressivism in its insistence that “a society of selffulfillers, whose affiliations are more and more seen as revocable, cannot sustain the strong
identification with the political community which public freedom needs” (SS 508).
Another “extremely important way in which expressivism has shaped our world”,
according to Taylor, is through the modern politics of nationalism (SS 414, 416). In order to
offer a comprehensive account of the modern phenomena of nationalism, we would, Taylor
thinks, need to take into account the functional requirements of modern societies which had cut
loose from hierarchical forms of social organisation in the name of an aspiration to selfsovereignty.30 Nationalism, Taylor thinks, develops from Rousseau’s attempt to find a genuinely
non-instrumental basis for citizenship. As we saw in chapter one, Rousseau takes on board the
idea that political relationships are conventional. They cannot be defined by explicit appeal to a
providential order, but must instantiate the autonomous will of the ‘people’. Rousseau
maintains that self-sovereignty must be attached to some conception of the ‘people’ if political
decisions are to be accepted as binding. Taylor claims that nationalism isolates the historical
cultural nation as a locus for this unity of a people.
These functional and sociological preconditions notwithstanding, Taylor locates the
spiritual roots of nationalism in Herder’s conception of a Volk where this designates the idea
that “each people has its own original way of being, thinking, and feeling, to which it ought to
be true; that each has a right and a duty to realize its own way and not to have an alien one
imposed upon it” (SS 415). On this view it is necessary to define the people according to some
constitutive essence-defining role which makes sense of their cohesion as a people, as opposed
to an aggregation of individuals, but does not appeal to the old idea of a natural order. Taylor
thinks that we can properly speak of nationalism when the source of this cohesion is attributed
to “some ethnic, linguistic, cultural or religious identity that exists independent of the polity.”31
However, he suggests that “Language is the obvious basis for a theory of nationalism founded
on the expressivist notion of the special character of each people” (SS 415).
Taylor is arguing that despite the obscene abuses of the doctrine of nationalism
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witnessed in the politics of nationalist aggrandizement and ethnic chauvinism, another tradition
of nationalism provides a more authentic realisation of the ideal which has deep roots in the
modern identity, and can be politically complementary for rights based liberalism. As we shall
see in the following chapter, one of Taylor’s main objectives is to provide a political model that
can unite an Enlightenment inspired commitment to rights based liberalism grounded in an
ideal of autonomy, with the Romantic commitment to cultural and linguistic nationalism, and its
vocabulary of authentic self-expression. As we have seen the potential for conflict between
these ideas has been one of the central foci of Taylor’s thought, and the difficult task of
providing a theoretical reconciliation between them is an important inspiration for Taylor’s
celebrated essay Multiculturalism and the Politics of Recognition. However there is little
acknowledgement within Taylor’s political thought of the potential for conflict between the ideal
of cultural and linguistic nationalism that Taylor affirms and his commitment to civic republican
ideals, which he espouses equally vehemently. It is not necessary to go into the details of this
tension here, but it may be useful to acknowledge at this point Taylor’s conviction that these
two ideals stem from the same moral source, Romantic expressivism. This may be one of the
crucial factors that leads him to underplay the potential for conflict between them. As we saw
in chapter one, Rousseau’s romanticized account of self-rule, which conceptualises ‘the people’
as an already integrated macrosubject is only one understanding of this idea. Moreover, it is a
deeply problematic one.

2.

REPUDIATING THE NATURALIST TEMPER
Taylor’s analysis of the goods and values that define the modern identity is complex

and comprehensive and does not lend itself readily to précis. The foregoing account focused
primarily on Taylor’s account of the tension between disengaged reason and romantic
expressivism. This tension was singled out for detailed consideration since it has been one of
the most enduring themes of Taylor’s work. More importantly still, it feeds into his account of
cultural recognition and has significant implications for his approach to democratic politics more
broadly, a point which I have touched on only briefly in the foregoing, but will be considered in
more detail in the following chapter. Ultimately though, this tension is one of several that
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Taylor alludes to in his wide-ranging survey of identity and the good. Despite its
comprehensiveness and complexity, Taylor does not wish to claim that his historical survey
offers a definitive account of the modern identity, nor a complete picture of the full range of
available goods and values. He acknowledges that his account is inexhaustive and ‘overly
schematic’.
While it would be accurate to say that Taylor’s approach to moral questions is
ultimately tentative and exploratory, its challenge to rival procedural accounts of morality is
robust. In order to appreciate the nature and scale of this challenge it is essential to examine in
some detail Taylor’s philosophical anthropology. However partial, the historical approach and its
examination of the values and self-understandings that have defined the modern Western
identity, can, he thinks, cast light on those features human life that are genuinely universal and
perennial.32

The historical account thus supports his more basic thesis that “we cannot

understand ourselves, or each other, cannot make sense of our lives or determine what to do,
without a richer ontology than naturalism allows.”33 However, Taylor also offers an independent
account of those features of human agency that he takes to be perennial by way of a sustained
engagement with ontological questions, which he argues have been neglected by social and
political theory. This kind of approach is developed in the opening chapters of Sources of the

Self and in a number of influential essays published previously. He makes claims about selfhood
that are supposed to apply to human agents universally rather than to human agents
considered within a specific historical-cultural context.34 It is on the basis of this analysis of
human agency that Taylor attempts to highlight the deep inconsistencies at the heart of
naturalism and formalist approaches to ethics.

2.1

Self-interpretations
Taylor thinks that moderns, seduced by the success of scientific models of explanation

for providing reliable knowledge of the universe, have attempted to apply these models of
explanation to contexts of human action and social life. One of the consequences of these
developments is a deeply confused conception of the self. He offers his own historical analysis
of selfhood and the good as an alternative to naturalist approaches which, due to their reliance
on the scientific paradigm of knowledge, attempt to bypass subjectivity in their accounts of
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human personhood. If the self is to be amenable to models of explanation developed within the
context of the natural sciences, the human person must be conceived as a self-contained unit
of analysis existing independently of the concepts used to describe it.
These accounts conceive of man and nature as part of an undifferentiated unity with
mechanistic laws being applicable to each in equal measure. Taylor thinks that the extremes of
the position that attempts to apply the exceptionless laws of the universe to the feelings and
sensations of man are represented in computer models of the mind. He claims that these
appear plausible to lay people in the modern world precisely because of the prevalence of the
naturalist world-view.35 On Taylor’s view however, we cannot approach our personhood in the
same way that we approach our organic being. Having an identity is not akin to having an arm,
or a liver, or even a brain.36 Rather, “To have an identity is to know “where you’re coming
from” when it comes to questions of value, or issues of importance.”37 To have an identity is to
define oneself in moral space. Taylor develops a sophisticated philosophical anthropology,
which centres on the idea of human beings as self-interpreting animals whose selfinterpretations are constitutive of their identity. As self-interpreting animals, human beings are
not susceptible to absolute descriptions, for there is no such thing as the structure of meanings
that exist independently of their interpretation of themselves.38 Rather, “What I am as a self,
my identity, is essentially defined by the way things have significance for me.” (SS 34)
The precept that man is a self-interpreting animal violates the paradigm of clarity and
objectivity which is influential in modern thought and culture whereby it is assumed that
“thinking clearly about something, with a view to arriving at the truth about it, requires that we
think of it objectively, that is as an object among other objects.”39 The dominant trend within
modern philosophy has been to assume that genuine knowledge is achieved by abstracting
from the meaning and significance that things have for us, and that objectivity and genuine
knowledge rests on the adoption of a third person standpoint. This idea reaches its apotheosis
with Locke’s conception of the punctual agent from which the last vestiges of subjectivity seem
to have been removed, but also carries over into behaviourist approaches to the human social
sciences which attempt to offer explanations about human agents relying exclusively on ‘brute
facts’ based on observable behaviour rather than on the self-understandings of agents.
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2.2

Background and language
A significant theme in modern philosophy has been the assumption that genuine

knowledge is attained by abstracting from the meaning and significance that things have for us,
and that objectivity and genuine knowledge rests on the adoption of a third person standpoint.
There is a deep paradox involved in these approaches to the human sciences, according to
Taylor, since the disengaged standpoint is entirely dependent upon the significance given to the
first person perspective in the modern world. As we have seen the ability of human agents to
adopt a radically reflexive standpoint is consequent upon this. As Taylor puts it, “Radical
objectivity is only intelligible and accessible through radical subjectivity” (SS 176).
Taylor turns to theorists such as Merleau Ponty, Heidegger and Wittgenstein who
responded to this paradox by developing an alternative approach to human agency which
emphasises its finite and engaged character.40 These theorists provide Taylor with an
opportunity to develop a critical purchase upon the epistemological bias that has permeated
Western thought, radically sundering subject and object, and making access to the world
appear as the foremost issue for philosophical scrutiny. Once the self is conceived as essentially
engaged and embedded, access to the world no longer appears problematic as it does on the
Cartesian view.
In a striking formulation of his critique of Descartes dualism and the corresponding
epistemological standpoint, Heidegger asserts that “the perceiving of what is known is not a
process of returning with one’s booty to the ‘cabinet’ of consciousness after one has gone out
and grasped it.”41 In opposition to this view, he argues that consciousness in nothing apart
from its ‘directedness’ so that the world shows up in relation to the central purposes of the
agent such that our understandings of ourselves and of the world are interconnected. This
means that human knowledge is partly conditioned by a non-thematizable background which
serves as a context for action. Taylor suggests that the ideas of engaged agency and
background in Heidegger’s thought are crucial for taking us outside of traditional
epistemology.42 He therefore develops his own formulation of these ideas.
Taylor’s account of background draws upon the Heideggerian idea that our preconceptual understanding of things, that is our understanding of things as they show up within
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a context of significance as defined by our purposes and language, is prior to theoretical
cognition. Hence,
[Background] is that of which I am not simply unaware (as I am unaware of what is now
happening on the other side of the moon), because it makes intelligible what I am
uncontestably aware of; but at the same time I cannot be said to be explicitly or focally
aware of it, because that status is already occupied by what is making it intelligible.43

Background then, functions as something like a pre-conceptual know-how, but this
does not mean that it must be perennially and wholly inaccessible to our conscious awareness.
While is impossible to be fully clairvoyant about the background that provides the context for
action, this background is, at the same time, an essential requirement for rendering agency
meaningful. It provides the tacit conditions of knowledge that we can formulate in propositional
terms.44
It is possible, in Taylor’s view, to gain purchase on this background from an internalist
standpoint, which reconstructs from the point of view of the agent, the way in which
background renders specific emotions, actions and evaluations meaningful. 45 Bringing a portion
of this background into our conscious awareness through articulation trades on my familiarity
with that which is implicit within it, but does not thereby undo background as a condition for
action. All action brings into being a background, which is required to make that action
intelligible, and the act of articulating this implicit know-how is no exception.46
This idea of background is usefully elaborated by Taylor’s conception of persons as
language-users. Taylor rejects the idea that language can be understood simply as a medium
for representing an external reality. This ‘instrumental’ or ‘enframing’ view of language is, he
suggests, linked to the modern epistemological standpoint in attempting to depict the objects
of the external world in majestic independence of my experience of them. Taylor adopts an
alternative ‘expressive’ or ‘constitutive’ account of language, according to which concepts are
embedded within a reflexive language of related and contrasting concepts, which part describe
and part constitute our reality. On this view, words have meaning through their ability to
describe and relate the range of subjective experience, which takes shape within a particular
semantic field. Here Taylor indicates his debt to Wittgenstein who appeals to something akin to
the Heideggerian idea of pre-understanding in developing his theory of language. Wittgenstein
maintains that the aspects of things that are most important to us are obscured precisely as a
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result of their simplicity and familiarity.47 He applies this insight to the field of semantic
meaning by illustrating what has to be supposed as already understood when we try to define
or name something.48
Taylor uses the concept of shame to highlight the point that concepts and ideas are
related in such a way that language-users can only make sense of particular experiences
through their having an implicit grasp of a range of related and contrasting concepts. On one
level, an emotion like shame provokes a certain kind of response, such as ‘hiding oneself’,
‘covering up’ or ‘wiping out the blot’.49 But our determination of what constitutes a shameful
situation depends upon our experience of it as shameful, and on other related concepts such as
self-reproach or humiliation.50 This depends not just on our having a common language which
allows us to identify objects with signifiers, it also requires that we are inducted into an ambit
of common meanings which allows us to draw upon a range of concepts to identify and
describe our experience. To understand a concept such as shame we must also understand the
experience of being shamed, and the experience is partly defined by our induction into a
language of common meanings which allows us to define a situation as shameful and identify a
certain kind of disposition as ‘shame’. There is no way to stem the hermeneutic circle here as
long as we look upon human behaviour as action carried out against a background of desire,
feeling and emotion.51 There is no way to define concepts and experiences in isolated nonrelational terms. Language is therefore an example of a background that is the nonthematizable context within which experience becomes meaningful for us.
The idea of background is not only a doctrine, according to Taylor; it is also an
argumentative strategy.52 Through a process of articulation and retrieval, Taylor hopes to
foreground those neglected dimensions of human existence that are frequently overlooked by
mainstream liberalism, in particular those that draw on intersubjective meanings and common
purposes, such as, language, culture, and community, and that have been sidelined by
naturalism. However, in appealing to this notion of background, Taylor also aligns himself with
an argumentative strategy that goes beyond polemic. He seeks to follow in what he takes to be
an important tradition in modern philosophy in appealing to background as a ‘transcendental
condition’ of human agency.
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Taylor asserts that Kant was the pioneer of this kind of argumentative strategy, which
he terms ‘transcendental deduction’.53 A transcendental argument attempts to move from
existential features of human life to deeper ontological truths. Taylor hopes that by bringing to
light the background conditions that are requisite to any recognisable account of human
experience, he can throw light on the transcendental conditions of human action. Insofar as
these conditions cannot fit within the limits that the disengaged view prescribes, these accounts
are, Taylor thinks, shown to be untenable since they cannot make sense of the background
which they must themselves presuppose.

2.3

Frameworks
An essential element of this background, on Taylor’s view, is the existence of

frameworks that map out a space of inescapable questions that any moral outlook is required
to provide some kind of response to. His charge against representative naturalist views is that
they fail to acknowledge their own fundamental commitments as contestable responses to
these inescapable questions. Rather, they present their fundamental commitments as though
they have context transcendent validity. Initially, Taylor alludes to frameworks as structures
that underlie our moral reactions and intuitions. However, as has been made clear with the
example of shame, the language that we appeal to in order to understand and describe our
desires, feelings and emotions is also dependent upon the meaning that things have for us.
They are not purely visceral responses that require no further elucidation. It is on the basis of
the same kind of considerations that Taylor argues that our moral responses have two facets.
On the one hand they are instinctual and in this aspect they seem comparable to tastes, and
aversions. From another side however, these reactions seem to stem from a deeper source,
from an ontology of the human, which can ground moral responses in a reality beyond my
subjective experience.
Taylor suggests that while in the case of moral responses it is possible to raise
meaningful questions about whether or not a given reaction is warranted, this is not so in the
case of tastes and aversions. While your aversion to marmite may be incomprehensible to me,
it would not make sense for me to attempt to convince you that some essential property of
marmite actually merited your appreciation. Disagreements on matters of taste have the status
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of brute facts that do not admit of rational adjudication. Moral claims, on the other hand, have
a quite different status. They are “our mode of access to the world in which ontological claims
are discernable and can be rationally argued about and sifted’ (SS 8). Hence disagreements
over moral issues, Taylor claims, “have these two sides: that they are not only ‘gut’ feelings but
also implicit acknowledgements of claims concerning their objects” (SS 7). Hence, in the case of
a moral disagreement, over abortion for example, it would make sense to argue and reason
about what, and who, is a fit object of moral respect.
Taylor’s claim is that though we rely upon a moral ontology to make sense of moral
responses, this ontological background is for the most part ignored or conscientiously neglected
by contemporary moral theory. He suggests several reasons for this. The first is that people are
unlikely to be reflective about the ontological framework that is implicit in their moral outlook
until it is challenged in some fundamental way, forcing them to defend their deepest spiritual
commitments. It is important to note here that not every kind of moral disagreement would
encourage reflection about fundamental ontological commitments. Some ostensibly moral
disagreements may turn out in fact to be technical disputes about the most effective means for
achieving agreed upon moral ends. Or, they may turn on special pleading. A supporter of
capital punishment may claim to share our commitment to respect human life, but argue that
some crimes, such as murder, remove the injunction to think on the perpetrator as ‘human’ in
the relevant sense. Strong incentives to explore deep questions of ontology surface only in
exceptional circumstances, such as over the abortion issue, where fundamental questions of
moral ontology such as whether this has a theistic or a secular grounding, are raised (SS 9).
This unreflective commitment to basic standards of morality and human rights is not
the only reason for the suppression of moral ontology among contemporaries according to
Taylor. He suggests two further reasons. The first of these is that there is a strong motivation
to deny the relevance of ontological considerations. This is partly because “the pluralist nature
of modern society makes it easier to live that way”, but it is also an indication of the extent to
which the naturalist temper is pervasive within modern culture (SS 20). He suggests that the
naturalist attempt to understand the person in terms of a model borrowed from the natural
sciences makes it a prerequisite of attaining objective knowledge that we abstract from
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subjective experience. Yet, on Taylor’s account, it is precisely the subjective experience of
desires and aversions, honour and shame and so on, which provides the first point of access to
the background of action and to deeper ontological truths.
The second additional point that Taylor offers as a reason for the difficulty in
articulating a moral ontology is “the tentative, searching and uncertain nature of our modern
beliefs” (SS 10). This Taylor thinks, is a peculiarly modern phenomenon, which has to do with
the specific nature of the responses that we moderns have offered to those inescapable
questions that determine the basic structure of frameworks. Hence, while moderns
acknowledge that some concept of respect for persons is an implicit component of their moral
commitments, they cannot subscribe with complete conviction to any particular definition, still
less indicate whether this is grounded in a theistic or secular ontology (SS 10). Taylor writes,
“Our forbears were generally unruffled in their belief, because the sources they could envisage
made unbelief incredible. The big thing that has happened since is the opening of other
possible sources” (SS 313). Not only does this seal off the recourse to a single unshakeable
theistic grounding by introducing alternative moral sources, but also this situation is
complicated by the fact that the independent moral sources of ‘disengaged reason’ and
‘romantic expressivism’ are often in tension with one another as we have seen.
Taylor suggests that despite these pressures that push toward inarticulacy, we cannot
abstract from questions of moral ontology if we are to provide for an adequate account of
modernity. He suggests that just as we must develop a sense of orientation as agents
operating within a spatial field, so too must we develop a sense of ourselves within the
background provided by moral constellations. Taylor uses the metaphor of frameworks and
horizons seemingly interchangeably, but the point about both is that they orient people in
moral space54. Perhaps fortuitously, given the comparison of moral with spatial dimensions,
frameworks turn out to have three axes which Taylor delineates as, respect for persons,
notions of what constitutes a worthwhile life and our sense of our own dignity as human
beings. Taylor wants to defend the ‘strong thesis’ that “doing without frameworks is utterly
impossible for us” (SS 27). He draws on a form of transcendental argument to claim that
frameworks are a non-rescindable condition of any phenomenologically adequate account of
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human agency.
Reflecting upon what distinctive capacities belong to humans qua humans, he detects,
that it “is the power to evaluate our desires, to regard some as desirable and others [as]
undesirable.”55 Taylor regards strong evaluation as an inescapable dimension of a fully human
life.56 The strong evaluator is distinguished from the ‘simple-weigher’ by having recourse to a
language of qualitative contrast. Unlike the simple-weigher, the strong evaluator does not make
a decision based upon the immediacy of desire or calculations about consequences, but has
recourse to a language that can express the superiority of some options relative to others. In
ranking various goods a strong evaluator will necessarily make reference to the kind of beings
we are or want to be.57 Hence strong evaluation is constitutive of identity. In fact, Taylor goes
so far as to say that “our identity is defined by our fundamental evaluations”58 (emphasis
added). He suggests that the qualitative discriminations which we make as ‘strong evaluators’
are incorporated into frameworks which define the background picture of the moral and
spiritual predicament of our culture. Hence “not to have a framework is to fall into a life which
is spiritually senseless” (SS 18).
Although frameworks are in themselves an indispensable pre-condition for meaningful
human agency on Taylor’s account, the precise constellation of values that a given framework
embodies or gives priority to, vary significantly from culture to culture. Thus although “Humans
always have a sense of self which situates them in ethical space... ...the terms that define this
space and that situate us within it, vary in striking fashion. As we look through history, even at
cultures more or less familiar to us, we can see a range of ethical spaces that are so different
as to be incommensurable.”59 The three axes of respect for persons, notions of what
constitutes a worthwhile life and our sense of our own dignity as human beings, are understood
and weighted differently by different cultures in their efforts to define moral obligations. Taylor
gives the example of the warrior ethic of Ancient Greece, which prioritised the second axis and
regarded the preservation of honour and dignity as the main constituents of a worthwhile life.
The axis about respect for persons would be seen as least important. In contrast, modern
frameworks tend to prioritise the first axis of respect for persons and devalue the other two.
Since defining the content of the good life has become highly problematic, we no longer fear
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condemnation for failing to live up to the ideas of the good life as the Ancient Greeks did.
Instead we worry about finding an ideal such as this to live up to, we fear above all else,
meaninglessness. This is one of the defining features of our age according to Taylor (SS 18).
The devaluation of the second axis of what constitutes a worthwhile life in
contemporary circumstances, is not only a response to the pluralisation of moral sources and
the difficulties that this raises for comprehensive ethical outlooks, it is also a consequence of
the positive embrace of that distinctive ideal in modern culture which has already been touched
on, the affirmation of everyday life. Rather than venerating higher ideals, moderns tend to
locate the source of meaning that defines a worthwhile life in the activities of labour,
production, marriage and the family (SS 215). This means that we seek meaning in the
‘ordinary’ activities of work and family: spheres of life that were regarded as inferior on the
terms of the Ancient Greek warrior ethic. The definitive idea of the affirmation of ordinary life is
that “the higher is to be found not outside but as a manner of living ordinary life” (SS 23). In
modern culture this is often taken for granted or evaluated negatively as the decline of the
dignity attached to the life of ‘action’ lived in public space among one’s peers60. However Taylor
wants to drive home the point that the affirmation of ordinary life is a peculiarly modern
phenomenon and is in fact “one of the most powerful ideas in modern civilisation.” (SS 14) It is
a positive ethic which engenders “suspicion of the claims made on behalf of ‘higher’ modes of
life against the ‘ordinary’ goals and activities that humans engage in” (SS 81, 215).
Hence, Taylor uses the concept of frameworks to tease out the goods that we value but
often fail to articulate as goods. This also serves to re-instate the importance of questions
about the good life and contest the idea that the moral is distinct and separable from the
ethical. He contests the idea that we can separate out the first axis of respect for persons and
determine universal maxims of justice without making reference to what human dignity consists
in nor what constitutes a worthwhile life. He asserts that “To understand our moral world we
have to see not only what ideas and pictures underlie our sense of respect for others but also
those which underpin our notions of a full life” (SS 14). 61
Hence, Taylor uses the idea of frameworks, in part to enlarge the range of that which
can figure in legitimate moral descriptions and in particular, to restore traditional ethical
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questions concerning the nature of the good life to a central place in moral theory. He seeks to
reverse the tendency in modernity to focus exclusively upon one of these three essential axis.
In order to get some purchase on the political significance of Taylor’s project here, it is useful
to consider what he has to say on the question of rights.
Taylor suggests that the replacement of the idea of ‘natural law’ with a new vocabulary
of ‘natural rights’ during the seventeenth century, while making few changes in terms of what
was prohibited from the moral point of view, actually marked something of a revolution in
terms of the way in which the principle of respect for persons is framed by modern
frameworks. The important difference lies, for Taylor, “not in what is forbidden, but in the place
of the subject” (SS 11). 62 As subjective rights replace immunities accorded by natural law, the
active concurrence of the agent in establishing and enforcing this immunity becomes important
(SS 11).63 On this account, “rights are not just claims about how agents must respect a pregiven moral order, but about how subjective agency itself must be respected.”64 In particular, it
connects up the axis of human dignity with the ideal of autonomy since the notion of a
subjective rights rests on a conception of the human agent as complicit in securing the respect
that is due him. This conception of autonomy expands under the influence of the postRomantic conception of authenticity, Taylor thinks, which calls upon each to develop his own
original way of being.65
Taylor’s point is that the dominant juridical political perspectives attempt to suggest
that subjective rights can form the bedrock of citizenship quite independently of ideas about
what constitutes a worthwhile life and what human dignity consists in. They cling to a strict
separation between the right and the good and privilege the former over the latter. Taylor
acknowledges the appeal of these approaches, which aim to insulate the strong commitment to
rights from the instability and fragility of modern frameworks. However, he thinks that a serious
price is exacted by confining languages of higher worth, which in modern conditions are
tentative and exploratory, to the private realm. For example, no consideration can be given to
the way in which our conceptions of what make humans worthy of respect not only shape
schedules of rights, but also can sustain a sense of moral commitment to these same rights.
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2.4

The self in moral space
So far, I have been discussing Taylor’s suggestion that all civilisations have appealed to

frameworks that frame the three distinct dimensions of moral existence concerned with our
notions of the good life, human dignity, and respect for persons. Taylor’s suggestion is that
although in contemporary life, the axis of respect for persons appears to take precedence over
the other two dimensions in discussions of morality and politics, this strict separation of
morality and ethics is in fact unfeasible. On Taylor’s view each of these three axes are
interconnected and inextricably tied to a framework which provides the implicit scaffold for the
constellation of values that define a given civilisation. Furthermore, frameworks map out the
terrain to which human agents must refer if they are to give meaning and narrative content to
their lives. It is against this background that we evaluate our motives and desires and attempt
to give shape to our lives and tell a meaningful story about ourselves.
Taylor suggests that it is as agents capable of making qualitative discriminations that
we situate ourselves within a space of moral questions. He argues that these moral questions
pre-exist for us as human agents in precisely the same way that spatial dimensions pre-exist
corporeal beings (SS 31). The idea that we could either invent qualitative distinctions, or do
without them entirely, is as spurious as is the idea that we invent or could renounce our
conception of ourselves as existing in space. On the basis of his claim that we can only
recognise as a fully human life one that incorporates strong qualitative discriminations, Taylor
claims to have provided not only a phenomenological account of identity, but also an account
of its “transcendental conditions” (SS 32).
A person who stood outside the space of interlocution that frameworks define along
their three axis, could only be regarded as being in a ‘pathological’ condition, according to
Taylor, since “he wouldn’t have a stand in the space where the rest of us are” (SS 31). We
might describe this person as being in the grip of an ‘identity crisis’ where this denotes a radical
uncertainty about where we stand. Our identity allows us to define what is important to us and
what is not within a given frame of reference (SS 30). In suggesting that it ‘matters’ to us
whether we are good, noble, courageous and the like, Taylor points to the importance of moral
motivation as a well-spring of action. This marks an important departure from the dominant
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trend within liberal political thought, considered in chapter one, which has attempted to define
the core of morality by way of formal principles that can purportedly offer convincing responses
to ethical questions without recourse to our deepest moral convictions.

3.

MAKING ROOM FOR ALTERNATIVE MODERNITIES
As we have seen Taylor makes claims about human agency that he regards as having

universal as opposed to a merely historical-cultural significance. However, despite these
strongly universalist claims at the level of the structure of human agency, Taylor thinks that his
wider philosophical project can be fleshed out in such a way that it does not run roughshod
over historical or cultural variation.66 Taylor’s approach can acknowledge that processes of
modernization have a tendency to promote convergence at the level of the structural and
economic arrangements within different societies, however he does not think it correct to
assume that these trends at the socio-structural level will apply also at the cultural level. Here
there is latitude for appropriating the practices and forms of modernity in culturally specific
ways.
On Taylor’s view, the task of constructing a philosophical theory of modernity must be
to construct a language that can make sense of ‘alternative modernities’, not through some
culture-neutral capacity that is common to all, but through a finer grained understanding of our
own path to modernity in the West. 67 This, he thinks, puts us in a better position than do
liberal universalist models for understanding different cultures in their particularity. One of the
consequences of this cultural approach to modernity is that it prohibits recourse to any
privileged standpoint, which might provide a firm foothold for undertaking cultural evaluations
or deciding on moral injunctions. Still, this should not lead us to a stance of moral relativism or,
its equivalent in the realm of cultural evaluation, an affirmation of cultural incorrigibility.
The possibility of reconciliation between the diverse goods, which, as we have seen,
potentially pull in conflicting directions, comes in the form of a model of practical reason where
this is understood as ‘a reasoning in transitions’. “It aims to establish, not that some position is
correct absolutely, but rather that some position is superior to some other” (SS 71). This model
is pertinent to attempts to reconcile goods within the context of an individual life or a shared
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social configuration. In each case the dimensions of self-interpretation and historical time are
fundamental. We weigh goods and make choices not only on the basis of who we are, but also
on the basis of the direction that we want to give to our lives, that is, based on ideas about
who we are becoming. Although Taylor does not consider the possibilities for reasoning across
cultural boundaries in anything like as much detail as he does with regard to individual lives, or
social collectivities, he claims that the same kind of considerations apply.68 In this section then,
I will consider Taylor’s claim that his account of practical rationality can serve as a way of
‘reasoning through transitions’ as it is applied to each of these levels, the individual, the social
and the intercultural.

3.1

Narrative identity and practical reason
As we have seen, Taylor looks to the Continental tradition of thought, especially to

Heidegger, in order to develop an account of human agency that emphasises the situatedness
of human agents, not only in the physical world, but also in time. He suggests, “My selfunderstanding necessarily has temporal depth and incorporates narrative” (SS 50). An
individual not only has a sense of who she is by being able to locate herself in moral space, but
also of who she is becoming. She gives unity to her life through a narrative which gives
meaning to her past and direction to her future. Once we take on board this temporal
dimension of identity, it becomes clear that human agency is not only conditioned by its
orientation to the good, but also by the possibility of a growth or decline in a person’s moral
integrity.69 This idea is not comprehended by an ethic that accords systematic priority to
questions of morality (narrowly defined in terms of justice) over ethical considerations (which
will include issues of personal fulfilment). He uses the following example to illustrate his point.
Imagine a tropical republic governed by a red-green coalition. The leader of the Green Party (call
her Priscilla) is the minister of natural resources, vowed to protect Tropicana’s rain forests from
total destruction. But the relation of forces is such that is becomes clear that the only way to
avoid much worse destruction is to give over x square miles of the forest to the chain saws of a
large multinational corporation. Priscilla is very intellectually convinced by this argument and
realizes it would be irresponsible to sabotage the arrangement, but she asks to be relieved of her
portfolio, so as not to be the person who actually introduces the necessary legislation and guides
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it through the chamber. What is at stake here is something like integrity; this act would go
against the whole direction of her life and the causes it has been dedicated to.
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Were the idea of personal integrity not relevant to the way we make moral judgements,
Priscilla would retain her ministerial portfolio and carry through the legislation, the general
utility of which, she is intellectually persuaded of. In resigning, Priscilla affirms the importance
of personal integrity to her self-definition. Equally, though, there is no straightforward formula
for weighing the relative importance of this good and the rival one of taking a more pragmatic
stance in order to further the common good. Taylor notes, “Perhaps if the whole scheme was
sure to unravel without her taking charge of the bill, and as a result the entire rain forests of
Tropicana were sure to be razed, Priscilla would have stayed at her post.”71 Practical
deliberation must be based not on an abstract comparison between two rival goods, but on
practical alternatives as considered from the point of view of an agent who cannot escape her
own historicity or finitude.
Taylor accepts that this model of practical deliberation does not provide an account that
can offer complete clarity and decidability in moral judgements. He rejects the approach of
formalistic varieties of ethics that offer ‘criteria’ on the basis of which to decide moral issues.
Rather our language of good and right makes sense against a background of social interactions
and qualitative distinctions that have meaning within a cultural constellation. However he insists
that this is not to imply that right and good are merely relative and not anchored in the real,
nor does it remove the possibility of making non-arbitrary decisions between competing goods
(SS 56).
Taylor rejects the idea that abstract criteria, such as those incorporated in Rawls’
account of public reason, can serve to define the form and content of obligatory action. Instead
he focuses on narrative identity to suggest that different goods must be evaluated not in the
abstract, but as they complement or detract from the direction that we attempt to give our
lives. If we are to make sense of our own lives in this way and the actions and feelings that we
have towards others, we cannot help having recourse to strongly valued goods for deliberating,
deciding and judging in situations of moral choice (SS 59). Taylor argues that the ontology
which is implicit in the terms which render the best account of ourselves carry ‘realist force’.
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On the basis of the Best Account principle then, Taylor takes up a stance on morality
80

that Ruth Abbey has aptly termed “falsifiable realism.”
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This view contends that realism is the

most persuasive approach to moral life until a theory emerges which can offer a better account
of how human beings experience and respond to moral goods. Taylor argues that subjectivist
theories of value fail to comprehend the most salient features of our moral phenomenology. In
supposing that a good’s importance reposes just in its moving us, it cannot account for the way
in which being moved by some higher good gives us the sense of being moved by something
authentic and transcendent. Taylor argues that this is an ineliminible component of moral
experience regardless of the fact that adherence to the good often has a less prosaic source
such as conformity with our milieu or obedience to an established authority (SS 74).
In attempting to offer an account of practical reason, which is more firmly rooted in
authentic sources of moral motivation than, he claims, abstract models of procedural reason
are, Taylor raises the issue of moral sources. The moral source of a good is that which
empowers us to be good. This leads Taylor to propose the two-fold classification of life-goods
and constitutive goods. Life goods are those actions, modes of being and virtues that define the
good life for us74. These will include goods such as freedom, justice, benevolence, courage,
honour and so on. Constitutive goods are what constitutes life goods as such and inspires our
commitment to them.75 Constitutive goods are the moral sources of our life goods in
empowering us to do and be good (SS 93).
Despite the importance of constitutive goods, Taylor maintains that there is “an
extraordinary inarticulacy about the constitutive ideals of modern culture.”76 Take, for example,
the good of benevolence, which has become a highly valued life-good in contemporary culture.
Although it is often simply affirmed as an ultimate good, Taylor thinks that we cannot explain
the good of benevolence, let alone inspire universal commitment to it, without connecting it
with a constitutive good which somehow clarifies what it is about human beings, or their place
in the universe, or our relation to God, that constitutes its being a good. Taylor insists that “to
recognise something as a higher goal is to recognise it as one that men ought to follow.”77
Constitutive goods then not only provide the sources of moral motivation absent from
formalist ethics, but can also allow us to achieve commensuration between life-goods in the
context of a life. Hence, while Taylor’s value pluralism leads him to concede that some goods
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and values are uncombinable and make conflicting demands upon us, he also affirms that
“goods which are now in conflict can be integrated into a single life, perhaps by being put in
the context of some overarching good.”78 The capacity of constitutive goods to perform this
role does not depend on their existing as realities that transcend human life and command
universal respect (SS 73). Rather a constitutive good “offers a reason rather as I do when I lay
out my most basic concerns in order to make sense of my life to you” (SS 76). Hence at the
same time as offering a reason, it also helps define my identity.

3.2.

Practical rationality and its role in historical understanding and cross-cultural

evaluation
So far we have been considering Taylor’s understanding of practical reason within the
context in which individuals are forced to make choices between rival goods, that is “goods that
are different enough that we have difficulty knowing how to weigh them together in the same
deliberation.”79 However, Taylor’s model of practical reason is given a wider remit than this. He
thinks that it might also offer valuable insights for a problem that has become increasingly
salient in the modern world, that is the problem of how we may undertake cross-cultural
comparisons, and adjudicate between the sometimes conflicting demands emanating from the
different ethical outlooks of diverse cultures and civilizations.80 Taylor’s approach to crosscultural evaluation is closely linked with his ideas about how reasoning across historical
boundaries is possible. What is more, the problems that he detects within contemporary
philosophy, which stem largely from the widespread adoption of the ‘epistemological
standpoint, has led to analogous problems in both areas. He suggests that much contemporary
philosophy fails to appreciate that “philosophy is inescapably historical”.81 It reads past authors
as if they were contemporaries and treats their formulations and ideas as atemporal
resources.82 A similar problem is evident in social theory when the prevailing selfunderstandings of a culture are treated as the standards for the evaluation of others.83 In each
case, Taylor thinks, these difficulties can be avoided by a vocabulary that aims to perspicuously
describe different forms of life through the articulation of a language or practices that are
common to them. I will turn first to his reflections upon historical modes of reasoning since
these have been more detailed and comprehensive than his analysis of how cross-cultural
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evaluations might proceed.

3.21 Articulation, and perspicuous redescription within the moral horizons of modernity
An analysis of Taylor’s account of how ideas change in the course of historical
development, is not only a useful route into his ideas about cross-cultural judgements, but has
the further advantage of padding out some of his ideas about modernity that have already
been discussed. In particular it gives a sharper focus to the issues raised in section one. Here it
was noted that Taylor attempts to offer a finer grained analysis of modernity. His historical
approach to the modern identity leads him to be sceptical about ‘optimist’ and ‘pessimist’
accounts of modernity in equal measure. Taylor’s account of how ideas change in the course of
history helps to explain why he thinks that “it is wrong to think that we have to choose
between readings of history, as progress or decline, fulfilment or loss” and accept the more
plausible view that “it contains elements of both”.84 In addition, it can cast light on the status
that Taylor is claiming for his own historical account of the diversity of goods that inform the
modern identity.
Taylor argues that the epistemological model that has held philosophy captive for so
long is difficult to shake off precisely because it becomes difficult to see, from within this
confined standpoint, what an alternative model would look like.85 The previous vision that
Descartes struggled to overturn (advising his readers to spend a month thinking about the first
meditation) has been ‘forgotten’ so much so, Taylor claims that “Cartesian dualism is
immediately understandable to undergraduates on day one.”86 This forgetting is mediated,
according to Taylor, by a process in which practices and forms of social organization become
infused with the dualist picture of mind-in-the-world and the associated representational
construal of knowledge. Hence “the model becomes embedded in our manner of doing natural
science, in our technology, in some at least of the dominant ways in which we construe political
life (the atomistic ones), … … and in other spheres too numerous to mention.”87 In view of this
process of forgetting, creative redescriptions of the contemporary predicament, such as
Heidegger’s portrayal of human embededdness through the category of ‘being-in-the world’, or
Taylor’s account of human agents as ‘strong evaluators’, will not, in themselves, be sufficient to
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overturn the picture, since they are likely to seem counter-intuitive when viewed from the
perspective of current practices and related cultural understandings. It is for this reason that
Taylor appreciates, as Heidegger did before him, the need to complement these analyses with
a ‘genetic account’.88 Only an act of historical retrieval which uncovers the origins of the
dominant outlook, and explains how it became embedded in our practices, will undermine its
presumption to offer a universal framework a privileged mode of access to knowledge and
truth.
Taylor notes that in recent years, the tide has turned against epistemology.89 On the
Continent, attempts to offer repudiations of the epistemological enterprise begun by theorists
such as Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty have continued through the movements of structuralism
and post-structuralism. While in the Anglo-American world, Taylor takes Richard Rorty as one
of the foremost representatives of this approach.90 However, some of these accounts, such as
that presented by Rorty in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, regard some variety of nonrealism to be the only sincere response to a situation in which philosophical foundations can no
longer be sought in epistemology.91 Taylor wants to suggest that this non-realist view is deeply
mistaken. Critiques of this sort become locked into the dualist oppositions between subject and
object, internal and external, real and non-real that are tied up with epistemological tradition.
These accounts therefore “destroy all bases for critical evaluation and discourse across
fundamental lines of cultural and philosophical difference, putting forward the strong claim that
there are no criteria which transcend the splits among interpretative traditions.”92 They
undercut the critical potentials of practical rationality.
Taylor offers the typically Aristotelian caution that in issues involving practical
rationality, one can never be sure that one has unequivocally established one’s case. We should
not therefore aim for clarity over and above that which the subject matter permits.93 Since
there is no method for arriving at final truths in the ethical domain, we should not, in relating
our cultural constellation to those which preceded it, view modernity through a lens of progress
or decline. However, it is possible, Taylor thinks, to understand the process by which the
transitions between frameworks which supersede one another through the course of history, in
terms of ‘epistemic gains’.
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In order to get clearer about the ‘epistemic gains’ that result from historical transitions,
Taylor introduces the idea of ‘hypergoods’. “Hypergoods are understood by those who espouse
them as a step to a higher moral consciousness” (SS 64). They provide decisiveness and clarity
on moral issues by placing some good in a position of supreme importance relative to others.
For the same reason, they are also “generally a source of conflict” (SS 64). What is distinctive
about contemporary appeals to hypergoods, Taylor suggests, is that their status as supremely
important goods tends to be linked to the acknowledgement that they superseded earlier less
adequate models. He uses the example of equal respect, which replaces earlier hierarchical
models of society with the idea that the principle of non-discrimination should be the
benchmark of justice, such that all people are treated equally irrespective of race, class, sex,
culture and religion (SS 64-65). That contemporary hypergoods are conceived of in this way
points to the importance of understanding these goods genetically, Taylor thinks. This has
profound implications for the status we attribute to those goods for which we claim supreme
importance.
Taylor accepts that it will always be necessary to rank goods and develop a language
through which the relative importance of goods can be articulated and weighed. However, he
takes issues with ‘segregating’ accounts of moral life which attempt to “insulate their higher
goods from figuring in the same deliberative process” (SS 64). Kant provides the paradigm
example of this sort of moral theory. For him “the boundary between the categorical and the
hypothetical was meant to mark the line between the moral and the non-moral.”94 But this kind
of ‘segregating’ moral theory is also dominant within contemporary liberalism too he thinks, for
example in John Rawls Political Liberalism. He isolates Habermas’s discourse ethics as his main
target though (SS 64). Discourse ethics provides a prime example of the segregating approach,
he thinks, in claiming absolute priority for a moral standpoint, which is supposed to be “in some
way more obvious, less contentious and open to dispute than understandings of the good
life.”95
These ‘segregating’ approaches to morality give rise to what Taylor refers to as,
‘epistemological malaise’ since they fail to offer an articulation of their most fundamental moral
commitments in ethical terms. What they lack, he suggests, is a vocabulary with which to
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confront those who may claim not to share our basic moral intuitions.96 They cannot provide a
response to what he takes to be one of the foremost dilemmas for contemporary ethics,
namely how conflicts between rival outlooks may be rationally arbitrated.
The hypergood perspective avoids these difficulties in being linked with the idea of
‘constitutive goods’ so that “our acceptance of any hypergood is connected in a complex way
with our being moved by it” (SS 73). This is inextricably connected to our powers of articulacy,
as we will not be moved by a good unless we can appreciate and articulate its worth within our
lives. Hence the claim that a hypergood represents an epistemic gain in defining our moral
frameworks will depend on our capacity to articulate the way in which it offers the best account
of the self-understandings and practices that define us.
What Taylor finds problematic in Rorty’s response to the epistemological construal is
that it replaces a privileged standpoint with a radically situated one. It offers a critical
perspective by way of an alternative construal of mind-in-the-world that contests the
epistemological standpoint, but crucially does not problematise the framework that defines it.
Taylor’s alternative approach attempts instead to peel away the layers of forgetting that made
this view convincing. It thereby provides not only an alternative understanding of the nature of
the subject and his position in the world, but a more comprehensive one. Through a process of
‘creative redescription’ it offers us a more clairvoyant view about our self-understandings and
practices. What distinguishes genetic approaches, such as Taylor’s from polemic ones such as
Rorty’s, is that the former attempt to give an account of the historical sources and motivations
of rival positions, which is clearer than that which they give of themselves. Taylor thinks we can
do none other in our quest to make sense of our own lives, and the practices, which define the
cultural horizons of modernity, than, search for the most clairvoyant explanations. “The result
of this search for clairvoyance yields the best account we can give at any given time, and no
epistemological or metaphysical considerations of a more general kind about science or nature
can justify setting it aside. The best account in the above sense is trumps” (SS 58). Taylor’s
own historical approach to modernity then, is clearly an ambitious attempt at articulation that
aims to provide a comprehensive account of this sort. It is not one that will beat all comers, but
one which throws down the gauntlet to alternative theories.
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3.22 Practical rationality and the intercultural perspective
The idea that the best account of historical transitions are afforded by ‘creative
redescriptions’ that can comprehensively describe rival positions, bears a close similarity to the
idea of ‘perspicuous contrast’ which is central to Taylor’s account of how practical reason can
be effective in circumstances of cross-cultural understanding. Here the dilemmas that Taylor
sees himself as addressing are also similar. With historical reasoning, an attempt is made to
find a middle way between the realist construal of context-transcendent standards of
knowledge and truth, and a radically historicist account which is sceptical about achieving any
objectivity on ethical matters. Similarly in the sphere of cross-cultural understandings the
chasm to be bridged with a viable account of practical reason is between ‘ethnocentricity’ and
‘relativism’. Ethnocentricity involves judging other cultures by standards, which we take to be
universal and transcendent, but that in fact incorporate the prejudices of our own cultural
understandings. Like Isaiah Berlin, Taylor thinks that there is a strong psychological propensity
that pushes toward ethnocentric projection so that we must continually guard against it.97 The
process of re-considering our own self-interpretations in the face of direct confrontation with
the quite different cultural values and philosophical outlooks emanating from quite different
cultures and histories is inevitably difficult and sometimes painful. This fuels the temptation to
appeal to dogmatic truths. It is this that makes appeal to hypergoods so dangerous once they
have been severed from the ‘constitutive goods’ that lie behind them and through which we are
able to articulate their value to us. That is, through an appeal to the place they occupy relative
to our self-understandings and moral motivations.
Just as we cannot abstract from our own self-understandings and take up a view from
nowhere from which to evaluate the practices of different cultural groups, so too, we cannot
bypass the self-understandings of these same cultural groups if we are to attempt to make
sense of their radically different cultural practices. Equally though, we should not give
everything over to these cultural understandings, treating them as incorrigible since, as we
have seen from the example of historical understanding, there is always the possibility that we
can alight on some description of cultural understandings that offers a more perspicuous
analysis than is available to the agents themselves. This would be dependent upon the
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formulation of a common language:
“A language in which we could formulate both their way of life and ours as alternative
possibilities in relation to some human constants at work in both. It would be a language in
which the possible human variations would be so formulated that both our form of life and theirs
could be perspicuously described as alternative such variations. Such a language might show
their language of understanding to be distorted or inadequate in some respects, or it might show
ours to be so (in which case, we might find that understanding them leads to an alteration of our
self-understanding, and hence our form of life- a far form unknown process in human history); or
it might show both to be so.”98

What is certain, for Taylor, is that any attempt to foreclose possibilities of
commensuration between rival goods within the context of a single life, a cultural tradition or
across cultural boundaries by a premature appeal to the idea of incommensurability in these
contexts, is sloppy and nonsensical. In fact, given the serious possibilities for transformation
that reasoning across cultural boundaries can affect for the self-understandings of cultural
groups, Taylor thinks that the idea that different cultures realise genuinely incommensurable
kinds of human realisation, is unlikely (SS 61).

4.

CONCLUSION
It is now time to draw the themes of this discussion together. In section one, I offered

a brief outline of Taylor’s genetic approach to defining the moral horizons of modernity. I
focused in particular on the sources of conflict between the two frontiers of disengaged reason
and Romantic expressivism. Both of these developed out of, and in the process transformed,
the original theistic grounding. In section two I identified this historical account as a
contestable response to inescapable questions: questions that must arise for human agents
understood as ‘strong evaluators’. Section three clarified this notion of contestability through an
analysis of Taylor’s account of practical reason. While Taylor considers all claims made in the
sphere of ethics to by necessarily incomplete and open to dispute, they may nevertheless claim
objectivity in offering the best account of ourselves and of our practices. It is against this
background that Taylor seeks to advance what he takes to be the “most perspicuous
interpretation of the diverse character of modern Western identity.”99
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4.1

The ‘naturalist temper’
As a preface to his intricate analysis of modern identity Taylor asserts that “Selfhood

and the good, or, in another way, selfhood and morality, turn out to be inextricably intertwined
themes” (SS 3). The convincingness of this account of selfhood is, he thinks, provided for by its
offering an analysis of human agency which is plausible on phenomenological terms, and which
supersedes naturalist approaches by providing the best account of ourselves. This is possible
insofar as it is able to make a convincing claim to epistemic gain on the basis that it can offer a
more plausible analysis of the historical roots and motivations of naturalism than is provided for
from within the naturalist framework. On this level, Taylor’s account is clear and convincing, but
ultimately it is an impressive assault upon an already stale approach to social and political
science. The nature of its challenge to modern philosophical approaches sometimes seems
rather vague and oblique.
Taylor accepts that crude forms of naturalism, which drew strength from the scientific
revolutions of the seventeenth century, have been discredited, and that more recently, the
epistemological perspective, which naturalism helped to sustain, has also come under attack.
However, he insists that these ideas continue to exercise a powerful influence upon us, almost
imperceptibly, as a result of their having become ingrained in our practices. His main
contention appears to be that reductive naturalist philosophies have made it difficult to be
explicit about what we know to be the case. He suggests that the naturalist temper has
bleached out qualitative distinctions, strong evaluations and the frameworks of value upon
which these depend, to such an extent that we are uncomfortable about defining ourselves in
relation to those goods that are constitutive of our identity. This is perceptible, he thinks, in
both the silence of modern political theory on ‘shared goods’ and the prevalence of atomist and
instrumental approaches to political life, themes explored in the next chapter. In section two of
this chapter I considered Taylor’s argument that it is evident also in the great appeal of
‘segregating’ theories of morality, which, he suggests, often underwrite these more specifically
political approaches.
Taylor claims that segregating theories of morality respond to the situation of the
diversity of goods by effectively invalidating some of the crucial goods in the contest. They
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have done so, he thinks, by placing them in an enduringly inferior position to those goods that
they understand as commanding supreme importance. Taylor mentions both Rawls and
Habermas as people who fall into this trap in consistently prioritising questions about what it is
right to do, over questions about what it is good to be. That is they have been less interested
in considering the nature of the good life than with determining the content of obligation. I
consider Taylor’s specific critique of Habermas’s procedural ethic in Chapter Four (section 3.1).
In more general terms, Taylor contends that, the main problem with formalist ethical doctrines
such as these is their ‘metaphysical embarrassment at open avowal of moral sources’ (SS 496).
They cannot grasp, he thinks, “the search for moral sources outside the subject through
languages that resonate within him or her” (SS 510). They leave no space for consideration
about the good as an “object of love and allegiance” or, as it is portrayed in Iris Murdoch’s
work, “as the privileged focus of attention or will” (SS 3).100
Before going on to consider where Taylor’s own search for moral sources leads him
though, it is worth noting that the charges he levels at procedural liberalism are at times more
circumstantial than they are specific. Taylor recognises that procedural liberalism has no direct
connections with the naturalist standpoint. Indeed he cannot but acknowledge that, “Kantians
have been especially critical of naturalism.”101 Nevertheless, his approach sometimes has the
appearance of making procedural liberalism seem guilty by association with naturalism on the
basis that neither approach offers any guidance for making qualitative discriminations about the
good, or for appealing to moral sources beyond the self. For naturalist theories though, this is a
consequence of the attempt to reduce all human behaviour to externally describable events.
Procedural liberals, on the other hand, understand themselves to be appealing to a more
abstract account of the good defined in terms of impartiality. They claim not to make any
strong claims about the nature of the good or about the structure of human agency, but to
provide an account of the “social conditions required for people to judge and pursue their own
conceptions of the good.”102 As we shall see in the following chapter, Taylor recognises the
force of a political liberalism that self-consciously abstracts from ontological questions in order
to develop a purely political liberalism. (Chapter Three, section 1.31).
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4.2

Moral horizons and the diversity of goods
I now want to consider Taylor’s own attempt to retrieve the constitutive goods and

moral sources which naturalism and formal procedural ethics have eclipsed. As Mark Redhead
points out, one of the most important political implications of Taylor’s theory of modernity is
the idea that “the only viable means of confronting the malaises of modern democracies is by
working with- and not dismissing any of- the constitutive goods and life goods that have
defined who we (and what the malaises faced by modern democracies) are.”103 However, as we
have seen, it is at the level of constitutive goods, as opposed to life goods, that the most
serious and seemingly intractable conflicts arise, and it is for this reason that contemporary
moral theory has attempted to do without recourse to constitutive goods at all. In so doing,
Taylor thinks, they cannot provide an adequate account of moral motivation, nor can they
make sense of our conviction that “what we hold to be good is ultimately something to which
we respond, not something we project.”104 Taylor therefore urges us to become more aware of
and articulate about constitutive goods, by renewing contact with those moral sources that
have brought us to where we are. Two potential difficulties issue from Taylor’s own attempt to
renew contact with these moral sources. Both make the case that Taylor’s account is not as
open to plural goods and diverse cultural traditions as he claims. Only one of these, I think,
points to potentially serious difficulties within his approach.
The first is his singular engagement with Western intellectual traditions as a means of
defining these sources. This appears to sit uncomfortably with the claim advanced in

Multiculturalism and the Politics of Recognition that “all human cultures that have animated
whole societies over some considerable stretch of time have something to important to say to
all human beings.”105 If this is the case, why not draw on these traditions too in seeking a more
perspicuous understanding of who ‘we’ are. As Mark Redhead has pointed out, “Despite his talk
of cultural borrowing, Taylor’s account of Western modernity does not incorporate the forms of
cultural borrowing involved, preferring instead to explicate an inescapable moral horizon
through an analysis of selected voices within Western intellectual history.”106 As we have seen,
one of the advantages that Taylor claims his ‘cultural’ approach to modernity has over
‘acultural’ approaches is that it is better able to accommodate ‘alternative modernities’ and
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arrive at cross-cultural understandings. In failing to engage with alternative cultural traditions it
appears that Taylor has reneged upon this commitment.
Taylor can, I think, dispense with this criticism fairly effectively. He does not aim to
make presumptive judgements about the aims, values and worth of ‘alternative modernities’ or
different cultural traditions. In fact it is precisely these presumptive judgements that his theory
seeks to avoid. He offers instead a framework of practical reason within which rival accounts
and alternative traditions can be articulated on equal terms, and can gain a sympathetic
hearing. He is unambiguous in his view that different goods cannot be evaluated or judged in
abstract terms. Goods can only be articulated through a common language and shared frame of
reference. They can only be weighed and evaluated from the point of view of a narrative that
provides meaning and to the life of an individual, a culture or a nation. This is why Taylor
issues the Aristotelian caution about practical reason and seeks to guard against those hubristic
rationalistic approaches that are in constant danger of collapsing into ethnocentricity by
assuming that our standards of rationality are the standards of rationality. He argues that we
should not take for granted the existence of a free-floating autonomous rationality, nor assume
that we are thereby locked into an ethnocentric prison, as non-realists would have us believe.
To highlight this idea, he asks us to imagine, “an extra-terrestrial being asked to award the
palm to the civilisation with the most plausible view of human nature. He would straight away
take flight back to Sirus.”107 A similar feeling of incomprehension would befall a Westerner
attempting to “decide between the Buddhist view of the self and Western conceptions of
personality”,
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he thinks. By the same token though, the fact that we don’t always feel

ourselves to be in the bewildered position of the ‘Sirean’ alien indicates the extent that we feel
ourselves to be at home in the world, and within a given range of cultural understandings. This
makes the non-realist position appear if not implausible, counter-intuitive at least. Whatever
the merits or demerits then of Taylor’s choosing to develop an account of the modern Western
identity using only Western cultural resources, it does not appear to be internally inconsistent,
or to cause serious difficulties for its capacity to be sensitive to alternative cultural traditions.
The second, apparently more intractable difficulty arising from Taylor’s attempt to
retrieve moral sources stems from the fact that he appears to alight on Judaeo-Christian theism
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as the most fully adequate moral source. I have considered in some detail Taylor’s exposition of
the two moral sources of ‘disengaged freedom’ and ‘Romantic expressivism’ and his idea that
the conflict between them has been one of the driving forces of modernity. The conflict
between them will not, Taylor thinks, be adequately resolved by a triumph of either one over
the other. He finds both approaches problematic, considered in isolation. The priority given to
disengaged freedom contributes, he thinks, to the contemporary malaises of modernity, which
he describes as ‘alienation’, ‘misrecognition’ and ‘fragmentation’. These are considered in more
detail in the following chapter. However there are also difficulties within the ‘Romantic
expressivist’ constellation, to the extent that the historical trends towards inwardness and the
affirmation of ordinary life have reduced the Romantic ideal of self-fulfilment to self-centred
ones. Taylor recognises that “although expressivism may take the form of protest against both
the disengagement from nature and feeling that is associated with the inward turn and the
stifling of exceptional creative expression that may result from the affirmation of ordinary life, it
can just as easily appeal to both in a slide into radical subjectivism, the denial that there are
any moral sources outside the unproblematic, inarticulate self.”109 This slide to subjectivism
deprives moderns of a vocabulary through which to articulate important goods, such as
heroism, aristocratic values, higher purposes in life, or things worth dying for, that continue to
define our self understandings in some way (SS 500).

Hence, though he himself utilises

Romantic expressivist ideas in order to discredit the ascendant disengaged standpoint, he does
not think that the simple recovery of this tradition will be enough to stem the various malaises
which result from the inability of individuals to pursue purposes beyond their own immediate
self-satisfactions.
Taylor therefore looks to the Judeo-Christian tradition, from which the other two moral
sources arise as ‘frontiers of explanation’, as a possible locus for the recovery of a more
adequate language for constitutive goods. He argues that, “high standards need strong
sources” (SS 516), and though theism is contested as to its truth, “no-one doubts that those
who embrace it will find a fully adequate moral source in it” (SS 317). The other two moral
sources, Taylor thinks, cannot claim this kind of self-sufficiency with the same degree of
assurance. Even for those who fully recognise and affirm the dignity of reason, or the goodness
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of nature, the question can arise as to whether “this is in fact enough to justify the importance
we put on it, the moral store we set on it, and the ideals we erect on it” (SS 317). He wonders
whether moderns are living beyond their moral means in espousing justice and benevolence
without reference to the Christian notion of agapê (SS 516). The aim of attunement to the
Christian sense of agapê “is to associate oneself with, to become in a sense a channel of, God’s
love for men, which is seen as having the power to heal the divisions among men and take
them beyond what they usually recognise as their limits to their love for one another.”110 The
central promise of this Judaeo-Christian theism consists in “a divine affirmation of the human,
more total than humans can ever attain unaided” (SS 521).
Taylor raises an interesting point in considering that something like the idea of agapê,
as opposed to a purely secular respect for rational autonomous selves, may be the only fully
adequate ground, both philosophically and motivationally, for the modern commitment to
benevolence. However, while providing a possible source of motivation for our deep moral
commitments, Taylor’s turn to God raises pressing questions. Of particular concern is whether
his claim that “the most illusion-free moral sources involve a God” (SS 342) can contribute to
defining the terms of mutual co-existence in a way that is compatible with the aims of
democratic pluralist societies. In these societies, institutions will aim to allow, or enable each
individual to pursue her own conception of the good, and they will no doubt include individuals
“who have lived perfectly clairvoyant lives without seeing the need for a transcendental
foundation for their moral goods, let alone a theistic one.”111 In this case an appeal to moral
sources, in particular a theistic one, may less stem the tide to alienation and fragmentation
than contribute to them.
Taylor may contend that he proposes the moral source that for him offers the most
perspicuous interpretation of the Western modernity and ethical life, in a spirit of hermeneutic
openness to alternative traditions. That is, as a response that provides contestable answer to
inescapable questions. Something like this interpretation seems to be compatible with Taylor’s
claim that one of the defining features of modernity is the extent to which we hold our beliefs
and values in a reflective way, profoundly aware of the problematic nature of all frameworks
(SS 18). Whatever the truth of this claim, it is clear that a political response must go further. It
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is not enough simply to acknowledge that this particular account of moral ontology is
contestable. It must also anticipate that it will be contested, and provide a framework within
which, those who subscribe to different ‘constitutive goods’ are included on equal terms, and
given a fair hearing. Taylor does not avoid these questions; indeed the next chapter is devoted
to his response to them. Finally though, I want to prefigure one of the problems for it, which I
think carry over from his ontological approach.

4.3

‘Discovery’, ‘invention’ and concealment: tensions in Taylor’s thought
I argued in the previous section that the charge that Taylor reneges upon his

commitment to accommodate a plurality of goods by drawing exclusively on Western cultural
sources is without foundation. This is because he appeals explicitly to an account of practical
reason in order to mediate between rival goods and cultural traditions. A condition of practical
reason being effective here is its deployment in circumstances in which there is sufficient
common ground for us to be able to see how to judge.112 Developing these shared
understanding will depend, he thinks on our powers of articulacy. However, Taylor remarks that
we “often feel ourselves less able than our forbears to be articulate” (SS 95) This is because in
modern circumstances, in which we recognise that goods are contestable, their counting as
goods for us will depend upon our capacity to articulate the value of these goods in terms of
our own self-understandings. The meaning that goods have for us will not be fixed by reference
to an impervious framework. Rather, we will only “find the sense of life through articulating it”
(SS 18). Taylor thinks that the extent to which we are able to find sense in life as moderns will
depend on our ability to give expression to it. Hence in this sphere, “Discovering… …depends
on, is interwoven with inventing” (SS 18).
The activity of articulating what is implicit in our shared practices also has a potentially
transformative effect in Taylor’s view. As Stephen White notices, “the very activity of
articulating those things that are morally and spiritually crucial to one’s form of life unavoidably
puts one in a position of seeing/ feeling them in new contexts with new possibilities.”113 Moral
sources can therefore be ‘transvaluated’ on the basis of these articulations.
Articulacy involves not only a common language but shared practices. Shared practices
provide us with a common framework, within which we can develop and sustain a common
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language. Hence it seems that Taylor is committed to saying something about the set of
practices which would could provide an appropriate basis for the kinds of cultural and intercultural conversations that he thinks his theoretical account of practical reason capable of
mediating. Taylor seems to regard the existing practices that are embodied in liberal
democratic institutions as most promising. This seems to be in keeping with his general thesis
about the mutual interdependence between discovery and invention. In our attempts to
understand an existing practice we are, Taylor thinks, driven back to “the last (most recent)
perspicuous formulation of the good purpose embedded in [that] practice.”114 Equally though,
shared practices are always susceptible to innovation through ‘creative redescriptions’.115
Difficulties arise however, from Taylor’s attempt to formulate the most perspicuous
interpretation of those practices made available to the inheritors of an explicitly Western model
of cultural modernity, in particular the practice of self-rule. Taylor is an important critic of the
juridical model of constitutionalism, pointing out that citizenship cannot be understood as
simply an “instrumental hedge against exploitation by government.”116 He recognises that
democratic constitutionalism is not simply a matter of limiting government power, but of
recognising individuals as citizens of a republic. However, Taylor’s affirmation of self-rule as a
political good that informs the practice of liberal democracy is an attempt to retrieve an
outmoded civic republican ideal, which he finds tied up with the tradition of romantic
expressivism. On this view, self-rule is predicated upon the need to construct ‘a people’, and
our status as citizens is dependent upon our finding our identity accurately and respectfully
‘recognised’ in this unified political identity.
The following chapter considers some of the difficulties that attach to this approach.
While practices of self-government may offer spaces for the exercise of practical reason and
practical judgements of the kind Taylor envisages, his own account focuses too exclusively on a
highly contestable account of the good that these practices seek to realise. This makes for
some tensions within Taylor’s thought. Firstly, his emphasis on the need to establish the people
as a collective agent in advance of democratic deliberation runs counter to the spirit of practical
reason and hermeneutic openness to alternative traditions that informs his ethics. Secondly, in
conferring upon the state a responsibility to ‘recognise’, positively affirm and, where necessary,
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legally protect the distinct identities of its citizens, is in tension with his focus on the
interrelationship between ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’ in articulating those goods which are
crucial to our self-identity.
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Chapter Three. Charles Taylor: The Affirmative Public Sphere and the

‘Politics of Recognition.’

Introduction
1.

The Affirmative Public Sphere

1.1
1.2
1.3

Beyond the liberal/ communitarian dichotomy
Liberal holism
Reconciling unity and diversity: theoretical and practical perspectives

2.

The Politics of Recognition

2.1
2.2
2.3

The concept of recognition and its analytical advantages
Recognition and inclusion
The problem of indeterminacy

3.

Critical Perspectives

3.1
3.2
3.3

Cultural authenticity and its liberal critics
Recognition and cultural evaluation
Recognition and democracy: the stabilising function of teleology

Introduction
Taylor draws upon the ontological account, described in the foregoing chapter, to
present a thoroughgoing critique of procedural liberalism and offer an alternative noninstrumental approach to politics. His distinctive brand of liberalism seeks to foster citizen selfrule and accords a high priority to the public affirmation of different cultural identities in the
public sphere. Taylor does not think it possible to draw concrete or comprehensive conclusions
about politics from a particular ontological vision, but neither does he regard his attempt to
reassert the importance of ontological thinking, in the face of its eclipse in social theory, as
being without political import. He thinks that a plausible ontology can usefully illustrate the
inherent limitations and concealed costs of a procedural liberalism which, following the
mainstream current in western political thought, has regarded philosophical reflection on the
ultimate nature of being as quite remote from pressing moral and political concerns.1
As we have seen, Taylor’s ontological holism emphasises the centrality of cultural
situatedness and linguistic embedding for any adequate understanding of the self. From this
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perspective, he is able to elucidate two important features of human experience, which he
claims have political significance, more adequately than can procedural liberalism. The first of
these is the idea of freedom as self-direction. This contrasts with the classical liberal
understanding of freedom as absence of constraint. Secondly, taking the example of language
as in some sense paradigmatic, he aims to develop a more adequate understanding of the
nature of shared goods and an appreciation of their political import. Taylor argues that shared
goods such as citizen self-rule and cultural survival have a high political currency in
contemporary democracies. In failing to ascribe value to these goals, procedural liberalism pays
a heavy price in terms of its ability to provide for a viable political order, Taylor suggests.
Stability and shared political commitment give way to various social malaises such as
‘alienation’, ‘fragmentation’ and ‘misrecognition’, in circumstances where these shared goods
are constitutive of who we are, but are not adequately articulated. Procedural liberalism can do
nothing to confront these malaises, Taylor insists, but is likely to exacerbate them due to its
ontologically disinterested standpoint. Hence, in embracing procedural liberalism, modern
society edges towards a ‘legitimation crisis’ where social anomie and disaffection ultimately
spell political breakdown.2
In providing a response to these problems, Taylor’s political theory “has the character
of a clinical discourse: it aims to diagnose social ills and suggest paths for recovery.”3 His
response to the problems of fragmentation and alienation is inspired by both communitarian
and republican ideals while retaining a strong liberal emphasis on rights, procedures and
institutions, such as the rule of law and representative government. Section one considers
Taylor’s critique of the ‘primacy of rights’ thesis. Taylor thinks that this thesis unites
contemporary liberals such as John Rawls and Richard Dworkin, with seventeenth century
atomists such as Thomas Hobbes and John Locke. Taylor appeals to a holist ontology to
suggest that, to prioritise rights without comprehensively examining the self-understandings of
the autonomous agents that these rights are intended to serve is nonsensical.

Autonomy

requires at the minimum an idea of freedom as self-direction, which pertains only to agents
capable of making qualitative discriminations about those things that matter to them.
Furthermore, the self-understanding of autonomous agents is not something that can be
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sustained outside of civilisation for which the notion of a citizen republic realising the shared
good of self-rule has been definitive. For Taylor, autonomy understood as self-determining
freedom requires a social matrix which upholds the moral integrity of individual agents and
allows them a voice in deliberation about public action. He offers an account of those political
practices, which he thinks can enable and sustain individual freedom alongside effective
common action. Section one concludes with an account of Taylor’s attempt to conceive of the
public sphere in terms which affirm the differences between citizens, but imputes to each of
them an ‘obligation to belong’.
Section two considers Taylor’s response to the third theme of misrecognition, which
perhaps marks out his most original and influential contribution to debates about liberal politics
and cultural accommodation. In an important essay Multiculturalism and the Politics of

Recognition, he problematises the core liberal conception of citizenship based on principles of
equal citizenship status and non-discrimination by juxtaposing it with an alternative model of
citizenship, termed the ‘politics of difference’ which appeals to ideas of authenticity and
distinctiveness. For Taylor, the role of the state cannot be described in neutral terms, rather it
must be interpreted as a body for promoting certain goods, including that of self-determining
freedom. This, he thinks, does not mean simply recognising the value of self-rule as an
overarching shared good which fosters a sense of belonging within a political community,
additionally, it requires that the state recognises other modes of belonging that arise through
the endorsement of shared goods defined in cultural or linguistic terms.
Finally, I suggest that while the idea of misrecognition has served as a useful
diagnostic tool for examining the dynamics of inclusion/ exclusion, significant problems arise
from Taylor’s constructive, as opposed to diagnostic enterprise, of understanding cultural claims
as appeals for recognition, where the notion of recognition is tied to the idea of a positive
affirmation of worth, and is appealed to in support of the idea of cultural survival. Taylor’s
understanding of the public sphere as a shared identity space can cohere with the problematic
elements of Taylor’s approach to recognition only through the supporting role played by an
incipient teleology.
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1.

THE AFFIRMATIVE PUBLIC SPHERE

1.1

Beyond the liberal/ communitarian dichotomy
Taylor wants to offer an alternative to the dominant strand of liberal politics, which

emphasises state neutrality and the priority of rights, an approach exemplified by John Rawls
and Ronald Dworkin4. On this view, the role of the state is to furnish citizens with a framework
which can provide for the pursuit of private goals. The state should be neutral, that is, it should
not promote any particular conception of the good, since to do so would compromise its role in
ensuring individual freedom. The central doctrine of this tradition of liberalism, which Taylor
wants to disparage “is an affirmation of what we could call the primacy of rights.”5 This doctrine
is plainly expressed in Dworkin’s dictum that, “Rights are best understood as trumps over some
background justification for political decisions that states the goal for the community as a
whole.”6 These theories, which frequently employ the idea of a social contract, take the status
of rights as fundamental and do not afford the same status to a ‘principle of belonging’. “Rather
our obligation to belong to or sustain a society, or obey its authorities, is seen as derivative, as
laid on us conditionally, through our consent, or through its being to our advantage.”7
Citizenship is regarded as an instrumental good as opposed to having an intrinsic value.
Since Taylor’s alternative approach involves the affirmation of shared goods and
collective goals, he has often been interpreted as “participating in a communitarian critique of
liberalism.”8 In common with other thinkers frequently identified as ‘communitarian’ such as
Michael Sandel, Alisdair MacIntyre, Robert Bellah and Amitai Etzioni, Taylor argues that the
foundations of political frameworks must be laid at a deeper level, one that recognises the
importance of community and belonging, alongside the interests of individuals and the pursuit of
individual goods.
Those usually placed under the communitarian banner actually comprise a rather
disparate collection of thinkers, yet they are united by the idea that liberalism’s singular
emphasis on the individual weakens the bonds of sympathy and solidarity typically fostered by
a sense of belonging to a shared community. They reject the idea that it makes sense to
consider individuals as separate and disengaged, an idea that receives its paradigmatic
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formulation in the thought experiments of social contract theory which imagine individuals in a
‘state of nature’. Communitarians reject what Taylor has referred to as a “stripped down view
of the subject”9. Instead, they insist that individuals are socialised within, and constituted by,
their families and local communities.10 On this view, “The self… … is a much richer and more
contextualized notion than the liberals will allow, and prioritising the justice of the rights of the
individual is an unwarranted reduction of the reality and complexity of the self and its
attachments.” 11
Sandel has described the liberal vision which prioritises rights as the ‘one by which we
live’, meaning that it is deeply ingrained in the political practice and social understandings of
contemporary politics in the U.S.A at least.12 However, communitarian thought has also
achieved some political influence in shaping the agendas of centrist political parties in Britain
and the United States13. Communitarian scholar and Professor of Sociology at Columbia
University, Amitai Etzioni was an advisor to the Clinton administration and more recently has
reportedly met Tony Blair and David Blunkett, and had regular sessions with Downing Street
policy advisors.14
While communitarianism offers a definite coherence as a critique of procedural
liberalism, its positive agenda and direct political implications are rather oblique.15 While
communitarian accounts share an appeal to community as a restorative measure that can make
good the deficits liberalism -with its emphasis on individual rights and its purported neglect of
vital human goods such as mutual moral responsibilities, environmental concern and virtuous
citizenship- there is disagreement within the communitarian camp about the level at which the
restorative community should be pitched, and about the role of the state in securing the
necessary conditions for engendering more active and vital communities.16
The notion of community, as it is affirmed as a counter-balance to the various malaises
of contemporary social and political life, can be rather vague and ‘fuzzy’ without further
clarification.17 Of particular importance from the point of view of the current discussion, are the
implications of the communitarian approach for current debates about identity politics and
cultural accommodation. These are unclear, since whether or not a particular position is
sympathetic to the idea of cultural protections will depend upon the form of community that the
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account seeks to promote as being most central to social and political life. A communitarian
stance that identifies diffuse networks of communal belonging as being central to politics might
envisage a role for the state in protecting cultural communities as vital constituents of human
well-being. However, a communitarian position that favours the state or the nation as the
primary locus of belonging may resist cultural protections fearing that they may lead to the
‘balkanisation’ or ‘ghettoisation’ of distinct communities, and detract from communal identity of
the wider political community.18
So, the communitarian position, baldly stated is ambivalent in the face of cultural
claims. Consequently, it has come to be acknowledged that finding an adequate response to
the dilemmas raised by cultural politics must involve extricating debates about cultural
accommodation from the more familiar, but deeply polarised, dispute between liberals and
communitarians.19 While he is critical of neutralist liberalism, Taylor nevertheless resists the
communitarian label. This is not only because it confuses rather than clarifies debates about
cultural accommodation, but also because the use of the labels ‘liberal’ and ‘communitarian’
have contributed to the conflation of two distinct kinds of issues and placed limits on the
political imagination.
On the one hand, the dispute between ‘liberals’ and ‘communitarians’ may be
conducted at the level of ontology, where the disagreement is between liberal ‘atomists’ and
communitarian ‘holists’. At this level Taylor situates himself unambiguously in the holist camp,
which locates the self within a social matrix the contours of which, shape the modern
understanding of the individual. Contra liberal atomists, Taylor insists that we must have some
sense of this individual and his distinctive mode of freedom, prior to any attempt to impose
legal protections and guarantees through rights. At another level, disputes take place at the
level of advocacy, though here they are typically less polarised, and turn on the relative
importance attached to individuals and collectives in political life.20 At the level of advocacy a
range of political options is available to those on either side of the atomist/ holist divide, and
the tendency to identify ontological holists as political collectivists is mistaken and limits the
range of political alternatives. In particular, it forecloses the strand of liberal thinking with
which Taylor most closely identifies, and which might be termed ‘liberal holism’.
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1.2

Liberal holism
Taylor identifies with those thinkers who might be termed ‘liberal holist’ such as

Wilhelm Humboldt and John Stuart Mill. These thinkers “represent a trend of thought that is
fully aware of the (ontological) social embedding of human agents but, at the same time, prizes
liberty and individual differences very highly.”21 For Taylor undermining atomism is the other
side of offering a convincing account of holist ontology. Atomist outlooks lend plausibility to
liberal ideas of disengaged freedom and moral and political individualism. Taylor’s alternative
account of liberal politics appeals to holist ontology in order to highlight the importance of
freedom as self-realisation, and acknowledges the political importance of shared goods. He
recognises however, that ontological argument will not be sufficient to establish the credentials
of his alternative approach to politics. It must also defend itself against varieties of ontologically
disinterested liberalism that claim to provide the only feasible account of politics in
circumstances of value pluralism.

1.21 Undermining atomism
Although a defence of liberal neutrality and the priority of rights is not reliant upon an
atomist outlook, a point I shall return to, it does draw impetus from the fact that atomism has
penetrated the modern psyche so very deeply.

The previous chapter considered Taylor’s

attempt to undermine the influential epistemological stand-point of much modern philosophy by
offering an alternative ontological perspective which interprets the ‘self’ not as a disengaged
onlooker taking up an instrumental attitude to the social and natural world, but as a being
whose very identity is constituted through social relations, and its embeddedness within the
cultural horizon of modernity. Of particular importance is the agent’s situatedness in linguistic
structures, or ‘webs of interlocution’, since what is at stake at the most fundamental level
between atomists and non-atomists, is the way in which the relationship between language and
thought is conceived.
Atomism is predicated on the view that the individual is, at the level of her own
thought-processes, asocial and self-sufficient. However, once language is understood as
constitutive of thought and identity, the idea of individual ‘self-sufficiency’ seems harder to
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consistently maintain. Those liberal atomists who have paid close attention to questions of
language, such as John Locke and Thomas Hobbes, have conceived of it in instrumental terms
and accorded it the status of a conventional medium that allows individuals to communicate
their pre-political ideas and understandings.22 Liberal atomism thus combines smoothly with an
instrumental approach to citizenship, which views political society as sphere for the negotiation
of private, pre-political interests.
Not surprisingly then, the acknowledgement of the irreducibly social character of
language is regarded by Taylor as the ‘crucial step out of atomism’, and the related
instrumental conception of citizenship which “views society as in some sense constituted by
individuals for the fulfilment of ends which are primarily individual.”23 Acknowledging language
as a social inheritance, which not only allows the communication of individual thought
processes, but also configures the basic operation of these thought processes “means accepting
something into one’s social ontology which cannot be decomposed into individual
occurrences.”24 This weakens the liberal position, which in asserting the priority of individual
autonomy over collective goods, combines most smoothly with an understanding of the
individual as being in isolation from society and language. Once it is accepted that the acts and
choices of individuals take place against a background of linguistically structured practices and
understandings, that is, once the more holistic ontological vision described in the previous
chapter is taken on board, liberal commitments to negative freedom and the primacy of rights
lose some of the intuitive plausibility which they enjoy due to the prevalence of the atomist
outlook in modern culture, Taylor thinks.

1.22 Freedom as self-realisation
The atomist outlook, which presents human agents as autonomous bearers of rights,
cannot give a meaningful account of the autonomy it seeks to promote, in Taylor’s view. It
appeals to a negative conception of freedom -as the ability to pursue one’s own goals without
interference- but it elides consideration of the background conditions that are required to make
these choices meaningful. Taylor describes those who accord “absolutely central importance to
the freedom to chose ones own way of life” as “ultra liberals.”25 These ‘ultra-liberals’ are often,
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he explains “chary about allowing that the assertion of right involves any affirmation about
realizing certain potentialities; for fear that the affirming of any obligations will offer a pretext
for the restriction of freedom.”26 Isaiah Berlin has offered one of the most compelling critiques
of freedom as self-realisation from this standpoint, suggesting that the idea of freedom as selfrealisation may provide a pretext for political oppression.
In his celebrated essay, “Two Concepts of Liberty”, Berlin describes what he takes to
be two distinct conceptions of freedom, insisting that they press in opposite political directions.
He suggests that negative liberty, which describes freedom as non-interference, is the true
source of modern liberalism. Positive freedom, which understands freedom as self realisation, is
always in danger of supporting political totalitarianism, since it leaves open the possibility that
coercion may actually be complementary for freedom, enabling the individual to realise her
‘true’ ends or ‘higher’ purposes. While Berlin concedes that there is no logical connection
between positive freedom and political oppression, he suggests that they are conceptually
related and historically linked. Appeals to positive freedom, he thinks, set in motion an
irresistible logic that can all too easily culminate in totalitarian domination.27
In opposition to Berlin’s thesis, Taylor argues that negative liberty is incoherent and
that positive liberty need not result in political oppression. In order to advance this claim
convincingly, Taylor must characterise these alternative versions of freedom in different terms
than Berlin. He therefore employs a different conceptual language. He describes negative
freedom as an ‘opportunity-concept’, since it assumes that the availability of various options is
a sufficient condition for freedom, provided individuals are not impeded in the pursuit of these
options. Negative conceptions of freedom regard the issue of whether the individual does
anything to exercise these options as basically immaterial to a politically pertinent account of
freedom. Positive freedom is, on the other hand, an ‘exercise concept’ since it involves the idea
of exercising control over one’s own life.28 It assumes, as a condition of this, that the agent is
able to pursue her favoured option, not just in the sense of being unconstrained by external
forces, but also, in having the power to live her life in accordance with important personal
goals.
Problems with the negative conception of freedom show up against the background of
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Taylor’s holistic ontology, which predicates a close relationship between the self and the good.
In the opening paragraph of Sources of the Self, we are told that, “Selfhood and the good, or in
another way selfhood and morality, turn out to be inextricably intertwined themes.”29 This is
because the self has an intrinsically moral dimension in that the human agent is a ‘strong
evaluator’. A ‘strong evaluator’ as distinct from a ‘simple weigher’ evaluates the worth of his
first-order desires which issues in the formulation of second-order desires30. Strong evaluation
requires the individual to operate within a framework that prioritises goals and values, and so
freedom must be understood in the positive sense as the realisation of those values and
purposes that are most central to our own self-understandings.
Taylor gives the following example of someone’s deepest aspirations being thwarted by
an irrational fear in order to illustrate how important these qualitative discriminations are for
modern understandings of freedom.
“Say the fear of public speaking is preventing me from taking up a career that I should find
very fulfilling, and that I should be quite good at, if I could just get over this ‘hang-up’. It is
clear that we experience this fear as an obstacle, and that we feel we are less than we could
be if we could overcome it.”

31

The proposition is that the negative liberty account is phenomenologically inadequate, since the
modern aspiration for freedom is concerned not just with removing external impediments to
choice, but also with achieving that which we judge significant.
Taylor argues that the idea put forward by Herder that ‘each of us has an original way
of being human’ has entered deep into the modern consciousness32. As a result we are
accustomed to relate freedom to the ideal of self-mastery in the sense that it requires realising
oneself in accordance with authentic purposes. Authenticity involves elements of both creation
and discovery, since it is through expression that our inner nature is revealed.33 The culture of
authenticity has put great emphasis on relationships within the private sphere, especially
intimate relationships, as a loci for self-fulfilment. However, Taylor suggests that the ideal of
authenticity also has important implications for the public sphere.34 The idea of freedom as selfmastery underpins the idea of citizen self-rule and also underwrites claims for recognition
according to Taylor. He insists that the political import of the ideal of authenticity has been
obscured, and one of his foremost aims is to retrieve this ideal.
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However, this appeal to the idea of authenticity raises difficulties for Taylor’s positive
conception of freedom. The idea that irrational fears and transitory desires might interfere with
the realisation of fixed and settled preferences is unquestionably a familiar scenario for most
human agents. Numerous examples of people making choices that apparently thwart their
deeper interests might be provided. A person’s choice to smoke, for example, offers a
paradigmatic example of a case in which deeper preferences for health, longevity and a good
quality of life might be overridden by a desire that is shallow or trivial in the sense of not being
central for the person’s core identity35. Nevertheless no matter how ubiquitous this general
experience, it does not establish Taylor’s thesis that freedom consists not only in my achieving
‘self-clairvoyance’ and ‘self-understanding’ about my authentic purposes, but also, in “being
able to overcome or at least neutralize my motivational fetters.”36 Taylor suggests that it is a
condition of autonomous choice that “we rise to the level of self-consciousness and autonomy
where we can exercise choice, that we not remain enmired through fear, sloth, ignorance, or
superstition in some code imposed by tradition, society or fate.”37 For Taylor nothing short of
an “obligation of self-fulfilment” will capture the true meaning of freedom in a society shaped
by the idea of autonomy.38
Furthermore, describing freedom in these terms, it is difficult to resist the conclusion
that some forms of political domination may be consistent with freedom. Taylor thinks that his
conception of positive freedom can resist the slide to potentially oppressive definitions of selfrealisation by not appealing to a metaphysic of the higher and lower self.39 However, it is not
clear that Taylor is successful in this objective insofar as he identifies free action with action
based upon accurate self-knowledge of a core self that serves as a substrate to particular
‘surface’ conflicts of motives and interests. Stephen Macedo has pointed out that built into
Taylor’s account of positive freedom are implicit assumptions about the nature of authenticity
which remain unsubstantiated. He writes, “The notion of authenticity seems to suggest that
under the surface of conflicting desires or interests lies not simply a relatively stable set of
commitments and propensities, but a fixed, true or higher self.”40 Macedo notes that Taylor
neither demonstrates the existence of this fixed inner core, which is presumed by the appeal to
authenticity, nor explains its nature.41 As we shall see later, this difficulty is thrown into still
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sharper relief as Taylor appeals to the idea of authenticity to clarify the nature of cultural claims
through the idea of recognition.

1.23 Shared goods
Taylor thinks that the ideal of authenticity needs to be rescued from liberalism, or more
precisely atomism, which has subverted its true meaning by interpreting it entirely as a doctrine
of shallow self-fulfilment. One consequence of this, according to Taylor, is that interpersonal
relationships come to be seen as more revocable with detrimental consequences for marriage
and families.42 However a more specifically political problem arises from a general “fall off in
citizen participation.”43 This widespread depoliticisation of the populace contributes, he thinks,
to the political malaises of alienation and fragmentation. Atomism then, when combined with
the idea of authenticity leads to the fateful situation whereby relationships are reduced to
instrumental alliances for the fulfilment of individual ends, whereby only choice itself is affirmed
as a value.44 Taylor argues that these sorts of accounts cannot furnish us with the tools for
adequately comprehending the nature of shared goods, which are a vital component of the
modern political experience.
Taylor wants to distinguish between shared goods and convergent goods (or common
interests) since a vast range of human experience is unintelligible without this distinction. He
offers friendship and love as familiar examples of shared goods in which the sense of its being
shared is essentially bound up with the understanding of the thing in question as good and
valuable. The centrality of the idea of recognition or mutual understanding to the goods of love
and deep friendship is usefully conveyed in John Armstrong’s contrast between ‘convivial
friendship’ and the rarer experience of friendship based upon a deeper congruence of spirit. 45
The latter case draws upon the sense of affinity that emerges from the feeling that ‘the other’
has some understanding of the often inchoate and incommunicable aspect of our inner
experience”.46 It is part of the essential meaning of love or deep friendship that it must be
shared by two individuals and cannot be disaggregated into individual goods. Its being shared is
precisely what makes it a good.
Taylor argues that goods can be shared among several individuals and are not only
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pertinent for intimate life, but also have a broader social significance in structuring relationships,
even between strangers.
“A good is shared when part of what makes it a good is precisely that it is shared, that is,
sought after and cherished in common. Thus the inhabitants of a river valley have a
common interest in preventing floods. That is to say that irrespective of whether they have
some common understanding of it, or indeed, whether they form a community at all. By
contrast, shared goods are essentially of a community; their common appreciation is
constitutive of them."47

Appreciation of shared goods based on common meanings is therefore the defining feature of
community for Taylor. A community is more than a mere aggregation of individuals linked by
the pursuit of common ends or purposes, and more than a mutually convenient or beneficial
relationship. While individuals can be united in the pursuit of an end which each of them desires
separately, even perhaps for different reasons, communities depend upon common
understandings and intersubjective meanings. Like Sandel, Taylor is a strong advocate of the
idea that we are “partly defined by the communities we inhabit.”48 The good of community
cannot be described instrumentally in terms of its contribution to an individual’s well-being.
Equally, communities, including the political community, will be fragile insecure so long as
politics concerns itself exclusively with individuals.
In view of this lack of appreciation of shared goods and their role in defining
community, standard liberal approaches have been unable to make sense of the politics of his
native Canada, Taylor suggests. What has emerged in Quebec is “a politics of defending the
[French] language as a common good, considered important enough goal to take priority in
some cases over individual goals that would otherwise have been considered beyond legitimate
restraint.”49 However Taylor recognises that advocating cultural and linguistic nationalism as
politically salient shared goods is ultimately more problematic than describing citizen self-rule as
a shared good. He thus draws on the latter to launch his most comprehensive assault on
procedural liberalism since he thinks it fatal to both its atomist and purportedly nonmetaphysical variants. He appeals to the practice of liberal democracy to advance the claim that
the idea of citizen self-rule as a shared good is actually implicitly bound up with the selfunderstanding of liberalism, though it is appealed to only as a convergent good.
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1.3

Reconciling unity and diversity: theoretical and practical perspectives

1.31 Procedural liberalism: ‘political not metaphysical’
Taylor does not make the ontological argument bear the entire weight of his alternative
approach to politics. Liberal accounts that subscribe to a negative conception of freedom, and
assert the primacy of rights need not appeal directly to the atomist idea of the disengaged self,
and therefore do not consider themselves vulnerable to the holist critique. Taylor’s distinction
between questions of ontology and questions of advocacy forces him to acknowledge the force
of a political commitment to procedural liberalism as a feasible model of how rival goods might
be adjudicated in conditions of value-pluralism.
Taylor takes seriously Isaiah Berlin’s influential formulation of the value pluralist
thesis.50 He credits Berlin with having “tirelessly pointed out the irreconcilable conflict that we
frequently face between the goods which we cannot help subscribing to.”51 He goes on, “If this
conflict is not felt, it is because our sympathies are too narrow, or we have been too easily
satisfied with pseudo-solutions.”52 The value-pluralist thesis not only undermines any attempt
to derive political obligation from a single ethical principle, such as a strong commitment to
individual autonomy, it also undermines any appeal to a unified political community integrated
by a particular conception of the good. In these circumstances, John Rawls’ Political Liberalism,
which adopts a different approach for establishing the priority of the right over the good, one
that purportedly does not rely upon contested metaphysical beliefs about the self and the good,
may seem appealing.
The shift in approach between Rawls Theory of Justice and his Political Liberalism
offers an exemplary illustration of the attempt to place procedural liberalism on a ‘political, not
metaphysical’ footing.53 The principles of justice outlined in Political Liberalism are understood
as being ‘free-standing’ in view of the fact that their ultimate justification rests on the claim
that they are a functional requirement of the political culture which they are intended to serve.
In modern diverse societies, so the argument goes, reasonable comprehensive doctrines can
endorse, and form allegiance around, the procedural principles of justice.54
While Taylor regards the shift in Rawls’ approach as being to some extent a
consequence of the difficulties that the philosophical arguments run into (presumably offering a
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vindication of an ethic of the good life over a procedural ethic) he recognises the appeal of this
approach as an attractive response to one of the central difficulties of modern democratic
societies namely, finding a feasible model for social co-existence in conditions of diversity. Here
the procedural model “starts right off with a big advantage. If in your understanding of the
citizen’s roles and rights, you abstract from any view of the good life, then you avoid endorsing
the views of some at the expense of others.”55
Taylor finds even this post-metaphysical variety of liberal proceduralism problematic
since it translates its eviscerated understanding of freedom as negative freedom into its
political commitments by prioritising individual rights at the expense of attending to the social
and political conditions that are essential for their maintenance. Just as atomism exaggerates
the independence and self-sufficiency of human agents in failing to take account of the
linguistic context in which identities are formed, so too procedural liberalism valorises the idea
of individual rights without regard for the broader institutional framework which imparts
meaning and value to these rights. In this sense procedural liberalism repeats the basic error of
atomism. It underestimates,
“the degree to which the free individual with his goals and aspirations … …. is himself only
possible within a certain kind of civilisation; that it took a long development of certain
institutions and practices, of the rule of law, of rules of equal respect, of habits of common
deliberation, of common association, of cultural self development, and so on, to produce the
modern individual; and that without these the very sense of oneself as an individual in the
modern meaning of the term would atrophy.”56

Procedural liberalism fails to adequately appreciate one element of the civilisation that it
depends upon for its plausibility in particular. He argues that an important part of political
practice in the West has been formed by their experiences as citizen republics57. The ideal of
citizen self-rule requires modern democracies to promote a deep attachment to the idea of
popular sovereignty. Taylor supposes that citizens will experience the sense of solidarity, which
emerges from deliberating together about important moral and political questions in an inclusive
public sphere, as a shared good. That is, a good whereby they regard the sharing itself as
valuable. He appeals to the idea of the public sphere as a means of reconfiguring the ideal of
citizen self-rule upon which liberal democracy depends. His account of the public realm is
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presented in terms that make the affirmation of distinct identities in the public sphere central for
democratic legitimacy.

1.32 The public sphere
Taylor argues that the idea that all social goods are decomposable, that is the idea that
they are in the final analysis the goods of individuals, must be dispensed with, not only because
ignores important features of ontology, but because it “prevents us from adequately
understanding important aspects of modern social and political life.”58 He suggests that it is not
easy to imagine a society of strategic individual actors protected by rights, while dispensing
entirely with the idea of citizenship.59 Since the legitimating idea of modern democracy is that it
is ‘rule by the people’, it is vital that citizens recognise and identify with the common agency
that is ‘the people’ and share in the sense of common purpose. Modern society cannot be
understood as an enterprise oriented to serving the interests of members, as it is by social
contract theorists, and political membership cannot be defined simply in terms of obligation.
Rather, political membership or, citizenship, requires some sense of solidarity where “solidarity
with my compatriots…….is based on a shared fate, where the sharing itself is of value.”60
Taylor wants to retain the strong liberal emphasis on the protection of rights and
liberties and the rule of law while maintaining that liberals have singularly failed to acknowledge
that capacities for freedom, and the maintenance of liberal institutions, are dependent upon a
high degree of social cohesion. In short, “the modern democratic state needs a healthy degree
of what used to be called “patriotism,” a strong sense of identification with the polity, and a
willingness to give oneself for its sake.”61 Theories that regard rights as possessions of
individuals may contribute to a lack of identification with the political community because people
come to see society purely instrumentally.62
This instrumental outlook contributes to what Taylor terms fragmentation. “A
fragmented society is one whose members find it harder and harder to identify with their
political society as a community.”63 Furthermore this situation can become self-reinforcing since
an agent’s sense of isolation is confirmed and reproduced in the absence of opportunities for
effective common action. Taylor credits Tocqueville, among others as having recognised two
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essential prerequisites of a viable democratic regime. Firstly great material inequalities are
unacceptable.64 And, secondly, a strong common agency is indispensible.65
The public sphere is, on Taylor’s account, an essential vehicle for this common agency
in modern secular societies. He analyses the public sphere initially from the two distinct
standpoints of what it does and what it is.66 In answer to the first point he posits, “The public
sphere is the locus of a discussion potentially engaging everyone (although in the eighteenth
century the claim was only to involve the educated or “enlightened” minority) in which the
society can come to a common mind about important matters.”67 Its normative status derives
from its intrinsic relation to two further ideas. Firstly, it provides the conditions for reaching
‘enlightened’ opinion which, being maximally rational, can be a responsible guide for
government. Second, it represents the exercise of citizen self-rule and therefore issues in
opinions which government is mandated to listen to. Taylor thinks that the former aspect has
eclipsed the latter in identifying the public sphere’s normative status.68
In terms of what the public sphere is, Taylor describes it as “an agency grounded purely
in its own common actions.”69 He suggests that the locus of the common action that defines the
public sphere must be ‘extrapolitical’ if the people are to be the source of political legitimation,
in the sense of having the right to “make their own constitution unfettered by their historical
political organisation.”70 This leads him to the supposition that ‘the people’ who are the source
of this common agency, must form some sort of society anterior to the boundaries of the
state.71 Sometimes he puts this in stronger terms still suggesting that the people collectively
must have a ‘personality’.72
Modern forms of nationalism have often appealed to the ethnic nation as the substrate
for this extra-political unity sometimes, as in the ex-Soviet Union and ex-Yugoslavia, with dire
consequences. However, Taylor insists that we can distinguish between ‘republican’ and
‘nationalist’ variants of popular sovereignty despite the fact that they are in practice frequently
run together.73 For contemporary diverse societies, it is the republican element that it is crucial
to recover on Taylor’s view.
The recovery of the republican ideal of self-rule is made possible in contemporary
circumstances through deliberation within a public sphere which meets certain conditions of
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reciprocity and equality. These include,
“(a) that the people concerned understand themselves as belonging to a community which
shares the same common purposes and recognises its members as sharing these purposes,
and (b) that the various groups, types, and classes of citizens have been given a genuine
hearing and have been able to have an impact on the debate, and (c) that the decision that
emerges from this is really the majority preference.”74

These conditions ensure that the public sphere operates as a locus of discussion, which engages
everyone and gives each a fair hearing. As it approximates these conditions the public sphere
has a normative status, meaning that government ought to listen to it.75 It is a space for the
formation of enlightened public opinion and not simply the aggregation of interests. In this
sense, it can provide the conditions of freedom and foster a sense of belonging in a way that a
simple decision procedure could not.
The need to formulate an account of the public sphere arises from the fact that
established practices of representative democracy have lost the trust of a substantial portion of
the population as legitimate vehicles of social decision. Consequently, even in societies that are
stable, and have relatively open and inclusive decision procedures, the Hegelian idea of
alienation may be illuminating. Alienation “comes about when the public experience of my
society ceases to have any meaning for me.”76 It occurs in contemporary democracies as the
idea of self-rule that is deeply imprecated in the self-understanding of these societies, is in
danger of being supplanted by the decisions of representatives which appear as little more than
“manipulation masquerading as consensus.”77 Taylor locates the source of alienation in
institutions and practices which fail to realise those goods that are centrally important to
citizens. Arguably he places a disproportionate emphasis on the goods of citizen self-rule and
political recognition over issues of material equality, but in so doing he also recoups some
neglected themes in political theory.78
Taylor argues that the normative commitment to citizen self-rule requires that social
decisions are arrived at through inclusive deliberation about matters of common concern. In this
sense, Taylor is self-consciously appropriating a central element of the public sphere as
Habermas understands it.79 However, the crucial difference between their two approaches
becomes clear on a more detailed analysis of what Taylor thinks is required for the public
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sphere’s meeting conditions (a) and (b).
Condition (a) requires that the political society understands itself not merely as a
collection of individuals, but as a unit with shared purposes. In Taylor’s words, “They are not a
scratch team picked by history, without anything more in common than the passenger list of
some international flight.”80 Condition (b) can barely be understood without the requirement of
condition (a) according to Taylor since “the sense that one has been given a fair hearing
depends not just on the particular interchange but on the state of the whole relationship.”81
Taylor argues that impaired inclusion can be exacerbated in conditions in which “various groups
or classes or subcommunities feel excluded or perhaps on other grounds no longer understand
themselves linked with their compatriots in a single unit of decision based upon common
understandings.”82 He is suggesting then, that formal inclusion through equal civil and political
rights may not be sufficient to ensure a fair hearing for individuals and groups within the
deliberative public sphere. Rather, what is needed is a strong sense of identification with the
political community which can impart a sense of mutual trust and belonging.
Collective opinion formation which approximates the conditions specified above, has
value over and above its cognitive function on Taylor’s view, since it is also a process which
fosters shared identification with a specific political community within which one is valued as a
citizen and an individual. For Taylor, this idea of citizen identification is inextricably bound up
with a concept of legitimation. Where identification is felt however, political decisions and
policies carry a force for each individual which is quite distinct from her independent judgements
as to their worth.83 On this view, political decisions are binding on account of their arising from a
process which all citizens feel included in since it is underpinned by a shared identity which
respectfully reflects the identity of each individual. It is clear then that the importance of
identification in legitimating rule cannot easily be expressed on the Habermasian model of the
public sphere which ties legitimation closely with procedures of rational argumentation.

1.33 Sharing identity space as a response to the democratic dilemma
Democratic societies need a common focus which can serve as the basis of a political
identity for its citizens, yet in conditions of diversity this becomes harder to achieve hence, the
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appeal of procedural liberalism. The inherent difficulty that attaches to Taylor’s alternative
model, which closely connects the idea of political citizenship with the requirement of strong
identification, is that it appears to generate a paradox. 84 Attempts to foster inclusion through
the creation of a common identity may push toward homogenisation and exclusion,
undermining the equally important democratic commitments to equality and participation.
Rodney Barker describes as ‘the gremlin machinery of democracy’, the propensity for citizen
identification to push toward the symbolic creation of enemies.85 Taylor is aware of this
problem which he terms the ‘democratic dilemma’. It is, he thinks, one of the most
fundamental problems confronting modern diverse societies. The source of this dilemma is that
modern democracies,
“need strong cohesion around a political identity, and precisely this provides a strong
temptation to exclude those who can’t or won’t fit easily into the identity which the majority
feels comfortable with, or believes alone can hold them together…..The need to form a
people as a collective agent runs against the demand for inclusion of all who have a
legitimate claim on citizenship.”86

Though procedural liberalism may, at first sight, seem like a good response to this dilemma, it
is in fact limited. The injunction to bracket commitments that are central to a person’s self
understanding as a prerequisite for inclusion in the democratic community is likely to contribute
further to fragmentation and alienation, according to Taylor, since it allows only those that are
willing to bracket their deeply cherished commitments to participate in political deliberation.87
In abstracting from questions of value and identity procedural liberalism aims to rise above the
fray of the conflicts engendered by moral and cultural pluralism, assuming that we can
uncontroversially distinguish neutral procedures from substantive goals. This, according to
Taylor, is simply not a viable solution to the situation to current political dilemmas since it
circumvents the need to share identity space, which is the key to responding to the democratic
dilemma creatively.
The idea of sharing identity space follows from the recognition that,
“Political identities have to be worked out, negotiated, creatively compromised between
peoples who have to or want to live under the same political roof (and this co-existence is
always grounded in some mixture of necessity and choice). Moreover, these solutions are
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never meant to last forever, but have to be discovered/ invented anew by succeeding
88

generations.”

Using the spatial metaphor of a shared identity space is particularly effective in conveying the
image of the hermeneutic mediation of identities that Taylor has in mind as the key to
reconciling unity and diversity in an inclusive public sphere.
Since Taylor insists that identities are not only cognized but also constructed through
dialogue, he can also appeal to the idea that in the process of dialogic exchange, selfunderstandings can be creatively re-interpreted and reconfigured.89 This confers on democratic
deliberations a transformative potential which accounts of liberal democracy rooted in a
conception of the self as pre-politically constituted cannot adequately grasp.90 Taylor writes,
“The attempt to understand leads, if it is successful, to a “fusion of horizons,” a broader set of
basic terms in which my identity can figure undistortively as one possibility among many.”91
Taylor proposes that being forced to see my own narrow horizon as part of a broader picture, I
am no longer tempted to colonise the identity-space which I must necessarily share with
others. This provides, he thinks, the conditions in which diverse voices will be heard and the
assurance that “we shall continue to listen to one another in the future.”92 It provides for unity
of purpose in the midst of deep diversity.
However, Taylor’s particular construction of the public sphere appears to be strongly
influenced by a Herderian optimism about the possibility of achieving harmony amidst diversity.
He appears to regard deliberation not only as a process of self-transformation in respect of
individual identities, but also as a process that inevitably produces harmonization between
distinct identities. He appeals to the Herderian idea of “humanity as something to be realised,
not in each individual human being, but rather in a communion between all humans.”93 Since
for Herder, diversity is unity in becoming, living in the midst of diversity is highly preferable to
the tensions engendered through the imposition of uniformity. He therefore prefers a politics of
co-operation to a politics of strained consensus.94
Just as Herder’s politics of co-operation is ultimately stabilized by appeal to “an article
of faith, rooted in his analogy from nature, which posits into ‘the nature of things’ a tendency
working for unity amidst diversity,”95 a similar faith seems to underlie Taylor’s account of
shared identity space In Taylor’s case, this faith is perhaps borne out by his experience of
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politics in his native Canada in which a high degree of diversity and discord has subsisted
alongside relative peace and prosperity for generations. Taylor is preoccupied in particular with
the cultural and linguistic nationalism of his native Quebec which has resisted the assimilationist
pressures of ‘the rest of Canada’.

1.34 The Canadian context
During the 1960’s Taylor was actively involved in Canadian political life with the New
Democratic Party in Quebec and ran as a candidate in four federal elections.96 Laforest makes a
clear connection between these political experiences and Taylor’s later philosophical work
suggesting that, “no overall interpretation of Charles Taylor’s philosophical work will be able to
avoid a study of its roots in the dilemmas of the society to which he belongs.”97 The issue of
constitutional reform has been an ongoing national concern. It has been said of Canada that,
“No other country in the world today has been engaged so intensively, so passionately or for so
long in searching for the conditions of its continuing unity.”98 Much of the focus of these
constitutional debates has centred on the place that Quebec should occupy within the Canadian
federation, though recently attention has shifted also to the accommodation of cultural groups
which are not territorially concentrated.
Taylor argues that the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which like the American
Bill of Rights enshrines a number of individual rights and freedoms, has to a large extent come
to define the political identity of ‘Canada outside Quebec’ (C.O.Q)99. But, Taylor argues, the
Charter cannot invoke the allegiance of Quebeckers since its provisions run counter to their
fundamental goal of preserving their distinct culture and French language. Quebec cannot
accept the procedural model which C.O.Q has come to embrace since, “it is axiomatic for
Quebec governments that the survival and flourishing of French culture in Quebec is a good.”100
This makes for a great deal of constitutional wrangling and political mistrust, as became evident
with the unfolding political drama that surrounded the Meech Lake Accord.
Meech Lake was intended to supplement the Charter of Rights and Freedoms by
formally recognising Quebec as a ‘distinct society’ within Canada. So fundamental had this
aspiration become for the province of Quebec that, “for many Quebecois, the rejection of
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Meech entailed the rejection of Quebec.”101 Having had their hopes for the recognition of their
collective aspirations dashed, Quebec became still more resolute in its demands, and pressure
grew for reforms far more wide-ranging than had been embodied in the Meech Lake Accord.
The question of Quebec’s position within Canada became powerfully psychological and
symbolic.102 Taylor observes, “with the demise of Meech something snapped.”103 Prior to this
issues of recognition were much more peripheral since economic growth and cultural renewal
had fostered a new found confidence for Quebeckers. “After all if you know your own worth,
why do you need the other.”104 However now that hopes for recognition were raised, Quebec
would no longer accept a constitutional structure that didn’t recognise their national goals.
Canadian politics became extremely polarised.
Taylor speaks of the two ‘solitudes’ occupied by Quebeckers and C.O.Q. He argues that
these solitudes generate a great deal of misunderstanding and can only be overcome by uniting
around common purposes one of which must be the building of a bi-cultural society.105 Only a
political commitment to common projects informed by intersubjective understandings and
shared meanings can, according to Taylor forge a political identity. He upholds the
fundamentally republican line of critique in arguing that rights based liberalism ignores those
inter-subjective meanings which form the backdrop of social and political action. Conceiving of
politics in purely instrumentalist terms, it mistakes diversity for disagreement and unity with
consensus. He conceives his own conception of politics as allowing for the co-existence of a
high degree of intersubjective understanding and political commitment on the one hand and
profound cleavage on the other.106
If Canada is to make its diversity a source of richness, he argues, its many different
groups comprising citizens with different backgrounds and cultures must be prepared to “learn
from each other and be enriched by living side by side.”107 In order to put this experiment of a
truly dialogical society into action we must dispense with liberal pluralism and the politics of
consensus. “In Canada polarized politics is more than a good; it is an essential condition of a
more meaningful unity, and perhaps even survival.”108 Allowing for “a much more meaningful
political dialogue between genuinely different views.”109 However this can only be realised if the
political arena is conceived of in expressive rather than purely procedural terms and if political
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commitment extends to the ambition to negotiate identity related issues within the political
arena.

2.

THE POLITICS OF RECOGNITION
It is in Taylor’s influential essay Multiculturalism and the Politics of Recognition that the

political implications of his alternative vision of liberalism, one that attempts to take on board
the need to share identity space, are spelled out most explicitly. Taylor is sympathetic to the
idea that established cultures should be allowed to preserve and transmit their cultural heritage
to future generations even though in some cases this may compromise individual freedoms,
and violate principles of non-discrimination. He aims to avert the potentially illiberal
consequences of this by distinguishing between fundamental rights and immunities. He
suggests also, that the equal worth of cultures should be publicly affirmed. Among other things,
this may require re-thinking the educational curricula in order to give greater prominence to
non-Western sources of literature and art, for example.
I will suggest that the idea of recognition is a useful analytical device for elucidating
some of the important features that underlie the otherwise disparate claims of marginalised
groups. However, as Taylor gives content to this analytical model, he incorporates into it
certain features which present difficulties at the level of practical politics. Understandably, the
point that has received most criticism from liberals is the attempt to assert cultural survival as a
collective right which can on some occasions outweigh individual rights. This idea remains too
vague on Taylor’s formulation to reassure the many liberals for whom this represents a
challenge of the most fundamental order to the defining core of liberalism, its unbending
commitment to individual autonomy.
More damaging still however, is the claim that the dilemmas raised by this attempt to
translate the politics of difference into a model of practical politics are consequent on the fact
that the theoretical model is itself shot through with ambiguity and inconsistency. Most
crucially, Taylor conflates the quest for individual self-realisation with the project of collective
survival, which rests on an untenable understanding of cultures as fixed and bounded entities.
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My purpose is not to offer a critique of this account from the point of view of an alternative
understanding of cultures as fluid, contested and created, but to suggest that the model of
culture most consistent with Taylor’s account of the public sphere as a shared identity space is
one which can take into account different ways of relating to cultural heritage. On this analysis,
Taylor’s account fails on its own terms and can be redeemed only through a faith in a
teleological vision which affirms an impetus to unity working through being.

2.1

The concept of recognition
Taylor’s influential essay “The Politics of Recognition” has been of central importance in

solidifying the view that the concept of recognition might usefully clarify debates about identity
and difference110. The recognition thesis turns on the belief that,
“Our identity is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the misrecognition of
others, and so a person or a group of people can suffer real damage, real distortion, if the
people or society around them mirror back to them a confining or demeaning or
contemptible picture of themselves”111

This understanding of the concept of recognition is undoubtedly shaped by the famous
example of recognition/ misrecognition expounded by Hegel in his discussion of ‘Lordship and
Bondage’. Here, Hegel traces the development of self-consciousness and freedom in the
struggle for recognition between two consciousnesses. The two consciousnesses submerged in
the immediacy of life, each extend the objectifying attitude with which they relate to a world of
things, to their encounter with the other. A struggle ensues which can only escape the
unsatisfactory intermediate of subjection and domination through some kind of mutual
recognition between equals.112
Taylor takes from Hegel the idea that interpersonal recognition is ‘a vital human need’
which can only be realised in a regime of reciprocal recognition among equals. He suggests that
this need has two distinct aspects in modern conditions, which correlate to two major
sociological shifts associated with disintegration of socially defined roles and identities. Firstly
the notion of honor, which was of necessity intrinsically linked to inequalities, is superseded by
the concept of equal dignity which affirms the equal integrity of each citizen and is an essential
component of democratic culture. “Democracy”, he writes, “has ushered in a politics of equal
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recognition, which has taken various forms over the years, and has now returned in the form of
demands for equal status of cultures and genders.”113
The second feature of modern culture to which Taylor alludes is the “massive
subjective turn”114 attached to an ideal of authenticity, which “calls upon me to discover my
own original way of being”115. Although this second feature stems also from the collapse of
hierarchy, it is not conceptually related to the birth of democratic society, since even in a
democratic culture identity may still conceivably be defined by social role whereas one of the
requirements of authentic identity is that it be inwardly generated116.
These two themes of equal dignity and authenticity, which emerge from the collapse of
hierarchy, are each developed and expanded in contemporary societies. Firstly, as democratic
struggles have broadened to the domestic and cultural spheres, the ideal of equal dignity has
come to be associated with demands for equal status of cultures and genders.117 Secondly, the
ideal of authenticity undergoes a reformulation in modern conditions as the monological
formulation associated with Herder is superseded in modern times by an appreciation that an
individual’s identity and self understanding is informed by a dialogical community of
intersubjectively shared meanings.118 The appreciation of the extent to which my own

individualized identity crucially depends upon my relations with others imposes a new
requirement on recognition, which stems from a commitment to equal dignity. It requires that
we foster particularity since, “we give due acknowledgement only to what is universally present
–everyone has an identity –through recognising what is peculiar to each. The universal demand
powers an acknowledgement of specificity.”119 This has come to be more fully appreciated as
the ascriptive identities that were tied to social hierarchies have fallen away, however it is in
these same circumstances that attempts to achieve recognition can fail.
Taylor is suggesting that a person’s identity is not inwardly generated but socially
constructed and that this is socially and politically significant. The idea that interpersonal
relations are always a potential site of alienation and self-loss, while by no means original, is a
useful starting point from which to consider the dilemmas faced by contemporary political
theory. Preliminarily I want to draw attention to three analytical advantages of the recognition
model. The first is that it broadens our understanding of what constitutes injustice and
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oppression. Proponents of the recognition approach suggest that non-material sources of
injustice are as politically significant as material ones, and that it is incumbent upon the state to
provide for a fair distribution of social and symbolic capital.120
Opponents of the recognition approach suggest that it is in fact detrimental to the
traditional emancipatory agenda of leftist politics since it shifts attention away from principles of
substantive equality and violates the principle of non-discrimination.121 However while some
have suggested that ‘identity politics’ has effectively eclipsed ‘class politics’ most have been
concerned with understanding the relationships between them.122 So much so that Isin and
Wood identify the political question of our times as being “how to reconcile cultural politics and
redistribution in a theoretically adequate, empirically sound, politically effective and ethically
defensible way.”123
Whatever the links between economic and cultural forms of oppression in practice, the
important claim made by the advocates of recognition is that the two are qualitatively distinct
and so are not assailable through the same forms of remedial action. Axel Honneth describes
the normative core of the theory of mutual recognition as follows, “the integrity of human
subjects vulnerable as they are to injury through insult and disrespect, depends on their
receiving approval and respect from others.”124 Misrecognition can disrupt a person’s practical
relation to self along one or all of three crucial axis relating to, self-confidence, self-respect and
self-esteem125. Having a psychological basis, struggles for recognition are not assimilable to
struggles over resources. Recognising them as qualitatively different does not thereby entail
denying that struggles for recognition will often have a material dimension. It simply renders
advantageous the propensity to make analytical distinctions between these two modes of
emancipatory struggle.126
The second advantage of the recognition approach is that it re-orients the debate
surrounding cultural claims from a paradigm which aims to incorporate minorities to one which
aims at dynamic renegotiations of all identities within the public sphere. Since misrecognition
draws to the fore the disjunction between a person’s sense of self and its external
representation, it urges us to approach others according to their own self-understandings and,
in the process to re-evaluate our own understandings. Thus Taylor envisages a multicultural
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society which is at home with its diversity to be one in which a ‘fusion of horizons’ will
transform the standards of judgement and evaluation of all parties in the intercultural
dialogue.127 The recognition approach can therefore check the universalising zeal of modern
liberalism sometimes associated with its imperialist past and considered an enduring source of
cruelty.
Thirdly, the recognition approach renders cultural conflict non-reducible to moral
conflict and points to the discontinuities between cultural pluralism and other, already familiar
forms of pluralism. Liberal pluralism and principles of toleration have usually been formulated
with issues of moral and religious pluralism in mind.128 Whereas these forms of pluralism
pertain to voluntary associations or as Sheldon Wolin pithily puts it, “with identities we are not
stuck with” ,129 new forms of pluralism focus, in contrast, on “involuntary associations (e.g., of
color, gender, sexual preference, etc.) of markings that stick.”130 Taylor’s intercultural approach
to the deliberative negotiation of identities is distinct from other influential dialogic approaches,
notably Habermas’s, but also that advanced by Gutmann and Thompson in their book
‘Democracy and Disagreement’ since, it does not regard moral or religious conflict as the sole
impetus of dialogue and democratic negotiation.131 On this account democracy is facing
genuinely new dilemmas, not just old ones in a new forms.
It is a consequence of these analytical advantages that the discourse on ‘recognition’
has proved to have unshakeable currency in debates surrounding ‘the politics of difference’. It
has an indispensable evaluative currency and diagnostic appeal for gauging shifts in the
inclusion/exclusion dynamic. It brings a new form of second-class citizenship into view by
pointing to the fact that political and social structures which are ostensibly neutral may in fact
reflect the values and goals of the hegemonic culture, and so will lead to the misrecognition of
other groups.
However Taylor’s approach also raises a number of difficulties. Firstly, having
introduced misrecognition as a useful benchmark of democratic exclusion, we need to consider
what forms Taylor thinks ‘recognition’, and so the constructive project of democratic inclusion,
should take. Secondly, having alluded to the need to foster particularity Taylor is obviously
committed to saying something about the kinds of particularity he has in mind. Thirdly, we
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need to consider the relationship between these first two issues. That is, we need a
theoretically integrated perspective which allows us to draw links between modes of distorted
recognition, misrecognised constituencies, and constructive remedies that will foster greater
inclusion. It is my contention that Taylor is vague in his response to the second issue and fails
to address the third issue at all. To this extent, Taylor’s account of recognition is
problematically indeterminate. This is particularly awkward given that his response to the first
issue includes a range of proposals, among which are included quite radical measures which
many liberals have viewed with deep suspicion.

2.2

Recognition and inclusion
The conditions of providing for the two forms of recognition which Taylor identifies

rest, he thinks, with two modes of politics, the politics of equal dignity which emphasises
universal rights and, the politics of difference which emphasises distinctness. Although they are
both grounded in the notion of equal respect (the politics of difference being powered by the
acknowledgement that everyone should be recognised for their own distinct identity) they
sometimes come into conflict.
“For one, the principle of equal respect requires that we treat people in a difference-blind
fashion. The fundamental intuition that humans command respect focuses on what is the
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same in all. For the other, we have to recognize and even foster particularity.”

The charge advanced by proponents of a politics of difference is that the first model of politics
has predominated, imposing a universalist mould which can only be homogenising and
distorting given the need for recognition of the second form. Worse still, notices Taylor, the
charge made by multiculturalists is typically stronger still. “The claim is that the supposed
difference-blind principles of the politics of equal dignity is in fact a reflection of the hegemonic
culture. As it turns out, then, only the minority or suppressed cultures are being forced to take
alien form.”133 The features identified as being common to all human beings are in fact
abstracted from the life-world of the hegemonic culture.
Taylor argues that the politics of difference powers legitimate political claims for the
acknowledgement of particularity. It should be recognised that Taylor’s model is an attempt to
throw some normative weight behind constitutional changes already underway in his native
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Canada. In order to preserve the integrity of the French language, Quebec has passed a
number of laws relating to commercial signage (which must be in French) and the provision of
public education (francophone immigrants must send their children to French speaking
schools). Measures intended to secure the survival of la nation canadienne-francaise have
already compromised the politics of equal dignity, as this is outlined by Taylor, placing the onus
of argument increasingly onto those who would deem these changes unacceptable.
One possible response is to claim that the politics of difference is a betrayal or reversal
of the principle of equal dignity and the commitment to non-discrimination which has proved its
emancipatory potential in contemporary societies. However, in an inspired move, Taylor argues
that the politics of difference actually grows out of and is required by the politics of equal
dignity which is itself powered by the acknowledgement that everyone should be recognised for
their own unique identity. In the case of the politics of equal dignity, what is singled out as
worthy of respect is some universal human potential; a capacity that is thought to be central to
human dignity and which all human beings share. For Kant, this was “our status as rational
agents, capable of directing our lives through principles.”134 Something like this notion of
autonomy, Taylor argues, has underpinned our intuitions about equal dignity ever since.
However, in the case of the politics of difference, a related and equally important capacity is at
stake according to Taylor, namely “the potential for forming and defining one’s own identity, as
an individual and also as a culture”135.
Hence, in taking a step back from these apparently conflicting models of citizenship,
the politics of equal dignity and the politics of difference, Taylor is able to maintain that the
moral intuitions which inform these two models, in fact spring from the same source. This
being so, he thinks that we should aim at some kind of reconciliation between these two
conceptions of citizenship. His own response takes the form of a politics that is willing to weigh
the importance of certain forms of uniform treatment against the importance of cultural survival
and opt sometimes in favour of the latter.136
Although Taylor regards cultural survival as a collective good which in some cases must
take priority over individual goals, the politics of difference is, he suggests, a liberal politics in
virtue of its commitment to the protection of fundamental rights and principles such as rights to
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life, liberty, due process, free speech and habeas corpus, which no collective goals can be
allowed to circumvent.
What Taylor’s preferred mode of liberal politics cannot be, and he is quite explicit here,
is a meeting ground for all cultures. Rather it is “a political expression of one range of cultures,
and quite incompatible with other ranges.”137 For this reason Taylor is rightly cautious, of the
idea that we should affirm the equal value of cultures as a matter of right138. Instead we
should, he suggests, approach other cultures with the presumption of equal worth139. This is
something like an ‘act of faith’ based upon the assumption that “all human cultures that have
animated whole societies over some considerable stretch of time have something important to
say to all human beings.”140 On the basis of this presumption a range of measures aimed at
raising the profile of marginalised groups in the public realm, such as broadening educational
curricula, may be sanctioned.

2.3

Recognition and the problem of indeterminacy
Having sketched the political forms that Taylor envisages ‘recognition’ may take (so

outlining Taylor’s response to the first issue) we may now ask which groups Taylor perceives as
having legitimate claim on the modes of recognition he has outlined (the second issue). At the
beginning of The Politics of Recognition he tells us that the need for ‘recognition’,
“is one of the driving forces behind nationalist movements and politics. And the demand

comes to the fore in a number of ways in today’s politics, on behalf of minority or
“subaltern” groups, in some form of feminism and in what is today called the politics of
“multiculturalism.”141 (Emphasis added)

He evidently sees his account of recognition as having currency for dealing with a whole range
of groups and demands which are often referred to collectively as ‘new social movements’.
However, Taylor’s choice of expression in the quote above, may suggest that he thinks the
nature or scope of demands presented by nationalist minorities for recognition on the one
hand, and those presented by ‘subaltern’ groups on the other, are importantly different.
Somewhat disappointingly however, Taylor does not attend to making any distinctions between
these constituencies again during the course of his essay.
What is suggestive here though, are the examples that he chooses for drawing out the
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implications of his theory of recognition. When talking about the right of established cultures to
preserve and transmit their distinct cultural heritage he draws on the example of Quebec a
national and linguistic minority, and when making the case for broadening educational curricula
to raise the profile of marginalised groups he draws on examples from the ‘subaltern groups’
such as women and African-Americans.
Taylor does not clearly distinguish between different measures for enabling political
recognition and their applicability to different types of groups (the third issue). In particular, he
does not make explicit whether he considers measures aimed at cultural survival appropriate
only for national minorities, though the examples he chooses seem to make it seem probable
that he does. This is borne out by his reflections on Canadian politics in which he claims that
political allegiance and commitment may be fostered in contemporary Canada around the
definition of itself and goals as ‘bi-cultural.’ He asserts that one of the common purposes of
some ‘considerable moment’ in contemporary Canada is “the building of a bicultural society
….in which both groups can learn from each other and be enriched by living side by side.”142
(Emphasis added). Taylor’s description here fairly evidently privileges Quebec’s distinct identity
over other salient forms of difference. It seems significant to note at this point that it was an
aboriginal leader who drove the final nail into the coffin of ‘Meech Lake’ annoyed by its
concessions to Quebec’s nationalist claims143.
It seems that Taylor’s work may reflect what Bhikhu Parekh has identified as a ‘longfamiliar liberal tendency’ to “draw a sharp contrast between ethnic groups and nations and
privilege the latter.”144 Unlike Kymlicka, who justifies the different forms of cultural rights which
he thinks should devolve on national minorities and ‘subaltern’ groups on the basis that they
reflect each group’s sense of legitimate expectations, and take on board the political realities of
liberal states, Taylor makes no justification of this kind.145 Instead the issue of which groups
may legitimately claim rights to survival is left ambiguous.
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3.

CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES

3.1

Cultural authenticity and its liberal critics
Liberals have pointed to some of the potentially deleterious consequences of

surrendering the liberal commitment to state neutrality in order to enable the pursuit of
collective goals. Fears are heightened by the indeterminacy of Taylor’s account; its failure to
delineate which kinds of groups ought to be afforded what forms of recognition, and within
what limits. It is argued that a politics of identity gives rise to intractable struggles, and
introduces into the public sphere irreconcilable demands that are likely to contribute to
polarisation and conflict as opposed to stemming the tide toward fragmentation. Concerns have
also been raised about the potential costs to individuals of using state power in support of
collective goals, without providing clear principles that could mediate between the claims of
individuals and groups in cases of conflict.
Taylor’s uncompromising commitment to collective goals can be apprehended more
fully through a comparison of his approach to cultural accommodation with that of Will
Kymlicka, which was considered in some detail in Chapter One. Taylor argues that the politics
of equal respect “can’t capture the full thrust of policies designed for cultural survival,”146
which, “actively seek to create members of the community.”147 On this score he is equally
dissatisfied with Kymlicka’s attempt to defend minority rights on the basis of a refined view of
liberal neutrality.148 The problem with Kymlicka’s approach, from Taylor’s point of view, is that it
focuses on “existing people who find themselves trapped within a culture under pressure, and
can flourish within it or not at all. But it doesn’t justify measures designed to ensure survival
through indefinite generations.”149
Kymlicka fails to acknowledge that the aspiration to promote and carry forward one’s
cultural heritage might also be understood as a strongly valued option within the context of the
life project of an individual or group, which the state therefore has a duty to respect. Taylor
argues,
“Political society is not neutral between those who value remaining true to the culture of our
ancestors and those who might want to cut loose in the name of some individual goal of
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self-development.”150

While Kymlicka suggests that most people relate to their culture as a set of options from which
an individual has a right to choose, Taylor thinks the idea of culture as a shared good, which
members seek to perpetuate as an important component of self-realisation, is an important one
for modern states. Kymlicka concedes that some groups may understand their culture as
“embodying a sacred trust which members have a duty to maintain and uphold”, but he
regards this conception as a marginal one in most Western states, and therefore as peripheral
to the task of developing a viable liberal democratic model of cultural accommodation for
western liberal democracies.151
Taylor’s proposed alternative to Kymlicka’s model of multicultural citizenship is one that
he thinks can sustain both individual and collective goals, but is decidedly liberal in light of its
unbending commitment to fundamental rights and freedoms. Taylor proposes that liberalism
should be understood as a ‘fighting creed’ since this provides greater resources for liberals to
deal with the sense of marginalisation among those who may not share its fundamental
commitments. That liberalism is supported by strong values of its own and so cannot be the
meeting ground for all cultures, or even those that co-exist in western liberal societies, is amply
demonstrated by the controversy sparked by the publication of Salman Rushdie’s Satanic

Verses. Liberals, Taylor thinks, need to find some way of upholding fundamental values in the
face of opposition from Islamic and other religious groups who may not accept the complete
separation of church and state.152
The wrong way to go about this is to appeal to the principle of a secular state as a
basic and neutral principle of liberal society. On this view no conversation is possible with those
upholding a religious outlook unless they are willing and able to bracket their commitments to a
faith that matters deeply to them.153 Religious outlooks must be treated with sensitivity and
included in the ongoing dialogue of a political society, but in terms of the concessions made to
religious and other groups on the basis of their sincerely held beliefs liberalism ‘has to draw a
line’. Taylor envisages variations in the application of schedules of rights, which might include
for example immunities and exemptions, but no variations will be possible “where incitement to
assassination is concerned.”154 Even at this base-line however, Taylor envisages an assertive
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liberalism which defends its substantive commitments against specific challenges rather than
simply stipulating these as inanimate and immovable landmarks that map out the fixed
topography of liberal constitutionalism.
Kukathas has argued that the kind of sustained introspection about the character and
identity of liberal society which these kinds of substantive judgements over specific issues
would entail, leads liberalism into dangerous territory by encouraging the kind of conflicts which
are in practice difficult or impossible to resolve.
“If the identity of the society becomes an issue—one that cannot be regarded as trivial and,
so, a matter of indifference – conflict over it can only become more bitter, particularly since
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it will be regarded in terms of winners and losers.”

Kukathas argues that in comparison with political conflicts that focus on questions of material
distribution, conflicts over issues of identity are particularly intractable. Kukathas’ central
proposition is that granting recognition is always likely to detract from peace and stability as
opposed to promoting it. While this objection appears vulnerable to refutation in the light of
counter-examples,156 it does raise an important point that has been touched on also by other
commentators.
In contemporary societies, individuals subscribe to different value systems and uphold
different, and sometimes irreconcilable, beliefs. If recognition implies not simply tolerating, but
positively valuing different identities, problems of compatibility seem to emerge.157 Moreover,
some of these belief systems may claim superiority over others. In these circumstances it
seems “incoherent to speak of celebrating all differences simultaneously.”158 Seyla Benhabib
points to the ‘idealism’ of a picture in which the lifestyles and personal projects of different
individuals and groups are combined into a ‘seemless web of interlocution’, and reciprocal
moral claims to self-realisation are respected equally.159
However Kukathas is concerned not just with the idealism of the picture, but also with
its tendency to contribute further to fragmentation and prompt a rapid descent into the politics
of interest. The idea here is that identity struggles are not so much represented by a politics of
recognition as created by it.160 He insists that “Groups do not always demand recognition
because they exist; sometimes they exist (at least in their particular sizes and characters)
because they have been granted recognition.”161 He has in mind in particular politics of
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affirmative action in the U.S.A. The concern raised here is that with the passage of time, it may
become unclear whether policies of affirmative action pick out identities that accurately
represent authentic self-understandings or, lead people to adopt identity markers as a means of
furthering their own particular interests. The politics of recognition, far from being a means of
overcoming fragmentation may actually contribute to it as a ‘politics of enclave’ develops
“whereby a plethora of identity groups fall into jealous pursuit amongst themselves, guarding
their own particular interests rather than cultivating the common interests they may share as
oppressed groups.”162
In practical terms, Kukathas thinks, “Attempting to grant recognition to those who
demand it… … is almost always dangerous.”163 It is likely, he thinks, to fix identities and stymie
cultural development and flexibility. Kukathas argues that a politics of recognition is only
feasible on the assumption that cultural groups are stable fixed entities that pre-exist policies
that aim at their protection.164
A number of commentators have pointed to the practical difficulties that a politics of
recognition might produce, and this propensity to ‘fix’ identities is a foremost concern, not only
in view of the fact that it may encourage a crude politics of interest, but also because it may
oppress group members. Aylet Shachar has alluded to the problem of ‘multicultural
vulnerability’.165This is the idea that vulnerable members of cultural groups are at risk of having
their individual well-being undermined by well-meaning attempts to accommodate the practices
of the cultural groups to which they belong. Women within patriarchal societies, for example
may be at particular risk. As we have seen, on Taylor’s understanding, the politics of difference
grows out of the politics of equal dignity, since it is powered by the acknowledgement that

everyone should be recognised for their own unique identity. For this reason a liberal politics
must ensure that remaining ‘true to ones culture’ does not impose undue costs upon
individuals, or run counter to their own self-realisation. A viable politics of recognition must be
attentive, not only to power relations between minority and dominant cultures, but also to
those within the minority culture. Resources must be made available for challenging
authoritative descriptions of group identity which may conceal underlying conflicts about the
nature of that identity.
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Benhabib points out that individual and collective goals will not always run in tandem,
and where the inevitable conflicts between individuals and movements searching for
recognition arise, a “certain ordering of our principles becomes necessary.”166 She illustrates
this point with an example drawn from Canada’s accommodations of First Nations. The
practice, established in the India Act of 1876, of refusing to recognise the right of woman who
outmarry to transfer citizenship rights to their spouses has angered many women’s groups, and
seems to run counter to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 1982 which grants women equal
civil and political status with men. Benhabib then poses the question.
“Faced with the claims of first nations, and in particular of their male leaders, to preserve
their authentic customs, and the demands by women of First Nations for full equal civil and
political rights, what would be Charles Taylor’s position?”167

In raising this question, Benhabib not only draws attention to the inadequacy of
Taylor’s ‘Politics of Recognition’ to provide guidance as to how these practical situations are to
be negotiated on the ground, but also to his neglect of the internal heterogeneity of cultures,
and his failure to consider in detail the cultural claims of indigenous peoples. She argues that in
promoting the idea of cultural survival, Taylor seems to be subscribing to an untenable
essentialist view of cultural communities which views them as discrete entities “frozen in time,
impervious to external influences, homogenous and without internal dissent.”168
It seems probable that Taylor appears unduly perplexed by the problems of
multicultural vulnerability and the charge of ‘essentialism’ largely because his foremost
preoccupation is with the politics of Canada and the issue of the cultural survival of Quebec. In
the case of la nation canadienne-francaise the problems of ‘multicultural vulnerability’ do not
raise concerns of the magnitude that they might in relation to other cultural groups; groups
which have strong patriarchal or fundamentalist religious commitments for example. Although
the language laws in Quebec do impose real restrictions upon individual choice, they do not
pose any threat to those rights and immunities which Taylor defines as fundamental, such as
freedom of speech and habeas corpus. Additionally, being a linguistic minority, the identity of

la nation canadienne-francaise can appeal to a relatively stable and fixed identity that
demarcates it from the majority culture in a way that does not depend upon potentially
contested authoritative descriptions.
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Taylor is not insensitive to the potential difficulties that his far-reaching proposals for
cultural survival may engender. He insists that individuals do not have an automatic right to
those structures within which they articulate their self-expression. A prima facie injunction to
respect all cultures would be patronising and worthless. Rather the ‘presumption of equal
worth’ is merely the starting point for an evaluation of the substantive content of a culture. He
proposes a model of cultural evaluation which draws on Gadamer’s idea of a ‘fusion of horizons’
conducted in a spirit of generosity and hermeneutic openness whereby a judgement is reached
partly through the transformation of the standards of evaluation. This is made possible by ‘new
vocabularies of comparison’ that arise in the course of intercultural negotiations.

3.2

Recognition and cultural evaluation
Taylor’s attempt to adjudicate claims for recognition by appealing to the idea of cultural

evaluation is then, rather vague and inconclusive, since it does not provide clear principles that
can be appealed to as a basis for authoritative judgements in concrete cases. This is not, of
course, a decisive criticism of the general approach whose aim it is to circumvent appeals to
abstract universal principles as the sole criterion of justice. Kukathas’s claim that the politics of
recognition almost always leads to damaging political consequences must be based on an
empirical claim that it is hard to either uphold or reject. Furthermore, the problems alluded to
above must be weighed against the difficulties that attach to neutralist liberalism and the
principle of non-discrimination, in potentially assimilating groups to a homogenous culture.
I spelled out earlier three advantages that Taylor’s approach has over neutralist
liberalism in virtue of its using of the concept of recognition to analyse and diagnose
democratic exclusions. However the notion of recognition as a diagnostic tool must be kept
distinct from the idea of recognition as a constructive project for fostering inclusion. To recap,
as a diagnostic tool the advantages of the recognition approach are that it acknowledges that
democratic exclusions can have a non-material element, that cultural pluralism is not equivalent
to moral pluralism, and consequently, that principles of redistribution and toleration will not
alone be sufficient to remedy misrecognition and foster inclusion. Rather what is required is an
approach that allows for the dynamic renegotiation of identities in the public sphere. However,
these insights do not entail that the response to misrecognition must necessarily take the form
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of affirming the worth of distinct cultural groups. The diagnosis of identity-based harms is
conceptually distinct from an evaluation of the worth of ‘the other’. Furthermore, in most cases
an affirmation of worth is not required to remedy this specific form of injustice.
In common with many members of the academy who have evaluated these new
cultural understandings of oppression, Taylor becomes narrowly focused on the epistemological
implications and philosophical status of these claims and counter claims.169 The pressing issue
of marginalisation is subsumed under the philosophically interesting but politically peripheral
question, of how incommensurable goods can be evaluated in circumstances of value pluralism.
This emphasis leads to the idea that the political accommodation of different ways of life is
dependent upon cognitive judgements based on intercultural negotiations conducted in a sprit
of generosity, sustained presumably, by the initial supposition that each established culture has
some worthwhile contribution to make. While this enterprise has its value, the narrow focus of
debates over multiculturalism conditioned by this view leads attention to be deflected from the
pressing issue of power. Yet it is in contesting entrenched power relations that some of the
most pressing claims for recognition present themselves.
For example, while it is evidently the case that the aboriginal cultures of Australasia
and North America have the import and value that Taylor thinks must inhere within any cultural
tradition that has endured for tens of thousands of years, the injustices and dispossession of
these groups cannot be straightforwardly attributed to a denial of this worth. Hence recent
projects to teach Australian school children about aboriginal culture and history have been
formulated primarily to meet the pressing practical aim of alleviating economic and social
hardships and “eradicating the sense of dispossession felt by so many Aborigines, who are ill
equipped to be successful in the society foisted upon them.”170 The goal of hermeneutic
openness to different cultural traditions is more a desirable consequence of these measures
than it is their primary objective.

3.3

Recognition and democracy: the stabilising function of teleology
Taylor’s account of recognition has proved to have unshakeable currency in debates

about identity and difference by providing a new vocabulary of democratic exclusion, but the
politics of difference, as a constructive response to this exclusion is more problematic.
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Furthermore, it is not entailed by the account of recognition that I have suggested is valuable,
but actually draws upon a much more problematic element of Taylor’s political theory, that is,
his account of democratic legitimacy.
Taylor is concerned with constructing a common citizen identity which can be a focus
of loyalty and identification. This requires, he thinks, that citizens share a sense of common
purpose that is inscribed by goods and values to which citizens can feel allegiance.
Deontological accounts which attempt to construct a viable political identity around principles of
right, allowing individuals to pursue their own ends within a system of rights, are not sufficient
to secure this goal of self-mastery, since citizens would be related to the society only externally.
He writes “It is difficult to conceive of a widespread acceptance to abide by the rules and
outcomes of democratic decision among people who had no bond whatever to each other. Only
those with a supermuscular Kantian conscience would be willing to knuckle under to a majority
with which they felt no links.”171 As we have seen from his reflections on the nature of the
public sphere, he thinks that citizens must feel strongly identified with the state in order to
abide by the rules and outcomes of democratic decision making.
In the previous chapter, it was noticed that Taylor’s ontological vision leads him to an
appreciation of the plural, and sometimes competing goods which exact allegiance in modern
societies. His preferred definition of a liberal society then, is “one which is trying to realize in
the highest possible degree certain goods or principles of right.”172 But in modern pluralistic
societies finding a singular authentic self-definition will be difficult.173

Not only will it be

difficult, it can also be a powerful drive toward exclusion if the political identity is defined in
excessively narrow terms and fails to reflect all of those with a legitimate claim to citizenship.
In these circumstances, Taylor thinks identities have to be creatively negotiated in a shared
identity space whereby solutions are achieved but with the awareness that they “are never
meant to last forever, but have to be discovered/ invented anew by succeeding generations.”174
I want to suggest that there is a potential tension between the aspects of ‘discovery’ and
‘invention’ that is glossed over in this formulation. Furthermore, the ‘discovery’ pole of this
dichotomy cannot be easily combined with Taylor’s simultaneous plea for endless re-invention
and negotiation.
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The idea of discovery suggests that identities picked out for affirmation and recognition
within the public sphere, are cognized as they are. That is, as authentic expressions of my own
original way of being to which I must be faithful. The idea of invention, on the other hand,
posits a different way of relating to identity. It appeals to the fluidity of identity and the
potentially transformative potentials involved in disclosure and dialogic exchange.
On the initial formulation of the public sphere as a shared identity space, Taylor is able
to incorporate the insight that modern identity always embodies an ambivalence between the
components of ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’. As we saw in the previous chapter Taylor’s account
of modern subjectivity rests on a conception of human beings as language users situated within
‘webs of interlocution’. On this account, language is never my own creation; it always situates
me within a given community of speakers. At the same time however, articulation does afford
opportunities for creative expression and possibilities for self-transformation, so that
“Discovering… …depends on, is interwoven with inventing” (SS 18).175 However Taylor defines
the public sphere both in terms of its function, what it does, and its form, what it must be. It is
in Taylor’s response to the latter point that the central difficulty of his approach becomes
discernable. He thinks that for the public sphere to perform its function of mediating and
negotiating distinct identities, it must be an arena in which diverse identities are accurately and
respectfully recognised.
Taylor insists that some form of unified political identity is a vital substrate for common
action carried out within the public sphere. He argues that if the public sphere is to perform its
essential functions as an arena for the formation of enlightened opinion, and an exercise in
citizen self-rule, it must be understood as in some sense independent of the political
constitution. Democratic practice, he thinks, requires a high level of what we might term
‘precommitment’.176 Without this kind of precommitment, those who lose out in democratic
procedures, such as majority decision making, would not be able to accept as binding, those
decisions to which they had not assented.177 Furthermore formal guarantees of equal rights to
political participation are inadequate for sustaining the kind of precommitment Taylor has in
mind, which depends also upon the social context that conditions the character of public
deliberation. A political society can, he thinks, be highly democratic in its adherence to
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democratic practices and yet deeply alienating due to its failure to approach the conditions of
achieving a viable collective identity. For Taylor, the realisation of a viable political identity rests
on the stringent condition “that people must actually be able to relate to it, to find themselves
reflected in it.”178
Taylor envisions a space in which the distinct identities of individuals are accurately
mirrored and respectively affirmed in the shared public realm as a condition of democratic
legitimacy. However it appears intensely optimistic to assume that in conditions of cultural
diversity, agreement could be achieved on the appropriate forms that mutual recognition
should take. Taylor’s account seems to assume that the authentic content of those cultures
deemed worthy of recognition, once correctly identified, can fit into a common framework
without tension or remainder. This is by no means a trivial assumption yet it is an assumption
that is shared by many prominent proponents of multiculturalism who appeal to a similar
Herderian inspired vision of cultures as clearly defined wholes that are not only compatible, but
mutually complementary.
These accounts tend to regard cultural diversity as something that has an intrinsic
value and that must therefore be preserved at all costs. Bhikhu Parekh, for example, argues
different cultures have the capacity to “educate and civilise each other.”179. “They should be
judged”, he suggests, “not only on the basis of what they are in themselves, but also in terms
of their contribution to the overall richness of society.”180 On a similar note, this time linking
cultural diversity to biodiversity James Tully argues that “The value of continuing overlapping,
interacting and contested forms of life we call human cultures is analogous to the value of
preserving the equally independent plant and animal cultures.”181 On these accounts a
conception of culture as an impetus for progress and development is privileged over an
understandings of culture that regard it as a necessary context of meaningful options for
individuals.
One of the central weaknesses of Taylor’s account of the politics of difference is that it
appears to be tied to a view of this sort. While he thinks it inevitable that we will treat ‘different
differences differently’ he thinks that differences that embody authentic self understandings can
be a source of ‘growth and completion’.182 Insofar as we “need each other, precisely in our
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difference, to be whole beings” the key notion for dealing with cultural diversity is, he thinks
“complementarity”.183 The idea that cultural diversity has intrinsic value appears to support the
case for cultural survival. It contributes to the appeal of an approach which regards all cultures
which have endured over time as having value and worth, and an important contribution to
make to the overarching good of society. It supports Taylor’s account of what the constructive
project of recognition should involve. However, it is too controversial an account of culture
upon which to build a theory of democratic legitimacy.
Modern society embodies not only a range of different cultures, but also a variety of
ways of relating to one’s cultural heritage. Some components of culture are likely to function
more pervasively in self-understandings than others. Language, for example, may be more
significant than dress, manners or cuisine. Furthermore, cultures may come to define
themselves more and more by a specific element of a rich and diverse cultural heritage if this
particular element is somehow threatened. Additionally, the same cultural components are
likely to have different significations within different cultures. Take work for example. In the
developed world, the economy depends upon a highly mobile and flexible workforce which can
accumulate new skills to keep pace with technological developments and markets. In these
circumstances, work –the means by which one meets one’s need of subsistence –is likely to be
a less significant constituent of one’s self understanding than it is within strongly hierarchical or
tribal societies within which work defines a stable role which has huge social significance in
sustaining a given form of community.
Not surprisingly in light of the different forms that cultural communities take,
individuals are likely to relate to these distinct cultural heritages in different ways. One may
deeply cherish its system of meaning and significance and seek to lead a culturally authentic
life, or another may take an innovative stance towards her cultural heritage drawing only on
those beliefs and practices which she judges valuable and borrowing also from other
traditions.184 The prevalence of the last two options already disrupts the idea of cultures as
unitary and bounded wholes and points to a picture of cultural identities as overlapping and
cross-cutting.
While Taylor’s account of the public sphere as a shared identity space can encompass a
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multitude of ways of relating to one’s cultural heritage and can incorporate various forms of
cultural belonging, the politics of difference, with its commitment to cultural survival, supports a
kind of politics which may imprison future generations within a cultural identity defined by
current authoritative descriptions. While the public sphere model appears capable of
acknowledging the fluidity and evolving nature of citizen identities, the politics of difference
appears to pull in the opposite direction.
This tension is resolved by Taylor in a move which parallels his appeal to ‘moral
sources’ considered in the previous chapter. He attempts to stabilise the ambivalence that he
finds at the heart of modern identity, by an appeal to a teleological vision which discloses his
ultimate ‘faith’ in the harmony of being. The project of sharing identity space is divested of
conflict and ambiguity by appeal to an implicit teleology reminiscent of Herder’s “article of
faith”185 William Connolly cites an important passage in which Taylor unequivocally affirms “the
presence of a principle of teleology in his political philosophy.”186 Taylor writes:
“For what is meant by a “teleological philosophy”? If we mean some inescapable design at
work inexorably in history, à la Hegel, then I am of course not committed to it. But if we
mean by this expression that there is a distinction between distorted and authentic selfunderstanding, and that the latter can in a sense be said to follow from a direction in being,
I do indeed espouse such a view.”187

Taylor’s ontological vision appears to ascribe authentic identities to unique selves. Furthermore
it assumes that individuals can achieve their distinctive mode of self-perfection only within the
context of a well-defined cultural community. Finally, it assumes that these discrete political
communities support mutual development and growth towards a harmonious direction of being.
Despite his insistence that ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’ are interwoven, and that moral
sources can be transvaluated as well as discovered in the course of articulation, so that
subjects can adopt different values, he nevertheless assumes that “the change here is not a
revolution, negating past values, “but rather the move from a confused, inchoate
understanding… to a clearer, more articulate view of the same.””188The problem is that this
quasi-theistic vision has the potential to be as exclusionary of diverse identities as a strict
proceduralism does. As opposed to looking for an intrinsic harmony in being, procedural
liberalism abstracts completely from questions of ontology and cannot recognise the potential
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for formal measures of inclusion to conceal the political dominance of a given identity and the
consequent marginalisation of others. On the other hand, a political community which finds the
source of its unity in an identity that accurately and respectfully mirrors the discrete identities
of members is liable to conceal the ambivalence between ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’ in
privileging the former pole.
Taylor brings the people as the ‘constitutive power’ more clearly into the frame than do
the liberal approaches that were considered in Chapter One, and offers an ambitious attempt to
define a framework that might define this identity within Western modernity. While the analysis
he offers of the public sphere shows an appreciation of the ambivalent relationship between the
people and the constitutional order that it authorises, his attempt to construct this order in such
a way that it can provide just and transparent relations of recognition, pulls in a contrary
direction. It envisages a political community based on a shared and stable identity and closes
off the possibilities for a more performative style of politics, which the idea of articulation as
self-disclosure as well as self-invention appears to point towards. A politics that incorporated a
performative element would, instead of reproducing and re-presenting “what” we are,
simultaneously generate “who” we are by episodically producing new identities.189
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Introduction
The difficulties that have been found to attach to Taylor’s approach arise partly as a
consequence of his propensity to understand the political realm as an arena which gives
expression to the values and identities of its members, and within which individuals seek
personal resonance. He defines the legitimacy of the constitutional state in terms of the
affective stance that its members take up toward it. He suggests that legitimacy is a term that
designates “the beliefs and attitudes that members have towards the society they make up.”1
Habermas, by contrast, thinks that questions about personal meaning and moral motivation are
beyond the scope of social and political theory, which must instead aim to find a rational basis
for collective identity. No more comprehensive kind of integration will be achievable in modern
pluralistic societies, he suggests. Instead, solidarity emerges from practices of rational
discourse that arise in the spaces created by the fractures within the prevailing social
consensus.
This chapter considers Habermas’s attempt to tie the notion of democratic legitimacy to
an ideal of rational discourse. Section One locates the inception of this project in his earliest
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reflections on democracy and the constitutional state. In The Structural Transformation of the

Public Sphere, Habermas offers a socio-cultural analysis of the development of the public
sphere and alights upon the bourgeois constitutional state as an ideal type and critical standard
against which contemporary democratic states can be compared and evaluated. Though he has
subsequently relinquished the idea that the bourgeois public sphere can serve as a model for
contemporary politics, it is nevertheless useful to analyse some key themes of this early work
since in revisiting it on the occasion of its reprinting thirty years on from its initial publication,
Habermas states that his theory has changed, “less in fundamentals than its degree and
complexity”.2
One of the central problems that engages Habermas in his most recent work, which I
consider in the following chapter, is the question of how the normative core of discursive willformation might be preserved as the basis for democratic legitimacy in the context of highly
differentiated modern societies3. This project is coterminous with that pursued in The Structural

Transformation, where he wrestles with the problem of how the genuine processes of
communication that he identifies within the bourgeois public sphere might be instantiated in
modern democracies, having been subverted by the powerful interests and the exigencies of
strategic action that define modern welfare states. At the close of The Structural

Transformation, he is ultimately pessimistic about the possibilities for democracy in advanced
capitalism due to the erosion of the distinction between private and public, on which the
bourgeois public sphere rested. A more sanguine approach to democratic theory is made
possible by Habermas’s turn to a communicative ethics and the theoretical possibilities that this
opens up (Section 2). Of particular importance is the attempt to develop a feasible model of
participatory politics that links democratic legitimacy with public reason, but does not hold
practical politics hostage to a substantive conception of rationality (2.1). He aims to
complement this normative approach, which draws on action theory, with a functionalist
analysis drawn from systems theory.4 It is on this basis that he distinguishes lifeworld from

system, though the former category is given more detailed consideration here, since Habermas
relies heavily on the idea of a rationalized lifeworld as a context in which the practice of

argumentation becomes more discernable and widespread (2.2). Habermas analyses the
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performative attitude of individuals engaged in practices of argumentation, to develop an
account of ‘discourse ethics’5 (2.3).
I suggest that each of these theoretical developments can be usefully understood as a
simultaneous appropriation and refinement of Hannah Arendt’s communicative conception of
power as jurisgenisis. Arendt defines power not as the possession of an individual or a material
resource at the disposal of institutions, but as a potential, inherent in human interactions.6
Habermas draws upon this idea of communicative power in order to disentangle the normative
ideal of discursive interaction from the infrastructure of the bourgeois constitutional state and
locates the potential for genuine communication at a deeper level in the unimpaired structures
of intersubjectivity that define the everyday communicative practices. The distinction between
life-world and system does not draw directly on Arendt’s conceptual schema, but since I am
less concerned with the origins of the concept than with its utility, I will present it here as a
useful means of rendering Arendt’s austere conception of political action more relevant for the
context of capitalist, increasingly bureaucratised societies.7 Section Three considers critical
perspectives on discourse ethics and in particular the claim made by Habermas that it is

cognitive, universal and formal.

1.

THE PUBLIC SPHERE

1.1

An early formulation: the liberal bourgeois public sphere
As an historical formation, the liberal bourgeois public sphere was dependent upon the

separation of civil society from the state, made possible by the emergent form of economic
organisation based upon commodity exchange. In The Structural Transformation of the Public

Sphere, Habermas traces the emergence and decline of this model within the context of a
broader socio-historical analysis of the formation and evolution of the state from its absolutist
form in feudal societies, to present day social democracies. He alights on the relatively shortlived bourgeois liberal form as a basic blueprint, embodying a vital normative tool for a critical
theory of democracy. The principle underlying the bourgeois public sphere, that state authority
is held accountable by the court of public opinion formed through free and open critical
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deliberation, is, he claims, an indispensable, as opposed to a historically contingent, ideal for
democratic society.
On Habermas’s analysis, the ideology of the public sphere that embeds this normative
kernel develops in tandem with its institutionalised form, and in opposition to the absolutist
state of the feudal system. Both the ideology and the infrastructure of the liberal bourgeois
public sphere have their inception, Habermas thinks, in the literary public spheres that sprung
up in the coffee houses, salons and Tischgesellschafen of Britain, France and Germany in the
mid seventeenth century8. These literary public spheres provided the opportunity for individuals
to develop their critical and deliberative capacities in relation to common concerns, initially
cultural products. Debate was conducted according to a number of institutional criteria, all of
which preserved the power-free, rational and secular character of deliberation within the public
sphere9. These early incarnations of a critical debating public were, in principle at least,
inclusive and tended to be ongoing. They led to the development of the press and professional
criticism which ultimately allowed the bourgeois public sphere to become conscious of itself as
the carrier of public opinion and, to hold government to account through the principle of
supervision.
Habermas’s model of the public sphere offers an important normative category for
democratic theory since, in tracing its roots to the constitutional republics of the eighteenth
century and to their precedents in the literary public spheres of the previous century, Habermas
identifies a model of the public sphere as an arena for democratic will-formation which is
notably distinct from influential republican conceptions inspired by the idealisation of the small
self-governing city states of Rome or Athens.10

1.11 Inwardness and publicness
The bourgeois public sphere places a high value on privacy and locates the roots of
active citizenship in civil society regulated by law. This is in contrast with republican inspired
conceptions of the public sphere, which tend to valorise public life as the primary site of
authentic human existence. Rousseau, for example, ultimately ties the idea of authentic selfrealisation to the requirements of the general will and consequently is led to the chilling
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pronouncement that individuals can be ‘forced to be free’. Hannah Arendt is deeply critical of
Rousseau’s idea of the ‘people-as-one’ and thus construes political action in more individualistic
terms. Nonetheless, a public arena is an essential guarantor for inscribing individual acts of
self-disclosure with reality and meaning. On Arendt’s account true freedom consists in political
action before one’s peers. “A life without speech and without action”, she claims “is literally
dead to the world; it has ceased to be a human life because it is no longer lived among men.”11
The idea of “inner freedom” and the associated conception of the subjective will and the
intercourse with one’s self, she treats as a merely derivative category for politics since it
involves a retreat from the world.12
In contrast with these accounts, Habermas finds at the heart of the bourgeois
conception, a strong emphasis on the conjugal family and the assumption that the private
realm is the authentic site of human autonomy.13 The significance of this emphasis on the
private autonomous self, is in the creation of a “specifically bourgeois dialectic of inwardness
and publicness”14 Pauline Johnson characterises this dialectic thus,
“On the one hand, it produced a domain of private autonomy that demanded freedom from
the domination of external constraint. The conjugal family also appeared as a living source
of a new self whose passionate examination of its psychological and experiential states
craved publicity, recognition from others.”15

The significance of this dialectic for the political realm is in its generating a new idea of publicity
as ‘critical publicity’ to replace the ‘representative publicity’ of feudal society.
The ‘representative publicity’ of feudal society was an impersonal form of publicness
that involved “the presentation of oneself behind a mask that removes private emotions and
everything subjective from sight.”16 It traded on the ‘celebration of rank’ through socially
inscribed codes and symbols, such as insignia, dress, demeanour and rhetoric.17 By contrast,
the bourgeois public sphere was based on the ideal of critical publicity oriented in the first
instance to common cultural concerns, and later, to common political concerns. In both cases
private individuals discussed matters of common concern and discussants were accorded parity
of esteem by a system which disregarded hierarchy and status.18 These institutional provisions
were intended to ensure that the force of the better argument held sway over the status
accorded by social hierarchy.19
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This ideal was not, Habermas recognises, realised in practice, but it had become
institutionalised in the organisation of these critical debating publics and ‘thereby stated as an
objective claim.’20 Hence, “While these societies certainly remained an exclusively bourgeois
affair, they did provide the training ground for what were later to become a future society’s
norms of political equality.”21 Core liberal values such as the rule of law, constitutional
government and individual rights achieve concrete expression in the bourgeois constitutional
state.
Crucial to Habermas’s account is the claim that the bourgeois public sphere, through
this norm of critical publicity, ushered in a new mode of legitimation for political power in
constructing a new vision of rational authority according to which law is related to the rational
content of public opinion. The domination that attaches to political rule, whether this rule is
sanctioned by the will of a ruler, or of the people acting collectively, is replaced by the
bourgeois understanding of the responsive law-based state. The arbitrary will of the sovereign
is replaced with the rational justification of law.22
This change in the basis of legitimation ushered in by the bourgeois public sphere
brings about a corresponding transformation in the nature of power.23 This point is absolutely
central to Habermas’s account, in particular to his attempt to find a basis for the
interconnection between legitimacy and social integration. The existing mode of power in
feudal societies was replaced with the principle of supervision: “the principle which demands
that proceedings be made public.”24 Modern constitutions then, not only limited state authority
and secured private autonomy through the protection of rights, but
“Between these two spheres, the constitutions further insured the existence of a realm of
private individuals assembled into a public body who as citizens transmit the needs of
bourgeois society to the state, in order, ideally, to transform political into “rational” authority
within the medium of this public sphere.”25

The “general interest” was “the measure of such a rationality.”26 On this view, political power
issues not, as Rousseau thinks, from a consensus of hearts, but from a consensus grounded in
arguments.27 Habermas has in common with republican accounts such as Rousseau’s, the idea
that social integration rests ultimately on a supra-legal basis of solidarity. However solidarity for
Habermas cannot be the expression of a substantive ethical consensus. In his later work he
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comes to formulate explicitly the idea that this solidarity subsists in the value orientations of
individuals that issue ultimately from communicative action and deliberation.28

1.12 Democracy, complexity and differentiation
Despite his emphasis on democratic participation as an essential component of social
integration, Habermas acknowledges that the administrative exercise of state power must be
taken as a given in the context of modern complex societies, this requires that the state has its
own distinct organisational structure. Rousseau was unequivocal on the point that the general
will could not be represented and that in a democratic state, the people collectively possess
sole legislative responsibility. On this view the state had the limited role of administering the
general will rather than having any distinct organisational basis which might distort its
expression. Habermas recognises that direct forms of democracy are completely inappropriate
for modern complex pluralistic societies and that a sociologically astute democratic theory must
accommodate the administrative state and the economy as distinct spheres of social
organisation, and powerful media of social co-ordination.
Nonetheless, since it is the deliberative core that defines the public sphere as an arena of
democratic control on Habermas’s account, it is critical that this is preserved as a nongovernmental arena of opinion-making, structured by discursive and not by market relations.
Habermas remains committed to an ideal of participatory democracy in which citizens have an
‘equal and effective opportunity to participate in processes of collective judgement.’29 Any
defence of a participatory model of democratic practice for contemporary democracies is likely
to evince the criticism that, due to the complexity of modern society, the actual business of
legislating and policy formulation must be left to those with the requisite expertise or technical
knowledge. Habermas doesn’t ignore or regret tendencies towards increasing specialisation and
differentiation, but resists the ‘realist’ conclusion that these tendencies render democratic ideals
redundant. He insists that even in modern democracies,
“There are no questions so specialized that they cannot be translated when it is politically
relevant to do so, and even adapted in such a way as to make it possible for the alternative
experts discuss to be rationally debated in a broader public forum as well. In a democracy,
expertise can have no political privilege” (sic)30.
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Rather than abandon the ideal of participatory politics, Habermas tries to sketch the
contours of an early organisational form based on the ideal of critical rationality performing a
legitimating role within the constitutional state by holding the operative public authority to
account. He thinks that though the ideals of inclusivity and equality were never fully met in
practice, this conception of the public sphere has normative and ideological potentials for
broadening and deepening democratic politics by appealing to this critical rationality as a
counterweight to powerful economic and bureaucratic interests. This aspect of his project has
appealed to leftist democrats such as Nancy Fraser who, despite her misgivings about the
specific form in which Habermas has elaborated the idea of the public sphere, has appropriated
it as an “indispensable” tool for critical social theory and democratic practice insofar as it
delimits “a site for the production and circulation of discourses that can in principle be critical of
the state”.31
While this early account of the public sphere proved to be a useful tool for critical
theory and continued to provide something of a normative framework for Habermas’s
subsequent work, he had not yet developed the conceptual apparatus that allowed him to
envision a post-bourgeois model of the public sphere. The latter part of The Structural

Transformation of the Public Sphere charts the decline and the disintegration of the bourgeois
public sphere and offers a fairly bleak portrait of the development of twentieth century
capitalist society. In his early account, he is decidedly vague on the question of how the
normative principle of legitimation through uncoerced communication, which he finds incipient
in the self-understanding of the bourgeois public sphere, might be realised within a theory of
institutions.

1.2

The decline of bourgeois the public sphere
Habermas suggests that, “Although the liberal model of the public sphere is still

instructive today… … it cannot be applied to the actual conditions of an industrially advanced
mass democracy organized in the form of the social welfare state.”32 A return to the liberal
public sphere is not only unfeasible, it is also undesirable since social democracies emerged
alongside a process that exposed the very real tension between the universality implicit in the
liberal ideal of the public sphere and the reality of its role in legitimating emergent class rule.
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This tension was concealed by recourse to an ideology that saw the protection of economic
freedoms as crucial for preserving the autonomy of a supposedly self-regulating market, based
around the exchange relationships of private persons, and which cloaked the inequalities of the
market in an aura of natural justice.

33

The bourgeois ideology always contained a ‘fundamental ideological obfuscation’ it is
suggested, in its conflation of two identities: that of the individual as property owner, and that
of the individual as, simply, a human being.34 The bourgeois state failed to actualise the
dissolution of political rule that was betokened by the ideals of critical publicity insofar as the
protection of formal law and negative rights actually worked to the advantage of the owners of
capital. Being so linked with the interests of a particular class, the bourgeois state never lived
up to its ideals of universality and inclusivity and so was vulnerable to the opposition of the
competing class interests of organised labour.
As the liberal model of the market economy, which had envisaged “horizontal exchange
relationships among individual commodity owners”, is subverted by the existence of unequal
exchange relationships and the concentration of social power in private hands, labour
movements develop as a counter-weight to this social power.35 With this structural
transformation, “the powers of ‘society’ themselves assumed the functions of public authority”
and the arena of commodity exchange became one in which conflicting interests competed
through bargaining processes, semi-institutionalised through legal statutes.36
Habermas claims that these tendencies undermine crucial distinctions between state
and society, public and private, upon which the realisation of the normative potential of the
bourgeois public sphere depends. Habermas summarizes these trends and their consequences
as follows,
“The public body lost not only its social exclusivity; it lost in addition the coherence created
by bourgeois social institutions and a relatively high standard of education. Conflicts hitherto
restricted to the private sphere now intrude into the public sphere. Group needs which can
expect no satisfaction from a self-regulating market now tend towards a regulation by the
state. The public becomes a field for competition of interests, competitions which assume
the form of violent conflict. Laws which obviously have come about under the “pressure of
the street” can scarcely be understood as arising from consensus of private individuals
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engaged in public discussion.”37

The expansion of the public sphere beyond the bounds of the bourgeoisie, realised through
positive rights to democratic participation and social welfare, fails to produce the trend to
universal inclusion into the democratic public sphere that they are conceptually driven to
enable, due to the erosion of the conditions required for the realisation of this ideal. The most
fundamental of these conditions being the distinction between private and public, which is
essential to the public sphere being preserved as an arena for rational will-formation as
opposed to bargaining among private interests.
In late capitalism, Habermas argues, the essential function of holding public authority
to account is gradually eroded as the deliberative public sphere is, in Habermas’s words,
‘refeudalised’. At the same time as the state becomes more strongly interventionist in the
sphere of social welfare provision, citizenship status is further depoliticised by the rise of a
manipulative mass media which subverts the principle of publicity. Publicity, in the sense of a
rational critical public holding public authority to account, disappears as “the ever more densely
sprung communications network of the electronic mass media is organised in such a manner
that it controls the loyalty of a depoliticized population, rather than serving to make the social
and state controls, in turn, subject to a decentralized and uninhibited discursive formation of
the public will.”38
Habermas presents a portrait of welfare state democracy wherein publicity is generated
from above in a manner akin to the ‘representative publicity’ that characterised feudal society.
He writes,
“Before the expanded public sphere the transactions themselves are stylised into a show.
Publicity loses its critical function in favour of a staged display; even arguments are
transmuted into symbols to which again one can not respond by arguing but only by
identifying with them.”39

The rise of ‘PR’ is an indication that the public sphere has to be created on a case-by-case
basis through securing the compliance and acclamation of an acquiescent public.40

1.3

Further reflections on the public sphere and normative reorientations.
Habermas offers his model of the public sphere, not only as a more feasible model of
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democratic will-formation for contemporary democratic societies, but also as the model that the
modern state consistently embraces and yet fails to embody.41 Hence although the bourgeois
public sphere was, according to Habermas, politically effective for only a relatively brief period,
since the separation between the public and private realms upon which it depended came to be
mutually infiltrated by society, “it nevertheless determines an important portion of the
procedures to which the political exercise and balance of power are factually bound.”42 This
idea lies at the root of Habermas’s early ideological-critical approach to the public sphere. His
analysis of the way in which the possibilities for free discussion and communication were
subverted by powerful sectional interests found resonance within 1960s student radical
movements.43 However, the conceptual presuppositions of the analysis also became the focus
of critique even among those sympathetic to its broader aims.
In a lucid and wide-ranging essay Nancy Fraser counsels that to argue that “the public
sphere was a good idea that unfortunately was not realized in practice but retains some
emancipatory force” is simplistic.44 Here I can provide only a very brief sketch of those portions
of Fraser’s critique that have a direct bearing on Habermas’s methodological and sociological
re-orientations. Fraser contends that Habermas idealises the liberal public sphere and its norm
of bracketing social differences, since he simply ignores counter-publics, which constructed
alternative routes of access to public political life and often operated according to different
maxims. She draws from an essay by Mary Ryan to develop the example of nineteenth century
North American women who, despite being excluded from the official public sphere,
constructed voluntary associations that drew on “quintessentially ‘private’ idioms of domesticity
and motherhood precisely as springboards for public activity.”45 These groups resist the
bourgeois exhortation to bracket social differences and its tendency to cast domestic and
familial relations as private and personal in contradistinction to public and political matters.46
Fraser argues forcefully that Habermas not only neglects alternative models of
democratic politics, but fails to recognise the extent to which the ideal of ‘bracketing’ status
differentials and entreating people to act ‘as if’ they were social peers, was actually part of the
ideological armoury which functioned to legitimate an emergent form of class rule. This cannot
then, on Fraser’s view, be understood as an ideal principle that regrettably was not realised in
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practice. Rather, it must be construed as “a very serious difficulty with the bourgeois
conception of the public sphere.”47 She writes,
“Insofar as the bracketing of social inequalities in deliberation means proceeding as if they
don’t exist when they do, this does not foster participatory parity. On the contrary, such
bracketing usually works to the advantage of dominant groups in society and to the
disadvantage of subordinates.”48

The impact of this critique rests in the claim that the exclusions of the bourgeois public
sphere were not contingent, but constitutive, a claim supported, Fraser thinks, by historical
interpretations that “a bourgeois public was never defined solely by the struggle against
absolutism and traditional authority, but… addressed the problem of popular containment as
well.”49 The stated aim that status-differentials must be ‘bracketed’ and ‘neutralised’ in the
name of critical publicity were, in the absence of state intervention, insufficient for the actual
realisation of the bourgeois aspiration of personal autonomy. Furthermore, the commitment to
status-blindness merely loaned to the bourgeois public sphere a false impression of universality
and disguised the ideological component to the free-market by construing inequality as an
unavoidable consequence of its neutral operations.
Fraser suggests that the bourgeois public sphere harbours a further, potentially
damaging, ideological concealment in its “institutional confinement of public life to a single,
overarching public sphere.”50 Again, she thinks that exalting one public arena, as the publicpolitical forum is likely to favour powerful groups, leaving marginalised constituencies without a
voice, so to speak. Political participation means, Fraser argues, “being able to speak in one’s
own voice” and to thereby enact a discrete and particular identity through idiom and style.51 In
neglecting the role of the public sphere for the formation and enactment of social identities, the
bourgeois conception surreptitiously conceals the product of its own peculiar cultural enactment
by interpreting it as a neutral background for deliberation. “This conception”, Fraser writes,
“assumes that a public sphere is, or can be, a space of zero degree culture, so utterly bereft of
any specific ethos as to accommodate with perfect neutrality and equal ease interventions
expressive of any and every cultural ethos.”52 Again, the idea of a singular public sphere is one
that Habermas appropriates too uncritically from the bourgeois conception according to Fraser.
More recently, Habermas has come to refine his theory in ways which he thinks can
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respond to these criticisms. He has rejected the holistic conception of the public sphere,
influenced by Abendroth’s view of social democracy, which rests on the, now discredited notion,
that “society and its self-organisation can be considered as a totality.”53 The idea that the
sovereign people can plan, control, and direct, the various distinct spheres of the society to
which they belong, has, he thinks, “become entirely implausible in view of the high level of
complexity of functionally differentiated societies.”54 He now locates the public sphere not in
the ‘holistic demand for the self-organisation of society’, but in the loosely associated networks
of associational life, which might be referred to as ‘civil society.’55 The communicative power
enacted by these dispersed publics cannot provide a substitute for the independent sources of
control exercised by money and administrative power. Rather they exert influence over these
functionally differentiated spheres and resist their further encroachment into the public realm.56
In response to the former criticism, Habermas now accepts that the exclusion of
women has been constitutive for the political public sphere.57 That is, as opposed to the public
sphere having been dominated by men as a matter of contingency, the specific character of the
political public sphere has been enacted and defined by this exclusion. He nevertheless insists
that the excluded other, in this case feminist movements, can utilise the principal normative
ideal of bourgeois publicness to articulate their demands for equality and inclusion.58 When
understood procedurally, in isolation from any concrete historical incarnation, the ideal of
critical publicity has inherent within it the potential to subvert specific forms of domination and
rule. The indispensable ideal of democracy, that which distinguishes it from other forms of
political domination is, Habermas insists, a ‘rational principle of legitimation’ that is not tied to
types of organisation marked out apriori.59
Habermas now accepts that the potential for self-transformation inherent in these
ideals is not delimited clearly enough using the ideology-critical approach. There are also more
fundamental problems associated with this conceptual approach, namely its dependence upon
a materialist philosophy of history which assumes that the motor of historical progress is the
tension between the ideal self-understanding and the existing conditions within any given
epoch. Not only does this approach tend towards an overstatement of bourgeois liberal ideals,
it has also been powerfully discredited by the ‘civilised barbarisms’ of the twentieth century
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which render disingenuous any attempt to interpret modernity as the progressive realisation of
liberal humanist ideals.60
On account of these difficulties Habermas has abandoned the ideological-critical in
favour of a reconstructive approach to social and political theory. Rather than appealing to
norms implicit in the ideals of a specific historical epoch, he looks instead to the everyday
communicative practices that structure a whole range of social interactions from which to
recover those norms and procedures that could promote democratisation. The cognitive gain of
this approach to social theory rests on the fact that “the normative contents of a humane social
life can be introduced in an unsuspicious way by means of a communication theory, without the
need to smuggle them in secretly by way of a philosophy of history.”61

2.

RESCUING THE NORMATIVE CORE: COMMUNICATIVE POWER AND

DISCOURSE ETHICS
Habermas regards Arendt’s concept of communicative action as a useful tool for critical
theory, insofar as it highlights some of the deformations of Western mass democracies and
throws into sharp relief the subjectivist bias of modern philosophy. He intuits the genuine
potential that Arendt’s idea of communicative power has in offering an approach to democratic
politics which, in incorporating a participatory ideal of self-rule, and emphasising the
intersubjective basis of socially regulative norms, avoids some of the difficulties of conventional
liberal approaches.
Although Habermas has acknowledged his profound intellectual debt to Arendt62, he
has been critical of her nostalgic vision of a lost public realm and its associated conception of
political action, suggesting that it leads to absurdities when applied to modern societies. His
appropriation of her central categories has, then, been selective, arguably to the point of
distortion.63 I do not propose to offer a critical exposition of Arendt’s political thought in its own
right, or to analyse the veracity of Habermas’s interpretation of it. Rather, I consider
Habermas’s critical engagement as a useful standpoint from which to spell out three central
features of his account. (2.1) The association of democratic legitimacy and communicative
power, and the emphasis on law as the medium for channelling communicative into
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administrative power. (2.2) The attempt to combine this core normative value of
communication with an empirical approach by distinguishing the ideas of lifeworld and system
and their respective modes of social integration. (2.3) The attempt to develop a discourse
ethics that has a cognitivist, universalist and formal character.

2.1

Participatory politics and constitutional democracy
From his earliest reflections on the public sphere, Habermas has been concerned to

preserve the republican strand of political thought, in particular its emphasis on political
participation and self-rule. As we saw in Chapter One, the recent trend in liberal theory has
been to demonstrate a greater concern with constructing principles and procedures for the
rational exercise of state power than with broadening and deepening democratic participation.
Indeed, it is sometimes assumed that participatory democracy is an obsolete ideal, and that
deliberative forms, in particular, are compromised by the diversity and institutional complexity
of modern societies.64 On this view, the best that can be hoped for is a certain control of
political elites through the formal political powers of voting and lobbying.65
In the mid-twentieth century, elitist theories of representative democracy such as
Schumpeter’s Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy were presented as the most coherent
expression of the democratic ideal.66 Schumpeter argued that the democratic method was
realised in “that institutional arrangement for arriving at political decisions in which individuals
acquire the power to decide by means of a competitive struggle for the people’s vote.”67 Here
the core meaning of democracy is defined in terms borrowed from the market, such as
bargaining and competition. No attempt is made to relate democratic practice to the core
values that informed earlier models of citizenship such as equal participation, deliberation and
decision making on issues of common concern. The reduction of democratic politics to an
exercise in ‘PR’ and competitive bargaining is precisely what Habermas is most concerned to
avoid and explains what he finds appealing in Arendt’s participatory alternative.
Jean Cohen and Andrew Arato have suggested that it is not an exaggeration to say,
that “the debate between elitist and participatory theories of democracy has been going around
in circles ever since Schumpeter threw down the gauntlet to the normativists in 1942.”68
Schumpeter’s thesis was presented as a realistic interpretation of democratic practice in
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complex societies. The need to provide a mechanism for curtailing the excesses of populism
that achieved such destructive expression in the totalitarian regimes of the 1930s no doubt
added to its plausibility.69 In contrast with the analyses of many of her contemporaries
however, Arendt argued that the defining feature of totalitarianism was not the expansion of
politics through mass participation, but its abolition through the removal of the capacity to ‘act
in concert’ which is essential for fostering political freedom and generating legitimate political
power.70 For Arendt, totalitarianism is only an extreme case of the erosion of political freedom,
which is the canker of Western mass democracy. She argues that representative government
merely institutionalises the concept of rule as opposed to allowing for genuine political action
and “the best that it has achieved is a certain control of the rulers by those who are ruled.”71
Schumpeter himself accepts that his model of constitutional government centres on ‘the rule of
the politician’. This emphasis on political rule does nothing, Arendt thinks, to enable the citizen
to become a “participator” in public affairs.72
Arendt thinks that in order to overcome the domination which attaches to political rule,
political power must be traced to a source outside of the institutions and practices of the state.
Arendt finds this source in the power enacted within the ‘space of appearances’ between acting
and speaking men. Action before one’s peers is, she thinks, essentially productive of power,
and is needed to sustain it. She writes,
“Power corresponds to the human ability not just to act but to act in concert, Power is never
the property of an individual; it belongs to a group and remains in existence only so long as
the group keeps together.”73

In order to differentiate the legitimate authority of a political order from the source of
this authority in the collective citizen body, Arendt, as we have seen in Chapter one, draws
explicitly on the idea of the constituent power. Specifically, she develops this account on the
basis of Sieyés distinction between the pouvoir constituant and the pouvoir constitué. The
former applies to the ‘founding’ or ‘constitutive’ moment of popular sovereignty and is prior to,
and distinct from, the latter, which designates its embodiment in the constituted authority74.
She points to an equivocation in the meaning of constitutionalism, which stems from its
capacity to express each of these moments:
“The word ‘constitution’ obviously is equivocal in that it means the act of constituting as well
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as the law or rules of government that are ‘constituted’, be these embodied in written
documents or, as in the case of the British constitution, implied in institutions, customs and
precedents”75

She uses this distinction to hammer home the point that only the communicative power of
citizens can constitute, in the sense of founding, legitimate political authority and to thereby reinstate the central importance of the public sphere for political democracy76.
The public sphere is so crucial a concept within Habermas’s theory of democracy for
the same reasons that it is basic to Arendt’s approach to the political. It is the arena for
uncoerced communicative exchange among citizens, and the ultimate source of legitimate
political power. Habermas is unequivocal on this latter point: “Read in discourse-theoretic
terms, the principle of popular sovereignty states that all political power derives from the
communicative power of citizens.”77
As regards the nature of communicative power and its appropriateness as a source of
legitimate law, Habermas is particularly impressed by the idea of ‘representational thinking’ that
Arendt draws from Kant as an approach to an intersubjective process of judgement.
Representational thinking requires us to test our own judgement by “putting ourselves in the
place of any other man” and so necessarily takes place in public.78 It is on account of its finding
an intersubjective basis for judgement that Arendt regards The Critique of Judgement as
opposed to the Critique of Practical Reason in which Kant explicates the idea of the testing
generalisable interests by the categorical imperative, as his most paradigmatically political
work79.
Arendt anticipates Habermas in using the irreducible plurality of the public sphere to
provide the normative underpinnings of democratic legitimacy and to problematise the
monological perspective of Kantian ethics, which assumes that those laws needed to regulate
political power, and supposed to have universal validity, can be discerned from the point of
view of a single sovereign subject.80 However, as will become evident when we consider
Habermas’s formulation of ‘discourse ethics’, he seeks to re-instate, contra Arendt, the Kantian
idea of ‘generalisable interests’ alongside an intersubjective understanding of practical reason.
Also in opposition to the Arendtian view, Habermas argues that while the idea of
communicative power can account for the emergence of political power, it should not be
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stylised into a model of politics per se.

81

“[W]ith the concept of communicative power, we get

hold of only the emergence of political power, not the administrative employment of already
constituted power, that is, the process of exercising power.”82 He thinks that although Arendt’s
emphasis on the constitutive power of communicative action is useful, the modes of action
associated with it should not be assumed to be applicable to the whole range of political
practice or stylised into an understanding of democratic politics per se. He finds Arendt’s
participatory model of democratic politics useful, since it focuses not primarily upon the role of
politics in securing goods and interests, but on free agreement and discursive will-formation.
He insists however that arguments which can offer a convincing justification for political
authority do not necessarily have any direct implications for determining the procedures for its
organisational form.83 Habermas’s model of procedural legitimacy is intended to be compatible
with various types of political organisation, including political processes that utlilise noncommunicative forms of action.
One of Habermas’s main disagreements with Arendt turns on the extent to which a
democratic politics rooted in praxis can be insulated from strategic concerns and noncommunicative forms of action.84 Habermas suggests that Arendt’s attempt to construe the
consensus-building force of communication as an end that cannot be intrumentalised for other
purposes relies upon an anachronistic and outmoded ideal of political action. Habermas
distinguishes strategic action as a subset of instrumental activity which Arendt fails to consider.
Arendt equates instrumental action with the idea of craftsmanship or ‘fabricating’ which
depends upon the determination of purposes prior to the activity itself and so is asocial and
pre-political. However strategic action is, Habermas suggests, similar to ‘fabricating’ in being
success oriented, but differs from it in being a constitutively social activity. In instances of
strategic action, “one actor seeks to influence the behaviour of another by means of the threat
of sanctions or the prospect of gratification.”85 It is exercised ‘within the city walls’ firstly, in the
competition for positions tied to the exercise of legitimate power, and secondly, in the way that
power is used and manipulated within the political system and the media. Habermas
nevertheless retains the Arendtian distinction between instrumental and communicative activity.
Strategic power is distinguished, he thinks, from communicative action wherein the force of the
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better argument is the motivating factor.86
While conceding that a pure communications concept of power is pertinent as far as
the engendering and legitimation of political power is concerned, Habermas regards it as a
blunt analytical tool for the analysis of political power within modern constitutional
democracies. Habermas has recently turned his attention towards developing a more decentred
conception of the public sphere and evaluating how multiple publics can influence the powersteered administrative system. In alluding to the multiple roles with which individuals in civil
society can identify in this decentred conception, Habermas offers a partial response to one of
the difficulties raised by Fraser: the idea that a uniform totalising conception might entrench a
hegemonic identity. I will consider these points in more detail in the following chapter. For now
it is sufficient to note that legitimation processes take place definitively within the public sphere
and are dependent upon democratic will-formation through discursive practices embodied in
law. Habermas is vulnerable to the criticism that, ultimately, discourse ethics imposes
uniformity upon multiple publics by alternative means.

2.2

Situating praxis: Habermas’s conception of the lifeworld
Habermas argues that Arendt draws on “a theory of action inspired by Aristotle”87

which identifies legitimate political power exclusively with praxis, the speaking and acting
together of individuals. Habermas regards this notion of praxis as illuminating, given its
devaluation in contemporary political life, but suggests that it should not be identified as the
very essence of politics. It valorises public life at the expense of the private interactions and the
social fabric of everyday experience, and places too little emphasis upon the real context of
modern political life which any contemporary notion of democratic citizenship must take
account of. Habermas, who, as we have seen, acknowledges private life as a valuable source of
personal autonomy and regards the bourgeois values of interiority and privacy as important
precursors of constitutional politics, wants to appropriate the non-instrumental emphasis of
Arendt’s model of political action, while ultimately offering a more nuanced portrait of
democratic politics.
The problem as Habermas perceives it, is that having located praxis within the “space
of appearances” characterised by the intersubjective power of a plurality of actors, Arendt
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concentrates exclusively on the “normative question [of] how that space should be
institutionalized as a public domain.”88 The main thrust of this critique is that, for Habermas,
Arendt’s communicative concept of power is sociologically unsophisticated, placing too much
emphasis on the intentional agency of political actors and too little on the functional demands
of the political systems within which these agents operate.
In focusing exclusively on praxis Arendt renders the practical activity of labour and
production ‘apolitical’.89 She allows herself to be guided by a ‘curious perspective’ which
Habermas summarises as follows,
“[A] state which is relieved of the administrative handling of social affairs, a politics cleansed
of all questions of social politics, an institutionalizing of public liberty that is independent of
the organisation of welfare, a radically democratic formation of consensus that puts a stop
to social repression.”90

This perspective is not only untenable for modern societies, but is blind to the structural
preconditions required for democratic equality. Ronald Terchek has convincingly argued that
the cohesion required for participatory democracies is dependent upon duties grounded in
‘stakes’, in particular, that of private property.91 The idea that widespread pre-existing
inequalities of wealth and power are likely to subvert the necessary conditions for political
democracy based on rational deliberation and preclude the emergence of generalisable
interests is a strong and continuous theme in Habermas’s work.92 He argues that rather than
preserving the autonomy of the political, Arendt’s theory is in fact profoundly anti-political due
to its inability to account for the ways in which social difference impacts upon political power93
Habermas therefore proposes to supplement this normative approach with a more
empirical and sociological perspective. “The social scientist” he states, “must face the
descriptive question of how that space of appearance which forms the horizon of everyday life
actually works."94 He proposes a dual analysis of the social order in which ‘life-world’ and
‘system’ are distinguished according to the ‘mechanisms of social integration’ needed to
reproduce them.95
Habermas has, from an early stage in his writings, distinguished sharply between the
life-world that is reproduced through communicative action and systems of action that make up
the formally organised steering apparatus of society. In formulating these ideas he draws on
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Husserl’s category of the ‘lifeworld’ and Alfred Schutz’s later appropriation and development of
it.96 The lifeworld is the background pre-theoretic knowledge in which communicative action is
embedded. It is a “culturally transmitted and linguistically organized stock of interpretative
patterns” which for the most part operates as an unproblematic context of background
assumptions that makes social interaction possible.97 Systems are understood not as
communicatively reproduced contexts of action, but as functional wholes that secure their
continued existence by mastering the complexity of an inconstant environment.98 They
capitalise on strategic, as opposed to communicative, forms of action. He nevertheless finds the
idea of systems theory, developed by Talcott Parsons and appropriated in a modified form by
Niklas Luhmann, too partial a view from which to analyze society. In a sense, systems theory
makes the opposite mistake to Arendt by relying exclusively on empirical analytical techniques
of investigation and explanation.
In his own work then, Habermas has attempted to theorise, in various ways, the
relationship between systems integration, enacted through money and power, and the lifeworld with its integrative force of solidarity.99 Most recently Habermas has come to formulate
the relationship between these two irreducible elements of society in terms of a system of law
‘through which communicative power is translated into administrative power.’100 In each and
every formulation of the relationship however, he has been concerned to preserve the ‘lifeworld’ and its distinct form of rationality and integration from the systematic self-steering media
of the economy and administration, while acknowledging the latter as vital elements of modern
democratic politics.101 The lifeworld then has consistently been conceived by Habermas as the
sphere of domination-free discourse and solidarity.
Distinct from this analysis of the relationship between life-world and system, and more
relevant for this investigation, is Habermas’s other central preoccupation in relation to the lifeworld: its historical progression towards increasing rationalisation. The life-world, Habermas
suggests, embodies a distinctive form of rationality not only in the content of its propositional
knowledge, but also in the underlying structure of communicative action oriented toward
mutual understanding. As such it provides an all-encompassing background for social
interaction

containing

“every

possible

interaction

from

the

perspective

of

lifeworld
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participants.”102 The communicative structure is non-rescindable from the point of view of
agents operating within it. Habermas maintains that “under the aspect of socialization,
communicative action serves the formation of personal identities.”103 Given its role in identityformation, communicative action oriented to mutual understanding is the context within which
an individual “already” stands. Habermas argues that it is absurd to imagine a situation in
which ‘a subject capable of speech and action could permanently realise the limit case of
communicative action, that is, the monological role of acting instrumentally and strategically,
without losing his identity”.104
Although the pre-theoretic knowledge of the life-world cannot be held up to critical
evaluation in its totality, specific segments of its content can become problematic and therefore
explicitly thematized. In these circumstances “the relevant segment of the lifeworld acquires
the status of a contingent reality that could also be interpreted in another way.”105 Habermas
claims that in these circumstances, participants resort to communicative action aimed at
achieving mutual understanding through the discursive testing of validity claims.
When the background consensus of communicative action is challenged, agents are
compelled to engage in a process of argumentation aimed at restoring the unsettled consensus.
In argumentation, speakers raise claims which are open to discursive redemption or rejection
on the basis of good reasons.106 He refers to these as ‘citicisable validity claims.’107 The four
types of criticisable validity claims that a statement raises are, (1) that it is intelligible;
interlocutors are using words and semantic rules in the same way. (2) That the propositional
content of the statement is true. (3) That the claim is justified. (4) That it is made sincerely.108
Claims (2) and (3) are properly thematised and defended only through practical discourse while
claim (1) can be redeemed by clarifying the statement using different forms of expression, and
(4) is demonstrated through action and consistency.109 Habermas argues that any competent
language user implicitly assumes that they can justify these four kinds of validity claims. A
consensus is rational, for Habermas, to the extent that all pertinent evidence is brought to bear
and the force of the better argument is decisive against the non-democratic forces of strategic
power, manipulation and tradition.110 Habermas once described the situation which
approximates to this form as the ‘ideal speech situation’ though he now regrets his use of this
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term since it has, he suggests, produced misunderstandings.111
What is new in modern societies, Habermas claims, is the extent to which the
background social consensus of the lifeworld, issues not from custom, but from the discursive
achievement of a rational consensus. Habermas suggests that a process of social evolution has
lead to social, cultural and personal spheres becoming increasingly differentiated.112 He
suggests: “Growing pluralism loosens ascriptive ties to family, locality, social background, and
tradition, and initiates a formal transformation of social integration.” 113 Earlier forms of social
integration depended upon the spellbinding power of comprehensive and uncriticizable world
views which Habermas refers to as the ‘linguistification of the sacred.’114 However the
differentiation and rationalization of lifeworlds renders it increasingly untenable to formulate
any concept of collective identity in terms of fixed contents.115 The reproduction of lifeworlds
reveals and accelerates the differentiation between the contents of the lifeworld and its
universal structures.116 Habermas looks to this latter feature as a basis for social integration and
emancipation for fragmented societies.
The functions of cultural reproduction, social integration and socialisation that the
lifeworld performs can no longer be guaranteed by the traditional and unreflective agreement
of a shared form of life and must instead be secured by a ‘risky search for consensus.’117 In
these circumstances Habermas argues, a viable collective identity must be “grounded in the
consciousness of universal and equal chances to participate in the kind of communication
process by which identity formation becomes a constant learning process.”118 This identity,
Habermas thinks, can no longer be defined in terms of ‘association’ or ‘membership’.
Individuals are no longer identified primarily as bearers of ascriptive identities, but as
“participants in the shaping of a collective will underlying the design of a common identity.”119
Hence “For Habermas, the emergence of ‘rationalised life-worlds’ carries with it the
growth of spaces in which traditional norms lose their efficacy in favour of rationally motivated
discourses.”120 The pace of social change widens the horizon of what can be explicitly
thematized in discourse. It is this process that Habermas refers to as ‘rationalisation’. The term
is intended to denote the ‘thoroughly positive’ sense in which the traditions are laid open to
critical appropriation.121 Habermas now acknowledges that the term ‘rationalisation’ might have
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been too ‘harsh’ a term by which to describe this process to the extent that it downplays the
fact that the life-world requires an already existing background consensus as a stabilising force
for contemporary social life.122 This background consensus cannot be explored at will since it
contains multifarious ideas that are so unreflectively accepted that they constantly evade
promblematisation and thematization and are therefore beyond the scope of the
argumentative practices defined by discourse ethics.

2.3

Discourse ethics
Habermas suggests that Arendt’s account of communicative action is an insufficiently

demanding conceptual category for a truly critical theory insofar as it fails to develop a
coherent account of communicative rationality, or to suggest a cognitive basis for convictions.
Habermas’s moral theory, by contrast, asserts that claims to normative rightness can be
understood as analogous to claims to factual truth, on account of the fact that the same
argumentative practices are adopted in each case, employing the idealizing supposition of
consensus. Like Arendt he insists that collective life should be mediated by intersubjectively
derived norms and that these perform a vital role in social integration. What distinguishes
Habermas’s account from Arendt’s, is the further claim that these norms take the form of
‘generalisable interests’ and have a strongly rationalist basis that transcend particular contexts.
Habermas argues that Arendt fails to tease out the potential for distinguishing illusory
from non-illusory convictions that her own account of praxis provides. Though she recognises
the potential for intersubjective understandings to arise out of communicative contexts, she is
unable to find a cognitive basis for common convictions. He appears to regard his own
cognitivist account of ‘discourse ethics’ as being simply a clarification of the confusions that he
attributes to Arendt’s account of communicative power. He thus regards Arendt’s conception of
communicative power as, in some sense, a prefiguration of his own discourse ethics.123
Leaving aside the veracity of Habermas’s critique of Arendt, it provides an interesting,
and informative, prelude to an analysis of discourse ethics on account of the fact that the
strong cognitivist lines upon which he subsequently develops his account of discourse ethics are
already prefigured in the way that this critique is formulated.124 He attributes the weakness of
Arendt’s approach not merely to the fact that she fails to develop criteria according to which
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common convictions can be evaluated and judged better or worse, but that she is unable to
bridge the ‘yawning abyss’ that separates knowledge from opinion.125 The idea that normative
claims can encompass moral knowledge is at the heart of Habermas’ cognitivist account of
discourse ethics.
In considering what it means to justify something morally, Habermas distinguishes
between cognitivist and non-cognitivist approaches.126 Non-cognitive approaches regard
supposedly objectively grounded positions and judgements as illusory. He makes a further
differentiation between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ versions of non-cognitivism, but the relevant point
to note here is that on any non-cognitivist account, practical reason assumes, at best, the
purely instrumental role of identifying the best means to procure subjectively determined ends.
Cognitivist approaches also admit of a distinction between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ variants
according to Habermas, though both afford a broader scope for the exercise of practical reason
than is allowed by non-cognitivist accounts. On the weak cognitivist approach, ethical questions
admit of rational evaluation, but practical rationality is limited to evaluating options from the
point of view of a shared form of life. An agent takes into account a shared social world in
judging options ‘better’ or ‘worse’ and to this extent “the life that is good for me also concerns
the life that is common to us.”127 But practical reflection cannot transcend the boundaries of a
specific form of life and so is limited to the role of “hermeneutic self-clarification.”128 In contrast
to strong cognitivism the weak cognitivist approach does not make claims to contexttranscendent truth and its limits are met as soon as questions of justice come into play,
according to Habermas.
Questions of justice emerge as we approach the moral outlook and “begin to examine
our maxims from the point of view of their compatibility with the maxims of others.”129 This
requires, Habermas thinks, that participants adopt a hypothetical attitude to their particular
substantive commitments as a condition of engaging in the discursive redemption of validity
claims. Only the strong cognitivist approach can determine the categorical validity of moral
obligations from a perspective that accords priority to the right over the good.130 That is, from a
perspective which goes beyond the context-bound ethical question of what is good ‘for me’ or
‘for us’ and considers instead what is equally in the interests of all. Habermas formulates the
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principle [U] as the criterion according to which norms can be judged valid or impartial. It
states that:
“a norm is valid when the foreseeable consequences and side effects of its general
observance for the interests and value orientations of each individual could be freely
131
accepted jointly by all concerned.”

Habermas argues that “the universalisation principle acts like a knife that makes razorsharp cuts between evaluative statements and strictly normative ones, between the good and
the just.”132 He attempts to reconceptualize Kant’s formalistic ethics and its basis in the two
criteria of generalizability and autonomy.133 Habermas retains the criterion of autonomy,
understood as independence from contingent (heteronomous) motives, while detaching the
idea of universalizability from the monological testing of norms according to the categorical
imperative. This approach therefore differs from Rawls’s Kantian inspired approach to the
justification of moral norms, which follows Kant in “[operationalizing] the standpoint of
impartiality in such a way that every individual can undertake to justify basic norms on his
own.”134 Here Habermas is influenced not only, or not primarily, by Arendt’s emphasis on
intersubjectivity, but by the decentring of the subject driven home by the ‘linguistic turn’ in
modern philosophy and the consequent appreciation of the mutual dependence of
consciousness and language. The linguistic turn renders implausible the idea that moral norms
can have a foundational premise anterior to the social structure.
Habermas’s discourse ethics aims to provide a criterion of moral validity that can
ground a context transcendent ideal of justice outside the domain of private morality. It is, he
argues, a demanding conception of justice in that it requires the individual to justify his claims
through actual discourse.135 Habermas’s moral theory as formulated by [U] already embodies
the principle of discursively testing norms as an essential prerequisite of moral validity.
However, it is through the formulation of the principle of discourse [D] that Habermas arrives
at an account of how the moral point of view can be operationalised in practice. The principle
of discourse [D] states that:
“only those norms can claim validity that could meet with the agreement of all concerned in
136

their capacity as participants in a rational discourse.”

Discourse ethics is an attempt to specify formal conditions for actual deliberative
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practices that can regulate collective life not only through ‘acting in concert’ by way of the
potential for practical rationality that Habermas argues inheres within action aimed at achieving
mutual understanding. As we have seen, Habermas argues that the logical and semantic rules
(defined by the ideal speech situation) to which all competent participants in practices of
argumentation are necessarily bound, become increasingly differentiated from the contexts in
which they operate as a consequence of the rationalization of lifeworlds. This differentiation
between the structure and content of lifeworlds renders it possible to explicitly formulate these
logical and semantic rules as argumentative duties and rights for participants in practical
discourses. When these are subsequently translated into formal rules of actual practical
discourse, the communicative presuppositions of argumentation take on the character of moral
duties and rights. These include the right of all competent participants to take part in the
discourse, to introduce any assertion or express any need or desire, and not to be prevented
from exercising these rights by ‘internal or external coercion.’137
The advantage of operationalising the discourse ethic in procedural terms, through the
specification of the formal rules of practical discourse, is that it does not specify the substantive
content of norms.138 On this view the criterion of reasonableness does not depend upon
bracketing the pluralism of world-views, at least in the strong sense of abstracting from the
particular features of a concrete identity, nor does it specify the substantive content of norms.
This potentially affords it a wide scope for the culturally sensitive determination of substantive
norms.
Habermas has attempted to further qualify the procedure of practical discourse by
suggesting that it is relevant, not only for the determination of moral norms where the strong
idealizing supposition of consensus is met, but also for ethical and pragmatic discourses which
will also feature in practical deliberations.139 Pragmatic discourses are concerned with “making
a rational choice of means in the light of fixed purposes or of the rational assessment of goals
in the light of existing preferences.”140 They utilise a purposive as opposed to a communicative
form of practical rationality. In order to clarify what is understood under the term ‘ethical
discourse’, Habermas draws on Taylor’s idea of ‘strong evaluation.’ From their non-trivial
preferences individuals engage in enterprises of ‘hermeneutic self-clarification’ and orient
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themselves to the good defined in terms of who I am (we are) or, would like to be.
Habermas’s strong claim is that only the moral point of view, which judges norms
according to the principle of universalisation can adequately describe a conception of justice,
and that justice must have priority over other norms. Put simply, norms defined in ethical and
pragmatic discourses must not be incompatible with justice. Whereas failure to realise ends
that I, or we, have determined to be good, or self-deception about what constitutes the good,
may result in inauthentic forms of identity for individuals or collectives, this is ultimately a
contingent matter. The good of self-realisation does not carry with it the categorical ought of
moral injunctions. Pursuing an authentic existence is tied to the conscious acceptance of a preordained telos. Habermas terms discourses relating to the self-clarification of a form of life as
‘clinical discourses’ to distinguish them from ‘moral discourses’ which focus on questions that
can be considered from the standpoint of justice.141

3.

DISCOURSE AND POLITICS: CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES.

3.1

The right and the good
As we have seen, Taylor denies the possibility that we can define a moral perspective

which is ‘equally in the interests of all’ that trumps the ethical perspective ‘that is good for me/
us’ in virtue of a claim to moral validity or ‘truth’. While Taylor acknowledges that the need to
define a moral core that can serve as a point of convergence for agreed standards of human
rights is a pressing one for modern societies he insists that “the wrong way to try to do this is
through some epistemological distinction: the core would be in some way more obvious, less
contentious and open to dispute than understandings of the good life.”142 As we have seen,
Taylor himself seeks to reconstruct standards of practical rationality according to which norms
can be tested according to the normative ideals and evaluative perspectives inherent in a
specific cultural form of life. This renders him more in line with the ‘weak cognitivist approach’
as this is defined by Habermas.143
Both Taylor and Habermas develop their moral philosophy in conjunction with a social
theory that tries to conceptualise modernity as a whole.144 Both emphasise the significance of
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the ‘linguistic turn’ in modern philosophy in calling into question the idea of contexttranscendent standards of moral validity and practical reason. Taking on the idea that language
and understanding are equally original, both offer a reconstructive approach to moral theory
that takes as its starting point the idea that identity is constituted dialogically and social
interaction is mediated linguistically.145 The reconstructive approach to social theory allows for
the development of a form of critique according to which existing practices can be described
and criticised by the elucidation of norms, which have ‘implicit’ significance for the addressees.
This means that “before they can be considered implicit standards, the norms that are to
provide the underpinning for the critique must first be educed interpretatively, in a
‘reconstruction’, from the semantic field of the existing social practices.”146
Axel Honneth has drawn from the work of Kauppinen a distinction between ‘strong’ and
‘weak’ approaches to reconstructive critique suggesting that while Habermas is engaged in the
former, Taylor is in line with the latter approach. The two ‘versions’ of the ‘reconstructive’ form
of social criticism are as follows. The first form of critique makes ‘weak’ claims, “it treats the
implicitly practised norms as having only a contingent, particular character.” The second form
of critique embodies the ‘stronger’ aspiration, to point to “the universal necessity of those
implicit norms”. 147 Habermas finds in the formal properties of discourse ethics a procedural
criterion of universalizability that is separable from the substantive content of norms, and can
account for their bindingness. In contradistinction to Taylor then, “Habermas believes that the
possibility of the universal and unconditional bindingness of the class of maxims and reasons
for action that we call moral can be salvaged from the linguistic turn.”148
Taylor is critical of Habermas’s ethical formalism which posits a strict separation
between questions of justice and the good life. He argues that the moral, rather than being a
context transcendent perspective which issues morally binding norms, is in fact inseparable
from the ethical. He states, “our deliberations on those purposes to which we should accord
recognition are inextricably linked to those considerations on what we as humans are. As a
consequence, questions of morals are closely tied to theories of human motivation.”149 The
ethical, in Taylor’s view, not only defines the goods that need to be weighed up in common
deliberation, it also gives content to an individual’s identity and is therefore the principal source
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of moral motivation.
Taylor draws a distinction, discussed in Chapter Two, between ‘cultural’ and ‘acultural’
theories of modernity in order to highlight the extent to which Habermas’s ‘strongly’ cognitivist
moral stance, and the consequent account of motivation is dependent upon his theory of
modernity as rationalisation.150 To recall, acultural theories of modernity tend to view historical
transformations in terms of the progressive realisation of underlying structures of rationality.
The capacity for rationality is conceived in general or anthropological terms such that any
specific culture could serve as ‘input’. By contrast, ‘cultural’ theories of modernity define
historical transformations from the point of view of the substantive ideals that define a
particular cultural constellation. In interpreting modernity in terms of a ‘growth in reason’,
Habermas, Taylor argues, uncritically adopts the ‘acultural’ view of modernisation borrowed
from Weber.
Habermas assumes that the differentiation of the value spheres of factual truth,
normative rightness, and personal authenticity, unquestionably represents ‘progress’. The
process of secularisation means that science and technology, along with the personal quest for
authentic self-realisation, can be liberated from the confines of holistic world-views.
Furthermore, as this differentiation brings the formal and structural requirements of processes
of argumentation aimed at mutual understanding into view, a formal ethics of justice can be
defined.
Taylor points to the ‘situatedness’ of practical reason in a substantive ideal of ethical
life and thereby entreaties us to reflect upon the unarticulated ethical commitments of
discourse ethics. Although on Habermas’s view, an achieved consensus on moral questions is
not dependent upon a shared ethical understanding, an understanding which is bound to be
problematic in diverse societies, it may be dependent upon a specific Weberian concept of
modernity which assumes an unproblematic differentiation of value spheres that nevertheless
share the same trajectory towards increasing rationalisation. It also depends upon a conception
of the self that fits the contours of this theory of modernity.

3.2

Discourse and consensus
Several theorists have drawn attention to the difficulties that attach to identifying the
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truth of normative statements with a voluntary consensus reached under the conditions
stipulated by [U].151 Philosophers have pointed to the problems of a consensus theory of truth
as this idea is pursued by Habermas and Karl-Otto Apel. Nicholas Rescher has related the
serious difficulties that attach to the proposition that “consensus stands co-ordinate with truth:
that where there is consensus there is truth and where there is truth it will ultimately enforce a
consensus through its inherent attractions.”152 Habermas argues that consensus plays a
constructive role in establishing moral validity which it does not perform in relation to factual
truth. However in terms of the argumentative processes through which these different sets of
truth claims are constructed or discovered, his theory admits of no differentiation and this has
been one of the main points of criticism about discourse ethics.
It should be noted that Habermas regards the condition of an achieved consensus as
being counterfactual in most instances. 153 In fact, he suggests, “given the differentiated forms
of life characteristic of pluralistic societies, such an effort is doomed to failure.”154 He argues,
however, that despite the participant’s acknowledgement that they hold competing conceptions
of the good, “they nevertheless remain resolved to engage in deliberation and not to fall back
on a mere modus vivendi as a substitute for the threatened way of life.”155 In so doing they
must retain the idea of consensus as an ‘idealizing supposition’ of serious discourse.156
Rescher makes a useful distinction between an ideal and an idealization. Ideals refer to
values such as liberty and equality, or other pre-eminent goods whose pursuit in practice may
reasonably be deemed ‘a good thing’. In contrast,
“An idealization involves the projection of a hypothesis that removes some limit or limitation
of the real (a perfectly elastic body, for example, or a utopia comprised only of sensible and
honest people). An idealization is accordingly a thought-instrument---a hypothetical state of
things that it may be profitable to think about, but towards whose actual realization in
practice it may be altogether senseless to work for. And so, while idealization can provide
helpful in theoretical matters, in practical matters it can often do damage.”157

He contends that it is deeply problematic to construe consensus as an unqualifiedly good
practical ideal in any ‘sizeable human community’, which will inevitably comprise diversity along
lines of value, belief and opinion. For this reason, the ideal of consensus cannot be action
guiding. Perhaps then, it is like a perfectly elastic body, an ideal that it would not be advisable
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to strive to realise in practice, but which can nevertheless serve a useful function as an
idealization. Rescher notes however, that in practical situations, theoretical idealizations can be
stultifying and distorting of real life contexts.
Iris Young has cogently argued that this is certainly the case in respect of the idealizing
supposition of consensus that it is assumed, on Habermas’s account, will guide practical
discourse. Young recognises the advantage of a communicative conception of impartiality in
providing for a context-sensitive approach to discourse, over the abstractive version proposed
by Rawls which, she thinks appeals to the impossible supposition of a view shorn of all
particularity, in short, a ‘view from nowhere’. Her account suggests, however, that the concerns
raised by Fraser in response to Habermas’s early conceptualisation of the public sphere about
its propensity to ‘bracket’ particularity, have not been fully met by his theoretical reorientation
to discourse ethics.
Habermas’s formulation does not tie impartiality to the standpoint of the monological
subject purged of particularity, but focuses on practical deliberations among participants. Since
it is a purely formal or procedural ethic it does not, Habermas claims, keep any issues from the
agenda of public debate or pre-judge the outcome of deliberations. Rather, it includes all
subjects capable of speech and action and suggests that discourse can have a transformative
effect upon individuals by prompting them to revise their own claims in the light of the equally
legitimate claims of others. Ultimately however, Young finds the ‘view from everywhere’ every
bit as unconvincing as ‘the view from nowhere’ as a standard of impartiality.
Even considered as a counterfactual ideal, the ‘idealizing supposition’ of consensus,
structures discourse in subtle and ideological ways, Young suggests. Firstly its emphasis on
argumentation tends to privilege a particular language paradigm.158 Young claims that despite
the formal rules of discourse which are intended to give all a fair hearing, Habermas’s emphasis
on argumentation will subtly privilege certain modes of expression. More damagingly still, the
modes of expression privileged are those that are already dominant within a culture shaped by
bourgeois parliamentary traditions. Since the rules of the game have been set up within a
particular power nexus that has privileged white, middle class males “speech that is assertive
and confrontational” will have greater political capital than speech that is “tentative,
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explanatory or conciliatory”159 according to Young.
Young also argues that Habermas’s discourse ethics does, ultimately, require
individuals to abstract from their own particular values and needs. Discourse ethics aims to be
inclusive of persons and issues, and values attentiveness to the needs and values of others as
these are expressed in the course of practical deliberations. Habermas emphasises that a lack
of bias in outcomes will only be achieved in circumstances where people represent their own
interests and views when considering the application of norms. However, the role played by the
idealizing supposition of consensus in both the justification and application of norms appears to
impose stringent burdens of public reason upon participants in deliberation, who must aim to
find common ground with one another by relativising their own needs, desires and value
orientations against the possible objections of others.160
Critics have argued that even this demanding condition provides no guarantee that this
process would issue in agreement within the limited time frame within which political decisions
must be reached through this idealised process. As Rescher puts it, “life is simply too short for
endless ventures in thought co-ordination.”161 Furthermore, within societies comprising
disparate national, cultural, ethnic, and linguistic groups, it would require considerable
imagination and generosity on the part of citizens. To genuinely strive for consensus in the
context of modern diverse societies, citizens must be capable of tremendous abstractive
achievements. Yet the more the universal point of view requires abstraction from an individual’s
particular attachments, the more the likelihood diminishes that it ‘could aid reflection that could
lead to action at all’, according to Young.162
It might be more convincing to approach the same point from a different direction.
Instead of taking up the bulk of the theoretical work in trying to disprove the theory by appeal
to counter arguments, we could simply pose the question to the theorist of discourse,
‘Assuming that the idealizing supposition of consensus is a requirement of a discourse which
aims at rational understanding, why should I, as a participant in discourse, take up this
perspective’? This is the kind of approach which Charles Taylor adopts:
“The fact that I should argue with the aim of achieving domination-free understanding may
admittedly be structurally implied by the logic of discourse. If, in other words, I attempt to
assert my own interests irrespective of all the objections of other participants to the
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conversation raise, then I certainly violate the logic of the discourse. But why should I not
do this? Why should I not attempt to reach my desired goal at the cost of being slightly
inconsistent?”
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A formal ethics must make assumptions about the kind of agents that chose to utilise its
commands to regulate their life in common and to that extent they appear to rely upon
substantive conceptions that remain hidden from view.
According to both Taylor and Young, the counterfactual abstraction that is implied by
the requirement of idealization, but cannot be maintained by a serviceable account of practical
reason, creates a vacuum which will inevitably be filled by substantive convictions deriving from
particular cultural understandings, experiences and traditions, only now, these are cloaked in a
false objectivity as facts about human nature or moral psychology.
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The contention here is

that procedures which attempt to tidy up the untidy pluralistic basis of ethical life through
prioritising uniformity and consensus, are likely to reinforce ethnocentric prejudices. Standards
that make a claim to context transcendence often turn out to be the expression of the rather
more parochial values of a particular form of life. In so far as this is true of Habermas’s
discourse ethics, it reneges on its own promise to offer a critical perspective on society.

Conclusion
As we have seen, Habermas’s theory of discourse is closely tied to his theory of
modernisation. Having taken leave of a philosophy of history and acknowledged that modernity
can no longer be understood as the progressive realisation of liberal humanist ideals, he
suggests that the normative content of modernity can be retrieved through the universalistic
potential of speech to provide the foundation for a collective identity in rationalised lifeworlds.
Habermas wants to preserve something of the Enlightenment faith in rationality, by supposing
that individuals and groups can, through learning processes, come to adopt a critical and
reflexive attitude to their substantive world-views, offering an expanded potential for action.
Jan-Werner Müller has contended that Habermas’ insistence on the ‘gains in rationalization’
achieved since the Enlightenment can be seen as “an almost liberal notion of progress by
another name.”165
In the following chapter I will consider Habermas’s more recent work on democracy
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and law. He continues to define the normative core of democratic legitimacy in discoursetheoretic terms, but recognises that the conditions for democratic legitimacy are not reducible
to the conditions for rational discourse. The legal or constitutional perspective is required as a
complementary aspect of the analysis of democratic legitimacy whose normative core is defined
in discourse-theoretic terms. As Albrecht Wellmer has incisively noted, neither the ‘category of
individual rights’, nor ‘the normative substance of democratic cultures’ can be conceptually
derived from any concept of discursive rationality.166
I will suggest, however, that Habermas’s faith in progress remains crucial, being used
to foreground the moral perspective in the practice of constitution-making. The consequence of
this is that democracy is not conceived by Habermas as a practice for securing peaceful coexistence on terms that are acceptable to all, but as a process that aims at consensus and
emancipation. This continued privileging of the moral point of view in this later work has
continued to trouble some commentators who have suggested that the bracketing of
particularity, which is purportedly required by discourse, is translated into the impaired
inclusion and marginalisation of some identities from the political organisation of the
constitutional state.
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Chapter Five. Jürgen Habermas: Deliberation, Diversity and the
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3.
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of jurisdiction and jurisgenesis
Constitutional patriotism and post-conventional morality

3.2

Introduction
From his earliest work on The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere,
Habermas has attempted to advance the project of radical democracy, inaugurated by
Rousseau and Marx, in which rational collective self-determination takes precedence over the
competing interests of individuals, as the organising principle of political life. However, “[he]
takes great pains to distance himself from the holistic or totalistic conception that often
accompanies this version of democracy and in which society is regarded as a kind of
macrosubject integrated via a central agency (the state) or organizing principle (labour).”1
Instead, he develops a procedural conception of democracy in which the democratic process
itself is made to bear the whole burden of legitimation (BFN 450). He continues though to
locate the normative core of democratic politics within a semi-autonomous public sphere, which
realises a non-instrumental, participatory style of discursive opinion- and will- formation. He
maintains that only where democratic procedures are connected with a deliberative politics of
this sort can the outcomes of democratic decision-making be presumed to be rational. In
linking democracy to a ‘rational principle of legitimation’, rather than to forms of organisation
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marked out apriori, Habermas seeks to develop a deliberative ideal of democracy which is
distinct from both liberalism and republicanism while incorporating the insights of each.
In the previous chapter the evolution of Habermas’s conception of ‘Discourse Ethics’
was traced from his early reflections on the public sphere to his critical appropriation of the
Arendtian idea of communicative power. It was noted that one of Habermas’s central aims was
to disengage the normative ideal of discursive interaction from the infrastructure of the
bourgeois constitutional state, and to locate it in the unimpaired structures of intersubjectivity
that define the everyday communicative practices of the lifeworld. Habermas conjectures that
the ‘unfinished project’ of modernity can be redeemed by switching from a philosophy of
consciousness with its associated monological conception of rationality, to an ethics rooted in
the structure of discourse and a paradigm of communicative rationality.
This conception of ‘discourse ethics’ plainly supports a certain style of politics, which, as
we have seen, has been criticised for its attempt to segregate questions of morality from
conceptions of the good life. This is, Taylor thinks, to insulate precepts of obligatory action,
from their motivational source in identity and ethics. Similarly, the strong emphasis on
consensus has been criticised for placing unrealistic burdens upon individuals to abstract from
their own particular attachments. Habermas turns to discourse ethics as a way of making sense
of the radical democratic project from a perspective that is critical of a philosophy of
consciousness. The source of social integration is found in a paradigm of intersubjective
understanding realised in actual discourses which approximate ideal conditions. However,
though this places us in a strong position for understanding the style of politics that Habermas
envisages, it gives little indication as to the conception of government that may best
correspond to this vision.2
It is for this reason that I turn now to Habermas’s recent work in which he has
attempted to spell out the implications of his ‘discourse ethics’ within the context of the modern
constitutional state. In so doing, Habermas has gone some way to meeting some of the most
damaging objections raised in relation to discourse ethics. Habermas now argues that law can
serve as a functional complement to morality through its internal relation with democracy. The
state can thus compensate for the motivational uncertainty that attaches to abstract moral
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injunctions, in light of its ability to enforce procedural norms and uphold individual rights.
Furthermore these rights serve only as ‘placeholders’ prior to the exercise of political autonomy.
The determinate content of positive law is given only through the historical process of
constitution-making linked to the ethno-cultural nation. Positive law is thus, not only a
systematic steering medium which can secure compliance to moral norms, it is also, he
suggests, a ‘transformer’ between the weakly integrative forces of the lifeworld and the
administrative state (BFN 176). A central place is retained for a conception of the public sphere
in Habermas’ model of the constitutional state since positive law is always open to the
processes of intersubjective communication that take place in the lifeworld, including ethical
and pragmatic discourses.
This chapter will first, provide an outline of Habermas’s conception of the constitutional
state. Secondly, I will consider how far these adjustments go in meeting the challenges of a
modern pluralistic society. From his exchange with Charles Taylor on the ‘politics of recognition’
it is clear that Habermas does not attribute to culture and cultural pluralism the same
normative status that Taylor does. His theory of the constitutional state does allow considerable
latitude for social and cultural rights and protections, but these are understood in terms of
protecting the intersubjectively constituted identities of individual legal subjects. They cannot,
Habermas thinks be conceived as institutional guarantees designed to ensure the survivance of
threatened cultural groups. Habermas’s account also offers scope for the development of
political loyalties and attachments that Taylor regards as being a necessary corollary of the idea
of popular sovereignty. He allows that the constitutional state is ‘ethically patterned’ and to that
extent will have a distinctive political identity, which will reflect its historical experience and be
responsive to the changing cultural and social composition of its members.
However, this cultural mode of integration cannot be the primary aim of the
constitutional state for Habermas. In particular, the political identity of the state cannot be
expected to mirror the different identities of its members by seeking to protect these identities
by way of legal statutes. The political identity that binds individuals to a distinctive historical,
cultural and territorial unit cannot be incompatible with the primary source of social integration,
which is located in discourse and the requisite social structures of post-conventional moral
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consciousness. For these reasons Habermas’s theory of the constitutional state offers more
qualified forms of cultural protection and affirmative recognition than does Taylor’s and thereby
avoids the three difficulties that were found to be associated with Taylor’s account.
In the final section, I will consider Habermas’s appeal to idea of constitutional
patriotism as the basis for a post-national belonging. I suggest that his attempt to define a
specifically political relationship which is not tied to a common culture or ethnicity is a
potentially promising basis for modern democratic citizenship. In situating the constitutionmaking process within the spatio-temporal horizons of a particular political community,
Habermas addresses the second boundary-drawing problem considered in Chapter One in a
way that identifies ‘the people’ as the ‘constitutive power’. I suggest that this is a more
satisfactory account than is provided by Taylor who, while not ignoring the problem as liberal
approaches have tended to, concedes too much to the romanticised republican idea of an
already integrated macrosubject. Habermas recognises that the same processes of
modernisation that have made structures of recognition problematic, also close off the
possibility of making democratic legitimacy conditional upon finding a shared ethical standpoint
on the basis of which just and transparent relations of mutual recognition can be delineated.
Ultimately though, Habermas’s attempt to provide a purely procedural conception of democracy
as the only means of compensating for the disintegration of shared value orientations, is also
unsatisfactory to the extent that it side-lines questions of moral motivation and fails to offer an
adequate account of political judgement.

1.

DEMOCRACY AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL STATE
In Between Facts and Norms and a number of political essays published in recent

years, Habermas returns to the concerns that animated his earliest work on the Bourgeois
public sphere.3 In The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, he defends the idea of
generalisable interests as a source of legitimate law which can underpin the democratic ideal of
self-sovereignty in modern complex societies. This same basic theme re-appears in his work
since the early 1990s, and receives its most comprehensive treatment in Between Facts and

Norms. In this work the project is more ambitious since it attempts to underwrite a concept of
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‘generalisable interests’ by appealing to discourse ethics and to explicitly formulate the
conceptual relationship between democratic legitimacy and modern positive formal law.
Acknowledging that the conditions for democratic legitimacy are not reducible to conditions for
rational discourse, Habermas draws on the mode of reconstructive analysis outlined in the
foregoing chapter, to bring to light what we must already assume in participating in democratic
and constitutional practices.4 His long-standing aim has been that of “deciphering… … the
normative meaning of existing institutions within a discourse-theoretical approach.”5 He aims to
present an interpretation of the implicit normative values of democratic constitutional states
that is more resonant with existing self-conceptions than are liberal or republican alternatives.

1.1

Facticity and validity
The aim of this reconstructive approach is to connect up political theory and legal

theory, since he finds the former in danger of losing contact with social reality, while the latter
threatens to screen out all normative considerations (BFN 6-7). This project then, clearly has
affinities with his aim examined in the previous chapter, to complement the normative account
of communicative action, developed from the perspective of action theory, with a functionalist
analysis drawn from systems theory. However in his later work Habermas turns more explicitly
to law, suggesting that the legal medium can reconcile the functional need for social integration
in complex societies, with the requirement of validity and legitimacy. Habermas’s most
comprehensive examination of this idea is offered in Between Facts and Norms, which takes its
title from the identification of a paradoxical duality within modern law, arising from the internal
tension between facticity and validity.6
On the one hand enacted law takes on the form of positive rights, which can be
enforced by the coercive power of the state. Here law has the quality of facticity. Its content
takes on the form of empirical facts that can effectively co-ordinate social interaction. However,
law is also more than just an instrument for controlling behaviour. Most people obey the law
not simply because of fear of punishment, but because they think that it is right and that its
sanctions are legitimate. This tension within modern law, between facticity and validity, is
experienced by the individual who can adopt either a strategic or performative attitude to it
(BFN 448). “Depending on the chosen perspective, the legal norm presents a different kind of
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situational element: for the person acting strategically, it lies at the level of social facts that
externally restrict her range of options; for the person acting communicatively, it lies at the
level of obligatory expectations that, she assumes, the legally community has rationally agreed
on” (BFN 31). Habermas suggests that, at least some of the population, indeed the majority,
must look at legal rules as standards that everyone ought to follow for good reasons rather
than through fear of sanction.7 A stable society requires that legal codes exist not just as social
facts, but that as well, they secure widespread acceptance on the basis of their perceived
legitimacy. Habermas’s project is therefore to establish a procedure for legitimate lawmaking
based on ‘discourse ethics’, which can warrant the assumption that the legal-political decisions
arising from it, express a general interest which could meet with the rational agreement of
those subject to them. This can he thinks, avoid the central difficulties that pertain to the two
main alternative contenders of liberalism and republicanism and their respective emphases on
human rights and popular sovereignty.

1.2

Popular sovereignty and human rights

1.21 Liberalism and republicanism
Habermas notes that the tension between facticity and validity, which is present in
modern positive law has no equivalent in the moral sphere. The tension arises as a specifically
modern political problem since it depends upon the existence of a sovereign authority which
can enforce collectively binding decisions and can do so legitimately only on the basis that this
represents an act of self-legislation on the part of the governed. Habermas holds that selflegislation forms the basis of legitimacy for positive law within modern democratic states.8
However, this insight has been obscured in contemporary political philosophy due to differences
between the way in which the liberal and republican traditions have conceived of this idea of
self-legislation. While liberals have typically emphasised human rights as the outcome of
principles and procedures that can be the object of rational acceptance, republicans have
focused on the ideas of popular sovereignty and collective self-determination as the
fundamental basis for political and legal authority. Habermas explores the historical basis of
what he takes to be a concealment of the conceptual interdependence of ideas of human rights
and popular sovereignty, and relatedly of private and public autonomy, to the social contract
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theories that accompany the rise of modernity, particularly those of Kant and Rousseau.
One of the distinctive features of modernity is the collapse of an encompassing societal
ethos which ensured that cultural value patterns and institutions overlapped with the action
orientations and motives of individuals. As we have seen, Habermas identifies positive
potentials in the situation of modernity whereby political authority can no longer feasibly be
grounded in ideals about the highest or most truly human form of life. He interprets the
situation in which horizons of value can no longer be taken for granted, but must be reflexively
appropriated as a ‘rationalization of lifeworlds’. One of the features of this rationalization,
Habermas maintains, is a sharper distinction between moral and ethical questions9. Apart from
demarcating two different sets of issues, this distinction between the moral and the ethical
goes deeper, according to Habermas, indicating two different logics of discourse focused on
ideas of self-determination and self-realisation respectively. He suggests that within political
theory, the supposed tension between human rights and popular sovereignty is constructed
fallaciously, due to a long-established tendency to relate these actually complementary ideals
with the competing logics of self-determination and self-realisation. Hence ““liberal” traditions
conceive human rights as the expression of moral self-determination, whereas “civic
republicanism” tends to interpret popular sovereignty as the expression of ethical selfrealisation” (BFN 99). From each of these equally confused perspectives, human rights and
popular sovereignty are perceived as being in competition with one another, and what
Habermas takes to be their true relationship of mutual complementarity, is obscured.
While modern philosophy has tended to prioritise one of these vocabularies over the
other, Rousseau and Kant both attempted to find a reconciliation between these two
perspectives, though each was ultimately unsuccessful. Rousseau intuits that human rights are
tied to the exercise of popular sovereignty but fails to carry through the full implications of this
important insight. This is, according to Habermas, because he develops an ethical, as opposed
to a procedural interpretation of popular sovereignty. That is, he interprets politics as a project
of self-clarification within a concrete political community. Rousseau effectively replaces the
absolute monarch with the sovereign people. The political community comes to be seen as a
macrosubject exacting a price of self-abnegation from individuals for the pursuit of collective
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ends.10 This clearly places excessive ethical demands upon citizens which cannot be realised
within modern large scale democracies (BFN 102). As autonomous individuals cut loose from
traditional forms of social integration, and divide over conceptions of the good, the members of
modern political communities must establish criteria according to which the general will can be
identified as such. In failing to offer any such criteria, Rousseau neglects the issue of validity,
and fails to offer any basis for criticising either positive law, or the legislative process that gives
rise to it.
While Rousseau neglects the need to find a non-coercive and genuinely universal basis
for the exercise of popular sovereignty which could legitimate its outcomes, Kant ties this
universal perspective too closely to morality. For Kant, the principles of private law, though not
the positive content of human rights, are understood as moral principles, which are put ahead
of political will-formation. He seeks to secure a basis for human rights in a moral context that is
ultimately independent of the political sphere.
Habermas finds both accounts wanting, since neither fully comprehends the internal
connection between human rights and popular sovereignty which rests with the insight that the
addressees of the law must be simultaneously its authors. In contrast with the liberal view,
fundamental law and human rights should not be seen as an extra-political limitation on the
exercise of public autonomy. And, in contrast with the republican view, rights cannot be put in
the service of, and at the same time made subservient to, a sovereign legislator. Rather what is
required is a constitutional arrangement which respects and preserves the relation between
private and public autonomy. Habermas argues that private and public autonomy actually
require each other, that is, they are ‘co-original.’11

1.22 Law and morality
Habermas insists that Kant’s attempt to assimilate law and morality is misleading. He
states, “Modern compulsory law can demand only that its addressees behave in a legal manner:
that regardless of one’s motivation, one behave in conformity with law.”12 Having this
compulsory component, he suggests, positive law can compensate for the motivational deficits
built into a post-conventional conception of morality. Habermas acknowledges that the
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transition from a traditional customary ethics to a reflective post-conventional mode of
justification exacts a price in terms of ‘a problem of expectations.’13 While the criterion of
universalizability can guarantee the validity of a norm, it cannot assure obedience to it. A norm
which passes the universalizability test can only exact compliance on the condition that its
general observance is somehow assured. The coercive element of law can stabilize behavioural
expectations, according to Habermas, only by ensuring general compliance.
Equally, however law must extend beyond legality by adducing normative grounds for
obedience. Habermas argues that “in the role of persons who act morally, legal persons must
also be able to follow the law out of respect for the law.”14 This implies that valid (in the sense
of existing) law can be accepted as legitimate on the basis that it has come about through a
legitimate process of democratic will formation.15 The constitutional state must make available
the “normative expectation that the legal system as a whole deserves recognition for good
reasons.”16 Hence the ambiguous relation between facticity and validity, which is embedded in
the modern legal form, calls forth an explanation of how the system of individual rights and
legislative procedure can itself be legitimated.

1.23 The internal relation between law and the principle of democracy
Continuing his longstanding commitment to link up principles of legitimacy and
participatory forms of democratic practice, Habermas attempts to outline a procedure of
democratic opinon- and will- formation that can “justify the presumption that outcomes are
rationally acceptable.”17 For this, Habermas needs to explain how his discourse ethics might be
translated into a convincing account of democratic practice. Firstly, it is necessary to
acknowledge that legal norms are different in kind to moral norms. On Habermas’s account of
discourse ethics, moral norms ensue from a maximally inclusive process of public reasoning,
which does not “exclude any subject capable of speech and action who can make relevant
contributions.”18 Moral norms then, apply to individuals per se in virtue of their capacities for
participating in the abstract communicative structures that define post-conventional morality.
By contrast, legal norms are binding only within a given territory since they apply to citizens
only in virtue of their membership of a legally constituted community (BFN 112). The process
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for arriving at valid legal norms must respect this differentiation and find a way of realising this
strong commitment to public reason within the architectonics of the constitutional state.
Secondly, he recognises that a system of legitimate lawmaking must be sensitive to the
fact that “not all material which requires, and is accessible to, legal regulation is of a moral
nature.”19 This makes Habermas’s model of constitutionalism appear far less vulnerable to the
main criticism that Taylor attributes to a politics based on ‘segregating moralities’, namely that
they cannot engage with ethical questions and personal goals and commitments. Habermas
accepts that in modern diverse welfare-state democracies, pragmatic and ethical reasons must
also play a role in determining the content of positive law.
Thirdly, he claims that the private autonomy of legal subjects is dependent upon their
public autonomy as citizens.

20

Habermas asserts that,

“The demand to orient oneself to the common good, which is connected with political
autonomy, is also a rational expectation insofar as only the democratic process guarantees
that private individuals will achieve an equal enjoyment of their equal individual liberties.
Conversely, only when the private autonomy of individuals is secure are citizens in a position
to make correct use of their political autonomy.”21

Since this co-originality thesis understands private autonomy and civic autonomy as means that
enable each other rather than as ends in themselves, both must somehow be realised in equal
measure within the constitutional state. This, for Habermas, means understanding the
constitution as a procedural device which provides enabling conditions, in the form of basic
rights, for forms of communication which utilise public use of reason to ground legitimate law.22
Public reason is, for Habermas, tied to the impartial justification of norms in line with
the principle of discourse [D] which states,
“only those norms can claim validity that could meet with the agreement of all concerned in
their capacity as participants in a rational discourse.”23

Since, in his latest work, Habermas has been concerned to distinguish legal norms from moral
norms, he now accepts that the discourse principle as an indicator of public reason must be
more sharply distinguished from the principle of universalization which serves as a criterion for
establishing the validity of moral norms.24 Having sharpened this distinction, he is able to define
a principle of democratic legitimacy that does not tie political opinion- and will- formation to an
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ideal of consensus, but to a process that embodies public reason and can be institutionalised
and given a legal form. The democratic principle, like the universalization principle derives from
[D], but is tied specifically to legal norms.
“Specifically, the democratic principle states that only those statutes may claim legitimacy
that can meet with the assent (Zustimmung) of all citizens in a discursive process of
legislation that in turn has been legally constituted.” (BFN 110)

The principle of democracy institutionalises the idea of self-legislation in the discursive exercise
of political autonomy. It is not subordinate to the system of rights, but is at the heart of it since
it confers legitimating force on the legislative process (BFN 121).
As we saw in the previous chapter, Habermas suggests that as participants in
discourse, individuals must accord one another rights and take on board certain duties. In his
later work, he spells out in detail the form that these rights must take as legal guarantees if the
legal medium itself is to incorporate the demanding precepts of public reason. These include
1)

Basic rights that result from the politically autonomous elaboration of the right to the

greatest possible measure of equal individual liberties.
2)

Basic rights that result from the politically autonomous elaboration of the status as a

member in a voluntary association of consociates under law.
3)

Basic rights that result immediately from the actionability of rights and from the
politically autonomous elaboration of individual legal protection. (BFN 122)

At this point, these rights are not understood as rights against the state or as
protections against arbitrary political power, for political power is only brought into being by
individuals’ exercise of their public autonomy. Rather they “result simply from the application of
the discourse principle to the medium of law as such” (BFN 122). They are legal principles
which must guide the framers of constitutions, but they do not have any determinate content,
since there is no authority that can be appealed to as a source for legitimate law, beyond selflegislation based on the exercise of political autonomy.25 Hence these basic rights that are so
far only abstractly posited take on determinate content only through the exercise of public
autonomy.
4) Basic rights to equal opportunities to participate in a process of opinion- and willformation in which citizens exercise their political autonomy and through which they
generate legitimate law (BFN 123)
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With the exercise of political autonomy the legal medium assumes the determinate shape of
positive law. Hence private autonomy, which is guaranteed through positive rights, comes into
being simultaneously with the exercise of public autonomy.
Since positive law applies only to external and observable behaviour it has no sanction
over the beliefs and motivations of its addressees. Political autonomy can only be conferred as
a legal right since, “a legal duty to make active use of democratic rights would have something
totalitarian about it” 26 Hence, the legally constituted status of citizen, which has we have seen
is formed only as a consequence of citizens using their political autonomy to generate political
power, “is dependent on the accommodatingness of a consonant background of motives and
beliefs of a citizen geared towards the common weal.”27 Habermas locates this requisite
political culture in a vigorous civil society organised around practices and institutions that
embody communicative power.

1.3

Deliberative politics and the political public sphere.
In offering the principle of democracy as a procedure for the determination of a basic

set of rights, Habermas spells out what he takes to be the relationship between discourse
ethics as a procedure for operationalising public reason, and law as the medium of integration
which is essential to modern constitutional democracies. However, neither law nor discursive
procedures generate the political power that they regulate. Habermas maintains that “the
production of legitimate law requires that the communicative freedom of citizens be mobilised”
(BFN 146/7). Here he draws upon the Arendtian idea of communicative power as jurisgenesis
discussed in the foregoing chapter.
A new and more precise formulation of this idea of communicative power is required
however, now that Habermas has offered a more detailed account of the procedural structure
of law that political power makes use of (BFN 151). As we have seen, Habermas has attached
considerable importance to the notion of the public sphere as a forum for the generation of
politically effective communicative power. This theme is first introduced in The Structural

Transformation of the Public Sphere with the idea that communicative power has a normative
force which it is incumbent upon the holders of administrative power to be responsive to. He
suggests that from the perspective of democratic theory, the public sphere provides a ‘signal’
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function (BFN 359). It serves not only to detect and identify those problems that must be
processed by the political system, but also to ‘thematize’ and ‘dramatize’ them in such a way
that they may be taken up and dealt with by the political system (BFN 359).
In distinguishing between communicatively generated power and administratively

employed power, Habermas is necessarily committed to saying something about their
relationship.28 He rejects the hypothesis of “an action-upon-self programmed by law”.29 Here
the idea is that private and public autonomy might be harmonised through a sovereign agency
that transmutes the general will of citizens into the collectively binding decisions of the state
administered through the media of law and political power. This idea runs up against the
realities of modern pluralistic societies in positing a wholly outmoded view of a society
integrated by a shared ethical self-understanding that functions as an ‘association writ large’.30
He draws upon Bernhard Peter’s model of constitutional systems which distinguishes
the centre of the political process (the government, judiciary, administration etc) from the
periphery (the informal networks of civil society)31. Habermas uses this distinction to offer a
normative understanding of the political process according to which, decision making at the
centre of the political system is legitimate only on the basis that it is responsive to the
‘periphery’ of the public sphere (BFN 354-356). This “two-track” model “places the burden of
political legitimacy on the interchange between the formal political system and the informal
public sphere.”32 In the case of routine decisions, it is acceptable that these should be made
without extensive public debate. However when important normative questions are at stake,
deliberation should not be consigned to the centre of the political system, but should embrace
the periphery also.33
Habermas suggests that actors in civil society can assume a surprisingly active and
momentous role in all sorts of political decision-making (BFN 381). Relinquished of the burden
of having to decide on political issues, and released from the constraints of organisational
maintenance, the informal networks of civil society can provide a forum for free and
unconstrained deliberation thereby providing a stronger epistemic and moral basis for
democracy.34 Since discourse requires the exclusion of all motives except the co-operative
search for truth, it is realised most authentically in an arena that has some autonomy from the
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economy and the state and their corresponding systems logics.
Habermas holds on to the idea that is central in The Structural Transformation of the

Public Sphere that, “the public sphere functions as a normative concept”.35 In both the earlier
and the later work, the concept of civil society plays a crucial role in securing free discussion,
generating communicative power and making possible forms of association not dominated by
the strategic concerns and power struggles that characterise the market economy and
administrative state.36 He suggests that these associations are “attuned to how societal
problems resonate in the private life spheres [and] distill and transmit such reactions in
amplified form to the public sphere” (sic) (BFN 367). As in his earlier reflections on the public
sphere, Habermas cautions that the encroachment of the mass media and large-scale agencies
might subvert the core functions of the public sphere. However he continues to regard the
decentralized and uninhibited discursive formation of the public will, based on the idea of a
rational critical public holding public authority to account as the ‘organisational substratum’ of
the public sphere. He describes the public sphere thus;
“more or less emerging from the private sphere, this public is made of citizens who seek
acceptable interpretations of their social interests and experiences and who want to have an
influence on institutionalised opinion- and will-formation.” [(BFN 367) Emphasis added]

Since this attitude of civic engagement is optional, being made available by rights
rather than compelled by legal sanction, the normative source of democratic legitimation in
discursive opinion- and will- formation becomes effective “only if citizens do not exclusively use
their communicative liberties like individual liberties in the pursuit of individual interests, but
rather use them as communicative liberties for the purposes of a “public use of reason”.”37
Once a basis for authority can no longer be guaranteed through a pre-reflective mixture of
validity and power, validity-claims need to be redeemed by argument38. What discourse ethics
and the discourse-theoretic account of legitimacy assumes is that when a topic or an issue
requiring political resolution becomes problematic, people will be motivated to resolve these
interpretative disputes or political conflicts by argument rather than by other means.39
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2.

DELIBERATIVE POLITICS AND PLURALISM
Its emphasis on actual participation in democratic decision-making makes deliberative

democracy appear particularly well suited to contemporary conditions of diversity wherein
common understandings, still less shared orientations for collective action, can’t be assumed.
Like Taylor, Habermas decries the potential escalation of ‘civic privatism’ in modern welfare
state democracies. Habermas is particularly critical of the potential inherent in juridical
approaches to reduce the status of ‘citizen’ to that of ‘client’. This problem has not only a
theoretical basis connected with the one-sided emphasis on rights characteristic of many liberal
approaches, but also a structural one associated with the propensity of the state and the
economy to “develop system logics of their own and push citizens into the peripheral role of
mere organisational members” (BFN 78). Habermas regards civil society as an effective
complement to formal political institutions, and as the ultimate source of the political power
that the state utilises. “The institutional concerns common to most democratic theorists –
rights, representation, voting and balances of power – are important for Habermas primarily as
a means of enabling public spheres.”40 In this respect, his account provides a useful point of
contrast to Taylor’s more state-centred approach. Taylor thinks that far-reaching legal
protections for cultural groups are an important prerequisite for social integration and
democratic decision-making. While similar claims have been made by participatory democrats
who call for guarantees for fairer structures of representation within formal institutions, for
example through a system of reserved quotas for women or minorities in national parliaments,
Taylor wants to go further still. He thinks that the state has a responsibility to recognise and
positively affirm the particular identities of its members in order for the outcomes of democratic
decision-making procedures to be considered legitimate.
In view of the problems that have been seen to attach to the state offering these
unilateral guarantees of recognition, a more decentred approach to political participation as a
means of developing fair terms for reciprocal recognition seems desirable. In contradistinction
to those accounts which aim to broaden participation and deepen social integration by
extending pre-existing structures of representation, or status guarantees in the form of rights,
Habermas’s deliberative account, places a stronger emphasis on collective opinion- and will192

formation within the informal networks of participation associated with civil society. By
removing the need to develop pre-political criterion of cultural evaluation as the basis for rights,
and by placing the burden of legitimation on the democratic procedure itself, Habermas
successfully avoids the central difficulties that were found to attach to Taylor’s approach. It is
important though that these advantages are not gained at the cost of sidelining the issue of
inclusion/exclusion, which, it has been argued, Taylor’s recognition approach has usefully
clarified.
In order to provide a convincing response to Taylor’s formidable challenge, Habermas
must demonstrate that his ‘deliberative’ approach need not be confined to affording only the
limited forms of recognition that Taylor attaches to the model of ‘equal dignity’. To recap,
Taylor associates the Kantian inspired equal dignity model with uniform treatment and thus
suggests that it can afford recognition only to human capacities considered universal. That is to
say, it can afford recognition only to ‘sameness’ not to ‘difference’ and is therefore inimical to
pluralism. Habermas argues, contrary to Taylor’s analysis, that we need not call into question
the individualistic core of the modern understanding of freedom in order to justify cultural
rights and far-reaching status guarantees for minorities. Rather, what makes it “possible for
different cultural, ethnic, and religious forms of life to coexist and interact on equal terms
within the same political community”, is that each national culture interprets fundamental
constitutional principles such as popular sovereignty and human rights from the point of view of
its own traditions.41 Furthermore, this interpretation is not achieved definitively, once and for
all, but is subject to continual renegotiation in the light of changing socio-cultural and historical
circumstances.42

2.1

Individual rights and cultural protections
In an essay which is modelled effectively as a reply to Charles Taylor’s Politics of

Recognition, Habermas suggests that the basic error of Taylor’s account lies in the assumption
that safeguarding collective identities competes with the right of equal individual liberties43. Or,
to put it another way, that the ‘politics of equal respect’ and, the ‘politics of difference’ are in
conflict. Habermas claims that a theory of rights that is sensitive to cultural differences does
not, as Taylor suggests, call for “additional principles to correct the individualistic design of a
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system of rights”.44 On Habermas’s view, collective rights “would necessarily overtax a theory
of rights tailored to individual legal persons.”45 He insists that “all rights ultimately stem from
the system of rights that free and equal legal subjects mutually accord to one another” (BFN
409). However, the formal structure of law, which protects the integrity of the private legal
person at the same time as guaranteeing her rights to public autonomy, gains its specific
content as those affected articulate and justify their interests and needs in public debate. For
this reason, legal rights are sensitive to the fact that “persons are individualized only by way of
socialization.” 46
Individual rights are therefore receptive to the intersubjective formation of individual
identities and are not simply an expression of an “atomistic, disembodied, and desocialized
conception of the person.”47 Like Taylor, Habermas is critical of the idea that human rights can
be decided from the standpoint of individuals considered outside of the intersubjective
complexes in which they define their identities. Though the basic system of rights is an attempt
to meld the principle of discourse (and hence context-transcendent standards of impartiality)
with the legal form, this does not specify the content of legal rights, just as the discourse
principle itself does not determine the substantive content of norms. Basic rights, which
guarantee both private and public autonomy, must instead be conceived as enabling conditions
for the determination of positive law.
The co-originality of private and public autonomy sets up, according to Habermas, a
dialectic relationship between legal and factual equality (BFN 409-427). If the legal idea of
equal protection is to be meaningful, Habermas argues, it is necessary to establish the ways in
which individuals and groups, as a consequence of differences in their life situations, are
factually barred from equal opportunities to exercise individual liberties. Habermas insists that
these inequalities are best detected, and most fully understood, by those individuals who
experience them.48 This means that the private autonomy of individuals is safeguarded only at
the same time as their public autonomy as citizens is guaranteed.49 Hence, citizens must have
opportunities for attaining equal ‘presence’ within the context of political systems and public
life. This may, Habermas intimates, require special measures such as reserved quotas for
women and ethnic minorities and preferential hiring policies where these are intended to serve
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as a temporary and remedial measures for overcoming historical and structural disadvantage.50
They must also be afforded opportunities to translate their experience of factual inequality into
the highly specialised language that pertains to the legal form.51 Only in this way will citizens in
their capacity as addressees of the law experience the fair value of their rights.52
On this view, democratic citizenship can realise its integrative potential of creating
‘solidarity among strangers’ only in as far as it “proves itself as a mechanism that actually
realizes the material conditions of a shared form of life.”53 Hence, in the context of multicultural
societies the state can and must protect the right of minority cultures to equal coexistence so
that the set of human rights must include “rights to cultural membership.”54 On a discursively
conceived procedural liberalism, the medium of modern law affords equal respect to individuals,
and consequently to those cultures within which they secure their personal identity. Therefore,
“in the dialectical course of extending legal and factual equality, legal development can well
give rise to far-reaching status guarantees, rights to self-determination, infrastructural benefits,
subsidies etc.”55 No additional principle of equal recognition is required, on this view, and the
recourse to a “communitarian conception of cultural rights as collective rights” is rendered
obsolete.56 On Habermas’s account minority rights must meet the same standards of
justification as individual rights. Since cultural demands can only be processed by the
constitutional state as legal claims, they are mediated by the categorical demand incorporated
into the legal system to effectively safeguard and expand individual autonomy.57
This procedural approach to cultural accommodations allows for, Habermas suggests,
“almost all of the immunities, protections, subsidies, and policies which Taylor… …demands for
the French Minority in Canada.”58 It cannot accommodate demands for cultural survival though,
since legal guarantees of this sort would deprive members of the freedom to either appropriate
or break with their cultural heritage
Rather,
“all that a constitutional state can do is make possible this hermeneutic achievement of the
cultural production of lifeworlds. For a warranty of immunity would necessarily rob the
members of the very freedom to say yes or no which is needed today to make a cultural
59

heritage one’s own and preserve it”

In this respect, Habermas’s deliberative politics provides a more qualified endorsement of
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cultural rights than does Taylor’s ontological liberalism.60 This more qualified approach enables
Habermas either to avoid, or provide more adequate responses to, each of the three major
difficulties that we have seen to be associated with Taylor’s account of cultural rights in Chapter
Four. The first of these was termed ‘the problem of indeterminacy’, it stems from the deep
ambiguity in Taylor’s approach as regards what sort of cultural groups should be entitled to
which kind of cultural rights. The second problem I discussed was the worry that Taylor’s
account does not provide adequate safeguards for the protection of individual freedom in the
face of potentially dogmatic interpretations of collective identities and goals. The third problem
alluded to was the potentially intractable disputes that would likely surround the task of cultural
evaluation which Taylor makes an intrinsic requirement of his approach to cultural
accommodation.
Habermas’s approach avoids the second problem identified with Taylor’s approach. As
we have seen, it is in consequence of his endorsement of strong collective goals that Taylor’s
communitarian liberalism becomes vulnerable to the concern that it does not incorporate
sufficiently robust guarantees for the protection of individual freedom, against potentially
oppressive claims for cultural loyalty. By insisting that the protection of cultural groups is
legitimate only insofar as it commands the willing assent of citizens expressed through their
own efforts to appropriate and reproduce their distinct cultural heritage, Habermas’s account of
collective rights can mitigate some of these concerns. This approach also avoids the third
difficulty of becoming embroiled in potentially intractable disputes surrounding cultural
interpretation and evaluation, since whether a particular cultural group is able to expand the
scope of the system of rights to issue in legal protections will not be decided on the basis of
judgements made about the concrete content of that culture.
The charge of indeterminacy has been levelled at Habermas’s theory, with some
justification, since he does not provide a theoretically integrated account that makes links
between the modes of cultural protection that he finds, in principle, to be legitimate (e.g. legal
immunities that apply to all members of a given constituency, privileges which devolve on the
group collectively, or rights to self-administration and self-determination) and specific
constituencies (e.g immigrant ethnic groups, asylum seekers, and incorporated national
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minorities). Will Kymlicka, who has undoubtedly advanced one of the most impressively
systematic accounts of cultural rights, is critical of both Taylor and Habermas on this score.61
He writes, “It is impossible (for me at least) to tell what their abstract concepts imply for
specific debates about the particular claims of cultural groups.”62
Kymlicka’s criticism here presents a major challenge to Taylor’s communitarian
approach, but loses much of its critical force as a comment on Habermas’s procedural
alternative. There are two reasons for this. The first is that unlike Taylor, Habermas introduces
no new class of rights in his justification of collective rights, and so can appeal to widely
accepted and adhered to principles of freedom and equality as the ultimate foundation for
collective rights. It is not incumbent upon him, as it is on Taylor to spell out the precise
relationship between two sets of rights which have correspondingly different bases of
justification. Since Taylor juxtaposes the idea of authenticity with the idea of autonomy in
developing his approach to cultural rights, he is surely committed to saying something about
the relationship between them, yet aside from a passing reference to a handful of fundamental
rights, he does not do this satisfactorily. This, as we have seen, undercuts the capacity of the

Politics of Recognition to distinguish between legitimate forms of collective self-expression from
dogmatic attempts to enforce conformism. On Habermas’s approach, collective rights never
come into conflict with individual freedom in this way, since they are not rooted in the idea that
cultural diversity is in itself an independent and sometimes competing value.
The second reason why the problem of indeterminacy need not be fatal for Habermas’s
approach rests on his assertion that the constitution must be understood as a project that gains
determinate content only within spatio-temporal horizons. The content of rights, and the
interpretation of basic norms and principles, can only be decided by those engaged in the
ongoing process of constitution-making. It therefore appears consonant with this normative
commitment to elaborate a procedural conception of the constitutional state that Habermas
makes no attempt to offer a systematic theory of cultural rights. To do so would be to prejudge
the exercise of self-sovereignty which is, for Habermas, the only source of legitimation open to
secular societies in which traditional authority can no longer be the source of collectively
binding representations of identity.
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2.2

The constitutional state and political integration
On Habermas’s view, basic rights are enabling conditions, which, in conjunction with a

well-functioning public sphere, provide for an expansion of the legal and material substance of
positive rights and enable social integration through increasingly exhaustive schemas of
citizenship. Habermas insists that the particular form that a given legal system assumes will be
dependent upon the cultural and historical context in which it develops.63 The idea that the
legal order of a community is ‘ethically impregnated’ is developed in Habermas’s more recent
work in which he differentiates more clearly between democratic principles and moral norms,
and allows that ethical and pragmatic discourses will be part of a process of democratic willformation. Pragmatic discourses become relevant in law-making which requires a fair balancing
of non-universalizable interests.64 Nevertheless, generalizable interests retain priority over
individual interests on Habermas’s model, since the outcomes resulting from bargaining and
compromise will be rationally acceptable only provided they arise from procedures that have
been discursively justified (BFN 460).
Along with pragmatic discourses, ethical discourses, which are concerned with
‘hermeneutic self-clarification’ about the nature of the good for me, or for us, will also inevitably
play a role in the formulation of positive law. Habermas maintains that, within the context of
the overall legal order, there is nothing which prevents citizens from asserting a conception of
the good “which they either fundamentally share or on which they have reached a consensus
through political discourse.”65 His theory is therefore sensitive to the pursuit of mutually agreed
collective goals that are specific to the political unit and are therefore not subject to the
universalizability constraint. The democratic procedure is intended to produce outcomes that
are ‘acceptable to all citizens for the same good reasons’, but the ‘good reasons’ themselves are
likely to coincide with a ‘customary political ethos’ rather than with moral reasons that all
persons both within and beyond the boundaries of the state could share.66 This allows for the
idea that the constitutional state is ‘ethically patterned’.67
But the admissibility of ethical discourses to the process of political opinion- and will –
formation notwithstanding, Habermas insists that the process of constitution-making, in being
ultimately oriented to interpreting and implementing rights, cannot be reduced to an ethico-
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political discourse at large.68 This is because in the context of plural societies, in which citizens
are divided over conceptions of the good, interpreting the constitutional project as a process of
ethical self-clarification could not, Habermas thinks, provide an adequate basis for social
integration. The democratic process must be able to provide the conditions for peaceful coexistence between “different identity-securing traditions”.69
At the same time however, Habermas intuits that a viable account of citizenship must
also meet the requirement of a deeper source of social integration than is provided for by the
mere existence of democratic procedures if citizens within a determinate association are to
understand collectively binding decisions as having normative force. As we have seen, this is a
point consistently obscured by the dominant forms of procedural liberalism.70 One of the
strengths of Charles Taylor’s reflections on democracy, and of republican inspired critiques of
liberalism more generally, has been the strong emphasis they place upon the need for a strong
sense of cohesion and common identification in self-governing societies. Habermas
acknowledges this, but charges Taylor with perpetuating a longstanding tradition in political
thought that conflates republicanism and nationalism. Quoting from an article by Taylor in
which he states: “patriotism is a common identification with a historical community founded on
certain values” Habermas suggests that this “appears to contradict [the] proposition that there
is only a contingent and not a conceptual connection between republicanism and
nationalism”.71 Habermas insists that the ethnic understanding of the nation, which finds the
source of patriotic identification in citizens’ sense of sharing the same language, or ethnic or
cultural origins, cannot provide a stable or viable basis for political integration in modern
pluralistic societies.
This raises two questions that are worthy of attention in the present context. Firstly,
does Habermas offer a fair assessment of Taylor’s position in charging him with this conflation
between republicanism and nationalism? And secondly, what does Habermas propose as an
alternative to the ethnic nation as a source of integration and focus of identification among
citizens? In the remainder of this section, I will consider the latter issue through an analysis of
Habermas’s conception of constitutional patriotism. I will delay consideration of the former
point, about the accuracy of his portrayal of Taylor’s approach, for the concluding section
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(3.11).
Habermas finds an alternative focus for political identification in the form of “an
abstract, legally constructed solidarity that reproduces itself through political participation.”72 In
order to express this basic idea, Habermas has appropriated and popularised the term
constitutional patriotism (Verfassungspatriotismus) coined by Dolf Sternberger in 1979.73 In its
initial formulation the idea of constitutional patriotism was tailored specifically for a divided
Germany and the complex relationship with nationality and statehood that it embodied.74 It
signalled an attachment to the democratic achievements of the Federal Republic, while not
excluding national solidarity with the German Democratic Republic.75 However, Habermas
attempts to dissociate the idea more completely from nationalism in suggesting that unification
was best understood as the recovery of rights and democratic procedures rather than as the reunification of a nation.76 In fact, Habermas suggests that the historical discontinuities and
ambivalences that feature so acutely in German national consciousness as a consequence of
National Socialism, have necessitated a more self-critical appropriation of national traditions
prompted by the evolution of a more abstract form of patriotism based around universalist
principles of state and citizenship.77 Unable to unite around a conventional national
consciousness, Germans had “‘learnt something special’ from their ‘national catastrophe.’”78
Despite the inception of the idea in the specific context of Germany, Habermas clearly
regards the concept of constitutional patriotism as having a wider appeal. The capacity for a
more reflective form of social integration based around constitutional principles has an
important application, Habermas thinks, in the context of multicultural societies for which
supra-national ties have also taken on a greater salience. Constitutional patriotism is, he
suggests, compatible with a political culture which can be the ‘common denominator’ between
the different forms of life that co-exist within a multicultural society. It might also, he thinks,
form the basis for supra-national forms of belonging to a shared political culture underwriting a
‘Federal Republic of European States.’79
However, insofar as the idea of constitutional patriotism really does have these wider
applications, it appears incumbent upon Habermas to explain how the requisite political culture,
based not on the pre-political ties associated with the ‘ascriptive’ identity-markers of the
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‘ethnos’, but rather on loyalties to the abstract political principles of the ‘demos’, might develop
in liberal democratic societies that do not feel this profound sense of rupture with national
traditions. In response, he appeals to an idea of progress, which, as we saw in the foregoing
chapter, is intimately connected with his interpretation of modernity in terms of ‘gains in
rationalization’. In the particular case of constitutional patriotism, the processes by which
individuals come to prioritise rights and democratic practices as the primary focus of loyalty and
identification appears to go hand-in-hand with the dialectical development of legal and factual
equality which is facilitated by the constitutional state’s safeguarding both private and public
autonomy.
Habermas suggests that the ‘materialization’ of law through the dialectical relationship
between legal and factual equality will lead to citizens themselves becoming “more keenly
aware of the priority of the issue of the implementation of basic rights – of the priority that the
real nation of citizens must maintain over the imagined ethnic-cultural nation.”80 Hence
pluralistic societies that succeed in interpreting constitutional principles in ways which allow
individuals with different needs and value-orientations to experience the ‘fair value of their
rights’, will not only fulfil the demands of democratic legitimacy, but will also be “be able to
provide citizens with a sense of solidarity.81 This solidarity seems ultimately to be rooted in the
recognition among citizens that these increasingly exhaustive schemas of rights represent a
trend in the direction of emancipation and progress.

3.

DELIBERATIVE POLITICS AND CONSTITUTIONALISM
Many of the most incisive criticisms of Habermas’s theory of deliberative democracy,

including those that identify it as being insensitive to ‘difference’, cluster loosely around a single
theme. The idea is, that Habermas’s proceduralism shores up some of the problems
characteristic of political life in modern pluralistic societies only by taking a step back from the
contexts within which political action becomes imperative.
Firstly, (3.1) I will consider a weak version of this criticism which charges that
Habermas’s abstract account of deliberative democracy fails to frame the conditions that could
support its claim to enact a legitimate political process in the context of actual polities. I will
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suggest that Habermas’s idea of the constitution as an historical project provides an adequate
response to this challenge. In understanding the constitutional project as an ongoing process to
actualise the potentials for equality and freedom framed by basic rights, Habermas confronts
directly both aspects of boundary-drawing highlighted in Chapter One. In defining terms of
political membership so as to dissociate citizenship from both an ethnocultural concept of the
nation, and a unified political identity that reflects the particularistic identities of members,
Habermas offers a more promising basis for democratic citizenship and social integration than
does Taylor.
Secondly, (3.2) I will consider a stronger criticism of Habermas’s procedural formulation
of democratic legitimacy. Here the charge is not that Habermas has formulated his model of
deliberative politics in a way that is insensitive to institutional and practical considerations,
rather the challenge, more fundamentally, is that the Habermasian procedural vision of
deliberative politics eclipses the true nature of the political in a much deeper sense. It is
suggested that while the political is characterised by conflicts and deep ambiguities which any
adequate account of political action must negotiate, Habermas flees to a more abstract realm
of theory in which the forms of interchange among plural individuals more closely resemble an
academic seminar than they do recognisable contexts of political action in diverse societies. I
will suggest that Habermas’s theory has fewer resources for meeting this challenge.

3.1

The constitution as a project: Habermas’s response to the problems of

‘jurisdiction’ and ‘jurisgenisis’
I have suggested that the charge of ‘indeterminacy’, as formulated by Kymlicka, need
not be fatal for Habermas’s attempt to develop an account of deliberative constitutionalism for
diverse societies. Habermas’s depiction of the constitution as a ‘process’ releases him from the
twin requirements of developing a more systematic account of cultural rights, and evaluating
the normative basis of the claims advanced by disparate cultural groups. We have seen that, on
Habermas’s view, the constitutional state must be committed to granting the private and civic
autonomy of every citizen equally. For this reason, Habermas sees his approach as marking a
radical departure from liberalism’s assumption that there should be “an a priori and clear-cut
distinction between the private and public identity of citizens.”82 He acknowledges that, the
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“boundaries between private and public spheres are historically in flux.”83 Hence no theoretical
approach concerned to identify terms for the legitimate exercise of political power should
attempt to offer detailed and highly specific account of the rights that sustain these boundaries.
In rejecting the idea that the terms of the boundaries between private and public can
be decided unilaterally in advance of citizens’ making use of their democratic rights in the form
of civic autonomy, Habermas avoids many of the problems associated with the liberal accounts
of citizenship considered in Chapter One. Also, since ultimately the measure of legitimacy of
any particular positive law is the testing of validity claims in actual discourses, cultural
evaluation becomes a matter for democratic politics in situ and not part of the justificatory
enterprise. Making democratic legitimacy fundamental for politics means that we do not need
to rely upon any potentially contestable anthropological view of culture as part of the
justificatory enterprise of democratic theory.
However, it might be suggested that Habermas’s procedural model merely postpones
the problem of indeterminacy only for it to resurface at the level of the second boundarydrawing problem identified in Chapter One. Here the problem stated baldly is that of identifying
the ‘people’. In order to make sense of Habermas’s response to this problem it is useful to
differentiate it further into two distinct aspects. Firstly, ‘the people’ must be identified in terms
of their co-existence within a given territorial unit within which they are subjects of the coercive
authority of the state. The political unit must establish boundaries as a prerequisite for the
democratic exercise of power, and yet these boundaries cannot be established democratically.84
I will refer to this aspect of the second boundary-drawing problem as ‘the problem of
jurisdiction’. Secondly ‘the people’ must be understood collectively as the ultimate source of
political power. In taking this point seriously, Habermas attempts to make democratic
procedures, as opposed to liberal thought experiments, bear the burden of legitimation for
positive law. However the grounds of legitimation, which Habermas interprets in discoursetheoretic terms, are themselves in need of legitimation.85 Using Frank Michelman’s terminology,
I identify this as the problem of ‘jurisgenesis’.86 In considering Habermas’s response to these
problems, the difficulties with the view that the republican idea of self-government might be
interpreted in purely procedural terms begins to surface. Once we begin to understand the
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principle of democracy within a recognisably human context, bounded by space and by time, the
sharp contrast between the moral and the ethical becomes more difficult to sustain.

3.11 The problem of jurisdiction.
Clearly, the boundaries of those territorial units that make up the system of sovereign
states recognised by international law, are determined by factors that are extrinsic to the basic
system of rights and are not decided by a discourse-theoretic account of legitimacy. Yet the
political authority within a given jurisdiction claims priority over any autonomous social or
political organisations within these borders. The question that inevitably arises then, is this: how
can the arbitrary and historically contingent demarcations of jurisdiction come to claim to
legitimacy? Habermas claims that the concept of the nation-state has been used as a theoretical
device to foreclose the tension between the universalism of an egalitarian legal community,
presupposed by the idea of democratic self-government, and the particularism of a political
community that provides the focus for loyalty and solidarity.87
In Chapter One it was suggested that liberals have, for the most part, presupposed
some conception of the nation state as a background for their respective conceptions of
citizenship, though the normative significance of this appeal to the nation remains ambiguous
and under-theorised. As a consequence of this theoretical blind spot, liberal nationalist,
conservative and communitarian theorists have self-consciously attempted to theorise
nationalism as an explicit commitment of normative political theory.88 Will Kymlicka has sought
to develop a far-reaching liberal defence of minority rights using the idea that minorities must
be offered protections against the inevitable and legitimate process of ‘nation-building’
undertaken within constitutional states through the state’s promotion of a single and specific
‘societal culture’. For the most part, individuals will be expected to integrate into this
encompassing ‘societal culture’. That Kymlicka intends the category of ‘societal culture’ to be
considered coextensive with the idea of a historical nation is clear when we consider that he
defines as ‘multinational’ a state in which government policy encourages the sustaining of two
or more ‘societal cultures’.89
In light of these considerations it seems that Habermas’s claim that the most widely
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canvassed response to the ‘problem of boundaries’ has been the attempt to meld the republican
ideal of self-government with some conception of nationalism appears to carry some force.
However, Habermas goes further, suggesting that this co-joining has been problematic to the
extent that the nation-state has too often been interpreted as a ‘subject writ large’ and
identified with a naturalistic conception of the people.90 He suggests that the republican
achievement, which was to substitute “relations of solidarity between citizens for the
disintegrating corporate ties of early modern society” is endangered when “the nation of citizens
is traced back to the prepolitical fact of a quasi-natural people, this is, to something
independent of and prior to the political opinion- and will- formation of the citizens
themselves.”91 Habermas claims that republicanism has historically been linked with a very
specific kind of nationalism, which we might call ethnonationalism.92 The supposition is that
citizens share common cultural or ethnic origins, and that this confers legitimacy to territorial
boundaries.
This more strident claim, that republican ideals of self-government have typically been
linked, not just with nationalism, but with ethno-nationalism, seems difficult to defend. Kymlicka
for example acknowledges that ‘societal cultures’, while promoting a shared language and
culture through a wide range of societal institutions such as government, economy, media,
schools and law, are necessarily pluralistic in terms of the ethnicities and lifestyles they
embrace.93 However, Habermas is on stronger ground with his claim that the appeal to the
nation is often pre-political in that it locates unity and social integration in a source prior to
political opinion- and will- formation. This may not necessarily be interpreted in ethnic terms.
Kymlicka, for example, thinks that even non-ethnic understandings of nationalism must combine
civic commitments to freedom and equality, with a “backward-looking” emphasis on the
historical specifity and particularity of a given nation. Fostering a sense of allegiance to the
nation will involve then, “promoting a sense of history [as] a way of ensuring that people
identify, not just with abstract principles, but with this political community, with its particular
boundaries, institutions, procedures and so on.”94
However, as was noted previously (2.2), Habermas levels at Taylor specifically the
‘stronger’ version of this criticism. Taylor, he thinks, fails to recognise that there is no
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conceptual connection between republicanism and (ethno)-nationalism and that the association
is rather, a historically contingent one.95 This criticism cannot be levelled earnestly at Taylor’s
latest work either, since he specifically refers to both ‘republican’ and ‘nationalist’ variants of
popular sovereignty recognising their distinctiveness and the problematic tendency to conflate
them.96 He concurs with Habermas in suggesting that for contemporary diverse societies, it is
the republican element of nationalism that it is crucial to recover as a corollary of collective
deliberation and decision-making in an inclusive public sphere. Taylor and Habermas then
appear to agree that a civic conception of nationalism is more appropriate than an ethnic one as
a source of social integration for modern diverse societies. Both want to distance themselves
from ‘blood-and-soil-nationalism’, which appeals to ethnicity or race as an indicator of a
common descent group and makes this the basis of ‘a people’s’ collective claim to sovereignty
within a specific territory or homeland.97
The real point at issue between them is how the civic conception of nationalism, which
each identifies with a republican ideal is to be understood. Both acknowledge that civic
nationalism can engender the mutual trust that is required for the effective operation of
constitutional procedures, but each interprets the conditions needed to sustain this trust
differently. Taylor appears to interpret civic nationalism as a strong identification, meaning that
individuals identify directly with the entire set of norms and practices of their community.
Habermas interprets civic nationalism as a weak identification meaning that individuals identify
with a set of fundamental principles and basic norms that define the society’s ethical character
and constrain the possible content of less fundamental norms.98
On Taylor’s account, the basis for this strong identification is an ethical theory which
can provide a normative basis for the mutual co-operation, shared sacrifice, and willingness to
submit to the outcomes of agreed forms of majority decision procedures that are required for
social cohesion. On Taylor’s view this requires that citizens must be able to actively and
immediately relate to a common political identity as ‘theirs’. They must feel “a sense that the
political institutions in which they live are an expression of themselves.”99 They must be able to
‘find themselves reflected in’ the shared political identity. This vocabulary makes Taylor’s
account appear strikingly similar to romanticised republican ideas such as Rousseau’s.
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At the beginning of the social contract Rousseau suggests that the act by which a
people constitutes itself as ‘a people’, must be prior to the act by which it submits to those
procedures deemed legitimate for the exercise of political rule, such as majority decision-making
procedures, which if they are not to be reduced to simply a form of majority rule must
themselves be established by some ‘prior convention’. Only then would there be a moral
obligation upon the minority to submit to the will of the majority. Like Rousseau, Taylor thinks
that it must be possible for citizens to identify themselves as a collective agent in order to abide
by the rules and outcomes of democratic decision-making. While overtly eschewing ethnocultural nationalism, Taylor does not wish to extricate himself from the romantic vision of a
unified collective group with shared goals, which, he thinks, must underpin not only legitimate
forms of cultural and linguistic nationalism, but also the republican ideal of the constitutional
state. On Taylor’s approach, the loyalties and affective ties that are supposed to provide the
basis for this non-ethnic or civic conception of nationalism are almost entirely a function of the
capacity of the state to foster inclusion through the construction of a collective political identity
that citizens with diverse ethnic, national and cultural heritages can strongly identify with.
It is this propensity to romanticize “the people” as a collective agent, that is, as a
subject writ large, that Habermas is most critical of.100 He does not regard a unified pre-political
identity as being a substrate for the moral bindingness of majority decisions. He appeals to the
presumption of rationality that the democratic process confers upon them in virtue of its
occupying an impartial standpoint that is equally in the interests of all. The democratic decision
procedure cannot guarantee right outcomes and so cannot demand that the outvoted minority
accept the outcomes as rational. This is why law must enforce compliance with its commands
while leaving the issue of motivations open. No concessions can be made, though, to those who
do not accept the legitimacy of democratic procedures themselves, as these have been
constructed so as to “justify the presumption of a rational outcome” and are therefore worthy of
respect.101 For Habermas, it is these fundamental principles that form the basis of weak

integration.
It is crucial to notice here that it is not simply the rational basis of these procedures that
Habermas considers important for fostering the allegiance of citizens to them, it is also an
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implicit ‘faith’ that they will ultimately lead to rational outcomes. Considered in abstract terms
these procedures will not in themselves be sufficient to foster the kind of solidarity among conationals that is required by modern welfare-state democracies, nor to resolve the problem of
boundaries. In fact, considered in isolation, they tends toward the affirmation of cosmopolitan
ideals of world citizenship on the grounds that no more limited kind is morally defensible.102 But
as Habermas notes, “the establishment of a legal code calls for rights that regulate membership
of a determinate association of citizens, thus allowing one to differentiate between members
and nonmembers, citizens and aliens” (BFN 124).
In keeping with his emphasis on the co-originality of private and public autonomy
Habermas points to the spatio-temporal horizons within which democratic procedures are
realised in the form of a legal code, as being equally fundamental to his account of legitimacy
and social integration. The positivisation of law within a particular political community then,
must serve as an important and independent grounds for citizens’ submission to democratic
processes within a particular state. For the constitution, which links citizens with a particular
territorially defined historical community, is not a permanent and fixed settlement, but an openended and continuous project always in the process of becoming. It is this which sustains the
motivation among citizens to abide by those decisions arrived at democratically by their
compatriots. He writes,
“Democratic majority decisions are only a caesura in a process of argumentation that has
been (temporarily) interrupted under the pressure to decide… … … the minority can live
with the majority opinion as binding on their conduct insofar as the democratic process
gives them the possibility of continuing or recommencing the interrupted discussion and
shifting the majority by offering (putatively) better arguments.”103

It is the ongoing and actual nature of processes of discursive will formation, as much as the
procedures that frame these, which make possible the emergence of rational outcomes, and this
possibility is itself an important element of political legitimacy for Habermas. Thomas McCarthy
has pointed to the extent to which Habermas appropriates the ideas of Julius Fröbel in
interpreting majority rule as “the “conditional agreement” of a minority which, while continuing
to regard its opinion as correct, renounces its will in favour of the majority, until such time as it
can convince the majority that its views are correct.”104 Citizens commit to democratic
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procedures not simply because philosophers have demonstrated that they realize principles of
justice or impartiality, but because they “build up legitimacy” by gaining a “reputation for
granting impartiality” insofar as they allow equal civil entitlements and respond to the specific
social and cultural needs of a particular community.105 He attempts to substitute ‘backwardlooking’ conceptions of nationality such as Kymlicka’s, or those that look to a basis for social
integration prior to political decision making, such as Taylor’s, with a ‘future-oriented’
conception, wherein political allegiance is associated with a utopian ideal of emancipation. This
same idea, he thinks, can also offer the most adequate response to the problem of
‘jurisgenesis’. However, when the assumptions that citizens must make in order to appropriate
the constitution as a ‘future-orientated’ project in permanent process of becoming is spelled out,
it is not clear precisely what is left of the distinctions that Habermas wants to sustain between
‘procedure’ and ‘substance’, ‘moral’ and ‘ethical’, and ‘self-determination’ and ‘self-realisation’.

3.12 The problem of jurisgenesis
Since discourse ethics is essentially “dialogical”, meaning that “individuals can develop
principles of judgement only be conversing with those affected”,106 it seems better positioned to
offer an account of democratic procedure than the “monological” versions of Kantian ethics, in
which “one makes moral choices by having a hypothetical conversation with oneself about what
would universalize maxims of conduct.”107 However, since discourse theory itself, which defines
the limits of the constitution-making enterprise, cannot bring into being the actual process of
constitution-making in a territorial unit, Habermas prefers to interpret the practice of
constitution-making as an ongoing interpretation of constitutional principles from within the
thick context of the history of a nation.108 He acknowledges though, that the inception of this
process raises problematic questions for normative political theory. The constitution must have
clearly marked beginning in time.109 However, as Hannah Arendt notices, this introduces a

petitio principii “which attends every new beginning” and is inherent in the political task of
foundation.110 The question arises as to what authorises the framers of the constitution. This
founding act can never itself be constitutional, since it is prior to the constitution itself.111
Habermas is aware of this problem, and of the difficulties that attend to the liberal
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tendency to interpret the act of founding as a thought experiment carried out by a subject in
“monological” terms. These difficulties attend even to contemporary ‘hypothetical’ versions such
as that presented in Rawls’ Theory of Justice. Habermas writes,
“From the perspective of the theory of justice, the act of founding the democratic
constitution cannot be repeated under the institutional conditions of an already constituted
just society, and the process of realising the system of basic rights cannot be assured an
ongoing basis. It is not possible for the citizens to experience this process as open and
incomplete, as the shifting historical circumstances nonetheless demand. They cannot
reignite the radical democratic embers of the original position on the civic life of society.”112

In identifying these difficulties, Habermas draws upon the longstanding concern among
republicans and participatory democrats about the potential for constitutional rights to secure
potentially iniquitous relations of domination and subordination prior to democratic will
formation. On the basis of this critique he hopes to place his model of the constitutional state on
a firmer footing than models of liberalism such as Rawls’ Theory of Justice, by making
democratic procedures, rather than liberal thought experiments, the basis of legitimation. In
developing the ‘principle of democracy’ as distinct from the ‘principle of discourse’, Habermas
separates out questions of legitimacy from issues of justice and validity. His procedural
approach differs from Rawls’, in that “no constitution or law can be legitimate (as opposed to
“valid,” i.e., just) unless actually accepted by those governed by them in real deliberative
procedures.”113
Habermas is on strong ground in claiming that democratic practice has no serious
competitor as a source of legitimation within modern constitutional states. However, even with
this firm commitment to deliberation within the terms laid down by democratic procedures in
place, the problem of foundations re-emerges at a deeper level, as identified by Frank
Michelman.114 Michelman notes that in contemporary society ‘democratic sovereignty is the only
sovereignty we accredit.’115 Hence we must appeal to appropriately democratic processes as the
only reasonable justification for political authority in secular societies. However, whether
democratic procedures are appropriately functioning, or even appropriately constituted can “at
any time become a matter of contentious but reasonable disagreement, according to the liberal
premise of reasonable interpretive pluralism.”116 Even if we manage to agree to terms about
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what an appropriately functioning democratic procedure is, we can continue to question what
validates this deliberative process and agreement, and so on as infinitum. It is for this reason
that the democratic process as a basis for legal self-constitution appears caught in a circular
chain of reasoning and the petitio principii difficulty emerges once again.
Now, one way of responding to this difficulty would be to appeal to a collective
supraindividual entity “the people” as being the ultimate source of political power having legal
title to rule. This was, Arendt notes, how Sieyès broke out of the vicious circle and the petitio

principii.117 He posited that “Both power and law were anchored in the nation, or rather in the
will of the nation, which itself remained outside and above all governments and all laws.”118 The
nation here provides the grounds for unanimity which Rousseau suggests must exist on ‘one
occasion at least’ in order to establish as legitimate democratic procedures such as majority
rule.119 Arendt is critical of this attempt to locate the act of political foundation in a sovereign
will rather than in the fragile and inherently unpredictable enterprise of constitution-making
which relies ultimately on ‘the force of mutual promise or contract’.120 Where the founding act is
reduced to a unanimous act of will, human plurality, which is the defining feature of the political
is obliterated.121
Habermas too seeks to avoid this problematic appeal to a supra-individual entity such as
the nation, but also finds Arendt’s reliance upon the faculty of promise-keeping too unstable a
basis for constitutionalism. In fact, Habermas eschews any appeal to external conditions,
including ‘the transparent objectivity of ultimate moral insights’ that might bring the circle of
reasoning to a halt through an appeal to ultimate foundations. Instead he writes,
“I propose that we understand the regress itself as the understandable expression of the
future-oriented character, or openness, of the democratic constitution: in my view, a
constitution that is democratic—not just in its content but also according to its source of
legitimation—is a tradition- building project with a clearly marked beginning in time. All the
later generations have the task of actualising the still-untapped normative substance of the
system of rights laid down in the original document of the constitution.”122

The constitution, he continues,
“can be understood in the long run as a self-correcting learning process.”123

.

How far Habermas has gone in extricating his theory from the ‘fictive ideal of
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unanimity’, which in Arendt’s view, not only accounts for the allure of the more destructive
forms of nationalism, but is in itself an inherently anti-political ideal is unclear. Habermas
continues to appeal to the idea of unanimity in two ways. Firstly, citizens must be unanimous in
their interpretation of the enterprise that they are engaged in. Habermas acknowledges that
“the interpretation of constitutional history as a learning process is predicated on the non-trivial
assumption that later generations will start with the same standards as did the founders.”124
Secondly, Habermas appears to suggest that citizens must unanimously assent to an
understanding of the constitution as an inherently progressive and emancipatory force. Hence
‘contingent interruptions’ and ‘historical regressions’ notwithstanding, constitutional reforms will
ultimately win approval. Habermas asserts that what is evident from an analysis of the actual
course of the historical development of constitutions is that, “Once interpretative battles have
subsided, all parties recognize that the reforms are achievements, although they were at first
sharply contested.”125 As Bonnie Honig has noted, this is problematic since “when Habermas
characterizes his hoped-for future in progressive terms, he turns the future into a ground.”126 In
order to terminate the regress of democratic proceduralism, Habermas must make an explicit
appeal to those capacities of citizens that will utilise procedures for emancipatory purposes,
however, he simultaneously rejects the idea that this can be a part of defining the core of
democratic legitimacy.

3.2

Constitutional patriotism and post-conventional morality
On Habermas’s view, basic human rights that define the status of a legal person prior

to the positivisation of law translate into legal form the rights and duties that individuals must
reciprocally accord one another as a condition of rational discourse. As we have seen, these
rights are understood as enabling conditions which make possible the exercise of political
autonomy. They allow individuals to view themselves as both authors and addressees of law.
They include equal individual liberties, equal membership, equal legal protection and equal
opportunities to participate. These status guarantees are minimal conditions that allow a
constitutional state to realise its basic commitment to freedom and equality. They have been
tied conceptually and historically to liberal principles of toleration and non-discrimination, which
aim to guard against allowing any one group political privilege over others.
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However, because this toleration is first granted unilaterally by authorities it leads to a
paradox, which Habermas describes as follows,
“each act of toleration must circumscribe the range of behaviour everybody must accept, thereby
drawing a line for what cannot be tolerated. There can be no inclusion without exclusion. As long
as this line is drawn in an authoritarian manner, i.e., unilaterally, the stigma of arbitrary exclusion
remains inscribed in toleration.”127

The way around this paradox, according to Habermas, is to find a universally convincing
delineation between what is to be tolerated and what is not. This represents the standpoint of
rational opinion- and will- formation which provides, not only the basis for democratic
procedures, but also sets the standard of public reason. It “constrains all affected to adopt the
perspectives of all others in the balancing of interests.”128 Citizens and their representatives are
required to “turn away from the ethical question of which regulation is respectively “best for us”
from “our” point of view. They must instead, take the moral point of view and examine which
regulation is “equally good for all” in view of the prior claim to an equal right to coexist.”129
This conceptualisation of public reason is, Habermas claims, more modest than Rawls’
since it “focuses exclusively on the procedural aspects of the public use of reason and derives
the system of rights from its institutionalisation. It can leave more questions open because it
entrusts more to the process of rational opinion and will formation.”130 It provides a basis for
judging disputed questions impartially, but cannot go beyond this (BFN 114). For this reason,
attempts to determine the content of rights in advance of democratic discourse by appealing
either to principles of justice, or, to some notion of cultural integrity will be problematic.
Habermas claims that there is no privileged standpoint outside of the process of the democratic
opinion- and will- formation that could settle interpretative disputes even on core principles such
as equal consideration and equal treatment, once and for all.
However, when the dimensions of a determinate bounded group of citizens and historical
time are inserted into this picture, as indeed they must be as a condition of terminating the
regress of justification, things begin to look more complicated. We find that two far from trivial
assumptions must be made about the citizens who engage in the ongoing process of
constitution-making, both of which undercut the idea of a pure procedural understanding of
democratic legitimacy.
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3.21 Constitutional patriotism and proceduralism
The idea that private and public autonomy are co-original goes some way toward
resolving the paradoxical relationship between constitutionalism and democracy. Indeed, for
this reason Alessandro Ferrara has described it as “one of the most innovative philosophical
ideas of the 1990’s”.131 The core achievement of liberal constitutional politics stems from its
commitment to uphold the equal dignity of all citizens through protecting human rights from
arbitrary political power, and the contingent will of democratic majorities. However, republican
and participatory democrats have been as suspicious of the potential for constitutional rights to
secure potentially iniquitous relations of domination and subordination prior to the
constitutional settlement, by removing certain issues from the domain of popular control, as
liberals have been wary about the unrestricted exercise of popular sovereignty. Habermas’s
procedural reading of popular sovereignty, in which popular control is restricted only by
abstract categories of rights which are a condition of its proper exercise, and of the legal form
as such, goes some way to responding to these difficulties at a conceptual level. Once the
dimension of time is inserted into this conceptual framework though, it seems that only the
‘founders’ of any particular constitutional system are restricted solely by these abstract
categories of rights, whereas our exercise of popular sovereignty, in the here and now, is
constrained also by rights already positivised in the constituton, rights that we did not
reciprocally grant one another.132
Habermas claims that,
“(T)he allegedly paradoxical relation between democracy and the rule of law resolves itself
in the dimension of historical time, provided one conceives of the constitution as a project
that makes the founding act into an ongoing process of constitution making that continues
across generations.”133

Here, Habermas suggests that the constitution should be conceived as an
intergenerational covenant to actualise the content of rights in a way that is consistent with the
basic standards laid down in the framework of the constitution, initially by the founders.
However, once the constitution is understood in these terms, as an ongoing project that has
continuity across generations, it is clear that something over and above the principle of
democracy must be brought to the enterprise of justification.
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The principle of democracy is derived from a reconstructive analysis of what we must
already assume in participating in modern democratic and constitutional practices as such. It
spells out the universal principles behind democratic procedure and the system of rights.
However as participants within a constitutional project, and as agents who adopt a
performative as opposed to a strategic attitude to law, we operate within the thick context of
an ethically patterned and historically defined nation state. To describe an individual’s
relationship to this determinate constitutional project, Habermas appeals to the future-oriented
goals of constitutional actors, apparently to downplay the “backward-looking” emphasis on the
cultural continuity, historical specifity or territorial integrity of the nation. However, it is clear
that some idea of constitutional continuity is required in order for citizens to identify themselves
with this constitutional project as opposed to the multifarious other modern constitutional
projects which the principle of democracy underpins.

3.22 Recognition and post-conventional morality.
It is clear then, that Habermas must tie constitutional patriotism to a specific context
whose unity cannot be understood wholly as a future-oriented projection of possibilities. This
raises difficulties too for Habermas’s account of the sense in which recognition is relevant for
democratic practice. As the above reflections on constitutional patriotism make clear, citizens
must recognise one another not simply as bearers of abstract rights with communicative
competencies, but also as equals in the shared project of defining constitutional identity. It is
not clear then that Habermas’s appeal to ‘postconventional’ morality as a basis for solidarity is
sufficiently strong to compensate for the fragmentation and pluralisation that accompanies the
disintegration of shared value horizons, nor that it can bear the entire weight of sustaining
commitment to democratic processes.
For Habermas, as for Taylor, problems of recognition arise where the collapse of
hierarchies and corresponding forms of social order that rendered social integration
unproblematic, have made relations of recognition more uncertain. This brings to the fore the
“constitutional insecurity and chronic fragility of personal identity”134 – a fragility that arises
from the fact that human beings who are individuated through social relations experience that
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identity as a site of ‘vulnerability.’ Hence modernity, at the same time as making recognition
more problematic also makes the need for recognition more intense. For Habermas, the
individual’s sense of herself as autonomous and her dependence upon interpersonal
relationships grow together in the modern world. Thus Habermas writes, “the more the subject
becomes individuated, the more he becomes entangled in a densely woven fabric of mutual
recognition, that is, of reciprocal exposedness and vulnerability.”135
Unlike Taylor however, Habermas insists that politics cannot provide for existential
security nor can a schema of recognition be devised which will compensate for the fact that
identity is a site of vulnerability. Democracy cannot be a vehicle for restoring the lost unity of
communal forms of life within the context of pluralistic societies divided over conceptions of the
good. Instead democracy presupposes a more abstract kind of integration. The main thrust of
Habermas’s theory is to provide an account of social integration for life contexts that are no
longer legitimated by tradition. He turns to post-conventional morality as the only viable means
for responding to the fragility and vulnerability of intersubjectively constituted identities, stating
“in anthropological terms, morality is the safety device compensating for the vulnerability built
into the sociocultural form of life.”136
On Habermas’s view, the same processes that make struggles for recognition inevitable
within modern society also open up possibilities for their co-ordination, albeit at a higher level
of abstraction. Habermas suggests that to the extent that cultural traditions and patterns of
socialisation associated with religious and metaphysical worldviews have come under the
pressure of critical reflection, universalist value orientations have gained ascendancy.137
Individuals and groups that no longer agree on basic moral norms are thereby thrown back
upon the structural aspects of discourse that all share in virtue of being socialised into a
communicative form of life. This means that participants have an intuitive understanding of
how one engages in discourse.138 They must take up a reflective attitude to their wants and
needs and value orientations, in virtue of the fact that they must aim at presenting reasons for
their claims in terms that are publicly justifiable.139 For post-conventional morality to provide
the socially integrative basis for citizenship, it must be assured of the existence of postconventional selves.140
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The limitations on the forms of cultural recognition which Habermas thinks possible
within a constitutional state, become readily explicable given the more abstract exchanges of
recognition that must stabilize post-traditional forms of collective life. As we have seen, on
Habermas’s view, individual rights to cultural membership cannot extend to demands for
cultural survival, since status guarantees of this kind would deprive members of the freedom to
either appropriate or break with their cultural heritage141. Similarly, Habermas’s perspective
cannot accommodate fundamentalist views because appeals to, for example, the revealed
truths of Christianity are unlikely to convince others. Habermas states, “they leave no space for
reflection on their relationship to those other world views with which they share the same
universe of discourse and against whose competing validity claims they can assert themselves
only with reasons.”142 In other words, they undermine the very basis of ‘postconventional
identities’, which must be reflexive. Since postconventional morality structures basic rights and
duties and the democratic procedures through which the constitutional project is realised within
spatio-temporal horizons, individuals and groups cannot claim inclusion on terms that are
inimical to it. They cannot, Habermas thinks, enjoy cultural rights ‘free of charge’, or “benefit
from a morality of equal inclusion without themselves making this morality their own.”143
Ultimately, the viability of the proceduralized conception of popular sovereignty that
Habermas places at the centre of his democratic theory depends upon processes of
rationalization, linked with post-conventional moralities, having taken root in political culture.
This is particularly the case since the administratively employed power of the state is
dependent upon the communicatively engendered power of citizens. He insists, “rational
political will-formation cannot occur unless a rationalized lifeworld meets it halfway” (BFN 487).
He argues that as co-citizens of a political community, individuals must be able to make the
required ‘role differentiation’ between their membership of substantive ethical groupings and
their membership of the constitutional state.144
It is this idea of role differentiation that raises the most serious difficulties for
Habermas’s account of democracy. However, in order not to miss our target here, it is
important to say what it is not. Unlike some liberal approaches, Habermas does not distinguish
the public identity of citizens from their private identity as individuals in order to impose upon
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the former “gag rules” which keep certain controversial issues off the agenda of public
debate.145 On Habermas’s view, boundaries between private and public cannot be fixed in this
way, but must be fluid and open to the outcomes of deliberation. Even core elements of the
system of rights, such as what counts as equal treatment and equal consideration are open to
dispute on this view. Habermas therefore regards the way in which a constitutional state
responds to civil disobedience on the part of those who continue to protest decisions arrived at
legitimately, as something of a litmus test for a well-functioning democratic state. Allowing civil
disobedience is understood by Habermas to be indicative of a constitutional state’s
preparedness to accept that those who contest the normative contents that have become
embodied in the constitution so far, may in the long run prove to be, not enemies of the
constitution, but its true patriotic champions.146 However, while the impersonal mechanisms of
the constitutional state may well be able to sustain the juxtaposition between its ethically
impregnated system of rights, and the procedural mechanisms required to sustain their
reflexivity and openness to contest required by the conceptualisation of the constitution as a
learning process, this schism is likely to be more unstable at the level of the individual citizen.
The demand made of citizens in discursive democracy, that they retain a firm
commitment to engage in consensus-seeking dialogue, appears to be an ethical one. Why
should citizens continue to aim to secure consensus in spite of their experience of the conflictridden nature of politics. Faced with deep discord why should they aim at finding the right
answer to legal-political disputes as opposed to falling back on a ‘cognitively undiscerning’

modus vivendi settlement to stem ongoing disagreements? Even with the basic structure of
rights in place, it appears that there is nothing which would prevent citizens, when faced with
deep disagreements over the interpretation of basic norms, from treating their opponents as
infidels or dissidents to be tolerated as opposed to discursive partners to be persuaded. Why
should citizens take up a reflective stance to their own deeply held values in order to present
their own positions by appealing to “reasons that could convince anyone irrespective of time or
place”?147 In diverse societies, the temptation to renounce the demanding presuppositions of
discourse and to look instead for alternative means to secure their particular aims appears to
be strong. It seems profoundly optimistic to assume that individuals will be motivated to justify
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their own sincerely held views and values in a ‘reflexive’ way merely on the basis that their
conceptions of the good do not command universal consent and respect.
Habermas responds to these questions and the issues that they raise, not with
reassurance, but with a cautionary note about the role of philosophy in a disenchanted world.
He thinks that philosophy should seek to defend its competence in those areas in which it can
advance and defend universal statements.148 His aim is to clarify what he takes to be ‘the moral
point of view’ and consider what is formally required by it. He asks what we must demand of
the self if it is to meet the demands of moral and political life ordered according to rational and
democratic principles. He states,
“A moral theory that no longer claims to know the telos of “the” good life must leave the
question “Why be moral?” unanswered… … The disposition to act responsibly is contingent
on processes of socialization and the degree of success in identity formation. But an identity
cannot be produced by arguments.”149

While discourse defines the moral point of view, and the principle of democracy
designates its imprecation in the legal form, neither can produce prescriptions for individual
action. This motivational weakness, Habermas thinks, can be compensated for by positive law
backed by sanctions, which appeals to individual self-interest. However, since the stability of
constitutionalism is dependent upon citizens taking up a performative, as opposed to a strategic
attitude to positive law, it will also be dependent upon the empirical and contingent condition of
“the convergence of a country’s people upon the discourse ideal”150. Since the normative
potentials of procedural democracy are realised only on condition that individuals take up their
role as citizens as well as clients within the constitutional state, an explicit account of the
ethical foundations required to sustain these normative potentials could offer a useful
complement to a theory of deliberative democracy. It is not clear that the existential and moral
dimensions of existence can be compartmentalised in the way that seems to be required by
Habermas’s idea of ‘role differentiation’. William Connolly has argued that the way in which,
“people come to terms privately and publicly with existential issues bears a profound
relation to how they engage the issue of identity, and that how they define the question of
individual and associational identity bears a close relation to the way collective identity is
lived. Habermas is tempted by the wish to exclude existential issues from political theory,
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but, again, they seep back in. He appears to think that because no organization of public life
can resolve or eliminate existential suffering, these issues can be excluded from public
discourse.”

151

This, Connolly insists, is to evince the true nature of the political, which is characterised by
contingency and struggle engendered by challenges to the self-confidence of established
identities brought to bear by the alternative struggles of self-making among diverse individuals.
While Connolly’s criticism is useful in highlighting the interdependence between political
and existential dimensions of collective political life, questions remain as to how existential
questions might be incorporated into a theory of democracy that aims to make democratic
procedures receptive to good reasons as opposed to being held hostage by instrumental goals
and individual interests.
One of the most promising attempts to provide a response to this dilemma has been in
the area of attempts to develop a more specifically political conception of judgement152. Ricardo
Blaug traces Habermas’s attempt to sharply delineate ‘ethical-existential questions regarding
the good life’ from ‘moral-practical ones regarding justice’ to his model of ‘determinate
judgement’.153 On this model, a judgement is valid when it makes a successful appeal to
context-transcendent standards. Blaug points out that where judgement is reliant upon extracontextual standards of this kind, it becomes a peculiarly rational, disinterested and abstract
faculty.154 While offering an account of the validity of judgements, it does not provide an
understanding of how the everyday activity of judgement takes place. His own model draws
upon Wittgenstein’s response to the ‘problem of universals’.155 Blaug claims that on
Wittgenstein’s view, we arrive at an understanding of what is meant by the predicate ‘game’,
not by identifying a universal through the inspection of particulars, but by isolating a specific
quality by discerning family resemblances between closely related practices. Applying this idea
to democratic procedures implies that we cannot dissociate judgements about their fairness
from our immersion within the form of life that these practices define. This view allows us,
Blaug suggests, to associate the activity of judging with a subject that is not detached from her
intuitions, emotions and affective ties, since judgement requires a reflective examination of
concrete experience. It therefore may go some way to addressing the motivational deficit,
which Taylor identifies as the central difficulty of discourse ethics.
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Blaug suggests that in order to provide an adequate account of political citizenship,
Habermas’s attempt to describe the validity of judgement in terms of the internal relation
between meaning and validity, must be supplemented by an account of what citizens do when
they make judgements. While Habermas might respond that a phenomenology of judgement is
beyond the scope of a philosophy that restricts itself to making universal claims, he risks
severing his theory from the real-world nature of political life, in which it is neither possible nor
desirable to impose comparable restrictions on the scope of legitimate political concern.
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Conclusion
Debates currently taking place within political theory about identity and difference raise
important questions about how citizenship might be understood within modern pluralistic liberal
democratic societies. These debates have too often been framed by a partial and attenuated
conception of constitutionalism. Popular sovereignty is required as a deep source of political
legitimacy, yet little account is given to the extent to which fractured value horizons have made
this idea deeply problematic. Too often, attention focuses on issues of rights, representation
and matters of public policy, and taken for granted is the idea that these structures can be
anchored securely within a relatively stable and cohesive political community. Insufficient
attention is given to conceptualising the people, who must serve as the ultimate source of
public authority. That this cramped conception of constitutionalism has gained ascendancy
within modern political thought has been to the detriment of contemporary debates about
identity and difference for several reasons.
Firstly, the extent to which principle of popular sovereignty, which serves as a deep
source of legitimacy for modern constitutionalism, actually engenders problems of difference is
overlooked. The politics of difference is equated with the rise of diversity traced to contingent
socio-cultural changes, and established constitutional structures and norms are placed beyond
contest and accorded a privileged status. Either the claims pressed by minority cultural groups
are treated as being inimical to the defining principles of liberal constitutionalism, such as equal
rights and principles of non-discrimination, or else, they are understood as having normative
weight in virtue of the constitutional state’s having been hijacked by a homogenising and
thereby exclusionary understanding of membership. In either way, the fact that exclusion is
constative for democracy is overlooked.
Secondly, equal membership is defined in terms of a fair distribution of the benefits and
burdens of citizenship through the state and its agencies, which must allocate rights and
resources in a way that respects the equal dignity of all citizens. In short, debates about identity
and difference are viewed through the lens of justice and become polarised around the issue of
whether or not identity related differences such as culture, ethnicity or language are proper
objects for justice. On the one side are those who argue that justice requires that the state
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should protect marginalised cultures from the pressure to assimilate into an overarching common
culture. This protection may take the form of rights and immunities, financial and other sources
of support from the state and its agencies, or guaranteed representation in state legislatures. On
the other side are those who argue that the state has a responsibility to remain neutral or
difference-blind in relation to culture, ethnicity and religion, so as to formulate principles for the
determination of law and public policy that all citizens can accept as legitimate. Each of these
positions must make strong claims about identity as a condition of deciding which features of a
person’s identity are central and which are peripheral in deciding the terms of justice. However
strong claims about identity, determined from an externalist perspective, that is, from a
standpoint that bypasses the self-understanding of the agent, are notoriously difficult to defend
in the aftermath of the ‘linguistic turn’ in modern philosophy. Additional considerations caution
against making strong claims about the general significance of ethnicity, nationality, culture or
language in defining individual identity. The extent to which an agent understands these features
as being central to her identity will be dependent upon extrinsic factors, such as whether the
given identity is threatened or secure; whether it is stigmatized or rewarded by prevailing
institutional, economic and social structures; whether it is respected or maligned internationally
and by a globalized media.
Thirdly, and finally, a view of constitutionalism which focuses on rights at the expense
of civic duties or liberal virtues is detrimental to debates about identity, since it leaves no space
for a consideration of the potentially transformative potentials of democratic deliberation.
Instead, issues of identity and difference become the site of intractable struggles over rights
and resources allocated by the state, and the status of the citizen is reduced to that of a client.
In light of the obstacles that these dominant liberal conceptions of constitutionalism
and citizenship present for arriving at a deeper understanding of the challenges raised by the
politics of identity and difference within contemporary societies, the ambitious and
comprehensive alternatives offered by Taylor’s ontological liberalism, and Habermas’s discursive
democracy, deserve careful consideration. Both Taylor and Habermas demonstrate an
appreciation of three themes which are key to understanding questions surrounding citizenship
and identity in modern diverse societies, and provide important responses to the three key
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problems outlined above.

1)

The ‘constituent power’ as the authorising source of modern constitutionalism
As opposed to understanding the politics of difference as being epiphenomenal, that is,

as being consequent upon new forms of social difference that challenge already established
constitutional structures, both Taylor and Habermas understand the phenomena of pluralism as
presenting

an

equally

fundamental

challenge

to

the

legitimating

ideals

of

liberal

constitutionalism, in particular, to the principle of popular sovereignty. This is because each
develops an analysis of pluralism from within the standpoint of a broader and deeper
interrogation of modernity. In each case, their assessments of modernity take seriously
Nietzsche’s claim that the ‘death of God’ entails the closure of the metaphysical and moral
frameworks that have traditionally provided individuals with sources of meaning and purpose.1
As a result, both recognise the need to interrogate the standards that have conventionally been
understood as providing unproblematic sources of social integration.
Much liberal political thought has remained implicitly reliant upon some form of social
consensus, which can underwrite its far-reaching claims about the constitutional structures
most appropriate for well-ordered and just societies. However, once the comfort and harmony
of a cosmos aligned with God’s providential ordering has been completely abandoned, the basis
for this social consensus appears much more shaky. This has implications for attempts to
provide an account of the public justification for political authority. As Richard Vernon aptly puts
it, once politics can no longer draw upon pre-existing sources of legitimacy and integration
“political authority comes to carry a radically more stringent burden of justification, with fewer
resources lying ready to hand.”2 There appears no alternative to casting ‘the people’ as the
ultimate source of authorisation for political power. A political theory that takes seriously the
insight that citizens are free under a system of law to the extent that they originate or actively
endorse the set of institutional arrangements which are codified and binding for the legitimate
exercise of power, must develop some account of how the people can be understood as the
‘constitutive power’ within the constitutional order.
Both Taylor and Habermas have attempted to take this idea seriously by appropriating
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the republican ideals of popular sovereignty and self-rule as a complement to the traditional
emphasis of liberalism on individual rights. Each recognises that while law is associated with
order due to its capacity to coordinate action, citizenship is a precondition for order in the
sense of providing for intersubjective understandings that sustain positive identification with,
and possibilities for participation in a shared political community. In this respect, each offers a
more comprehensive treatment of constitutionalism than is provided for by accounts that focus
exclusively on the mechanisms available to already constituted powers, such as rights and
representation, as a response to the pluralism that threatens to destabilize these same
mechanisms at their very foundations.

2)

The ‘dialogical’ nature of individual identity
Both Taylor and Habermas attempt to distance themselves from those paradigms of

justice and distribution that are reliant upon strong claims about personal identity3. Again, this
is in part due to their attention to broader themes within modernity. For Habermas, as for
Taylor, the individual’s sense of herself as autonomous and her dependence upon interpersonal
relationships grow together in the modern world. While Taylor argues that recognition is a ‘vital
human need’, he suggests that it comes to be recognised as such, only with the collapse of
social hierarchies that rendered relations of recognition comparatively unproblematic.4 Both
acknowledge that in circumstances of modernity, identities have been destabilized so that the
late modern self comes to be seen as a ‘reflexive project’, “in perpetual process of becoming
instead of being”.5 This leads to an appreciation of the dialogic and intersubjective nature of
individual identity.
As opposed to liberal models that propose cultural accommodations on the grounds of
attaching some normative significance to culture itself, the insight that identities are
intersubjectively formed, provides a more cogent starting point for discussing cultural
accommodations. The insight that socialization and individuation occur only through
relationships of reciprocal recognition belies the construction of rights as possessions of
private, autarkic individuals and so causes difficulties for accounts that interpret citizenship
primarily as a ‘status’. Once mutual exchanges of recognition are understood as having a
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constructive role in the formation of personal identity, and as taking place in circumstances in
which these exchanges are no longer tied to fixed social structures, identity becomes a site of
vulnerability. This insight can contribute significantly to debates about identity and citizenship
in providing for a more comprehensive understanding of the inclusion/ exclusion dynamic in
modern democratic politics, as we saw in Chapter Three.

3)

The deliberative public sphere
Both themes discussed above serve to highlight the importance of a third theme that

might enable us to re-orient debates about identity and difference, and which is central to both
Taylor and Habermas’s approaches. This is the idea of deliberation in a shared and inclusive
public realm. In circumstances in which traditional forms of authority underwriting standards of
legal, political and moral validity, are no longer available, attention must once again come to
focus on the role of the ‘people’ as the ‘constituent power’ underwriting modern
constitutionalism. In the absence of any anterior shared value horizons to which citizens can
appeal, these standards must be collectively generated through inclusive processes of public
deliberation. At the same time, the recognition approach highlights the fact that modern
identities must be understood in ‘dialogical’ and relational terms, rather than as pre-social
possessions of individuals. Hence deliberation in the public sphere should not be understood
primarily as a mode of bargaining over pre-political interests, since the process of deliberation
will itself contribute to the self-understanding of individuals whose identities are simultaneously
revealed and constructed through discursive interactions.
Focusing attention upon the public sphere offers a useful standpoint from which to
consider the specificity of political relationships. The political cannot be a sphere for the
expression of a deep, authentic, or pre-existing self, which defines an agent prior to her own
self-disclosure. Self-disclosure will itself, given the dialogical nature of identity, be
simultaneously an act of self-discovery. Equally, the political cannot be framed in exclusively
juridical terms, since the reflexive self will always resist attempts to ‘fix’ this identity, which is
always in the process of becoming. In highlighting the importance of these three themes, the
‘constituent power’, ‘the dialogical self’ and the ‘public sphere’ within their work, Taylor and
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Habermas identify useful starting points for a more satisfactory treatment of issues of identity
and difference, and the nature of citizenship in modern constitutional democracies.

Stabilising uncertainty through ‘teleology’ and ‘post-conventional morality’.
Neither Taylor nor Habermas offer an entirely satisfactory account of the themes
highlighted in the foregoing. Ultimately, both draw upon their respective accounts of modernity
in ways that insulate the political from the central experience of life among others as a source
of vulnerability and potential alienation, since each appeals to some source of social integration
anterior to politics. In Taylor’s case the appeal is to an incipient teleology. This stabilizes the
collective life of diverse individuals whose quests for self-creation and self-discovery can only
be supported by a framework that recognises plural goods and values. In Habermas’s case, the
appeal is to a post-conventional morality with a strongly cognitivist core. This provides strong
rational grounds for moral agency, but we must look elsewhere for the well-springs of
motivation that make it an effective form of collective action co-ordination. Hence, Habermas is
pushed back to the empirical claim about the potentials for ‘rationalization’ inherent in
modernity.
To the extent that citizens are integrated in these terms, the society envisaged is a
post-political society. It is a society without politics, or at least with only an attenuated version
of politics.6 On the basis of these post-political accounts of citizenship, Taylor and Habermas
are led to identify the constructive enterprise of fostering democratic inclusion with achieving
just and transparent relationships of mutual recognition in which the tensions animating the
dynamics of inclusion/exclusion will be eradicated. Each uses their account of democratic
citizenship to redeem individuals from the experience of fragility and insecurity that necessarily
attaches to the inescapable task of constructing and negotiating collective identities within
diverse societies.
Recently an important literature has been developing which takes this experience of the
vulnerability of individual and collective identity, not just as the starting point for
conceptualising a society within which relations of reciprocal recognition are mutually
transparent and just, but as the defining feature of democracy itself.7 Crucially, from this
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perspective political legitimacy is not dependent upon finding a final solution to the politics of
recognition since no such settlement is available8. Rather, it is grounded in the fact that
“citizens are always free to enter into a process of contestation and negotiation of these rules
of recognition.”9 ‘Agonistic democracy’ is the term often used to describe accounts that seek to
reclaim ‘the political’ for a politics based around ideas of conflict and contestation. However,
these accounts often simply turn the tables on the dominant liberal models of politics, which
they regard as rationalistic and hostile to the existential basis of political conflict.10 Hence
consensus is replaced by conflict, order by contingency, stability by fragility and
constitutionalism is decentred through an emphasis on ‘aconstitutional’ forms of political action.
‘Agonistic democrats’, such as James Tully and Bonnie Honig, have drawn upon
Arendt’s conception of political action, but have done so rather selectively. They emphasise the
tense and ambivalent relationship between the legal constitutional order, and the unpredictable
and boundless character of political action. However they overlook the extent to which political
action is for Arendt connected with deliberative judgement. Arendt suggests that the
boundlessness of action in public space is only the reverse side of its capacity to generate
intersubjective understandings. She holds that political action must not only be rooted in
constitutional structures, but also underwritten by a ‘common sense’ made available to those
who share a ‘common world’. Her conception of common sense appears to have some affinities
with Blaug’s conception of political judgement alluded to in Chapter Five. Common sense, she
suggests, “controls and adjusts all strictly particular sense data to those of all others”11. She
describes common sense, as the “political sense par excellence.”12 While Arendt herself never
developed a comprehensive theory of judgement, I suggest that it may now be profitable for
political theory to engage seriously with the idea of political judgement.
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